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OUTLINE
The present study includes an introduction and a commentary of 
D.59 (Against Neaira). After a general description of the 
present text and the discussion about the date of its delivery, 
the legal and social background of the speech are briefly 
analysed. The second chapter of the introduction deals with the 
main persons involved in this trial (Stephanos, Neaira, 
Apollodoros, Theomnestos), presenting the external evidence 
about them and analysing the way their portraits are created. It
also includes a discussion of the way Ap. makes the portraits of 
the characters, who appear in his speeches. The third chapter 
deals with the question of the authenticity of the speech. There 
I maintain that this text, along with D. 46, 47, 49, 50, 52, 53,
is written by a person other than Demosthenes, most likely 
Apollodoros himself. The fourth chapter speaks about the 
stichometry and the authenticity of the documents quoted in the 
speech. (However, the authenticity of every document separately 
is discussed in the commentary at the place they appear) The
last chapter of the introduction deals with the manuscripts,
which preserve this text and the order in which this speech 
appears in the manuscripts.
A commentary of the Hypothesis of Libanios follows, in which
some textual points are discussed, along with some points 
refering to the content of the Hypothesis.
The commentary on the speech is quite detailed, concerning 
matters of textual criticism. Some of the major problems of the 
speech also are treated at some length like: the decree of Ap.
about the theoric fund, the ephetai as judges in the homicide 
courts, the laws of § 16, 52, 87, the registration to phratry
and genos, the private arbitration, the laws of adultery and 
naturalization, the sources of the orator in the digression 
about the Plataians, the place of women in classical Athens, the 
Proklesis etc.
Other points, which have some importance for the interpretation 
of the present text, cover the largest part of the commentary. 
Three indexes are added: one English, one Greek, and one of the 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
1. Circumstances of the composition of this text
The speech "against Neaira", despite the critislsm of 
scholars concerning its technique (see ch.3), is one of the most 
well known and frequently quoted fourth century texts. The long 
narration of this speech with the consequently shortened 
argumentation, the two long digressions, the unpolished Greek 
etc. , although in terms of literary criticism they are 
disadvantages, offer valuable information to scholars about the 
language and the period in which this text was composed. The 
orator does not limit himself to saying only what was essential 
for the point; he gives full details of the events he narrates, 
makes rich portraits of the people involved, moralizes, tries to 
support his narration with as much information as he can. He also 
gives several side-stories, concerning either the people or the 
events he speaks about, the longest of which are the two 
digressions, one in which he speaks about the ritual of 
Anthesteria and one in which he speaks about the naturalization
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of the Plataians In Athene In 427 B.C. As a result, the narration 
of the orator Is often an important If not unique piece of 
evidence for our knowledge of Athenian law and society in the 
middle of the fourth century: we learn about politicians of this 
time, the family, the introduction to the phratry and the genos, 
the details of the sacred marriage during the Anthesteria, 
marriage and dowry etc. Several laws, not strictly related to 
the case, like the laws of adultery or naturalization, are 
illustrated. Legal procedures like arbitration, the penalties in 
case of the murder of a slave and the restrictions of the ritual 
of Haloa are thoroughly described. The speech is also the most 
extensive and detailed source of information about prostitution 
in the classical period and one of the most realistic and 
reliable sources concerning the place of women in classical 
Greece; and Athenian life, especially of the lower classes, is 
depicted in a plain and realistic way. In this sense I find that 
this speech, despite its stylistic and rhetorical weakness, is a 
vivid and attractive text.
The date of the speech is set between 343 and 340: Xenokleides 
left Athens to go to Macedonia after his disfranchisement in 369. 
In 343, for political reasons he was dismissed from Macedonia and 
returned to Athens. In §§ 26-8 we understand that he was in 
Athens. On the other hand in 339 Demosthenes succeeded in giving 
effect to the decree of Apollodoros about the theoric fund (cf. 
com. § 4). The orator certainly would have mentioned this if the 
speech had been composed after 339. From the narration of 6 3,
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where the only reference to e war against Philip belongs to the 
years before 348, we can say with high probability that the
speech was composed even before 340. Several other events 
narrated in this speech confirm this date; for example the 
language used for the events of 348 implies a good distance of 
time from them (§ 5: Iti xat vuv); the same applies to the
cancellation of the naturalization of Peitholas and Apollonides, 
by the law-court <§ 91). The events sound old enough, but not so 
old that the Athenians would have forgotten them CxoOq p6v
xoXXotSq xat xaXaioOq ep^ov 6 irjYiic7aa6ai* a 56 Tcdtvxeq 
pvripovEtiexe. .. >. Also the lifetime of persons, who appear in the 
speech, Cat least the ones whom we can identify) supports this 
date. An example is the case of Xenokleides (§§ 26-8): the orator 
feels it necessary to explain why he cannot give his testimony, 
when he does not explain why he does not present any testimony by 
Lysias the orator (§ 23); Lysias had been dead for many years and 
his friend Philostratos was young when these events happened <§ 
22: f)6eov Ixi ovxa). See also A. Schaefer Demosthenes 4,183,
Blass Beredsaakeit 3,536. and throughout the commentary the
attempt to date events or identify persons.
The present speech is a prosecution against Neaira, an ex-hetaira 
tried for having broken the Attic law which punished the pretence 
of legitimate marriage between an Athenian citizen and a 
foreigner. According to Theomnestos, the official prosecutor, the 
enimity between Stephanos, the official advocate of the accused 
Neaira, and Apollodoros, the real prosecutor (see below), was old
- 3 -
(about the persons see ch. 2). It started In 346 when Ap. proposed 
a decree In the assembly, to transfer the surplus of the 
administration from the theoric to the stratiotic fund (cf. § 4). 
The decree was approved but St. for political reasons (Ap. says, 
he was a professional sycophant) brought a graphe paranomon 
against the decree of Ap. In the trial Ap. was convicted and St. 
was cruel even in specifying the timema (§§ 4-8). Ap. was just 
able to pay the heavy fine after his conviction. Then St. tried 
to attack Ap. in another way: he accused him of homicide of a
slave, with false witnesses. The whole plot, however, was 
revealed and St. lost the case (§ 9-10). Then Theomnestos, the 
brother-in-law and son-in-law of Ap. (§ 2), pushed by their
common friends and relatives, decided to prosecute St. for living 
with a foreign woman in terms equivalent to a legitimate 
marriage, according to a law, which strictly prohibited to 
Athenian citizens to marry or to pretend legitimate marriage with 
foreigners (further details about the law in com. § 16). After a 
6hort speech, however, he handed over to the more experienced 
Apollodoros. After this Ap. carries on the whole case: he had
prepared all the witnesses, he challenged St. and by the end of 
the speech he forgot (cf. com. § 16) that he was only the
advocate of Theomnestos (§ 126: ypaq^v fjv N£aipav iy<t>
£YPaH,t*JJLTlv>* ^he major part of his speech Ap. speaks of the
point: to prove that St. and N. had broken this law, would mean
either to present evidence that a formal betrothal had
occurred between them, as if N. were an Athenian citizen, or to 
bring evidence that the four children whom St. had enrolled in
- 4 -
his phratry as offspring of a legitimate marriage were from N. 
According to Ap.'s information, St. intended to say that the 
children were not from N., but from another woman, and that she 
only lived with him as a concubine. But Ap. instead of paying 
most of his attention to the real point, spends most of his time 
on proving that N. was a foreigner, in fact a liberated 
courtesan, with a quite notorious past. Indeed very few people 
would doubt this: his narration is elaborate and he had secured 
witnesses even for events which occurred over 40 years ago. But 
all this part of the speech, could only have a psychological 
effect on the jury and, in any case, St. would admit this and he 
would not have done anything against the law. Ap. *s evidence that 
the children come from N. is indeed weak. He only presents a 
icpdxXqoiq, which St. refused to accept (§ 123 ff. ) and he
discusses the whole thing in the brief argumentation of his 
speech. He was also able to present witnesses, that the girl, 
Phano, was betrothed twice to Athenian citizens, although she was 
not St.'s legitimate child (§§ 49-84), but he fails to produce 
any firm evidence about the boys. How effective this speech was 
we do not know, since we do not know what happened to N. after 
this trial. We cannot even make any suggestions, because we 
cannot say what effect the colourful narration of Ap. had on the 
jury. Taking into account that the Athenian judges sometimes 
voted for the side which made the better performance in the law- 
court and not for the side which had the most firm evidence, all 
possibilities are open. The readers of this speech, throughout 
the centuries, tend to be sympathetic to N. For example: a) Blass
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(Beredeamkeit 3,539) says: Daes der Racheact der beiden (Ap. and 
Theomn. > gelang, und N. verkauft wurde, mbchte ich nlcht glauben. 
b) U. E. Paoli in his study Die Geschichte der Neaira gives his own 
interpretation of the story of Neaira, in a vivid way, trying to 
keep close to the narration of the speech, clearly from a 
sympathetic point of view. I also hope that the malicious attack 
of Ap. failed, even if his narration is true.
The reason for which St. and N. would pretend legitimate marriage 
can be illuminated through the social conditions in Athens in the 
middle of the fourth century. Parentage and sex were the two main 
criteria, which defined the rights and the position of every
person in this society. We can speak about three clear social
divisions: the citizens, the foreigners and the slaves. On the
other hand we have to emphasize the distinction between men and 
women. Male Athenian citizens had all the power in their hands. 
The administration of the city, the judicial system, the finance 
of the city, its defence, the legislation etc. were exclusive 
privileges of the male Athenians. Female citizens could not
participate in the administration of the city, but they had 
control of their household and they enjoyed a certain social 
respect. (Further details in the com. of § 122). Male foreigners, 
living in Athens, had to pay taxes usually higher than the 
Athenian citizens and to conrtribute to the defence of the city, 
but they also had the right to trade freely, to own property [not 
Und or houses, unless given Ind to defend their rights in front of the Athenan
liv-courti (i right vhich disfranchised Athenian citizens did not have),[For further details
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HicDovell, Lw 75 ff,]. Female foreigners were nearly In the eame
status as Athenian female citizens, with the exception of the 
right to marry an Athenian man Ccf, cot, fi 16], and give birth to
citizens Ccf, Cirey CQ 41 [1991] 85 ff,]. A person was an Athenian
citizen at this time if born of two citizens. Naturalization of 
foreigners as Athenian citizens was an exceptional present 
granted only if the foreigner was supposed to have accomplished a 
high service to the state. So. unless born citizens or
exceptionally naturalized, the only way for foreigners to 
participate in the society with full rights, as Athenian 
citizens, was to pretend that they were offspring of citizens. 
The way was not always simple and the case was at least risky. 
But through texts like the present speech, D. 57, Isae. 3 etc. we 
know that attempts at illegal naturalization existed as a reality 
and perhaps the increase of this phenomenon and the tricks used 
forced the Athenians to pass in the fourth century stricter 
legislation to prevent it (the law of § 16; cf. com. ). A
particularly interesting case of attempting to pass off somebody 
as an offspring of a legitimate marriage between two Athenians 
and thus eligible for Athenian citizenship was the one in which 
a father would try to register his illegitimate children as 
legitimate. Besides the social reasons the financial element 
should be taken into account, in this case. The right of 
inheritance of the parental property by illegitimate children was 
limited Ccf. com. § 122) and the continuation of the oikos could 
be secured only through legitimate male descendants or at least 
adopted sons, born, however, Athenians (cf. com S 57). So, if an
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Athenian only had an illegitimate son, the temptation to try to 
pass him off as legitimate would be strong. Sometimes also, the 
mother of the child, a concubine, a courtesan etc. could 
convince the Athenian father to attempt to register him as a 
legitimate offspring (cf. § 56). If what Apollodoros says here is 
the truth, St. tried to register N.'s children as legitimate 
offspring and probably he did not have any other child apart from 
their son Antidorides (cf. com. § 121). So, the reason for
pretending legitimate marriage for St. and N. was their desire 
to pass off in this way their children as Athenian citizens, who 
would continue St.'s oikos and inherit his property. But as I 
mentioned above the evidence presented by Ap. on this point is 
weak and it is likely that St. could defend the civil status of 
his children with more effective arguments.
2. Persons involved
I) External Evidence 
Stephanos was probably born around the beginning of the fourth 
century. The orator says that his political friendship with 
Kallistratos was an important turn in his career and if the 
narration in § 43 is precise this did not happen before 370. By 
this time St. was earning money by acting as a sycophant. If we 
assume that he was about thirty when he became a friend of 
Kallistratos, then he must have been about sixty when this trial 
took place. A few things are known about Stephanos outside the
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present text. SIGP 205,5 0= IG ii2 213), dated in 347/6, which is 
a decree for the renovation of the alliance with the Mytileneans, 
is proposed by a person named Xxgcpavoq ’Avxi6epC6ou ’ECpoidStiq]. 
The identification with this Stephanos and the restoration of hi6 
demotikon in the inscription by A. Schaefer <Demosthenes 1, 435; 
n. 3) was made in comparison to §§ 40 where the demotikon of St. 
is given and 121, where a son of Stephanos named ’AvxiSop CSrjq is 
mentioned. His political friendship with Kallistratos from 
Aphidna (§ 43 and com.) is perhaps confirmed by the existence of 
an inscription of 369/8, where a decree to praise the Mytileneans 
is proposed by Kallistratos (SIG 3 164= JG ii2 107). Later he 
supported Eubulos, as his movement against the decree of 
Apollodoros for the theoric fund indicates (§§ 3 ff. and com. ). 
Some scholars ( e. g Kirchner in PA ) also believe that he is the 
same person as Stephanos mentioned as one of the members of the 
third legation to Philip in Aesch. 2,140.
Neaira was probably born in the first decade of the fourth 
century (§ 22 and com.). In PE (16,2, 2104 / Anneliese Modrze)
eight Neairas are mentioned, seven of whom are mythological 
figures. For this Neaira the whole lemma is based on the present 
text. There is, however, some more evidence about courtesans 
named Neaira: Two comedies one by TimocleB (PCGfr. 25-6) and one 
by Philemon CPGG fr.49) are titled N£cupa. One Latin comedy by 
Llclnius Imbrex (fr. 1, Rlbbeck, vol. 2, p.35) had also the title 
•Neaera". Breitenbach (De Genere 136-8) thought that Timocles' 
play was the oldest, probably written shortly after this trial
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and that it refers to the present Neaira. Then he thought that 
Philemon's play was later and it could be related to Timocles' 
play. Llcinlus Imbrex is more likely to have based his Nesera on 
Philemon's play. It is possible that all these plays were written 
after the present trial, on the grounds that if a whole play 
titled N£oupa was written and staged before it a reference in the 
speech should be expected. I am less sure, however, about the 
relation of these plays to our Neaira or any real person in 
general: the comedy of this period, as far as we know, rather
deals with characters than satirizes real people. Neaira was 
probably a popular name among courtesans as at least two more 
pieces of evidence indicate: 1) Sud. t 624: exaCpaq St ovopd
eaxiv  ^ Ndaipa. 2) Horace CEpod. 15,11) speaks with jealousy 
about the love of a courtesan named Neaera. CActuilly, ve cannot deny the 
possibility that at least the reference of Suda originates froi the faaous speech! In 
this perspective I would rather think that the comedies mentioned 
above are character-comedies not directly related to our Neaira.
Another reference in Philetairos' Kuvaytq (PCG fr.9,5), dated by 
Breitenbach <p. 122 ff. > between 370 and 365, probably has to do
with our Neaira: ouxi AaTq xeXeoxoa’aTEgGavev 0 ivovp^ vr), /
*IoGpidq St xai N€aipa xaxaa£at|7tE xai The fact that the
three last of the list of Nicarete's girls given by the orator in 
§ 19 appear in Philetairos* fragment in the same verse is enough 
to convince me that we have to do with the same persons in both 
cases. This reference, however, creates two small problems: 1)
Why does Ap. not mention it? We con easily suggest that
- 10-
Apollodoros did not know this reference, 2) How, in a play 
written when the three girls were still flourishing, can 
Philetairos use xaTaaeo^n^vai, which probably has the same 
meaning as in Ar. Plu. 1035, said of an old person, meaning that 
the three girls are old. But Neaira, was about thirty <cf. § 22) 
and the other two girls probably of the same age (cf. § 19)» If 
we follow the narration of the speech (§§ 37 ff. ) these should 
have been the years in which Neaira was back in Athens with 
Stephanos and she was working as a prostitute to earn the living 
for her family. So, most likely Philetairos exaggerates. This 
assumption is confirmed by the context of the fragment in which 
it is said about Lais that she died making love or that Kerkope 
is 3000 years old and Telesis ten thousand more etc.
Not much is known about Theomnestos, the brother in law (and son 
in law: § 3) of Apollodoros. From D. 45, 55; 50,24 al. we know that 
his father was named heivCaq and his grandfather 8e6pvr)CFToq and 
they were registered in the deme of "ABijlo^ ov. Davies (437) says 
that their family was a well-off but rather shadowy family. The 
first known member of this family is a Theomnestos of Kekropls, 
who could be the great great grandfather of the present person. 
Davies puts the birth of this Theomnestos by or about 380. He had 
two sisters one of whom Apollodoros married and his daughter was 
the grandmother of Stephanos against whom Apollodoros raised a 
trial for false evidence in 349. See also the family tree by 
Davies, p. 441.
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The life of Apollodoros is fairly well known to us mostly from 
speeches related with trials concerning his property (Isoc.17; 
D.36; 45; 46; 49; 50; 52; 53). Some information is also given by 
Theomnestos in the first 16 paragraphs of the present text. Son 
of the wealthy banker Pasion (cf. com § 2), he was born in 394 
(D.36,22 and 46,13) while his father was still a metic (D. 45,78; 
53,18). His mother Archippe was still very young when he was born 
(Davies APF 429). Apollodoros was educated in rhetoric and as he 
says for himself he had a loud voice and he walked fast 
(D.45. 77). At his father's death he was 24 years old. Pasion did 
not trust him because of his extravagance. That's why in his will 
he leased part of his huge property to Phormion, the capable 
manager of his bank, until his other son Pasikles was also an 
adult (362/1). Some years after Apollodoros tried with no success 
to extract 20 talents of which he claimed Phormion had deprived 
him. Often in his speeches he boasts of his extravagant liturgies 
(Davies 440-2) and we have a good account of his lavish 
expenditure. As Davies says, he tried like a homo novus to 
integrate in the higher classes of the Athenian society. He 
married the daughter of AeivCaq from Athmonon (see above) and we 
know that he had at least two daughters (§ 8>. The last we hear 
about him is in the present speech. He died some time after 340. 
Further details and bibliography in A. Schaefer Demosthenes 3, 2, 
130 ff. and Davies 427 ff.
II) Characters
A6 I point out several times in the commentary, Apollodoros has
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a peculiarity in drawing the characters of the protagonists of 
his stories: the images are usually vivid and consistent but not 
necessarily serving his case well. Here I only give a few 
examples: By saying <§ 35) that Neaira left Phrynion because she 
was badly abused by him and that he was croPapdq xal oXCyapoq <§ 
37), he explains very well why she left him and he makes a vivid 
portrait of this man but this, I think, makes very little for his 
case, because it raises sympathy and produces justification for 
Neaira's actions. In §§ 49 ff. when he narrates the story of 
Pnano with Phrastor, he does also very little to present in a 
positive way the actions of this difficult, thrifty man who not 
only had thrown out his pregnant wife, but also withheld her 
dowry.
Apollodoros has a technique in making these portraits. 1) 
Sometimes he uses direct characterizations: § 37: cofJapdv 66 xai
oXC^ ttpov; § 50: on/5pa spydxqv xai axpi02>q xdv ptov aoveiXeYP^vov»
§ 51: outs xoapCav oSaorv out* e06Xou<jav auxoo axpoaodai; § 72:
avSpoiiov svyevt) p6v, n6vr)xa 56 xai ansipov npaypdxmv etc. In a 
similar way: 49,67: cmXqcrxoq xai aioxoxepS^q o xp6noq auxou;
50,35: xr^ v oi^ v pavCav xai TtoXi>x6Xe lav uxopeivai; 52,3: avSpoxoq
66 xiq cftfypov etc. Some of them, as § 51; § 72; and 49,67 serve 
the case the orator wants to make well indeed. Some others are 
superfluous, but not against the purpose of the orator as in § 50 
and 52,3. Some, however, are certainly unfortunate as in § 37 and 
50,35. 2) The characters are mostly illuminated by the details he 
gives about their actions in his narration. And at thiB point
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Apollodoros falls totally to do what an expert In writing 
speeches would easily have done. He usually tries to give all the 
events, not necessarily only the ones which would be in favour of 
his argument. His failure to choose carefully what he should say 
and what he should leave aside creates sometimes, despite his 
intentions, positive images for his opponents and negative ones 
for people who were supposed to support his case; thus he 
creates, as I have already mentioned, unsatisfactory portraits 
for Phrynion and Phrastor; the same happens with Epainetos. He is 
more successful with the portrait of Theogenes, I suppose 
incidentally, because indeed this was his image of Theogenes as a 
simple-minded man easily deceived by the tricks of St. After all, 
without realizing, he spoils his own image in the speech against 
Polycles (50,53 ff.), by painting himself as an arrogant and 
extravagant man. In conclusion, I think that the modern reader 
could trust in general the portraits which Apollodoros makes in 
the sense that they do not seem to be elaborate products of 
rhetorical skill but a quite realistic reflection of what he 
thought of these people.
In the context of this discussion it would be useful to see how 
he makes the portraits of his main characters in this 
speech, tAbout the ainor ones aore details ire given in the coaaentary at their first 
appearance in the text!.
Stephanos is presented as a man who did not only know what wanted 
but he aslo knew how to obtain it. He started his life as o poor
-14-
man (§ 39) trying to make hie living by attaching himself to the 
powerful men of his time and acting as a sycophant on their 
behalf (§ 5. 10. 43). Then he was able to use the skills he
obtained to become a politician himself (§ 43) and he did not 
hesitate to live most of his life with a notorious courtesan, 
since this could bring him some income and her favours in his 
service <§ 39). In general he is also presented as versatile, 
clever, a person who could deal with difficulties and he would 
try to obtain the best possible from the present situation, and a 
man who perhaps had not many moral scruples but had a quite 
practical attitude to things. After they met they lived their
lives together and, as far as we can see through the pages of the 
present text, in conditions that many Athenian couples would be 
Jealous of, devoted to each other and supporting each other by 
any means. Apollodoros is successful in presenting St. as the man
who would do anything for the sake of his beautiful courtesan.
Certainly he believed so, and if his point had been to show what 
an Athenian man could do for a courtesan we would say that he had 
written a convincing speech <cf. ch. 1). I cannot find in St.' 
character any other attraction but exactly that of the person who
would keep his promise (§ 38), love truly and try to defend his
loved one with all his strength.
The portrait of Neaira is a failure, at least in the eyes of the
modern reader: instead of raising anger against her he raises
sympathy. I think he made some elementary mistakes in choosing 
how to create the image of her life: l)He says nothing about the
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bad points of her character. By narrating in details her life and 
her reactions to the situations in which she was involved he 
rather presents her choices as compulsory than bad. He does not 
present her as misbehaving anywhere or treating with infidelity 
or dishonesty any of the persons she came across with. The fact 
that he presents her as a woman with loose morals is not a 
negative point on its own, because normally this would be the 
expected behaviour from a courtesan. He does not even ascribe to 
her what an Athenian would understand as the typical vices of a 
courtesan as being thirsty for money and a real trap for her 
lovers, shameless, unfaithful etc. On the contrary, without 
realising, in the first third of the speech he presents her as 
gracious, glamorous, a person who deservedly enjoyed so much love 
and affection from her lovers, while in the second third he
presents her as a caring mother and housekeeper, a woman who 
would make any sacrifice in order to secure a better living for 
her family, a quite caring woman who would go to nurse an ill 
lonely man <§ 55 ff. : even if she had a good reason for doing
so) etc. 2) He lost some good opportunities to make a negative 
image out of her. For example: he could have diminished
Phrynion's abuse to her and on the other hand magnified how
ungrateful she was to the man who paid for her liberation, that
she even stole his goods and then left him. He could have said
how bad a mother she was, procuring her daughter for money, or 
how dangerous woman she was, having convinced an Athenian man to 
break the law and try to present his Illegitimate son as
legitimate etc. 3> As I have already mentioned, men who harmed
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her are presented in their real dimensions as violent, unjust, 
narrowminded etc. 4) The proportion of the emphasis falling on 
different events of her life is badly designed: a skilful orator 
would rather underestimate the unlucky moments, because they can 
raise sympathy and emphasize the moments in which fighting for 
her survival she would have used immoral or unlawful means. As a 
result we can say that St. taking as granted what Ap. tried so 
hard to prove, that she was a courtesan would not need to try 
hard to obtain at least the sympathy of the judges for her.
The portrait of Neaira's daughter is slightly better designed: 
although somebody could feel sympathy for her adventures, the 
orator emphasizes some of her bad qualities (§ 50), thus
presenting her as responsible for her dismissal from her 
husband's house. Still, however, some of the points in the 
narration do not serve his purpose. One would not expect form the 
prosecutor phrases like, maiSdpiov pixpdv or xi^ v axuxCav Tfjv 
Ttpdxepov Yevo^ VT)v Tn ctv0p<&rc<p. Phano is often presented as a mere 
instrument of the plots of St. and N. (e. g. § 72) and this could 
hardly create a negative image of her.
The image we can make for Theomnestos, from the short part of the 
speech he delivers, is quite successful. He is presented as the 
young, Inexperienced man who acted not because of any sort of 
noXunpoYPoa^vn* because of his real concern for his relatives
and indignation for the traps Sp. had set for them. He also says 
that he did not act on his own initiative but after a strong urge
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from all his friends and relatives (§§ 11-12). For these reasons 
I think his image is quite convincing, although nobody who would 
listen to the speech until the end would have any doubt that he 
only acted as an agent of Apollodoros.
I cannot think of any scholar who was ever fond of Apollodoros in 
general and his malicious presence in this case contributes to 
this bad image. It is not only his involvement in a case not at 
all of his concern or his revenge motives which create this bad 
image for him but even the way he handles the case. First, he 
intrudes into private issues not only of St.'s family but of 
other people, too, and brings into light old stories which they 
would certainly prefer to have been forgotten and he forces them 
to testify to these unpleasant events in public (§§ 28.54.84). 
Second, his tireless diligence to explore and expose unwelcome 
details of events which do not contribute very much to the case, 
such as all the details of the two marriages of Phano, give 
rather an image of a bad character who lacks any discretion than 
an image of a man interested in the restoration of justice. He 
fails to create for himself the image of the integral, lawful 
citizen who is concerned for the protection of the laws of his 
city and this mostly happens, I think, because he hardly ever 
uses argumentation. By narrating what happened or what he did and 
failing to make clear on what grounds these events should offend 
any Athenian or on which just motives he placed himself in the 
position of the defender of order in the state, he exposes 
himself; he lets everybody think that even if what he says is
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true, his motives are vile and his only intention to harm his 
opponent personally.
3. Autheniticity and Style
It is generally accepted (Schaefer, 3,2,184; Sigg, 400; Lortzing, 
1 al. ) that the Corpus of 61 speeches ascribed to Demosthenes was 
compiled by Kallimachos. Dionysios Halicarnasseus (Din. 1; cf. 
Kallim. frg. 446 Pfeiffer) criticizes the accuracy of the instict 
of Kallimachos in distinguishing the genuine from the spurious 
speeches, concerning Deinarchos and the same can be said for all 
the orators. A number of speeches which he thought to be written 
by Dem. were suspected already in antiquity (see. Schaefer 184-6; 
Sigg 399-402; Blass 542-3; Pearson 350-1 al.>. The present 
speech, was suspected by a significant number of ancient 
grammarians and lexicographers: DH. Dem. 57; Kaekil. Cal. frg. 147
Offenl. ; At hen. 573b; 586e; Harp. 79, 15; 89,19; 96,11; 161,8;
188,18 [The reference is to the first line of every leiea] Phrynichos 102-3, 
Rutherford, Lib. Hyp. (cf. com. of the Hyp. )
In other cases Demosthenes is given as the author of this speech 
(e.g. Harp. 24,14; Sud. a 3475; Pol. 6, 101; Tiberios 8,576 Walz 
al. ) but this cannot be taken as evidence that these authors 
really believed that Dem. wrote this text: In Harp. 24,14 al.
Dem. appears to be the author, but doubt is expressed in 79, 15 
al. ; the same in Athen.592b-c al. compared to 573b al. Some other 
times the speech is mentioned without the name of an author: e.g. 
Hermog. 325, 18; Anecd. Bek. 123, 29 al. Some scholars (e.g. Schaefer
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184; Sigg 400) expressed the opinion that even Kallimachos was 
doubtful about this speech and that was why he put it at the end 
of the corpus just before the Epitaphios and the Erotikos. This 
is, however, wrong because in S the speech indeed comes in the 
place it should be, with the public forensic speeches, and as I
explain further on (see. ch. 5) this was probably the original
place of the speech. Apart from that, as far as I know, only few 
older scholars (e.g. Reiske) have positively supported the
authenticity of this text. A number of detailed studies were
written in the last few centuries on the matter, firmly 
concluding that this text cannot be genuine Demosthenes. The
first thourough study was carried out by Arnold Schaefer in 
Demosthenes 3,2, 130 ff., in 1858, and his conclusions are
summarized in pp. 184-93. Lortzing came after him in 1863, with 
his detailed dissertation De Orationibus quas Demosthenes pro 
Apollodoro scripsisse fertur, in which when making detailed 
stylistic research, he goes to the trouble of making a thorough 
comparison with the genuine Demosthenic characteristics of style. 
Sigg afterwards added some more arguments NJ, Suppl. 6 [1872-3] 
395 ff. Blass (.Beredsaakeit 3, 535 ff. ) also agreed that this
text cannot be genuine. Recently G. Kennedy wrote a brief 
chapter on the subject in The Art of Persuasion in Greece 
(Princeton 1963, p 246 ff. ) .The article of Pearson in 1966
[ Published in The Classical Tradition: Li ter try end Historical Studies in Honor of Harry 
Cap Ian, ed, by Luitpold Wallach, Ithaca-Nev York, 1966 and reprinted in the selected Papers 
of Lionel Pearson, ed. by Donald Lateiner and Susan A, Stephens, Chico, California, 1983 p, 
211 ff.l, did not really add much to the discussion, nevertheless
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he also rejects the authenticity of the present text. All these 
studies question the paternity of the present text along with the 
other speeches delivered by Apollodoros. tit is also worth Mentioning here 
the dissertation of Huttner Dews then is oratio in Stephanua prior nua vera sit inquiritur 
(Ansbach 1895) on the paternity of 451. Schaefer concludes that the speeches 
46, 47 CA speech not related to Apollodoros but still in the saae style as the rest of 
Ap.'sonesJ 49, 50, 52, 53, 59 were written by the same hand, in all 
probability by Apollodoros himself on the grounds that Ap. was a 
politician and an orator himself. Schaefer considers 51 to be 
probably a rhetorical exercise and 45 also a speech by Ap. , 
explaining its better technique with the fact that the skill of 
Ap. as an orator by the time he wrote this speech (349/8) had 
developed further. How infirm is the suggestion of Schaefer about 
speech 45 is proven by the fact that 59 was written a few years 
after, but still it has the same weaknesses of style with the 
rest with the exception of 45 and 51. Lorzing believes that if we 
consider 59 to be written by Apollodoros (see below), then we 
have to attribute to him the rest as well, thinking that 45 was 
polished in a style similar to that of Demosthenes. Sigg reaches 
the same conclusions with the exception of 45, which he believes 
was written by another orator, perhaps Hyperides, and 51, which 
he believes was written by Kephisodotos, the person who wrote the 
first speech, too (51 is a SeuxepoXoyCa). Blass accepted that 46, 
47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 59 must be products of the same orator. He
thinks that 45 is genuine Demosthenes (3, 470 ff. ) and ever since 
scholars tend to accept it as a Demosthenic text. He also 
attributes 51 to Demosthenes (3. 245 ff.). He disagrees, however,
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that Ap. could have been the author of the rest of the speeches 
because of the fact that 47 (cf. 3, 546 ff), a text which has 
nothing to do with Ap. , seems to be the product of the same 
author and he thinks that this author would be a minor 
logographer unknown to us. Kennedy and Pearson believe that Ap. 
was the author of these speeches with the exception of 45 and 51 
(Pearson does not deal with 47). My opinion is that 45 is 
probably genuine Demosthenes, 51 cannot be but is not written by 
Ap. either. All the rest, for the same reasons as Schaefer, I 
would think were written by Ap. himself.
As I have already mentioned the long narration (cf. also com. § 
17, e£ apxfjq) of this speech and the lack of solid argumentation 
and refutatio to clarify the doubts and to demolish the arguments 
of the opponent (Lortzing, 40) are the most obvious reason for 
which the present speech was suspected as spurious already in 
antiquity (cf. Srcxiov in Lib. Hyp. ). The general arrangement of 
the speech and the difference in the way of making the prologue 
and the peroration from Demosthenes' way are added as arguments 
against the authenticity by Schaefer (190-1) and Sigg (415-6).
The language of Ap. also is notoriously different from the 
language of Demosthenes. From antiquity the scholars had noticed 
that Ap. tends to use unexpected words: Phrynichos 103,
Rutherford, says: at) 66. . . yevvLx^xaxov qpiv exdpiaaq pdpxupa xdv
auxxpdtlravxa x6v xaxd NeaCpaq* oq 6id xe xd fiXXa unmnxetiSq 
etvai Ar)poa06vouq xai 6id xd xoiaCxa x&v i6ox(pmv 6vopdxov. See
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also Herm. 325, 18 Rabe and DH. Dem. 57. The form PacrCXivva (cf. 
Phrynichos 102-3, Rutherf. and com. § 74) is not attested
anywhere else and even PacrCXiaaa, frequent in later times, is not 
attested in the classical period. A list of peculiar words is 
given by Lortzing (57-9) including § 1 rcpoSLq'y^ aao0ai, §§ 38, 97 
<puo-av, § 39 e£ axeXeCaq (cf. Philonid. 1 D; Poll. 4,46) . Some
more are given by Blass (540-1) including § 22 p0cov and § 99 
e^ arcCvrjq (from Th. 2, 3). G. H. Schaefer (commenting on 49,45 and 
the way Ap. uses auxdq) pointed out: perdite amat anonymus usum 
huius pronominls. A. Schaefer gives a list of instances pointing 
the strange way Ap. uses auxdq and oSxoq in all his speeches; cf. 
§ 31: a<pixop6vou. . . rcpdq auxf^ v and Lortzing, p. 71. xoCvuv, eneiSr) 
and exi 56 are repeated carelessly at quite short intervals (e.g. 
eneiSi^  etiuOexo. . . cue t6fj xe etie Ca0r). . . xai enei eictt)Y£v. Schaefer 
188-9; Lortzing 33); the same happens with auxdq and oSxoq (cf §§ 
30, 31, 32, 33, 38 ff. , 45 al. and Schaefer 188; Lortzing 34).
paXXov fj ou is a favourite expression of Ap. (Lortzing 64). p6v 
is often separated from xoCvuv with another word, when Dem. 
usually keeps them together (§ 17: xou jj6v vdpou xoCvov axqxdaxe; 
71: xoG p6v opxoo xoCvuv axr|x6axe and Lortzing 65). Ap. uses
xoXp&v much more often than Dem. (cf. 72 Ex6Xpqae Xa0Eiv; 
Lortzing 59). p^iXci instead of Ei6>0e (§ 48: otov oTpai (piXei
YCyvecxOou Exdaxoxe; Lortz.61) is never found in the genuine 
Demosthenic texts. 7iepi<pav©q is almost an exclusivity of Ap. : we 
find it 12 times in the Corpus, two of them in other spurious 
speeches (40,22; 58,43) and ten in the speeches of Apollodoros
(46,3.5; 49,65; 50,41; 59,12.62.72.107.108.118). Ap. often uses
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two synonyms connected with xai the first of which is more 
general and the second more specific i.e. the word strictly 
necessary for the sense: § 3 xaipou xai tioX6jaou; 72: Sfipeoq xai
avai6e(aq; 88: xaXdv xai aepvdv; 93: peydXt) xai rcepupavei; 126:
xaXoq xai SixaCoq. The small sample of peculiarities mentioned 
here gives the impression that Ap. was less careful in using
colloquial expressions. His language is less polished, than that 
of Demosthenes and I would think closer to the everyday speech of 
his time. The purpose was probably to make his speech more
impressive but the unwelcome effect is tha^ometimes the style
becomes rough (aypoixov: DH. Dem. 57; a56xipov: Phrynichos 102-3,
Rut her f. ).
A striking peculiarity in the syntax of Ap. is the excessive use 
of participles. See § 3 ff. 6oxipacr0eCq 66... 55 ff. 6ia<popaq
6’ouaqq. . .al. and Schaefer 189-90; Lortzing 67-8; Sigg 428 (with 
a list of cases); Blass 541, n. 4. The result is to have endless, 
clumsy sentences, often with little coherence in them. He often 
loads his already long sentences with information,
parenthetically added in the middle, irrelevant to the case or 
already known to the audience: cf. § 33: o inp Caro. . . 94: oxe
Aaxiq...The repetitions are sometimes annoying indeed. The phrase 
&q ioxl £6vq N6aipa auxqt with slight variations is unnecessarily
repeated in S 14, 16, 17, 49, 55, 62, 63, 64, 119 al. the same
with the phrase xf\v xfjq NeaCpaq 0oyax6pa: § 55, 56, 59, 63, 69,
70, 72, 83. See also: xf\ ypaq>f) fjv 6y6> 6ypa\|rdfiT)v § 125, 126. The
phrase elq xiv6i5vooq xoOq icrxdxooq twice in § 1 and siq xi^ v
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laxdxqv anopCav §§ 6,7 caused the protest of Taylor: tanta inopia
sermonls Macedonem ilium (Demosthenes !) credo concutere non 
potuit. Further discussion by Schaefer 186-7; Lortzing 30-1, 35; 
Sigg 426-7; Blass 541. Naturally Ap. often loses the thread and 
by the end of the sentence he has forgotten where he started from 
and turns to another direction: cf. e.g. § 38 (and com. ) the
remarkable turn to the direct speech; § 55 al. Lortzing 66-7; 
Sigg 425; Blass 541. Sigg says that whereas Dem. seems to use 
anacolouthon only deliberately Ap. cannot control it: he has many 
of them. The long sentences, sometimes out of control, sentences 
with repetitions and irrelevant comments make the style boring 
and perhaps the argument ineffective (cf. also the Hypothesis of 
Libanios with com. ), in the sense that the judges would not pay 
as much attention to the loquacity of Ap. On the other hand, 
however, sometimes inserted sentences which give details not 
strictly necessary but illustrating further what the author had 
in mind add spice to the text and they make the narration more 
lively. In this sense I find that Ap.'s texts have a degree of 
attraction for modern readers and can reflect well what he 
thought of the people or the situations he came across.
Demosthenes tends to use article with infinitive once every 5 
paragraphs. In Ap. this construction is more rare: once every 15 
paragraphs (Sigg 429-30). The article in front of proper names is 
used with consistency only by Isocrates. Demosthenes uses it more 
seldom than Ap. (see com. § 35 xotiq Aocx. and Sigg 430-1, with 
tables). In Dem. asyndeton and polysyndeton are fairly frequent.
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Ap. has few asyndeta but the polysyndeta are twice as many as in 
Dem. (Sigg 418). The frequency of rhetorical questions is three 
times less in Ap. than in Dem. <Sigg 420-1). Direct speech is 
frequent in Apollodoros. Lortzing (40-1) says that Dem. would use 
it only with a good reason and that the direct speech adds a 
character more suitable to historical texts to Ap.1s speeches. 
Indeed excesive use of direct speech gives an unbalanced dramatic 
character to the text. See §§ 70, 82, 110 ff. al. and Sigg 420.
The Greek of Ap. is an interesting topic and an elaborate study 
of it is beyond the limits of this study. Here it is enough to 
point out that the spontaneity with which he uses contemporary 
colloquialisms and his tendency to adopt novelties reflect the 
evolution of the Greek of his time. The present speech being his 
last and most extensive one is perhaps the most indicative of 
all. We can find words which in his time were probably a novelty, 
but in later times became quite normal (like ao<piaxi^ q § 21 and 
com., 0aoCXivva § 74, al.). I also mentioned above the increased 
tendency to use the definite article in front of proper names. 
Lortzing (72) points out that Ap. uses more the accusative with 
the infinitive (e.g. § 85: eiq a...) and it would be tempting to 
take it as an early sign of the importance the accusative 
achieved in later Greek against the dative, which finally 
disapeared, and the genitive. e06Xeiv with infinitive in a future 
sense, "to be determined to do something" is rare in the 
classical authors, regular later and the only way of making the 
future in the modern language (cf. com. § 121 f)0sXov a<pCaxaa0ou).
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In Ap. the frequency of the appearance of this structure is 
surprisingly high: see e.g. 46,5; 47,6.47; 50,28; 59, 121 al. 
Further discussion of the peculiarities of Ap.'s style and 
language is given in the commentary at the places where they 
appear.
In conclusion I would agree with the common view that the speech 
could not have been written by Dem. and I am convinced that it 
is by the same author as the rest of the speeches written for 
Apollodoros' cases, in all probability by Ap. himself.
4. Stichometry and Documents
In antiquity the number of lines of the written text was divided 
into amounts of 100 lines marked by the letters of the alphabet 
in the margin (a for 100, 3 for 200 lines etc. ). At the end of
every speech the total number of lines was given. This numbering 
is usually attributed to a very old copy, maybe even the first 
one produced (see MacDowell Meldias 44) and in any later copy the 
letters were often repeated at the place they originally 
appeared, independently of the length of the lines in the present 
copy. In the medieval mss these letters appear only occasionaly. 
The scholars of the previous century have thouroughly
investigated the stichometry in Dem. Here I will only mention the 
study of Christ in At ticusausgabe, p. 157 ff. the dissertation 
of Burger Stichometrische Urt tersuch ungen zu Demosthenes und 
Herodoi, Mtlnchen 1892 and Hermes 22 t 18873 654 and the study of
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Drerup in Urkunden . Further bibliography is given by these 
scholars and by Canfora in his Inventario pp. 13-4. For the 
present speech stichometry was used by scholars as an argument in 
relation to the question of the authenticity of the documents 
included (see e.g. Dover Lysias 36-7). But before we answer to 
the question whether the stichometry can be used as an argument 
we need to examine the data.
In S B is marked in § 18 next to XapiaCoo p6v. T is marked in § 
30 next to ev Kop(v0<p. A is next to xai stod^s l, § 39. Then the 
letters fail to appear until I, e£6axm etcri6vai (a document), § 
87. K is next to AaxeSaip6vioi § 96. A is missing. M is next to 
pexptav r\ <pt3oiq (§ 113). As we shall see, there is space for one 
more oxCxoq (N), which is also missing and then, if the total 
number of verses is not totally corrupted (see below) only 51 
verses followed after Nuntil the end, where the total number of 
lines given is 1451. [According to Drerup Oeaosthenesausgaban p.568, FQ lark 8, f\ 
N, But since all bss derive froi the sate stichometric edition (see also HacDovell Meidias 
44 ff,) they add nothing to the data of S I have already aentioned.J
Christ (p. 196) did not take into account the partial stichometry
and according to the total number of lines, he argued that the 
documents were included in the stichometric edition. Burger (12-3 
and 18-9), based on the partial stichometry, supported the 
contrary, and Drerup agreed with him. If we see the data, I 
think, we can only agree with Burger, that the documents were 
omitted in the stichometric edition. Let us take as a measure the
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unit from I to K: we have a space of 75 lines in the edition of 
Rennie [ For practical reasons I count the lines as Rennie »arks the* in the Margin, not 
calculating the total of half lines or eapty spaces in his edition!. One and a half 
lines in this space is in a document. But this is not conclusive 
in any sense because a difference of one or two lines can easily 
exist from the one manuscript to the other and most likely (as I 
will explain later) I happened to be slightly moved in later 
editions in which the documents were included, so that in S I 
appears to be next to the document. The rest of this space (73-74 
lines) is continuous text with no documents. Now if we count from 
the beginning of the speech to B we have 153 lines in Rennie, 
with the documents. This should be the space of two units in the 
stichometric edition, so if we divide by 2 we have 76.5. Without 
the documents we have 146: 2 = 73. Then form B to T we have 92
lines with the documents but 73 without them. Form r to A we
have 86 lines with the documents, but 72 without them. From A to 
I we have 431 lines with the documents, which divided by 5 gives 
86, 2 lines, but 360: 5 = 72, without the documents. From K to M 
we have 155: 2 = 77. 5 lines with the documents, but 146: 2 = 73, 
without them. N according to the unit of 72-3 lines which we have 
set above, should be placed at the end of § 121. Finally, we have 
about 31 lines left until the end of the speech, without the
documents, but 55 with them. It is clear that omitting the
documents we have equal spaces of 72-3 lines in every one hundred 
ancient o z Cxol. On the other hand if we include them the spaces 
are quite unequal. So, we have to accept that as in most speeches
of the corpus the documents were omitted in the stichometric
edition.
Another problem we have to deal with is the total number of 
lines: 1451. This does not fit. The number should be about (100 x
13) + 42.5 (which is roughly the corresponding number of the 31 
left lines in Rennie to the lines of the stichometric edition) = 
1342.5. Burger and Drerup thought that either the number of the 
total lines is corrupted, or that it comes from another edition 
in which the documents were included. In analogy to most of the 
speeches of the corpus in which the total number comes from the 
same edition as the partial stichometry I find the second 
suggestion less likely. Burger made the conjecture that the total
number should be XHHHAAAfl = 1335. But this is totally
hypothetical and it is difficult to justify such an extensive 
corruption of the number. Drerup on the other hand suggested to 
delete one H = 100 from the figure of the mss (XHHHHIIAI). Then we 
have the number XHHHTIAI = 1351, which is very near the figure 
which we have worked out before. Thus, I find the suggestion of 
Drerup quite likely.
In conclusion, stichometry cannot be any assistance to the
question whether the documents are authentic or not. This is 
hardly surprising: for example, scholars are convinced that many
of the documents of D. 18 and 21 are genuine, although non of them 
was included in the stichometric edition. Probably the original 
documents came in a different file along with the speech, until
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somebody decided to include them in the text, but for most of the 
speeches in the Demosthenic Corpus this happened in a later 
edition than the stichometric one. (cf. MacDowell Meldias 46)
In the period we are talking about the practice followed by the 
Athenian law-courts was that the documents were recited by the 
clerk of the court. In case of a testimony the witnesses were 
asked to confirm it or not (see MacDowell Law 242 ff.). So, it is 
reasonable to assume that in this trial Ap. wrote the documents 
and then he asked the witnesses to confirm them. After this it is 
difficult to guess what happened, but it would be reasonable to 
suggest that Ap. had kept the original documents along with his 
manuscript of the speech (otherwise, unless all documents are 
forged, which is not the case here, I cannot imagine how the 
editor of this speech, whoever he was, could obtain the original 
ones). But then the question would be if all of them were worthy 
of publication or if the most important of them only should be 
published. From other cases, which are clearer (e.g. the
documents of D. 18 or 21) we know that often the editor would only
include part of the documents in the publication copies. The only 
way to investigate which documents if any were included in the 
first publication of the present speech either inserted in the 
text or added in the margin, or after the speech, as an 
appendix, is to Investigate the possibilities each document 
separately has, to be authentic, with the assistance of the
context in which it appears and the language and style of it. In
the commentary at the place in which the documents appear I have
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tried to test their authenticity. In conclusion I believe that 
only part of them is authentic. It is more difficult to define 
the criteria according to which the included ones were chosen. 
But still I can see a logic in this choice: the laws <§ 16, 52, 
87) are authentic; the same with the oath of *y6paipai (§ 78) and 
the decree for the Plataians (§ 104). From the testimonies the 
ones given by an authority (§ 40, 61) also seem to be genuine.
Finally, the testimony of the arbitrators (§ 47), the eYVUTlTa^
71) and the witnesses present in the proklesis <§ 123) seem to be
genuine. On the other hand in these three places the second 
document, the text of the SiaXXocy0^  <§§ 47, 71) and the text of
the rcpdxXrjoiq (§ 12*1) are easily derived from the text of the
orator and they present further problems, thus it is more likely 
that they were fabricated. I assume in this case the editor 
decided to include the first document because in the two first
cases the witnesses had acted as authorities with legal power. In
a sense the same can be said in the last case also: the only way 
to activate a proklesis as a legal procedure, was through the 
presence of witnesses. The second of the documents in every case 
was omitted as already known to the readers. Most of the 
testimonies given by private citizens present problems. Only two 
of them give some additional information (§ 23, 28) but this
argument is not conclusive. Fabricated documents could give 
detailed additional information, as it happens with some 
documents in D. 18, and a well read forger could know the full 
names of Philostratos and Hipparchos, both well known 
personalities, from another source. I believe that all the
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testimonies of private citizens were considered by the editor to 
be of less importance and the readers already knew what they 
said, thus he omitted them. Then somebody later was tempted to 
fabricate the missing documents with the assistance of the 
context. It is difficult to say if all the fabricated documents 
were forged by one person. We can find, however, some kind of 
similarities among the fabricated documents here and there: in §
54 we read: x a i  xfjv av0pa>Ttov e x P a X s tv .  . . x a i  o u x £ x i  o u v o i x e i v
auxfj, The same style of pointless repetition in a text which one 
would expect to be concise appears even more clearly in § 84. The 
rather rude expression x^YP1')™1 ouxp appears in § 71, derived 
from the text of the orator in § 70, but it also appears in § 47 
rather unexpectedly. The phrase N £ a ip a v  xrjv v o v i  aymv iCopdvrjv, 
probably derived from the genuine document of § 40 is also found 
in § 25, 28, 32, 34, 47, 48. In addition, it would be more
reasonable to suggest that if a person decided to fabricate the 
missing documents he would fabricate them all. Thus I find more 
likely that all the forged documents were produced by the same 
hand.
5. Manuscripts
The present text is transmitted along with the works of 
Demosthenes in the following mss [According to the Inventirioti Canforal:
Parisinus 2934 (S) 9th-10th c.
Parisinus 2935 (Y) lOth-llth c.
Marcianus 416 (F) lOth-llth c,
Marcianus 418 (Q) lOth-llth c.
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These six are the ones on which all modern editions are based. 
The speech is also included in a number of mss not extensively 
used by modern editors:
[ A l p h a b e t i c a l l y  listed a c c o r d i n g  to the place!
Athos (Lauras) 16 
Brussels, Bibl. Royale 11294-5 
Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum 229 
Cesena, Bibl. Malatestiana plut. D.27, 1 




Milan, Bibl. Ambrosiana C. 235 
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliotek 85 
(Known as Bavaricus or Monacensis] it was 
old editions of the speech)
Oxford, Barroc. 73 
Paris, Coisl. 339 
Rome, Bibl. Vaticana 68
69
70






Seville, Bibl. Provincial 330-155-1 
Venice, Bibl. Marciana Z 417
Z 420 
VIII,3



























Studies on the history of the text were made by Christ 
Atticusausgabe, Drerup Ant ike Demos t h en esa usga ben and 
Vorlfiufiger Berich, May (N. Ph. Rundschau, 1903, p. 50-3), the 
modern editors in the preface of their editions etc. A more 
analytical bibliography in Canfora (op.cit. p. 12-3) and MacDowell
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CMeldias 38 ff. ). For the purposes of this study I will only 
give a brief outline of the history of the text.
The historians of the Demosthenic text support with firm 
arguments that all the surviving mss we have today go back to a 
common archetype and they date it in the Hellenistic period. Two 
main branches developed out of this archetype already in the 
later Hellenistic period: the clearest witness of the one branch
for us is S, of the other is A (Monacensis 4-85). FQYD stand 
between these two families. These four seem to belong to the same 
family as S, but they are contaminated with the A family. They 
preserve individually in some cases the correct reading, lost 
in all the rest of the mss, perhaps derived from another source 
unknown to us. The contamination of the main mss makes it 
necessary for the editors of the Demosthenic text to consult 
every ms individually in every case. So any general remark about 
the value of the main mss can only have a relative authority.
The present speech is missing in A. So S is in general the best 
manuscript preserving this text. FQ agree between themselves in 
most of the cases and they agree more often with S than with YrD. 
FQ several times disagree with the other four, but in most of 
these cases they are mistaken. They also preserve in a few cases 
a good reading individually. In a diametric position to S stands 
Y, and the majority of its differences with S (and often with FQ) 
may be attributed to the other branch of the trardition, the A 
family. Y preserves often the correct reading and for this speech
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is a valuable witness of the text. D very often agrees with Y in 
this text. It gives, however, individual readings some of which 
are wrong <e. g. § 70: auTfjv {Sovdipevoq}, § 72 <oux> ST6\pr]CTE),
some are correct (§ 43: upa<; for r|paq of all the rest) and some
doubtful (§ 43: a^iov \6you <ou5£v>). The nature of these
readings indicates that in most of the cases they are derived
from the activity of a grammarian rather than from a source of
respectable authority. Nevertheless it is a useful ms. r is a 
strange manuscript. It is a copy of A in its major part. In the 
present speech, however, it is very similar to Y and in some 
instances it is a unique witness of the right reading, perhaps
preserving it from the A family; thus it is still a useful ms. In 
this commentary I examine the readings of all these mss on equal 
basis, with the exception of a few of little importance (like the 
elision or sometimes the word order) in which no decision can be 
taken; then I would follow the reading of S, on conventional 
grounds.
The order of the speeches which all modern editions have is the 
order of F. This is not only because F is the only complete main 
ms. of the Corpus, but also because all the editions before 
Bekker were based on F, or its copies. Later editors kept the 
order of the edition of Reiske, which is based on Monacensis 85, 
a copy of F. In F the Hypotheseis of Libanios are transmitted 
together in the first 11 folios. There, however, the Hypothesis 
of the present speech follows the Hyp. of the two speeches 
"against Aristogeiton" <D. 25, 26). In S and r also it is
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transmitted after D.25, 26. In Q it comes after the speech
against Theocrines (D.58), but Q omits most of the public 
speeches. The same happens in D, but D omits speeches 1-18. 
Christ Atticusausgabe and Drerup Ant ike Demosthenesausgaben have 
given a detailed account of the order in which the speeches
appear in the mss. Both agree that the original order of the
present speech is after the speech "against Theocrines". They 
believe that a grammarian who thought that this speech should be 
with the public ones, transferred it after D.26.
The term "original order", I think is tricky. The whole Corpus
was published originally in rolls and by the time it was
transferred into one comprehensive codex, it is likely one could 
obtain rolls including more than one speech, presumably the 
smaller ones. When the first comprehensive codices were created 
the speeches were transfered into them according to some 
principles:
1. Despite any difference among the mss, we can see clearly that 
they were transfered in groups. (See Christ, 214; Drerup, 534).
2. Christ (216) believes that in general the copyists tried to 
keep an order. Although they had the freedom to copy, for 
example, the second speech of a roll first as they opened the 
roll from the end, they could not mix the groups, nor disturb 
seriously some standards [For exaiple, in the group of public forensic speeches, 
we can see clearly a chronological arrangeaent, with the exception of 18, 193.
3. If the assumption of Drerup (550-1) that the main branches of
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the Demosthenic tradition had already developed in the 
Alexandrian period is correct, then more than one comprehensive 
codex were produced initially, deriving from these different 
traditions. These initial comprehensive mss probably had 
differences in the order of the speeches, reflecting their 
different origins. After this, contamination between families 
contributed further to upseting the order. A good example is 
Marcianus 420: although a copy of F in general, it transmits '
the present speech after D.26, because at this point it is 
contaminated with the Y branch.
4. Practical reasons also upset the order: when for example there 
was space in a roll for a small speech of a different group, then 
it would be reasonable to assume that this space was used. This 
practice could explain perhaps some of the most puzzling cases.
The first comprehensive copy of the S family probably was derived 
from a single roll, including this speech. Most of the public 
forensic speeches are too long; thus to include two of them in 
one role would mean that the role had to be very long. The person 
who did the first comprehensive codex decided to place it last in 
the group of the public speeches, since it was the latest of them 
(As I have already said the order of the public speeches in S is 
chronological). The speech is a VP®?1! an<^ *n this sense this 
arrangement is correct (cf. Blass Beredsaakeit, 3, 535).
When the first codex of the tradition from which A derives was 
produced, the speech was left out along with D. 45, 46, 52.
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Christ suggested that they were probably included in one (or two) 
roles and they were not available to the person who made this 
codex. Perhaps another codex of the same tradition was produced, 
the copyist of which found the roles with these speeches and 
included them in his ms. This could explain the origin of 
different readings in FQYrD, which scholars think are preserved 
through contamination with the A tradition.
We do not know how early the first copies of the F branch were 
produced. Either the copyist had a single role with the speech, 
from the S tradition and he placed it at the end, or copying from 
a codex of the S family he transferred it there. Whatever the 
case, the reason is clear: he thought that it is a non
Demosthenic text and for that reason he took it to the end of the 
Corpus before the Funeral and the Erotic speech.
The ms on which Libanios was based gave the speech after D. 26. 
The beginning of Libanios' Hypothesis in comparison to the 
beginning of the common Hyp. of 25-6 speaks for that: Hyp. 25-6: 
Aiovucrioq ... ou S^yexai xooxouq xotiq \6youq Aqpoa8€vouq etvai. . . 
Hyp. 59: Kai xouxov x6v X6yov oux oiovxai Ar]poa8£vooq etvai. . .
(cf. Foerster, Lib. Opera, 8, 575 ff.; Canfora MH 26 C19593 61-
2). Drerup (536) questioned the authority of Libanios, because he 
believed that Libanios had deliberately rearranged the order. 
This probably happened in a few cases but in the present case, as 
I said before, it is beyond any doubt that his ms transmitted the 
present text along with the public ones.
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In conclusion, the order of the speech in F is based on the 
assumption that it is not a genuine Demosthenic text. The order 
in Sr and Libanios' source is based on the assumption that it is 
a public speech. The transference of it to the end of the Corpus 
in the F branch is a later decision. In antiquity it was probably 
classified among the public speeches. If the assumption of 
Christ, that in the origin of A it came along with D. 45-6, 52,
is correct, then in the roles from which the A family was derived 
it was classified among the the speeches written for Apollodoros.
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C O M M E N T A R Y
YnoeEziz
The work of Libanios *YTto06aeiq x&v X6yov Ar)poa06vouq, written 
around 352 in Constantinople, includes an incomplete "vita" of 
Demosthenes and 57 hypotheses of his speeches. [25, 26 have a conon 
hyp,, while no hyp, exists for 12, the letter of Philip, and the two panegyrics 60, 613
The hyp. are not transmitted independently in any ms. (see
Canfora, MH 26 [ 19693 61-2). In F they are collected in the
first eleven folios. In the rest of the mss. the hypothesis is 
placed before each speech (for further details see Foerster*s 
edition of the hyp. in Libanius Opera vol. 8 ,575 ff. ). The hyp. 
of this speech appears in the mss. after the common hyp. of the 
two "against Aristogeiton" speeches, in the group of public 
ones, (for further discussion about the order of the speech see
Intrd. ch. 5)
xai xouxov] In addition to speeches 25 and 26
5icxiov3 utixiov when used to characterise the language or the 
style, usually means "long drawn out, boring" (DH. Din. 8: oi
6 ’’iCTOxpdtxrjv (^Xouvxeq) xai xd 'Icroxpdxouq anoxunAaaaOai 
6eXt^aavxeq urrxioi xai \yuxpoi xai aauaxpo<poi xai dvaX^0eiq) or 
"dry, prosaic" (Philostr. Her. 2, 19: unxCaq xai ou rconixix&q
^crev). In the criticism of D. 7, by Kaekilios (Fr. 141 Ofenl. > it
characterises the narrative style of Herodot, in contrast to 
the dramatic intensity, expected of a genuine Demosthenic text.
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Blass translates as gedehnt (Beredsaakelt 3, 541: wie auch
Libanios das werk als gedehnt und kraftlos bezeichnet) and
A. Schaefer as breit (Demosthenes 3,2,191: in der Rede wider
Neaira. . . macht sich die Erzdhlung wider sehr breit). In this 
passage the word tmxioq has the meaning "long drawn out, flat11 
It refers to the flatness of style caused by aimles^ 
repetitions, the long narration against the argumentation, the 
two long digressions etc. <cf. Introd. ch.4)
Sauppe (GGA 1863, p.1661-8) noticed that in a fragmented 
criticism of the speech by Photios ( Bibl. p. 492 A 23: xai xdv 
xaxa NeaCpaq Xdyov vTixidxqxbq xiveq aixicojievoi) the same word 
appears and the comment is related to Kaikilios (cf also in 
Ofenloch's edition of Kaikilios fr. 147 and the introd. De 
Photio). The suggestion that Libanios also has read Kaikilios 
was made by Voemel (Hegissippi, Or. de Halonesso, prolegom. 22 
ff. ), who was followed by Schaefer, Blass, Burchard, Brzoska 
al. (see also Ofenloch p. xxix, De Libanio).
If the remarks above are correct, the word urcxiov comes 
from Kaikilios. Libanios taking over his criticism repeats 
unchanged what was the most striking term of this criticism. It 
is remarkable that in the few fragments preserved by
Kaikilios unxioq appears twice.
cv5e£cTTEpovJ This kind of criticism appears often when the
authenticity of a speech from the Corpus is in question: Hyp. of
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7: itoXti xdv Aqpoa0evixdv mecpeo'yu ia xtircov. Caec.fr. 140 Ofenl.
qxicrxa AripooOevixdv ov. Caec.fr. 141 Ofenl. xd eTSoq xou X6you 
tioXO xfjq Ar)poa0€vouq nappqaCaq anoS6ov. cf also DH. Dem. 44, al. 
For the present text see Intrd. ch. 4
v6pq> auvoixoCaav] Taylor notes incredibile illud dictu et sine 
dubio mendosum. . . dele ergo postremum inutille istud vocabulum 
v6p<p. Halbertsma (as Rennie reports) with the same thought 
and in comparison to § 13: o u v o ix o o a a  Ttapa xdv v6pov, 16 and 110 
proposed xapavdpox; a u v o ix o u a a .  The reasons for their suspicion 
are the emphatic position of vdpcp and the technical sense of 
c ru v o ix E iv ,  when used to indicate a relationship between a man and 
a woman: it means "to be married" (cf. § 14, 17, 51 al. Isae.
2,4; 3, 16; 6, 14. 51 etc. ). The scholars above have found
difficult to accept that St. and N. are presented in a legitimate 
wedlock. The reading o f  the mss, however, is also supported by a 
text derived form Libanios: Georg. Diairetes (6, 534-5 Walz):
X^ ytov, v<5p<j> a u v o i x E i v  auxf)v ZxeqxXvcp, x a i  men:ai6onoir)p^vr|v. 
Schaefer in defence of vdpcp interpretes ox; Yuva x^a cuvoixouaav.
I believe the mss are correct: Libanios wants to emphasize that
St. and N. were living in terms equivalent to legitimate 
marriage. The connection with xexaiSoiioiT|p£vqv following rather 
supports this emphatic position of vdp<p, as well.
opoXoye?? r gives (opoXdyei. In the Hyp. of Libanios imperfect 
aorist and pluperfect are used to denote facts which took place 
before the beginning of the trial. Present and perfect are used
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in order to bring the whole atmosphere of the trial vividly in 
front of the eyes of the reader. Thus opoXoyei is correct.
l E o i e i x a i ]  All mss. give t i e j i o ( t ^ t o c i . t i o i e i t c u  is a suggestion of 
Bekker, adopted by all modern editors and Foerster, in order 
to agree with the previous two presents. Perfect, however, 
is quite usual in the Hyp. Ccf. Hyp. of 1,2,37 al. ) and often it 
is connected with a present, for variation: Hyp. of 28: np6q
xtvaq avTipprjoeiq o Xdyoq ETuqY&jvioxoci, £X£t xai x&v
rcpoe tpr)p£vo)V ETiavdpvrjaiv. Hyp. of 49: xa o<pXf)|iaxa x£xxapa
xaxapiGpE ixai. . . xat xaq aixiaq... axpifi&q Eipr)X£ xai x&q 
artoSE C^ e iq. . . nap^ axT]xai. cf. also Hyp. of 43. As it seems, in 
Greek, at the time of Libanios, nostrict distinction between 
present and present perfect occurs (cf. Kilhner-Blass 2, 129 §
184, n. 2). Thus, the proposal of Bekker is unnecessary.
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1. noXXd] Thmn. starts his speech trying to shake off any 
suspicion of TtoXonpaypoauvr) emphasizing from the very beginning 
that he had many reasons to bring this prosecution. Then the 
whole of the part which Thmn. delivers is an explanation of the 
reasons for which he prosecuted Neaira. Ap. starts in a similar 
way to the speech against Nicostratos: "On p£v oo ai>xo9avxfiv
aXX *aS ixoopevoq xai uPpiC6pevoq oxd xouxov xai otbpsvoq 6eiv
pel Rufus (3, 452 Walz) quotes the passage as following: rcoXXd
p£v xdc TtapaxaXoCvxa, S> ’A0qvaioi, Ypdi}/aCT0cxi N£aipav xf|V ypaqjfjv 
xauxqvi. r gives p£v, too and in S after pe one letter is
erased. In Attic prose pev without following 5£ is very rare
(Denniston, p. 359 ff. , KUhrner-Gerth, 2, p.271) and on the other 
hand the personal tone of the context supports pe. The change 
between the first person singular and the first person plural in
order to emphasize the fact that this case concerns the whole
family is also remarkable.
xdt itapaxaXouvxal "urging"; cf. e.g. Dem. 17,1. 61,54
xon)TT)vU YrD give xauxqv (Ycorr adds -i). In comparison to § 16 
and also § 52, 85 (with vdpoq) and § 1, 112 (with dy&v) we should
write xaoxqvt (cf. § 14 the discussion about oSxoq-ouxoaO. The 
emphatic form ouxoai gives the sense "the present trial/law etc".
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Scrxe ouy Tjndepx©v aXXd x ipoapoupevoql With the elision it is a 
perfect iambic trimetre. Athenaios <612 f ) says that it is a 
verse of Aristarchos (TrGF 14- fr. 4 = fr. 4 Nauck). Suda, on the 
other hand, (u 161) and Photios (s. v. urcdpxav) attest that it 
comes from Menander's Olynthia (fr. 298 Kbrte): uxtdpxmv*
xpoxaxdpymv dx;. . . x ipiopoupevoq xai xd uxdpxeiv °^X <*7iX&<; etvai 
aqpaCvei aXXa x6 ndXai etvai, xai mpoeivai Cipoiiicivai EH 777,383, 
<p0dveiv. M^vavSpoq ouyi TiapaxXq0^vxaq upaq 6ei ydp eovoeiv,
aXXd undpxeiv xoGxo f xai ©idpxciv Phot, 3. Suda co 237 (cf. Zenob. 6, 51 
CII, 493 ), attributes it to Chaeremon: ox;. . . x ipoapoupevoq:
rcapoipia. o oxCxoq 5i eaxt Xaipr^povoq ex ©epaCxou. Our evidence 
is not necessarily inaccurate: it might have been the case that
the line existed in all these places and this strengthens the
information of Suda that it was a proverbial expression. If so,
Ap. did not need to know either Aristarchos' or Chairemon's 
plays.
For this meaning of umdpxcov "to take the initiative" cf. § 15; 
Lys. 24, 18: apuveo0ai xotiq umdp^avxaq; PI. Grg 456 e: apuvop£vouq
pf^ uxdpyovxaq al.
xai «x; eiq <xodq> eaxdxooq xivStivooql Frohberger (Phil. 29 (1870) 
635 correctly adds the definite article in order to be a similium 
locum consensus with etq xivStivouq xoOq eo,x{*TOO<i xax6<jxqpev 
above. See also § 6, 7 and 53; Lys. 32,2; D. 8,44; And. 1,68 al.
(For the sane reason Shoen adds the definite article at Isae, 3, 47; (#»> cVxaioi
upepieul. Similar expressions are often found in the orators. The
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most usual nouns with ea^ crxoq are xCvSuvoq and CripCa (see D. 
8,44; 10,15.72; 16,13; 35.50; Isae: 1,39. Isoc. 8,30. 12, 158 etc)
icepi xe xfjq xaxpC5oq xai itspi axipCaq] Theomnestos defines here 
which were the faxaxoi k Cv8t>voi about which he spoke. In this 
phrase he joins the highest possible penalties of the two trials, 
into which Stephanos brought him: xepi xr]q TtaxpCSoq refers to the 
exile, if convicted in the second trial for homicide at Palladion 
(§ 9-10: cf: ex xr^ q rcaxpCSoq auxdv e3ou\T‘j0r| exPaXeiv and e^eX&aai 
fj axip&crai, with the relative comment). Ilepi axipurj refers as 
much to the first trial of the Ypoccpfj rcapavdpcov (§ 5-8) as to the 
second one; in both cases Apollodoros could be sentenced to pay a 
high fine; if he did not pay it, he would suffer ctxipua. In the 
first trial, in which Ap. was convicted, as Thmn. says, he 
narrowly avoided disfranchisement, by paying with difficulty the 
heavy fine of one talent (see also § 6-8 and com.).
2. tr)<piaocp£vouJ H. Schaefer (RE 18,2, 2064) places the birth of
Pasion by 430 B.C. In 394, the earliest possible date, in which 
Isoc. 17 was delivered, he was already a freedman. (The latest 
possible date for this speech is 390/89). Pasion died in 370/69 
(D. 46, 13: eni Aucrvix^xou apxovxoq). Davies (APF 427 ff. ) argues
that his naturalization must be placed a few years before his 
retirement <371 B.C.), because Pasion was a large landowner by 
this time, which in all probability passed into his possession 
after he became a citizen [A non citizen could icquire ownership of land in 
Attica only if he was granted with cyKir|(ri<; and there is no evidence that Pasion was given
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this right]. So, his naturalization should be placed in the decade 
390-80. Pasion's marriage with Archippe must be placed by or in 
395, because Ap. was born in 394. In 381/0 Pasicles, his second 
son, was born. For further information and bibliography see 
Davies loc.cit.
eoepyeotaq: J A citizenship award to a foreigner was an 
exceptional procedure and citizenship was treated as a gift of 
the Athenian state to benefactors of the Athenian Afjpoq (cf. § 88 
ff. and com.). Pasion became a citizen after generous offers to 
the state: D. 45, 85 oopdq upiv naxi^ p xL^ aQ eSaxsv aoxCSaq, xai
rcoXXdc XP’I0 L Mov auxdv rcap£axe* xai ti^ vxs xpifjpeiq s8e\ovxr)q 
emSouq xai rtap'avxou mXqpaxjaq exp it|pd:pxnae xp irjpapxiaq. He 
appears also to have contributed some naval equipment (IG ii2 
1509). See also Davies loc. cit.
opLO'yv&povl The word appears only in spurious speeches; in the 
speech "On the Crown" opoyvmpovoCvxaq <18, 162) is found. In all
cases, known to me (cf. also LSJ s. v. ) the word indicates an 
agreement between persons: cf. e.g. 10,75; 33, 15; 33, 16. In both
cases, in which the word appears in this speech, it indicates 
agreement of a person with an action. (§2, 111). It is probably
a careless usage by Ap.
xf} aXqOsCg oixeCouq ovxaql Although the relationship between Ap. 
and his father in law Deinias seems to have been good in general 
(cf. e.g. 50,24-7) in 45, 55-6 Deinias declines to testify
against his nephew Stephanos son of Menecles. Ap. is annoyed by 
this plot against him by his close relatives, as he says: opoioq 
y ’o AsivCaq, & avSpsq Sixaaxai xoi3xq>, oq . . . ou5& xaXr)0rj papxopeiv 
e8£Xei xaxd xouxoo. See also A. Schaefer 3,2,171.
xai ijYoi>p.£voi) . . . x&v ovxov] The passage is clumsy and disputable 
in several points:
1. Dobree <Adversaria 1, 519) suggested qyotipsvoq. Thus Thmn. is 
the subject and the meaning is that Thmn. was the one who thought 
that they had to share everything in response to the good 
behaviour of Ap. to the whole family. Concerning the difficulty 
of the sudden change of subject Dobree compares with § 55:
Sia<popaq S’ouar^ q aux§. . . npbq 6e xai anaiq civ. But the cases are 
not the same; here the subject is written down at the point it 
changes: eXaPov xaC iyco. Apart from that, if the nominative was
the correct form, xai would be not written down in front of the 
participle. For the meaning, as well, the genitive is better: the 
act of good will starts from Apollodoros and is accepted and 
materialized by Theomnestos, by marrying his daughter. The 
reading of the mss seems to be correct.
2. Reiske would prefer xoOq ovxaq (read xoOq oixeCouq ovxaq) 
understanding it as a general statement. But here clearly Ap. and 
Thmn. are meant.
3. SFQ give xai xoivoveTv. This emphatic xai (Denniston 320-1) 
seems to be unecessary, added by somebody who took it as if the 
part form i^ youp.6voo to ovxaq was connected in apposition to 
xoivmveiv. . . ovxov.
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4. Dindorf comments: xP*)vaL oddit Wolfius / Poterat probabilius
xoivcoveiv Seiv. This suggestion is unnecessary: fisiv is added in
most of the cases ^yoGpai means "think fit, deem necessary" (see. 
e.g. § 4: xtipiov 5 ’ qyoupsvoq 5eTv xdv Srjpov etvai) but the cases 
in which it is omitted are not unparalleled: see LSJ s. v.
f|y£opai, III, 4.
3. 5oxipa00e£qJ All, magistrates in Athens, elected either by lot
or by vote, had to undergo a scrutiny before their entry to
office known as Soxipaata. In the case of the new PouXeuxai we
know that this scrutiny took place in front of the outgoing
boule: Arist. Ath. 45,3: SoxipdtCei 5e 8ouX^) xai xouq 0ot>Xeuxaq
xotiq xdv uaxspov eviauxdv (SouXeuaovxaq xai xouq evv£a apyovxaq.
xai Tipbxepov p£v anoSox ipdaai xupCa, vuv 6£ xouxoiq l<peaiq
eaxiv etq x6 6 ixacrxi'jp iov. Aristotle, (Ath. 55, 2-5) describes
the procedure of the Soxipaaia of the nine archons, but nothing
further is said about the councilors. Rhodes (.Boule 12 ff. )
discussing the limitations which disqualified somebody from
becoming a councilor, says that the questions asked in the
scrutiny would be expected to be relevant to these limitations
[All councilors had to be enfranchized Athenian citizens over the age of 30, All aen vho had
stayed in Athens in 411 to perforn mlitary service under the Four Hundred were
\
disqualified, Hale prostitutes, aen who sal treated their parents, cnples and perhaps sone 
other groups were probably excluded, See Rhodes loc,cit, for further discussion]. Modern 
scholars believe that the archons were scrutinized twice: once in 
front of the boule and once in front of a law court (cf. § 72 and 
com.). Rhodes, however, (Boule 178) finds it rather unlikely
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that all councilors had to undergo a second scrutiny. He believes 
that unless if a candidate was rejected, the decision of the 
outgoing boule was final. For further details about 8oxipaa£a and 
its importance see Lys. 16 passim, 26 passim, 31 passim and 
Rhodes Boule 12-3; 176-8; Ath. Pol. 542; Staveley Greek and Roman
Voting and Elections, London 1972; MacDowell Law, 167-169, al.
op.6craq xdv vdpipov opxovl Two modern scholars have tried 
independently to restore the content of the opxoq jUouXEOxixdq: 
Plescia <Oath 25 ff. > and Rhodes <Boule, 191 -8 ) .  [Rhodes, although his 
book was published two years later, does not aention Plescia]. Here I combine these 
two versions.
1. x a i xdv PooXEUxixdv opxov opdaaq, ev $  xaxa xouq vdpooq 
PooXe o o eIV
(X. Mem. 1, 1, 18)
2. opwpoxcbq 6d xa PdXxiaxa PouXeuaeiv x$ x$ ’AOrjvaCwv
(D. 59, 4)
3. 6£ opdaac etotjXOov e iq xd PouXcuxfjp tov xd PdXxiaxa
PouXe o o e iv  xf) ti6Xe i (Lys. 31, 1 -2 ) .
4. f| Tiofwv av upiv 6oxei oGxoq opxwv <ppovx(aai. . . rj ncoq av xpqaxdv
xi PouXcuaai n£pi xqq noXixefaq, oq ouSd eX£o0Ep2»aai xi^ v naxp(6a
ePouX^Qi^; (Lys. 31,31)
5. rj n o ia  av dxdpprjxa XTjprjaai, oq ou6£ xd npoEipripdva itoirjaai
rj£Ca>ae; (Lys. 31 ,3 1 )
6. ou6d fifjaw ’A0r)va(©v ouSdva, oq av y^yurjxdq xpeiq xa0ioxf), x6
auxd xdXoq xeXoGvxaq, nXr\v edv xiq ejti xpoSocrCgt xfjq ndXEwq eiu
xaxaXdaei xou Sfjpou ouvicbv aX§, fj xdXoq rcpidpevoq r| EYYUTl(T(SclJievo<;
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r) ExXd'yiov pr) xaxapdXt) (D. 24, 124; cf. § 147-8)
7. xcp opxip xou 6i*)pou xai xqq PouXfjq evopo0£xr)CTev* exei pdv yap 
opvoxe pqSdva pfjx ’ e£eXav, pr^ xe Sf^ aetv, p^xe drcoxxevsiv axpixov 
(And. 4, 3)
8. eveoxC xe ev x$ opxip ano<paveiv el' xCq xiva oT8e xfiv Xaxdvxc&v 
avsn ixV)5e iov ovxa PouXeueiv (Lys. 31,1)
9. (In the scrutiny of the archons) Sox ipdaavxeq xdv a£iov xr|q
apxfj<; axE<pavo(TE iv (Lys. 26, 8)
10. (Added in 410/9) xaOeSeicrGai ev xcp Ypdppaxi § av Xdxwaiv 
(Philochoros, FGH 328 F 140)
11. (Added in c. 448) edv xiq x<5ttxr vdpiofpal apYupfou ev xaiq 
xdXCeai x]at pt^ xP^TaL vop[ Capaai xiq ’A0T)va] Ccov f} oxaSpoiq q
pdxfpoiq, aXXd £evixoiq vopiapaaUv xai pdxpoiq xai crxaGpoiq 
[ x ipopfjaopai xai i CCqpiaxjtt xaxa xd xpdxelpov \j/r^<piapa o KXdapxtoq 
e?Ttev (M&L 45 § 12)
12. (Added in 403-2) ou Sd^opai evSei^iv ouSd anaya>yr\v e’vexa xSv
Tipoxdpiov Ye'YevrlM^ v<av» tiXt^v x&v (peoYdvxcov (And. 1, 192)
13. (Rhodes suspects that it may have not been included in the 
text of the oath) Y^Vova °ux eXaxxov fj xpidxovxa exr) (D. 24, 150)
14. (Also suspected by Rhodes) prjSdv xapdvopov ex i\|rr)<p C£e iv 
(X. Mem. 1, 1 18)
15. One badly preserved inscription (.IG ia 114) probably 
represents the text of this oath (see discussion in Rhodes: Boule 
195-198)
The first four points are patriotic generalities as, Rhodes 
(p.195) says. All the following points refer to duties of the 
councillors. As far as we could draw any conclusions by a) the
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few testimonies of the oath b) the analysis of the point 6 in 
D. 24, 145-48 and c) the comparison with the oath of Heliastai
preserved in D.24, 149-151, the following could be said about the
oath:
1. The character of the oath was not clearly moral; it was 
technical enough, in a strict forensic language (see also, Rhodes 
loc. cit. >
2. The oath was a fundamental law-frame, a kind of constitution 
for the Council.
3. The fact that new pieces were added (we do not know if cut) 
indicates that the oath was seen as a functional text.
4. Rhodes (Boule 195) discusses the changes of the bouleutic oath 
in details and tries to date these changes. According to Arist. 
CAth. 22,2) the establishment of the oath goes back to the year 
501/0 and accoring to D. 24, 148 to the Solonean legislation. 
Nevertheless, the main part of it belongs to the fifth century 
coming after the main changes which established the democracy.
xaipou ... xai no\£poi>] The word xoapdc refers generally to the 
circumstances to which the city was reduced. The word x6Xepoq is 
more specific. Sansone (GLOTTA 62 [1984] 16-25) classifies
similar cases as hendladyns. [He lentions 19,77; xP^ vovq t61c|iov xai 
tpi|M|v; 19,123; Xp6v<> xaI lohopxl?]. He supports that nominal hendiadys 
arise out of a more sophisticated stylistic impulse when verbal 
hendiadys are usually colloqialisms. I think this statement does 
not apply to Apollodoros. The structure of two words giving 
roughly the same sense connected in parataxis is often found in
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the speeches of Ap. See e.g. 47,55; 49,4.13.65.67; 50,2.4.7
(twice). 20.35 (twice); 52,29; 53,3. In comparison to passages
like § 55-6 full of unnecessary parataxis and additional words, 
which do not add much to the meaning I would rather think that 
this structure reflects the tendency of Ap. to use parataxis 
extensively. CHerverden's suggestion (Hn, 3 C18753 357-8) to delete xai iroUfioi> is 
consequently unjustified!
osxEptaaail S’Yr give ucrxep taaoi; the rest give oaTEpfjaaai. 
Blass and Murray accept ua'tepfjaaoi, Rennie (in comparison to 
D. 24,95, where uoxEpCCEiv is unanimously transmitted) and Gernet 
uaxepfcraai. Both forms are possible (cf. LSJ s. v. ). uaxEp^aaoi is 
perhaps slightly lectio difficilior, if the copyist thought that 
it was a verb ending in -i£,o.
xpoEp^voiq] FcorrY give Ttposp^ voic; in agreement with 
uoTEp Caacu. All the rest give itpoEp^vouq in agreement with 
arcCcrxouq. But aTiCaxouq is quite far. On the other hand axCoxooq 
is in accusative agreeing with its omitted subject (the same as 
the omitted subject of elvai). For that reason the conjecture of 
Iurinus aitCcrxoiq is unsuccessful, (cf. Schaefer ad loc.)
xiv5dvei3e iv Ttepi xav wiokoCxwv ... "OAovBovl The orator refers to 
GV&jltj Which took place between 351 and 348. In 351 B.C. the fleet 
of Philip, which had begun to threaten the sovereignty of Athens 
at sea, attacked suddenly Imbros, Skyros and Lemnos and made 
prisoners the Athenian citizens there. This invasion was the
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first agressive action of Philip against the Athenian League and 
threatened the islands of the North Aegean, which remained true 
to the Athenian League, after the revolution and the war of 
Athens with their allies in 357-55. (see e.g. CAH, vol. VI, p. 228)
Chersonesos had two big cities, Kardia and Sestos. The first 
action of Philip against the Athenian sovereignty in Chersonesos 
was his alliance with the Kardians in 352. After that, 
Chersonesos was for 20 years in the middle of the debate between 
the Athenians and Philip, because of its importance for the 
supply of corn to Athens. In 349 Philip plundered Chersonesos. In 
346 Chersonesos was one of the most important themes in the 
negotiations of the Athenian embassies with Philip. With the 
peace of Philocrates the arrangement was that Athens would keep 
her sovereignty on Chersonesos, except Kardia, which remained 
true to Philip. (A brief and exact description of the matters in 
Chersonesos is found in. RE, vol. 3, col. 2045-2051, s. v. 
Chersonesos; cf. also D, 8 passim).
Plutarch, the leader of Eretria, afraid of Kleitarchos, who 
raised claims on leadership, asked the help of the Athenians. 
Eubulus/ afraid of losing Athenian sovereignty on Euboia, intended 
to send aid to Plutarch. Demosthenes objected, because it would 
weaken the campaign against Philip. In February of 348, troops 
were sent to Euboia under Phocion. After the battle near Tamynae 
the Athenians organized a voluntary trierarchy and a 
reinforcement was finally sent under Molossus, who succeeded
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Phocion Borne time afterwards. He was totally defeated and Athens 
was obliged to acknowledge the independence of all the Euboean 
cities except Karystos. The war with Euboia was ended in July of
348. (see also CAH vol. VI, p.231-2)
When the danger from Philip on Olynthos in 349 was clearly 
visible Athens, made an alliance with Olynthos . In response to 
the repeated appeals of the Olynthians decided to send Chares in
349. Shortly after, they recalled him and sent Charidemos with a 
large force of mercenaries and 18 triremes. After his failure to 
resist effectively Philip in the summer of 348 when Olynthos was 
already beseiged by Philip they decided to send a second force to 
Olynthos consisting of 2.000 citizen foot-soldiers and 300 
cavalry (see §4 navSqpci). It was too late and the winds were 
adverse. This force never arrived. In August of 348 Olynthos was 
conquered and totally destroyed. See Caw kwell CQ 12 C19623 122- 
40. About all the events narrated here see Hammond History 548 
ff; Pickard-Cambridge, Demosthenes 171 ff. al.
Thmn. here merges events which took place in a period of more 
than three years and led to the crisis of 348. According to the 
dates of these events, the proposal of Apollodoros ought to have 
been made in the summer of 348 after the battle near Tamynae and 
before sending the reinforcement to Euboia. They are also placed 
before the mission of the citizen troops to Olynthos (peXXdvxov 
axpatEueaSai upov TtavSqpe£. . . ”OXuv0ov). His decree reflects the 
alarm situation in which the Athenians were at this time
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fityiapotl A xpoPooXeupa approved by the Assembly, became a Decree, 
a text which sometimes had the power of a law. The difference 
between a decree and a law, at least in the fourth century is not 
clear. (See MacDowell Law 43-46). In the text of the if^quapa the 
name of the person who proposed it was always included and he was 
liable to a YPa(P,1 napavopcov. If somebody prosecuted him, the 
decree was suspended until the trial. If the court decided 
against the defendant he was punished usually with a fine, if the 
time between the debate in the Ecclesia and the trial was less 
than a year. If it was more than a year the person was immune but 
the decree was annuled in both cases, (see: MacDowell, Law 50).
The fact that Ap. was punished <§ 6 ff.) means that St's
indictment came in less than a year, i.e. in 348-7.
4. PoaXetJovl Herwerden (Mn. 3 [ 1875] 357/8) deletes PooXetimv. 
But Thmn. emphasizes that Ap. acted with the responsibility for 
his office, cf. xa 
P^ X'ticrca PouXeuoeiv and Lys. 30, 10.
icpoPotiXevpal Before every meeting of the Assembly the Council had 
to make a first consideration of what was going to be discussed 
in the Assembly, and organize the debate. The policy according to 
which everything had to be discussed beforehand by the council, 
was defined by a law attributed to Solon <Plut. Sol. 19,1). 
Aristotle says (Ath. 45,4 and Rhodes com. p. 543-4): oux I^eotlv
ou5£v arcpopooXeuxov ou6’8,ti av pi^ npoYpdywatv o( npotdveiq 
yr)<p £aaCT0cu 6^ p(p. The principle was quite strict and any
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proposal to the Assembly not previously discussed by the Council 
was liable to ypouprj rcapavdpcov. Rhodes in his detailed discussion 
(Boule 52 ff) recognises only a few cases, in which a proposal, 
could be axpoPouXeuxov. The Council could bring an open 
TtpoPotiXeupa, without expressing its preference to one of the 
alternative opinions or it could express its opinion, in the 
xpoPouXeupa, but the final decision belonged to the Assembly 
(.Boule. 58-60). Rhodes says that the npoPouXeupa of Ap. was a 
clear but false example of an open TtpoPouXsupa: he brought his
proposal, without any recommendation between the two alternatives 
(axpax iwx ixa elxs 0ea>pixa) but because, as Rhodes believes, the 
surplus could only be Gempixdv, in fact he asked to return the 
surplus to the stratiotic fund. But see the discussion in § 4.
X^yov] is given by Yr (and according to Bekker D, too). The rest 
of the mss give 'ktyav. The neuter makes clear that the proposal 
had been approved by the Boule. cf. D. 51,18.
8iaj(eipoxovfjcaiJ " To choose between two proposals, by raising 
the hands" cf. D. 47, 43: ev x$ 6 lays ipoxoveTv ^v f\ PouXfj x6xepa
6ixaaxr|p£q> napaSoCrj f| 4r)/i i4xte ie xaiq nevxaxoaCaiq. D. 22, 5. 9;
24,25; X. HG 1,7,35; Schol A. Supp. 621 al. About the way of 
voting in the Athenian assembly see Staveley Voting, 83 ff. and 
Hansen Assembly, 41 ff.
(reportluxixdl The number of the works, written about this problem 
reveals its difficulty. A recent work by Hansen (GRBS 17,119763
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235-246) I think contributes seriously to the research, on this 
matter. See also LUSTHUM 14 C 19693 99-100. CThe d i s c ussion by E, I,M cQueen 
Deaosthenes Olynthiacs Bristol 1986, 53 ff,, does not take into account the art i c l e  of 
Hansen and the author M a intains the older view that the ev i d e n c e  of the p r e s e n t  sp£$ch 
should be rejected! The principal sources, which I cite here, rather 
complicate the matter and their reliability is questionable.
1. Libanios (Hyp. 01. 1, 5) mentions a law prohibiting the 
transfer of money from the theoric to the stratiotic fund, under 
the death penalty. Ulpianus (p. 3 and 10-11 Dilts) attributes this 
law to Eubulos.
2. Schol. Dem. (1, 1, If Dilts) says that this law was passed only 
after the attempt of Ap. to convert the theoric money to 
stratiotic. The law is attributed to Eubulos by this source, too.
3. Demosthenes, in his Olynthiacs hesitates to propose formally 
any transfer of money from the theoric to the stratiotic fund, in 
fear of a law. In the first Olynthiac (1,19 ff.) he tries to find 
a way of obtaining more money for military purposes without 
infringing the law. In the third Olynthiac (3, 10 ff. 31 ff. ) he 
clearly proposes to ask vopoQ^xai to scrap the law.
4. Thmn. mentions here a law which ordered that the surplus of 
the administration in times of war should be given to the 
stratiotic fund.
5. Ap. , actually in spite of this law, passed a decree that the 
assembly should decide which board would receive the surplus.
6. Ap.'s decree was passed, but it was cancelled after he was 
defeated in a graphe paranomon. After his defeat he was punished 
with a fine of one talent, in the second vote, in which the law-
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court had to specify the fine.
7. The text, as we have it modified by Sauppe, says that Ap. was 
also accused for speaking, when he was not entitled, being a 
debtor of the state.
The sources raise some questions:
1. Was there any such law prohibiting the transfer of money from 
the one fund to the other?
2. Was there any such law as the one mentioned by Thmn. , 
directing the surplus to the stratiotic fund in times of war? And 
if such a law existed, to what did Ap. intend with his proposal?
3. Which law did St. accuse Ap.of infringing?
At the beginning of the fourth century (or after 378) a 
stratiotic fund existed in Athens (see Hansen 236; Caw kwell Mn. 
15 [19623 377-83; Rhodes Boule 235-40 al.). From the beginning of 
the fourth century, probably the time of Agyrrios, a theoric fund 
existed, too, which became important only after Eubulos 
emphasized its role. This probably happened after 355. The way 
each one of them functioned is a rather complicated question, 
going beyond the purposes of this work (see Hansen and Rhodes 
loc. cit. for further information). Hansen maintains convincingly 
that each one of them had a share at the annual pepiapdq. [Contrary 
to soee scholars who have Maintained that the theoric fund was exclusively financed by the 
surplus of the administration, Hansen says that unless the theoric fund had a standard 
share, no surplus would Mean no aoney to the theoric fund; the sources do not attest that 
gases and public works had ever stopped, although it is quite possible that soae years there
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was no or very snail surplus]. Once this peptapd<; was done, transferring 
money from the one fund to the other was illegal, as sources 1 
and 3 indicate or imply. I think there is no doubt that the money 
of the theoric fund was protected by law. I do not have also any 
grounds of doubt that this law was passed under Eubulos, probably 
when he reorganized the theoric fund and attributed more 
importance to it (c. 355). What Hansen says about source 2, that 
it is an effort by the scholiast to make the dates consistent, I 
think is right. I doubt, however, that the capital penalty was 
fixed in the law, as I will explain later.
According to Thmn. there was a law which directed the surplus of 
the administration to the stratiotic fund, if there was a war. In 
peace time it would be directed to the theoric fund. [ Naber 
suggested ( Hn, 32 119041 37-8) changing trspaua'nxd efvat, xOpiov to O c e p u d  ctvai xtipiov, 
But there w o uld be no point in saying ot«v idlcpog ||] Hansen argues that this 
law existed. He correctly maintains that apart from the money 
every fund would take from the appropriation, any surplus was 
directed at the end of every year to one of the funds according 
to the law mentioned by Thmn. Ap. spoke only about the surplus, 
not of the money of the theoric fund, so he had no fear of the 
law which prohibited the transfer of money from the one fund to 
the other. Hansen also finds probable that in the years between 
355 and 348, under Eubulos' influence all the surplus was 
directed to the theoric fund. Although the city was at war, this 
was true in 348, as well, in spite of the law, which seemed to 
have fallen into disuse in the last seven years. Now why Ap. had
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chosen the more risky procedure of proposing a new decree in 
order to deal with a case already covered by an existing law, is 
not clear. I find it likely that the pressure on the council to 
pass this money to the theoric fund was stronger than this semi­
forgotten law and the procedure to enforce the law probably 
slower and less effective than the decree of Ap. The decree was 
not saying exactly the same thing as the law, and in fact it 
overruled the law, by leaving the matter open to the vote of the 
ecclesia. But from what we read in § 3-4 the intention of Ap. was 
not to ignore the law but to corroborate it. On the other hand 
his decree was not exactly a full reinforcement of the law; it 
was a flexible and fast act reflecting the present situation. 
Hansen points out that the decree of Ap. would not affect 
seriously the finance of this war at present, because the surplus 
of this year was not much. At this time it was rather a tactical 
movement. If the decree had not been finally cancelled it could 
have been a first and important step in funding the war, since it 
would have opened the way to the transfer of money from the one 
fund to the other. And, as Hansen points out, the real target was 
the sum given every year to the theoric fund from the 
appropriation (cf. source 3).
The prosecution by Stephanos was of political nature, in defence 
of the theoric fund. But which law did he claim that Ap. had 
broken remains a problem. Some scholars have emphasized the 
information of § 5 that Ap. was an inappropriate person to speak 
being a debtor of the state. It is unlikely that St. could have
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introduced a ypa^ rj jrapav6p©v on these grounds. The appropriate 
procedure in this case was ev5ei£i<; and the text itself is highly 
suspicious (cf. § 5 ad loc. ). Was Ap. indicted for breaking the 
law which Thmn. mentions (source 4; see also Hansen, 240, n. 18)? 
The difficulty here is that the law and Ap.’s proposal had the 
same effect. Even if in strict legal terms Ap. had overruled the 
law, as a matter of fact he reinforced it. And besides, this law, 
as I explained before, was probably in disuse. If so, the case 
seems to be too technical indeed and thus weak to support a 
successful case for St. We do not really know if the money was 
finally used for military purposes, since the decree of Ap. was 
cancelled, but in any case Ap. could have used in his defence the 
strong argument that the effect of his decree was in complete 
accordance with the law that this money should be stratotic. Thus 
I find this possibility less likely.
Another possibility is that Thmn. is right when saying that St.
had deceived the law-court. Ap. only spoke about the surplus in
his decree but St. prosecuted him for infringing the law which
prohibited the transfer of money from the theoric to the
stratiotic fund (sources 1,3). The whole prosecution was tricky,
but a skillful speech, a well prepared device and accusation out
of the case were effective for St. (cf. § 5). The difficulty with
this assumption is that although Ap. lost the case evidently he
did not face the death penalty (which, according to source 1 £cf.
2, too] was fixed by this law), even as a possibility, otherwise
Thmn. would have mentioned it when en iimerating the dangers which
V
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Ap. had undergone because of the maliciousness of St. The 
procedure included a second vote which would define the fine on 
Ap. (cf § 6 ff.). A solution would be to reject the evidence of 
Libanios that the death penalty was fixed in the law.
0ouXT|xai] SQ1 give PouXovxocu But cf. t5v auxou. Interesting is 
the comparison with D: 3, 30-31: . . xoXpov auxdq o Sr]poq Searcdxrjq xov 
xoXixeuop^vov fjv xaC xupioq aux6q. ,.xa( ayaTui^ xdv fjv Tiapd xou 
fii'ipou pexaXaPetv vuv S£ xouvavx£ov. . .upeiq S’o Srjpoc, 
exveup icrp£voi xaC Tiepiflp^ voi • • yey^vt)(70e. . . xat. . .
xpoaotpeCXexe. In the second part the intention of the orator is 
to address the single Athenians, who constitute the Srjpoc.
oq upeiq] Reiske added etioitjcte in front of oq with strong 
punctuation after opopoxoq. But opopox<2>q is connected with 
^youpEVoq and xeXeu6vxov, above and depending on E^veyxs 
Jtpof3ouXeupa.
5. aXXd xai vuv exil The emphatic order of YrD is preferable to 
e xi xai vuv of the rest, which seems to be the natural order.
xdtioil J. M. Stahl (according to Rennie) proposed ena0ev, thinking
that the leading verb opoXoYeixai is not in past tense. But the
structure is not unparalleled. Goodwin (.Syntax 264, n. 676) says:
We may even have oxi or oq with the optative when the leading
verb is not past, if there is an implied reference to some former
expression of the thought quot. e<± e.g. PI. /?. 490a. The thought
v/
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implied here is that up to the present the Athenians would admit 
that Ap. was unfairly convicted. The action belongs mostly to 
the past and thus the optative is correct.
xoiiq Sixaoxdrq Sixaiov 6py((,£oQai1 The right reading is given only
by F and Q (Ymg. probably gives it, too; but the marginal note
ad loc. in Y is almost illegible). YrD give xouq 5r|poxpaxoup£vooc
6siv 6pYCCe<70ai. S omits the phrase xouc. . . 6p y £Cect6)ou leaving a 
blank space of one line <23-25 characters), in which neither of 
these two readings could be inserted. Nevertheless, the reading 
of FQ makes perfect sense.
pdpxupaq napofcrxdpevoq] Yr give papxupCaq imoaxdpevoq. Yyp. gives 
pcfcpxupaq Tiapaaxopevoq. D gives papxupCaq xapaoxdpevoq, with urco- 
superscribed over napaaxdpevoq. pdpxupaq xap£xelv (to provide 
witnesses) is a standard forensic expression: cf. § 34, 61 and
Schodorf Gerichtssprache 78, 80. papxupCaq would be possible, as
well, but in this case is sounds more effective to speak about 
persons who conspired with St. against Ap.
©q &q>Xs 6r)pooC<p ex rc£vxe xai eTxoaiv exovJ In all manuscripts 
this phrase appears in § 9 after \|/eu6rp Jurinus suspected it: 
Agitur enim hie non de ullo debito sed de homicidio and he 
proposed to transfered it to another place. He modifies the text 
as following; waxe xai SuvrjGrjvai av exxeiarai p6\iq, 8 fopXe x$ 
6qpoaC<p (8 8). Auger and Reiske agreed with him. G. H. Schaefer 
agrees that they are verba in hoc loco alienissima and proposes
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oq £<pXe. . . , but meanwhile he admits that the created period is 
very clumsy in this case. Sauppe followed by Dindorf and all 
modern editors transferred them in § 5 after 7iapaax<$jJ.evoq. A. 
Schaefer Demosthenes (3, 2, ISO) deleted them.
In the place in which these words appear in the mss they are
evidently superfluous: we have two oq sentences with no
conjunction between them. It is unlikely that the conjunction was 
omitted accidentally. Being accused of a debt to the state was 
irrelevant to the homicide case and in the homicide courts it 
was strictly prohibited to speak outside the subject. (See A. 
Schaefer ad loc. and MacDowell Homicide 43-4 and 93.). Besides, 
atxCav is singular.
Jurinus’transfer with the text thus emended is arbitrary. 
Sauppe’s transfer is not less violent. I cannot understand how 
this sentence was transferred so far from its original point in 
the text. According to Sauppe's solution the debt was created in 
373-2 B.C. (since the trial for unconstitutional proposal was
tried in 348-7). But Ap. was only 21 years old and Pasion still
alive and in full control of his property (cf. com. § 2 and A.
Schaefer ad loc.). If we assume that St. ini&nded to lie on this 
matter then he did not follow the right procedure. If Ap. being a 
debtor to the state and consequently axipoq, was still involved 
actively in politics, he should not be prosecuted with a 
7tapccv6pov, but with svSei^tq. In Hansen's list of the known 
trials of YPa9^ rcocpavb/iov (.Sovereig <nty 28-43), there is no
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parallel of a person accused with this procedure of being a 
debtor to the state. There is one case, however, of a 'ypoapr'i 
napav6pov in which the prosecutor alleges that the defendant did 
not have the right to speak in the Assembly, being a debtor to 
the state <D. 22, 33-4). Androtion was prosecuted with other 
allegations, but the prosecutor in his speech seizes the 
opportunity to mention his debt in an effort to prejudice the 
jury against his opponent. He apologizes, however, for using this 
argument. In this sense, although reluctantly, I accept that St. 
could have used in the middle of his speech an irrelevant 
accusation. But without the support of the mss, I think the 
safest solution is to agree with A. Schaefer that the phrase oq 
.... stov is an interpolation and delete it. In fact the phrase 
yeuSeiq pdpxupaq 7iapaax<5jievoq has as a supplement the words eirt 
5ia(3o\fl and the transmitted text in § 5 makes perfect sense,
without the sentence oq ... exov: St summoned false witnesses
against Ap. , and he said much that was irrelevant to the case,
6-8.J If the verdict was against the defendant and the penalty 
not fixed by the law the jury had to define the penalty. Both 
sides proposed a penalty and delivered a speech in support of it. 
Then the jury voted to choose one of the two proposed penalties. 
Important evidence for this procedure is given in PI. Ap. 35e ff. , 
concerning the trial of Socrates. See also MacDowell Law 253-4. 
After this day Ap. became a debtor to the state, until he would 
pay off his debt <cf. D. 58, 49: otq>’^ q av ocpXfl). As long as the 
debt was still standing he was axipoq. This meant that he was
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excluded from the public life and he was banned from the temples, 
the Agora and the law-courts (see MacDowell Law 74; Hansen 
Apagoge 61 ff.). If the debt was not paid by the ninth prytany 
(cf. the expressions in D. 24, 98: ctXP1 ev&xqq Ttpuxocvs Caq;
D. 24, 169 al. ), it would be doubled in the ninth prytany (eni xqq
evdxqq TipuxavsCaq; in some cases it would be multiplied by ten:
see also Harrison Law 2, 173 ff. [The case in which payments to the state were 
due to be wade in a fixed date is different; see Harrison loc, cit, HacDowell Lev 164 ff,, 
Arist, Ath, 47,3-5; 54,2 and Rhodes cow, ad loc,; Rhodes Boule 88 ff.J Then if the 
debtor owned some property but he was unwilling to use it to pay 
the debt, he was liable to a legal procedure called arcoypaq^ . It 
began with a graphe which included a list of the man* s property; 
it could be initiated by any citizen, not only by a particular 
magistrate. A trial followed and if finally the verdict was 
against the defendant, his estate had to be given to the TtttXrjxod, 
who were the officers in charge of selling the estate, and the 
sum would be used to reduce or pay off the final debt. If any 
surplus existed it was returned to him. The successful prosecutor 
would be rewarded with the three quarters of the amount which the 
state recovered. If the estate of the man was enough to pay off
the whole amount of the debt, then he was enfranchised
again. [For the use of the passive form of the verb aioypdtfa cf Schodorf Berichtspnche 
73; the correct references are; (25,71); 40,22; 53,2, where awcytypauto is wrongly given by 
A,3. Since anoypaqn^ could be not initiated, unless somebody was 
willing to prosecute the debtor, we may easily suggest that 
debtors sometimes would prefer to keep their property and remain 
disfranchised, if they were not prosecuted.
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If the man died leaving a standing debt his sons were 
disfranchised, if they did not pay the debt of their father 
(cf. e. g. D. 58 passim; MacDowell Law 74). We do not know, however, 
with certainty what happened if the man left only daughters. 
axipCa in the sense it applied to men did not apply to women, 
since women did not participate to the public life. [Davies (/J/V7 437 
and 442) says that Ap, had only two daughters, The assunption is based on the present text; 
if Ap, had any other children, probably they would be Mentioned here, (cf,0,45,54,85)]. In 
general, if a man with no male descendants died leaving some 
property, then the daughters became ercCxXqpoi and this property 
would go with them. If he did not leave any property then the
ercCxXqpoq or give her a dowry and betroth her to somebody else 
(D. 43,54). And. 1, 117 (cf. MacDowell com. ad loc. ) and Isae. 1,39 
speak about the legal and moral obligation of the closest
relative (as defined by the law quoted in D.43, 54) either to 
marry her or to give her a dowry. But the evidence is not
conclusive about what happened if a man died with a debt to the 
state. Isae. 10, 16 says: otq ey^veto q epf) entSixoq, xouxoiq
avoryxaiov un£p aux&v (t2>v xpeSv) 3ou\ei)aacr0ai. The same 
impression is given by D. 28, 1-4, where, it appears that the 
husbands of Gylon's daughters, should have hidden their property, 
if Gylon had died leaving a debt to the state. Both sources say
that the men who were legally entitled to have the women, would
be responsible for the debts, too. But in both cases the women 
were accompanied by some paternal property and it is not clear 
whether the responsibility of the husbands extended as far as to
SUeuUJL
archon the closest relative marry the poor
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cover the whole of the debt, if this was larger than the 
inherited property, or only the part of it equal to the value of 
the inherited property
An important contribution to the whole issue comes from 
Isae. 10, 17: oxav p£v Ttepi XP’IM01™  Sucrxox&o i , xooq a<psx£pouq aux&v 
xaiSaq e tq ex£pouq oixouq elomoioGaiv, tva pf) pex&axocri xrjq 
axtpCaq xou naxpdq. This, I think quite clearly, states that only 
persons who would continue the oixoq inherited the axipta for a 
standing debt to the state. Thus only the sons, would inherit the 
axipCa of their father; other relatives did not inherit the 
axtpCa. If any person legally entitled to inheritence was also 
liable to axijjua for inherited debts I do not see how an Athenian 
disfranchised for debts could try to secure the civil rights of 
his sons with an adoption by endangering simultaneously the civil 
rights of his other close relatives, his brothers or his sons in 
law, for example. And I do not know any case in which the son in 
law or another relative of a debtor to the state, apart from the 
sons, was disfranchised for the standing debt. I imagine that if 
a debtor with no sons died leaving some property this should be 
used to pay off, or to reduce the debt and perhaps the remaining 
part, if any, would be passed to the people who inherited his 
property, according to the laws. If, however, he did not leave 
any property , and if the people who would legally inherit his 
goods belonged to another otxoq, then they did not have to pay 
off his debt. Thus in the case a debtor to the state died leaving 
behind unmarried daughters, they ought to be given to marriage,
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according to the laws on EirCxXrjpoq. If what he left was enough to
pay off his debt, the husband had to pay it and the remaining
part of the heritage would pass under his control with the woman. 
But if the property was not enough to pay off the debt, then it
had to be sold to reduce it, but the husband of the woman, being
a member of a different otxoq, would not suffer axipCoc, for the 
remaining debt; the obligation to marry the woman without a dowry 
would be enough. If the daughters were already married, the 
husbands again did not become axipoi if they did not pay the 
debt. If, however, the man died with a debt and his property was 
not used to erase this debt, then perhaps the husbands of his 
daughters, to whom the property would pass, were liable to 
ootO'YpoKp^ , for depriving the city, for money which belonged to 
her. Perhaps this was the reason why the husbands of the 
daughters of Gylon ought to hide their property, if Gylon left a 
debt: part of their property was probably coming from Gylon1s
estate.
I find that what Thmn. says here supports this suggestion. In § 
6: Tva. . . arcdvxov the punctuation has to be put after e x eCvou,
because xai npaq obiavxaq has to go with e tq. . . dxdvxo>v and axipCa 
certainly would not apply to the sister of Thmn. (and wife of 
Ap. ), so xat ... sp^v has also to go with what follows (eiq ... 
amdvxtov); cf. § 7. If so, Thmn. clearly states that the danger of 
disfranchisement hangs over Ap. and his children only. He does 
not say that himself would face any such danger, if Ap. died with 
a standing debt, being a son in law of Ap. and with the
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assumption that no male children existed Thmn. here generalizes, 
since a-ripCa did not apply to the daughters and, as I suggested, 
was not inherited by the sons in law. He says that if Ap.'s 
property was sold to pay part of the debt, Ap. , his wife and his 
unmarried daughter, would be left with no property and come into 
a situation of absolute poverty. Then Thmn. , being so friendly 
with them, would need to support them financially. And no man 
would be willing to marry the unmarried daughter, without a 
dowry, especially of a debtor to the state, in case one of his 
enemies could accuse him later that, in spite of the laws, he 
owns property which comes from the estate of Ap. But it was 
possible for a woman to be married without any dowry, although 
not usual. Lys. 19,14; D. 40, 20; Isae. 2,5; D. 40,25 and com. § 
50). The second point is an exaggeration, in my opinion: if one
married the other daughter either without a dowry, or with a 
dowry given by the friends or relatives of the family not much of 
a real danger existed if Ap. died disranchised but leaving no 
property.
7. ou5£ xpiov xaXdrvTttvl Davies (APF 440-2) is reluctant to 
believe that this is true. He says even making allowance for 
Apollodoros'extravagance, his claim that his property was worth 
less than 3 tal. in 349/8 is little short of preposterous. See 
also Davies hfealth, 73-87.
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Saxe] Blass added pfj av after Saxe, understanding: "so that he
(Ap. ) would be unable to pay off such a large debt". But the 
orator says : "to be able to pay off such a large debt".
8. avapnaoQivTal cf. Lyc. Leoc. 31: Aeaxpdhrriq avapofjcrexai auxCxa
oq iSiotr^ q &v xai ujt6 xr)q xofi pr^ xopoq xai auxo<pbvxou Seivbxrjxoq 
avap7ia£,6pevoq.
Saxe] YrD add xai after Saxe. But when xai is added after Saxe it
implies something in addition: X. Cyr. 1,4,4: aiSouq 6’even CpmXaxo
Saxe xai epu0paivea0ai, orcdxe aovxuyx^voi 'toiq mpea|3ux£po iq. In 
this case epu0pa(veaOai points out just an external sign, 
additional to the feeling of aiSoq. X. A. 4,2,7: eXacppoi ^aav Saxe 
xai eyyu0ev (peuyovxeq aTiotpeuye i v; but passing near was not the 
only way of rescue. Here no such meaning is desired. Ap. just 
paid the fine.
6ov?|0fjvai] All manuscripts add av after 6uvT}0f)vai. Schaefer 
correctly delets it nam mulct am Apollodorus luit. Cf. KVhner- 
Gerth 2, 507-508 and Goodwin: Syntax 67-8 and 227-228
SixaCoq] Fcorr. Q1 give Sixaiov. But then it should be (xdv) 
SCxaiov epavov eve^e ipr^ aapev. . .
xdv aoxdv Epavov] The phrase is metaphorical and ironical. A
complete potrait of the word is made by MacDowell <Meidias 322- 
4). He emphasizes that epavoq was a loan (cf. com. § 31), made
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without charging interest, and thus understood more as a favour. 
So when Thmn. says epavov anoSoOvcu, this sounds "to give back a 
similar loan, as a favour". But, since between St. and Ap. only 
bad deeds existed, giving back to St. the loan he deserves, would 
mean to do to him as much harm as he did to Ap. Similarly in 
D. 21, 101. 184-5 epavoq is used with reference to bad deeds, but 
there is also used with reference to good deeds alike.
9. *A<pC5vaCeJ Aphidnai (or Aphidna) was located at the foot of 
Parnes, near modern Kapandriti. It is known as one of the twelve 
cities, which Theseus joined, when he established Athens. If this 
case against Apollodoros was just a plot, Aphidnai was employed 
by his opponents as the place of the crime because it was an 
isolated and deserted area, so it could suit the conditions of 
this mysterious murder.
eiti Spocm^THV autou Ctii&v] Iurinus says: omnino legendum videtur
vel xdv Spandxqv avxov CqxSv . . . vel ini Spanixqv avxov Cqxsiv. 
Dobree (Adversaria l,519)in comparison to passages like D.32,20: 
eiq xi^ v IixeXCav avarcXeiv enl Ta 6lxaia, proposed to delete C,r\x&v 
hoc enim per se signi ficat ini. Cobet Novae Lectiones 66-7, 
discussing clauses in which Ini is found along with the final 
participle, considers the phenomenon unacceptable magistro 
reddendum est, qui quid esset inC Spomixmv a<p ixdaGat volebat 
ostendere. Discussing Hdt. 7, 15 he says sed utrumque ini 
'Apx&flavov xaXiovxa did non potest, nisi ab eo, qui quid, sit, 
ini ’Apxdcfiavov non intelligat. But 2xPdtXXo> ex, for example, is
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found in this speech three times <§ 9, 83, 86). Repetition may
not be a virtue of style but it is not a textual mistake: cf. 
Th. 6, 53 and the list of similar cases by Robert Helbing, Die 
Prdpositionen bei Herodot und anderen Historiker WUrtzburg 1904, 
71-2.
mocpaoxcoaodpcvoq . .  . wpoeimev] The mss p r e s e n t  problem s a t  t h i s  
p o in t .  Some o f  them g i v e  th e  p lu r a l  f o r  t h e  t h r e e  verbs:  
xapaaxeuaudpevoi Qyp, napaxEXeoadpevoq FD, xaxaaxeudaocvTE*; 
FypOvpD, rcpoeimov FcorrQcorrD. B la s s  a c c e p t s  th e  p lu r a l  i n  h i s  
t e x t ;  Quae recepi propter sequentia xai sXsye x. t. i. . ex quibus 
apparet antea de pluribus sermonem fuisse, L lapaoxcodSopai is used to show 
all the preiediatation of the opponent, (cf, D. 23,28; 38,13; 57,24), xottamfltiSa is used to 
shov the whole organising of the plot on the side of the opponent, A characteristic passage 
is found in D, 45,5 where xc'iamo^civ is linked with (cf, § 106), iponiev
refers to the procedure of the homicide trials, The family or the aaster of the victii nade 
a ipdppijffn;, prohibiting to the suspected nurderer to enter the holy places and the agora, 
See e.g, Ant,6,34; lapaffxebatjovto aiua<r6ai xai npoayopetfny ctpYcaOat tSv vopipev, (cf.D. 
47,69; Isoc.4,157; Ant.5,10 al.) If this person afterwards and before the trial entered one 
of these places, he was liable to af0Y«Y^  cvfictfig or cfiftn0-1?. cf. Hansen Apagogel. I  
th in k ,  th e  t e x t  sp e a k s  r a th e r  for th e  s i n g u l a r .  With inev£yxoc<; 
p r e c e d in g  and EXeye f o l l o w i n g  one sh o u ld  e x p e c t  th e  s u b j e c t  t o  be 
c l e a r l y  in d ic a t e d ,  i f  th e  v er b s  were in  p lu r a l .  The o r a t o r  would  
have e x p la in e d  who were t h e s e  p e o p le  who o r g a n iz e d  th e  w hole  
p lo t .  On th e  c o n tr a r y ,  Thmn. in t e n d s  t o  p r e s e n t  S t .  a s  t h e  p erso n  
who o r g a n iz e d  e v e r y th in g .
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«x; Kupr)votioi eirjaav] FQD give this reading; Y' gives xaxaaxeoda 
and T)aav; a<; was added in the empty space by the same hand, but 
different tint, ox; Kupr^vaioi et is added in the emptyspace by a 
later hand. In Sr the phrase is omitted with enough space for 
this sentence. Taylor suspected this phrase neque melius video, 
quid ad rem nostram conferret, si quam maxime Cyrenaei essent, 
aut potius esse videantur. Taylor's thought was shared by Hude 
(NTF 7 [ 1885-7] 291) who proposed gEk; xvpioi etTjaav.
Stephanos prosecuted Apollodoros at Palladion for the murder of a
woman. In order to be able to start this prosecution he ought
either to claim that she was his own slave or that the woman was
a free person, and that he was a relative of herj If we believe
Thmn., that the whole thing was a plot (and, as far as we can
draw some conclusions from the result of the trial, it was) it
would be much easier for St. to claim that he was the master of
the woman, than to claim that he was a relative of herf. [ T h e  word
avGpaioq does not help, b e c a u s e  it could be used for a free vottan ( c f j  46 and D , 19,197) or
a slave (cf.§ 21, for Metaneira)]. The d i s g u i s e d  s l a v e s  would be used  as
witnesses. The alleged crime was presented as if it took place
in a deserted area in which the only witnesses were some
L
foreigners, some merchants probably, who accidentaly were 
present. Perhaps the accent or the looks of the disguised slaves 
would raise less suspicion if they pretended that they were from 
Cyrene. If the men were not used as witnesses but they pretended 
that they were relatives of the woman, themselves, not St. , 
should make the prosecution. And only one disguised slave would
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be enough to bring the charges against Ap. Thus Kuprjvatoi 
eir^ aav seems to be correct.
eirC 0aXXa6C<p q>6vou] FQ propose as an alternative <p6vov. But 
irpoeiTtev needs the genitive. etii IIaX\aS£<t> is a standard 
expression; cf. Arist. Ath. 57,3; Isoc. 18,52; Ar. frg: PCG 602;
Ant. 5,11; I(Ft 324,78.95; IGF ii 1365; 5055 al. MacDowell
CHomicide 58) says: Homicide trials will have been held outside
the temple, not inside, since all homicide courts sat in the open 
air; that is doubtless why the court is always said to be 
'at* (ini) the Palladion, not in it.
The cases within the competence of this court are mentioned by 
Arist. Ath. 57.3 : t&v S’dxouoCav (<p6v©v 5£xaq> xai PouXeuaemq xav 
oix^ xr)v qotoxte ivt] xiq fj p^toixov fj ££vov, o£ ent IlaXXaS Ccp 
(6ixaCouaiv). Murders of less importance were tried at the 
Palladion; murders of Athenians were tried &y the Areopagos. The 
other homicide courts tried special cases. For further details 
and the relative bibliography see the discussion by MacDowell 
Homicide 58-69 and Rhodes Ath. Pol. 642 ff.
10. eXe^ev] Taylor proposed eXaxev. The expression \£yeiv Ti*jv 
6Cxt)v means "plead one's cause with the court", or "speak as an 
advocate for someone" (see e.g. Din. 1,111). The meaning here is 
that St. spoke in the court on behalf of the persons who had 
bribed him.
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6iop.oodp.Evoq] It is a technical term, from the procedure in the 
homicide courts. In Ant. 1, 28. we read: 0aupdC<D 6£ eyGiye Tr|q
toXprjq too dSeXtpoo ... t6 6iop6aaa0ai U7t£p tr^ q pritpdq. For 
further details see MacDowell Homicide 97 ff.
Briefly, the content of the oath was: a) Each man swore
destruction on himself and his family and his house if he told 
lies, b) He swore to keep to the point, c) The main sentence of 
the prosecution was included in the oath. (Further details in 
MacDowell Homicide 90 ff). The main sentence of the prosecution 
here is represented by the phrase mq. . . adxoye ip Cgc and it was 
surely included in the text of the oath taken by Stephanos.
E££\Eicrv avxfyl Before E^ caXeiav the mss add apmpevoq. Lambinus, 
with the approval of Taylor suggested ercaixtaadpevoq. Schaefer 
prefered ETtapaodpevoq e^&Xeiov, omitting enapaadcpevoq after 
oix£<jx. Reiske's rejection of apcapevoq sequitur enim statim 
inapaodtpEvoq, is unanimously accepted. The phrase comes from the 
oath: e^ cdXeiocv E7iapao0ai auT§ xai y£vet xai oixCqc: cf. Ant. 5, 11;
Aesch. 2, 87; D. 24, 151
eTSev] SFQ give otSev. The past tenses of the context support 
another past tense here. Besides, o?Sev would destroy the pair 
"see and hear".
ou6ev6q ndicoxe] According to Taylor, cod. Bodleianus gives 
ou6e£q. But the subject of eTSev and fjxoucrev is 2x€<pavoq.
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urc<5 Kr|9LOO(f£vToq xai ’AitoXXo<fdvooq] Kephisophon was a well known 
politician in Athens. He made a proposal in 353 B.C (Aesch 2,73). 
He participated in the negotiations in 346 for the peace of
Philocrates and recommended the Praise of the Council. He is
probably the same person as Kephisophon who was indicted with 
Demosthenes and Demades in the trial for bribery by Harpalos in 
Aeropagus (See. RE 11, 1, 240, W. Kroll; A. Schaefer 1, 443;
2, 194; Kirchner PA 8417). We know less about Apollophanes. In
Kirchner Apollophanes no 1463 is identified with the present 
person. Apollophanes no 1462 gave evidence on behalf of 
Demosthenes in 346 in relation to the second embassy to Philip 
(D. 19, 168). Probably Apollophanes 1462 and Apollophanes 1463 are 
the same person. Apollophanes and Kephisophon were acting in 346 
in relation to the peace of Philocrates. Both of them paid 
Stephanos to indict Apollodoros. Provided that the real reasons 
for this trial were political, it is tempting to suggest that the 
events of this trial are connected with the events of 346 and it 
must be dated around this time .
pep ia0o&fi£voq—apytiplov EiXrpp&q] Taylor says: vel hoc vel illud
glossae simile videtur. Alterutrum sane. But the meaning of the 
two expressions is not the same: the first one is more general
"employed by Kephisophon...", the second more specific "after he 
had received money" Then if Spaypcov is correct (see below), we 
can notice a climax from the most abstract pEpioBwpgvoq to the 
exact sum of the bribery rtevxaxooCwv Spaypmv.
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eteXAoai fj axijiooai] Gernet secludes axipSaai, probably in 
relation to § 9 ex xrjq nocxpCSoq eBouXfjQr) ex^aXetv. There is some 
evidence that Palladion could impose a fine as the lower penalty 
and exile as a higher (See: MacDowell Homicide 126-7; Morrow The 
Murder of Slaves in Attic Law, CP 32 1 1937] 210-27). In which
case each penalty was imposed and whether it depended on the 
judgement of the court or it was prescribed by the law (e. g exile 
for inten\onal and fine for unintentional homicide, or exile for 
the murder of a free person and fine for the murder of a slave) 
is not known. In the present passage Thmn. refers to the existing
r
possibilities, when before (§ 9) he refered only to the highest 
penalty.
pexaXaPAv ex xevxocxoai<ov ffipotxpav}] Most of the manuscripts add 
Spaxjimv after tie vxaxooCov. Qyp and D give Sixacrx&v. Reiske, 
followed by all modern editors, deleted Spaypcov. The whole issue 
is quite complicated because it is related to the serious problem 
whether ephetai or heliastai were the judges at the Palladion 
court in this time. The discussion has bee*t- long but the 
evidence on both sides is inconclusive. Here I will summarize the 
main points.
According to the Draconian legislation the jurors of the homicide 
courts, except Areopagos, were called the e<p£xcu. They were 51 
(IG i2 115, v. 15-8; FGrH 324 F 4a = 328 F 20b; D. 43,57;
Poll. 8, 125; Arist. Ath. 57,4 [If we accept the suggestion of Stroud, CP 68 
[19683 212; wn(« va'> av6pcq, I In some sources the number is
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80. (Sud. ti3876: etpfxcu: n' ovxeq, Lexicon of Zonaras, 926
Tittmann; in Photios' mss s. v. lq>£xoci we read 7iepi6vxeq, an 
obvius corruption for ti ' ovxeq. ). Probably the number "fifty" is 
hidden under the number "eighty". In the acrophonic system 
"fifty" is written as n. But n ' in the alphabetic system is 
"eighty". "Fifty" is an approximation for "fifty one"; this 
approximation is found in Timaios’Platonic Lexicon s. v. e<p£xoa. 
The inscription with the law of Dracon (IG i2 115, v. 19) says 
that they were elected apiaxCvSrjv (cf. Poll 8,125) and Photios 
s. v. says that they had to be over fifty years old, with the 
highest esteem and dignified lifestyle. If the ephetai survived 
in the classical period, probably they were not appointed in the 
same anachronistic way. Some scholars have thought that they were 
members of Areopagus and if so oi Xax^vxeq in Arist. Ath. 57,4 
might mean that they were chosen by lot among the members of te 
Areopagos. For further discussion on this point see Harrison, 
2,41-2; MacDowell Homicide 51-2; Gagarin Drakon 134 ff. Wallace 
Areopagos 11 ff. Carawan CP 86 [1991] 1 ff.
According to the Draconian Legislation the ephetai had 
jurisdiction over all the less important cases of Homicide. And. 
1, 78; Plu. Sol. 19,4, the inscription of the draconian Legislation 
and perhaps the references of the lexicographers confirm that at
least for a part of the fifth century the ephetai kept this
0Jurisdiction. But there is a view that end of the fifth
century the ephetai in the homicide courts were replaced by 
heliastai (For the uncertainty on the date of this change see
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Wallace 105, al.). The scholars are divided in two groups: those
who believe that they were replaced (Smith CP 19 C19243 353-Q;
Bonner-Smith Administration 270-5; Sealey CP 78 C19833 294-5;,
Wallace 102 ff. ) and those who believe that the ephetai continued
to judge homicide cases throughout the classical period
(MacDowell Homicide, 52-57; Harrison, 2, 40-1; St rout Drakon 49;
Rhodes AP 646-8; Gagarin Drakon 133. ); Carawan loc. cit. Those who
believe that the ephetai were replaced by heliastai are mainly
based on Isoc. 18, 54. In this case a number of seven hundred
judges is mentioned. MacDowell, offers an alternative explanation
to this piece of evidence. He says that two different trials, are
telescoped, by the orator, in one. Carawan adopting MacDowell*s
main point believes that the false evidence was given in a 
0
previus hearing in which the whole plot was revealed. After this 
a 5txr| ijrEuSopapxup Cov followed and Isocrates refers to this 
trial. This suggestion, although difficult to be proven, may be 
correct; I would add that the number 700 seems to me to be 
suspicious. Such a large body for a routine case is rather 
unusual. The second passage used as a piece of evidence for this 
view is the present passage as amended by Reiske (see below for 
further discussion on this point). Wallace on the other hand, I 
think overemphasizes the references to the Palladion or the 
Delphinion (Sixacrtai in Ant. 1,23; S avSpeq or & avSpcq Sixacrcai 
in Ant. 6; S avSpeq or £ ’A0r)vatot in Lys. 1), to support that 
they were heliastai.
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MacDowell mainly based on D.43, 57 <cf. D.23, 37-8) supported that 
the ephetai were never replaced. He rejected the point made by 
Smith that in the fourth century the fiftj^ne ephetai had the 
duty to decide only in cases of amnesty, when the murdered person 
had no relatives and that the actual trials for homicide were 
tried by heliastai who were called ephetai. In this case 
MacDowell's objection to the existence of two courts, working at 
the same time under the same name (ol e<p£Tai: with the definite
article) was unanimously accepted. Wallace tries to undermine the 
evidence of the two passages from the Demosthenic Corpus, on the 
grounds that they are old texts and thus only partly functional 
in the fourth century. And. 1,78, as well, refers to the first 
part of the fifth century and the law of Drakon, as written down 
in the inscription in 409-8, may be partly a stereotype. The 
argument derived from the age of these references may is 
interesting but we should not undermine the fact that the 
evidence we have, as it stands rather supports the view that the 
ephetai continued to judge at the Palladion, Delphinion and
Phreattys. To the argument of the age of these references we 
could answer that the Athenians were very conservative concerning 
the Homicide Law, mostly because of its connection to religion. 
The lexicographers on the other hand speak about the ephetai as 
if they retained all the time their jurisdiction. In conclusion, 
no positive answer can be given but, in my opinion the existing 
evidence rather supports the view that the ephetai were not 
replaced by heliastai.
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Concerning the present passage, Carawan (p. 5-6) based on the 
text as emended by Reiske believes that here, as in Isocrates' 
passage, the orator refers to a second trial for fevSopapzvp Ca.
But this is a mere guess: the orator refers only to one trial
(xfjv SCxt)v > tried at the Palladion. If a second trial had
followed, in which St. was convicted, one would expect of Thmn. 
to state it explicitly. MacDowell, on the other hand, has 
supported the authority of the mss, which give Spaxp&v after 
TievxaxoCTtov and the scholars tend to agree with him (cf. e. g. 
Harrison loc. cit. ; Rhodes, 647 al. ) I think Reiske, and the 
person (s) who changed the reading in FypD to Sixacrxmv, 
understood ex meaning separation or distinction (LSI: ex, 1,4).
But ex in this case indicates the price: cf. LSI III, 9b. This
expression sounds like a colloquialism of Ap. Spaxp&v is
probably correct and the present passage cannot be used as an 
argument for the replacement of the ephetai.
56£ocq noviipdql cf. D. 43, 4: a\Xa xai novr^pdxaxoi 66£avxeq etvai
arcqXX&xxovxo xou 6 ixacrxr|p Cou.
11-14. The tone of these paragraphs is exaggerating:
1. Theomnestos emphasizes his own misfortune if Apollodoros iwt-JL 
condemned: TC av exP1lCTCfyJLnv Epaux$ / TtepiTtEitxcDX&q av ^v ev aCaxuvr) 
xai oup<fop§ / end:0opev / ep£ a<pr)peixo xotiq oixe£ooq.
k e d
But he would not suffer. He would only have a moral duty to help 
his sister and her children.
2. He emphasizes his personal participation in this trial:
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Xr^opat SCxrjv /  etcraYaY&v /  e^eX^Y^aq x$ X6y<p /  xupCouq xaxaax^am  
/ qx© emSeC^tov.
But he was only the formal prosecutor; Apollodoros in his long 
aovrjYopCa was the actual prosecutor.
3. He presents the whole case, as a personal appeal, or even 
challenge, to himself: TtapaxaXotivxcov 5fj pe / npoatdvxmv pot / 
ove 16iCdvxov poi / avav6p6xaxov.
But it would be rather expected of these persons to appeal to 
Apollodoros himself.
4. He does not def ine who were these indignant persons who
appealed to him; he only says axdvxcov. He also says that they 
even went personally to him and blamed him.
5. The impersonal description of the prosecution, twice (pr^ S^  xf^ v 
xep i<pav©q. . . upex€p©v / ££vfl pev ... 7ioifjcraa0ai) makes this
prosecution sound like a more serious crime.
6. He presents Stephanos as a person that could deprive the 
state, of her authority and grant citizenship according to his 
will or perhaps with a small amount of money (for the
connotations of this point cf. § 88 ff. and com.)
11. lisp l i e s  Ttxmxfbq <av> fjvl SYrFrec add av before v^. But the two 
av would be too close to each other.
12. l5($ itpoaudvxcav] SYrD give x’epoi, FQ xe poi. Editors have in 
different ways suspected this passage. Wolf reversed the order of 
the words, trying to restore the natural sequence of actions:
Tipoaibvxmv 5f} poi andvxcov xai napaxaXoti vxrnv pe ext xipcoptav
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xpan£CT0cu. Taylor prefers napaxaXotivxev Srj pe andvxav i6Ca 
Tipouidvxov poi. Reiske prefers TiapoocaXouvxiov 8r) pe andvxav, tSia 
Tip oct 16vxfi)v epoC, eni xipapCav. Schaefer also agrees that 
TipoCTi6vt<dv poi, is the only necessary change. Hude (NTF 7 [1885- 
71 289 ff. ) is of the same opinion. Blass’con jecture arcdvxttv
<xcdv> del TipoCTi6vxcdv is a violent solution. If we retained xe, it 
ought to be connected with xai ove 16iCdvxiov. But the sense is 
better if ove 16i£6vt£dv is connected with napaxaXoovxiov; both of 
them denote the reasons for which Thmn. was persuaded to indict 
Stephanos. Then mpoCTidvxiov (with xe omitted, as Taylor suggested, 
and comma after coidvxmv, as Schaefer understood it) is 
subordinate to TtapaxaXouvxov, explaining the way all these people 
came in contact with Thmn.
The purpose of the argument is to convince the court that he 
started this trial not only for his own reasons, but with the 
admonition and the support of many others, too. (cf. D.21,2. 151.
216) At this point, it is important for Theomnestos to declare 
that he had serious reasons to indict a woman, otherwise unknown 
to him.
Tp^ iEsaOaiJ YrD give xpaniaQca. xp£rceCT8ai, indicating the action 
in its evolution, is preferable (cf. KUhnei— Gerth 1, 185).
avav6p6xaxov] In the Corpus Demosthenicum we find the word 
avavSpCa three times to mean "cowardice" in the war: 21, 160
v
SciXCaq xai dvaSpCaq evexa eit^ Soxe xpit^ prj, 19,218; 4,42. It can
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also mean "wanting in manhood": 21,172; 39,6; ep. 2,25, or we
find it in opposition with 24,53. In 15,28 when the
Athenians bring the excuse of justice to avoid a war, this sense 
of justice is considered to be equal to avaSpCoc. ”Avav6pot xai 
SouXoi are the persons who, of their own free will are governed 
by an oligarchy (24,75). In ep. 2, 25 avaSpCa, parallel to paXaxia, 
is a characteristic of soft and effeminate person. In this 
passage it means "timidity".
xa Jipdq xooxooql. Lambinus deletes xd. oixetax; is usually found 
in oratory with exeiv (e> g- D. 23, 195; Isoc. 4, 135; 5,106 etc) or
6iaxC0ecr0ai (D. 53, 4; Isoc. 12,48; Lys. 1, 39) or xPnCT®aL 
(Aesch. 2, 28; Lys. frg. 78,3 Scheibe). otxeCcoq e'xe iv points out 
the duration and stability of the relation, otxeCox; 5 iax 10ecr0ai 
emphasizes a favourable attitude to someone and oixeioq xP^CT®aL 
friendly behaviour to someone. oixeCox; xPna®ai *s always
constructed with dative. The other two expressions are 
constructed either with dative (D. 10, 52; 23,119.120; 52,15.22
al. ) or with rupdq and accusative (D. 23, 195; 53,4; 61,56 al. ).
There is no parallel in Greek oratory, in which oixeCwq exeLV 
constructed with an accusative, as it is in our text, if we keep 
xa. For that reason and in comparison especially to 53, 4 (another 
text by Ap. ): ouxoaq oixeCmt; StexeCjjqv npdq xouxov, I would adopt
the solution of Lambinus.
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xrjSeaxoo] Reiske correctly changed xrjSecr x&v of the mss to 
xr)5eaxou: ut ad solum Apollodorum redeat. The orator lists one by
one the relatives concerned; xr^ SeCTTofi implies Apollodoros only.
EiaaY<ry6v] Schodorf (Gerichtssprache 23-7) has pointed out a 
peculiarity in the use of the verb eiadyeiv as a legal term: Wenn
wir das Verbum sladysiv auch von dem Ankldger lesen, so mussen 
wir beachten dass es von ihm nicht elgentllch gebraucht, sondern 
nur auf ihn Ubertragen wird, well er durch seine Anklage bewlrkt, 
dass der Angeklagte von Gericht gestellt wird. Then commenting 
its use in Isae. 5,12-3, where the prosecutor is acting un£p up&v
x e xai UTrsp auxou he says gebraucht ist niergents auf den
Angeklagten allein. Eicrdyeiv as a legal term is not regularly
used for the prosecutor, if he acts only under his right as a 
citizen, to bring another citizen to court. The suitable verb for 
this occasion was eiai£vai: Dem. 47,1 aXX ’ in iaxT)\jrapevoc xaiq
papxupCaiq o a5ixrj0elq xai eicreXS&v ax; upaq xai erciSe C£aq nepl
tou npdypaxoq xobq pdpxupaq; D.37, 8; 18,103.105; 19,211; 20,146;
34,44; 47,3; 53,17; 59,5.16; (35,49 xfjv SIxt)v; 21,6 xtjv
xaxayeipoxovCav). eicrdyeiv, if used for the prosecutor, was used 
for a certain reason or with a special tone. It is used when a 
magistrate acts as the prosecutor: D. 18, 117; 21,39.43.47.74;
24,83; 35,47.48; 46,22; 47,24.27.28; 48,31; Din, Dem. 105. Lys.
15,3; 30,2). It is also used to denote a procedure according to
which a 5Cxr) is introduced to the court (D. 18, 121; 35,48) or a
ypacpi*) (And. 1,78), a v6poq (D. 20, 124; 24,10), 6ta5ixaaCai
(D.47, 26), x6 npaypa (Aesch. 1,79). There are also some cases in
which the subject or the object is not defined: D. 39,17; 25,36; 
Isoc. 15,24.287; Lys. 6,21; 13,36; 6,21. There are some special
uses, too: a generalizing quotation in D.21,3, a case in which a 
slave is brought in front of the law-court (xpdq x6 5ix. D. 
47,16, or some witnesses in 47,67 (an emendation of Blass)
In And. 1, 135. 136 eiadYeiv is used for the prosecutor. In this 
case he acts against the defendants, after he has undertaken the 
collection of the taxes in an auction, thus with a kind of 
authority. In Ant. 6,38 we have a case of etaaYYe^^a in which the 
prosecutor would speak within the public interest. In Isae. 3,3 
and 5, 12-3, the prosecutors appear to speak on behalf of many 
people.
Thmn. uses this verb to indicate that he prosecuted N. on behalf 
of all the relatives and friends who asked him. He presents 
himself as the agent of the wish of his personal circle and in 
the following lines he amplifies the case, saying that he acted 
in the interest of the whole state.
13. ooicep xai Zx^ ipavoq] Rennie against all mss and the other
editors adopts here a suggestion of Hude; Gernet does not agree
and follows the manuscripts, which give xai cootie p.
Hude (NTF 7 C1885—73 291) points out an anacolouthon: the
sentence beginning with TtapaxaXouvxcov does not finish but a new 
sentence with xai toarcep begins. In order to soften this
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anacolouthon he proposes two solutions, a) According to D, which 
omits xoti, to delete it Uurinus, not knowing the existence of D, had the same 
thought: he proposed xpfrrtai *fan' Ii^ avoq. Schaefer is in favour of this solution, 
too, Reiske proposed xai 6f| Sairep]. b) sed melius fortasse verba xct( Sansp 
transposueris ut Kcrnsp xai et ovrm xai inter se respondeant. 
Bekker on the other hand keeps the reading of the mss, with 
semicolon after auxfj.
The text thus emended by Hude includes a clearer form of the 
responsive use of xai (see Denniston p.294-295, with examples).
However, in the structure mcmep xai .... ouxoo xai, xai can be
easily omited either in the subordinate or in the main clause. 
The text proposed by Hude, not only softens the anacolouthon, but 
makes it even more striking: the previous part (napaxaXouvxcov . . .
aoxrj) still remains without a main verb and the second part of 
the period becomes totally independend. If we keep the text of 
the manuscripts, xai before oonep roughly links the futures 
preceding, with the future expression fjxco STiiSeC^ mv. Thus it 
keeps a structural correctness in the sentence: there is a main
verb for all thi6 period: r|xa> eni6ei£mv. So, I prefer the reading 
of the manuscripts but with soft punctuation after auxfj.
a<pr)peixol. SFQ give a<ptfpr)xo; YrD give a<pppeixo. *A<pflpsixo is an 
imperfectum de conatu and the correct form here. cf. Kiihner-Gerth 
1, 140-2; Goodwin Syntax 12.
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tppdrccpaq ... 6qp6xaq] After Kleisthenes the most certain and 
probably the only proof of citizen status for Athenian men was to 
be registered in a derae. This happened at their eighteenth year 
of age, after a scrutiny which checked, their age and the 
citizenship status of both their parents. (See Hignett
Constitution 119 ff. ; MacDowell Law 69; Rhodes Boule 171 ff, ; AP 
496 ff.). Membership to a phratry was open for male and female 
offspring of Athenian citizens. We do not know, however, with
certainty whether it was a compulsory requirement, with legal 
significance (cf. § 55 ff. and com.). The three boys of St. (§
121, 124) were probably registered with the phratry and they
ought to register with the deme of Eroiadai, at their eighteenth 
year of age (cf. § 38, 121, 122). The daughter was probably
registered to the phratry but women were not members of a deme.
exaipfiv] SF1 give ex^ pcov; all the rest and Anecd. Bekk. 140, 4 give 
the correct reading exaipov. COn the contrary in And 1,100 Reiske restored cttpav 
against ctaipav of the issl
rcpcrypaxetaq] "taking trouble"; cf. D. 8, 48: Socndvqq peYtfXqq xai
Ttdvov no\X&v xai TipaYpa'te (<*<; etvai; 48,6; 52,21 al.
14. itpdxepoq] Schaefer says: F npdrepov, ut referatur ad
participium aSixrjdeiq. itp6xepoq agrees with the emphatic
eox iv Rennie and Gernet keep v before d^vq; Blass and
Murray omit it, according to the Byzantine rule: the movable v
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must be omitted when the next word begins with a consonant,
MacCabe (Prose-Rhythm 67-73) says: In the time of
Demosthenes the rule that one should not have movable nu before 
constants was still centuries in the future. Instead, it was 
considerably more common, than not to have the nu before 
consonants and quotes Mayser's conclusion that the nu was 
virtually required in sotiv..., whether a vowel or a consonant 
followed (p.69). In this passage we should write eoxiv with all 
mss
otuxqi. . . TOUT<pl] All mss give aoxq and xoux<p. Blass (RhM 44 C 18893 
1-6) tries to fix a single criterion, according to which we 
should decide whether ouxoq or ouxoai is preferable in every
single case. Before I mention his conclusions it would be better 
to examine the data of the present speech. 27 times the
combination Zx£<pavoq outoai is unanimously attested in the mss 
(5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 28, 37 twice, 45, 49, 52, 53, 62, 64, 65, 66,
68, 72 thrice, 83, 88, 93, 121, 124, 125 twice. Twice is given
only by a group of mss (15, FQ; 27, xouxou D). Both editors in 
this case adopt the emphatic form and once Blass restores it 
against all mss (43). N6aipa auxqi is 13 times found in the mss 
(16, 19, 43, 45, 47, 50, 56, 62, 65, 83, 115, 117) and 14 times
restored by Blass, when the mss either disagree or give auxq 
(14, 17, 20, 22, 24, 44, 55, 63 twice, 64 twice, 72, 118, 119).
C T h e  n&ie of St, is found 29 ti»e& and of N, 25 tines, wi t h o u t  the p r o n o u n , 3 At this
point Blass and Rennie agree that when the pronoun comes with the
name the emphatic form ouxoai has to be adopted. The idea behind
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it is that St. and N. were obviously present in the law-court and 
often the prosecutor pointed them with his finger saying the name 
and the rather derogatory emphatic form outool / auxrji. The fact 
that the prosecutor intended to the degradation of his opponents 
with the use of the emphatic form becomes clearer if we notice 
that it is never used by Ap. or Thmn. for each other; it is never
used also for any other person present in the trial. The editors
also agree that ouxoai should be adopted with the words vdpoq
(52, 85), YpoKpri (1, 16), ay&v (1, 112).
Blass and Rennie disagree which form should be adopted if the 
pronoun appears without the name. Blass adopts the unemphatic 
form in § 50, 125, against the mss. Rennie probably correctly
follows the mss. The orator could use either form.
The name St. is found 18 times in the documents and the name N. 
25, in every case without the pronoun. In some documents q vuvi 
orycoviCopgvr) is attached to the name of N. , in its first
appearance in the document. Afterwards in the same document only 
the name appears, (cf. the discussion about vuv / vvvi com. § 28)
v£ov..# rcpeofJtixepoq] We find several times in oratory the 
combination v£oq xai aneipoc; as a commonplace when appealing to 
the leniency of the court (see e.g. D. 27,2; 53,13; 58,2.3.41)
or, as in the present passage, used as a good excuse, in order to 
justify a special situation. The age of the orator in relation to
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his capacity on the tribunal and his ability to give the best 
advice, is a topic frequently mentioned in oratory.
At first, there is the official aspect of this issue. Aeschines 
in 3,4 summarizes a law, ascribed to Solon [ Probably cf,
fi,T,6riffith Isegoria in Ancient Society and Institutions (Studies presented to Victor 
Ehrenberg) Oxford 1966, 119-203, according to which in the Athenian
Assembly the herald ought to ask xiq ayopetietv f3ouXexai x&v ujr£p 
nevxT’jxovxa exr) ysyovoxcov. Afterwards the herald asked who of the 
rest of the Athenians wishes to speak. The same law is quoted in 
Aesch. 1,23. The philosophy of this law is described by 
Aeschines: 1,23: oox qyvdei otpat o vopoG^xqq, on o( TcpeafJoxepoL
xcp p£v e6 (ppoveiv ocxji&Coucti v, q 6s xdXpa qSq aoxotiq apxexai 
ETuXeCrceiv Sia xf|v epmeipiav x<Sv npa'ypdxojv ... apa 5e xai xoOq 
vscox^ pouq SiS&axei a i active cr0ai xouq Tipeagux^pouq, xai 7idv0 ’ 
uox£pouq npdtxxeiv. And in 3,2: xouq vopouq Tiep i xfjq x£>v pqx6piov
euxoapiaq laxueiv, Yva e^ fjv npwxov p£v xcp TtpecrPoxaxcp x&v tcoXix&v 
... am<pp6v<i>q eni x6 Pqpa 7iapeX0ovxi faveo 0opu3ou xai xapaxqt;) 
[Richardson Aeschines against Ctesiphon, New York 1979, ad loc,,is probably right when he 
does not accept the seclusion by Blass at this point] e£ epneipCaq x& pfXxicrxoc 
xf) mc5Xe i aup3ouXet3s iv, 6Ei3xepov 6’fj6q xai xcov aXXwv noXixov x6v 
3ouX6pevov. . . On the other hand what actually happened is 
different from the intentions of this law. There is evidence that 
many years before Aeschines' time this procedure was simplified: 
the question of the herald was only: xiq ayopeijeiv 3ouXexai;
(Ar. Ach. 45; Th. 379; Ec. 130; D. 18, 170, 191; Alcid. Soph. 11).
Aeschines speaks with disappointment, because the law quoted is
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out of use: 3, 4: OE,oiyi\%a\, pev xd xdXXiorov xai aaxppovgoxaxov
xfjpuypa ... "xCq dry op sue iv ... 3,3: IneiSr^  Si ndcvta x& Tcpdxepov
... vuvi xaxaX£Xuxai. 3,4: xrjq Si xev pqxdpmv axoapiaq ovxixi
xpaxetv 6t3vavxai oo0*oi vdpoi, ou01 ot xpux&veiq.
Weidner (Aeschines in Ctesiphontem Oratio Leipzig 1872, ad loc. )
first suggested that the law was never abolished, but it went out
of use, after the professional orators became dominant in the
Assembly. His opinion was followed by the later commentators of
this speech, Gwatkin (Aesch. in Ctesiphonta London 1890) and
b
Richardson. Hansen (Assemly 91) avoids giving an opinion on the 
of
question when the law fell into disuse.
Probably the everyday reality was different than the idealistic 
point of view of Aeschines or the commonplaces of the orators: in 
some cases the oldest persons spoke first. In Hdt. 7, 142 the
seniors have the right to speak first. In Aesch. 2, 25 we read:
ETCEiSfj y P^ rcpEcrPuxepoi xatq qXixiaiq unep xqq npeaPeCaq
etp/jxeaav, xai xa0qxev stq upac o Xdyoq... That happens in 347/6. 
Demosthenes at the beginning of his first speech against Philip 
apologises for opening the debate <352/1 B. C) because of his 
young age (cf. Sch. D. in or. 4: 1, b. d. h. i. ; 3b. c; 4, Dilts). Also
well known is the beginning of Isoc. 6, (placed in Sparta): "Iocoq
Si xiveq upov 0aopdCouaiv oxi xdv aXXov xp6vov eppepevqxeq xoiq 
xrjq ndXeoq vopCpoiq, xoaauxqv rcenoCqpai pexafJoX^ v, Saxe rcepi Sv 
oxvouauv ot npEapuxepoi nepi xotixov vedxepoq ©vv
7iapeXf)Xu0a cropPouXEticrmv. These passages point out that at least a
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priority of the older persons was, in many cases, respected. But 
we have, on the other hand Aristophanes’testimony that many times 
the old persons suffered, especially in the courts, by young 
skilful orators: In the Acharnians a long part of the parabasis
is a complaint by the old Athenians, who suffered by young XdXoi 
orators (v. 676-718); see e. g. 679-80: oixiveq y^ povxocq avSpaq
epBdXovxeq eiq ypacpaq/ vnd vcavCcrxov eaxe xazocyekaodocL pqx6pcov, 
and Daet. PCG fr. 205 (198 Kock). If we make allowance for the
comical character of this evidence, we have no reason to doubt 
its truth. The priority sometimes given to older orators, does 
not exclude the possibility that sometimes they were ridiculed or 
defeated by young skilful persons.
In cases like the present trial, in a society which had, at least
in theory, a respect for the age of the orator, we must 
understand that it sounded like a good excuse, for Theomnestos to 
give his place to the older Apollodoros. The eloquence, however,
and the presence of the orator to the court, not his age, would
be the decisive element. And Ap. must have been skil ful to a 
certain extent. We know that he had participated in at least 
eight trials and by this age he certainly had acquired some 
experience and familiarity with the laws.
cmvtjYopovJ A person who, for any reason, had a weakness of 
speaking, could ask another citizen to be his advocate. In Hyp.
1, 11 we read: q e o x i v  t i  xmv e v  xrj t:6Xe i xouxou Sqpox ixaxepov,
xoC xof>q 6ovap6vovq e i t t e i v xoiq aSuvdxoiq xrnv noXix&v
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x ivSuveuoucjlv Poq0Etv; This tactic, as it applied to the Athenian 
law-courts, is different from our conception, of professional 
advocates; a auvqYOpoq should not speak for money (See D. 46,26 
and MacDowell Law 251. When an advocate was called on the 
tribun^ an explanation of his close relationship as a relative 
or a friend, to the litigant was usually given. The advocate 
could also stress his personal reasons to hate the opponent. (See 
Hyp. 1, 11: xouq OLxeCouq xai xouq qn'Xouq; D. 36, 1: xoiq
ETXixqSEioiq upTv, a auvicrpEv TioXXdxiq xotixou 6ie£i6vxoq axqxodxsq 
and Harrison Law 2, 159). In the present passage the reasons for 
Ap.'s presence are given by Thmn. in the passage 6£opai oSv .... 
undp^avxa.
The time, which the advocate had at his disposal was a part of
the time of the litigant he supported. We know two cases in
which the advocate used the whole of the time, on behalf of the
litigant. Some friends of Phormio spoke on his behalf with a
speech written by Demosthenes (D.36) and in the trial on the
crown (D.18) Demosthenes spoke on behalf of Ktesiphon. On the
other hand, the speech "against Dionysodoros" (D.56) is only the
first speech, the speech of the litigant; from the last words we
know that a synegoria followed: a^ ico 5i xai x&v <p(Xaw pot xiva
cruveineiv. SeOpo AqpdaOevcq. . . How long was the speech of 
Demosthenes we do not know, but if we judge from the length of 
the transmitted speech, it is possible that it was equal or even 
longer. In the end of D. 58 the speaker asks the assistance of 
anyone who could say something in support of his case: 0or^6qaov
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upiv o Seiva, eT xi exeK  ouveitue. avdPqQu Form avdPqGi we
can conclude that someone went on the tribunal (Further 
discussion in HarisoY) 2,158 ff.)
Theomnestos makes a short introduction leaving the actual 
development of the prosecution to Ap., the advocate. Ap. was the 
person concerned. He had differences with St., he had prepared 
the whole trial, securing the presence of a good number of
witnesses, adressed the npdxXqcric; (§ 123-4) to St. , wrote the 
whole speech, including the part of Thmn. (cf. Intr. ch. 3) and by 
the end of the speech he had forgotten that Thmn. was the
official prosecutor (§ 125, 126: xfjv YPacPHv' N£ocipocv eyd>
eypotvjrdpqv). But why did he ask Thmn. to bring this prosecution 
and he did not bring it himself? The rhetoric of Thmn. that he 
decided to prosecute N. because of compassion Ap. and after
the admonition of their friends and relatives, is not convincing 
and in fact we do not know the real complications of the case. 
Ap. and Thmn. might simply intend to a rhetorical effect: the
whole prosecution would look like a combined action of revenge by 
a united family, not like a malicious attack by Ap. Another 
possibility would be that Ap. did not have the right to bring 
such a prosecution. Several scholars (See e.g. MacDowell 
Andocides 65-6 and Hansen Apagoge 63 ff. ) have convincingly 
that in a public action the prosecutor who failed to 
obtain the one fifth of the votes, apart from the fine of 1000
dr. he had to pay, he lost the right to bring another public
action of the same type in the law-court. Thus, if Ap. had lost a
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Ypa9Tsj in the past, without securing the one fifth of the votes, 
this would mean that he was unable to bring another Ypa<pf), but 
still he could act as a auvr^ Yopoc;, so he asked Thmn. to make the 
prosecution on his behalf. There is no evidence in support of 
this suggestion but the silence of Thmn. in such a case would be 
hardly surprising.
ps xeXs&oai xaX£aail Reiske says videtur xekevcrai delendum ut 
vitiosa lectio proximi xakioai. But then pe also ought to be
omitted, pe is the object of xeXsuaca: Theomnestos asks the
judges to permit him to call Apollodoros as an advocate.
spite i pot £ pax;] Being experienced and familiar with the laws, in a 
society in which having a professional advocate was prohibited by
law, was important. Every single citizen could find the laws of
the city written and kept in the Mrjxpcpov, and bring them into the
court. (MacDowell, Law 48>. But we can easily assume that not
many Athenians would make an effort to visit the Mrjxpcpov and try 
to read all the existing laws. Know ledge of them and skill in 
handling legal issues was usually obtained through experience 
and long-term participation in the public life. Ccf. com.
v£ov. . . )
xaJ psp£Xi)xsv . . .  axp ipoq] The mss give these words before Saxe 
xaC. Bekker first suspected that they are not in the correct 
place: His, nisi fallor, aptior post tovtoV i locus. Schaefer then 
transferred them after vdprnv Qua ratione simul aptius iuguntur
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quae eiusdem sunt generis. Schaefer’s proposal makes better sense 
because if the phrase xat qSCxqxai immediately precedes the Saxe 
sentence, what is said in the Saxe sentence comes as a direct
consequence of what is said in the previous one. Schaefer's 
proposal is likely to be right, but the possibility that the 
orator mixed up his phrases cannot be excluded. Although with 
reservation, I would follow Schaefer.
Set ... cruxSv] Thmn. steps down from the tribunal with a brief 
epilogue (Set ... auxSv), quite similar to the epilogue of the 
speech in § 126. But instead of the negative plea of pity there, 
here an objective tone is adopted: he only asks the judges to
listen to the case and then decide, according to their feeling of
respect to the gods and their feeling of justice. The most famous 
example of this kind of epilogue is the end of Lys. 12: Ilaoaopat
xaxr)Yopov. axqxoaxe, eopdxaxe, iren6v0axe, e'xexe. SixdCexs. (see 
also the end of D. 33). Theomnestos here adopts this tone
presumably because the details of the story are not known yet to 
the court.
xat xrjq anoXoYCaqJ These words are omitted in S, obviously by 
mistake, because xe before xaxqY°P^a<^ exists in the text of S.
ti^ v fr)<pov fgpsiv] Other expressions used with the word yrjtpoq are 
6ia<f>6peiv, 6i86voti, x(0ea0ai xf|V i(rq<j>ov, napa5i66vai x&q f^jqtouc; 
or x6 7i£pn:xov p£poq x&v \|/^<pov pexaS i66vat, peiaXapfSdve iv or 
XapPdveiv. cf. Schodorf Gerichissprache, 28-29
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16. xofixol YrD give xoux^. The orator inserts tooto because he 
has placed the dependent clause before the main cf. e.g. § 17, 20
icpaxov p£v oSv] p£v does not have corresponding 8£. But the 
expected antithesis comes at the end of § 17. See Denniston 382.
avcryvaiarExai] If a litigant wished to bring a copy of a law into 
the court, he had to do it himself, because no authority existed 
in Athens for this purpose. At the beginning of the trial the law 
was handed with the other documents to the clerk of the court who 
read it, after the request of the litigant. See e.g. MacDowell 
Law, 242.
N0M0Z1 I. Authenticity
With the exception of some older scholars (Van den Es; Lortzing, 
e.
Westrmann: see Drerup Urkunden, p.219 ff., for further
information, about the older scholarship) the present document is 
generally believed to be genuine. See e.g. Christ Attikusausgabe 
213 ff. Riehemann (Reference in Drerup) De Litis, 37-43 Staeker 
De Litis 34-35.
Although I believe that this legal text and the one in paragraph 
52 are parts of the same law (see the discussion later below) I 
will separate them in this part of the discussion.
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The law of § 16 I believe is genuine because:
a) The language of this text is what would be expected of a law- 
text of the first half of the fourth century. In other legal 
texts of this period we can find parallels of characteristic 
expressions of this text, which seem to be part of the standard 
and concise legal language: 24, 50: SqpocrCa goto auxou q ouoCa
arcacra. 24,50 axipoq laxa. 24,63: xaxr)'yopeiv 6’’ASqvaCav xdv
PooX6pevov otq e^eaxiv. 24,63.103.105: lav S’aX$. 35,51; 43,16
xaxd xauxd. 43,54.58 6<pEiX£xm xL^ ^a<^ Spaxpdq. For the phrase 
x£xvT) *1 fl'tiviouv see below.
b) It includes information not provided by the context of the 
speech: In the case of marriage of a male foreigner with a
citizen the context gives only the one of the three possible 
sentences (TrETipdoea, 17), omitting the other two (the 
confiscation of his property and the offer of the one third of it 
to the successful prosecutor). In the case of marriage of a 
citizen with a female foreigner the speech gives only the one of 
the two sentences (nempdaGm), omitting the fine of one thousand 
drachmas, which the citizen had to pay.
c) The legal text does not include information given by the
context: The word naiSoiro te io0a i is an interpretation by the
orator (cf.§ 122); it is, however, a striking word and we should
expect of a forger to include this word in the law. The
expression of the orator is slightly different than the 
expression of the law: in the law is positive: lav cruvoixp . . .
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UETtpdo-0to, in the text of the orator is negative: Idv S£ xtq ;..
(
I eTvou xax’auxmv. Besides, the phrase xaxd xou ££vou xai xfjq tjlvqq
summarizes the text of the law.
As a result, I would think that this document was not produced 
from the context. Since no other argument objects its
authenticity (see the analysis below) it is probably genuine.
The law of § 52 seems to be genuine, too:
a) The language is, as in the law of § 16, what would be expected 
of a legal text of the fourth century: exSCSmpi is the standard 
verb used in the speech, to indicate the betrothal of a woman to
marriage (§50, 69, 73, 110, 113, 114, 118, 122). The phrase
axipoq eox<d ... Sqpoaia eax<a is a standard expression in legal
texts, when the imposed sentence is axipia and confiscation of
the property, (cf. e. g. 20,156, 23,62. al. )
b) There are differences between the paraphrase of the law by the 
orator and the legal text: In the context we find eyyv® for
ex6C5u»pi of the legal text. ai>x$ of the context stands for !ai)x§
of the law. I^vrjv yuva£xa of the law is interpreted as 
0oyax^pa by the orator.
c) The legal text provides further information, missing from the 
text of the orator: the sentences imposed for breaking the law 
are replaced in the context, by the vague phrase xaiq laxdxaiq 
£r)/j£at<; (§ 53).
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II. Are both legal texts part of the same law ?
When an Athenian quoted a law in his speech he did not have the 
obligation to quote the whole law; he could choose clauses
relevant to his case or serving his argument, (cf. e.g. 23,86 and 
the extended quotation of the same law in 24,59). In the present 
case I believe the orator has chosen two different clauses of the
r
law refering to mixed marriages, as suitable to his argument. The 
most decisive argument for this is drawn from the general 
character and the philosophy of the two legal texts. Both seem to 
prohibit strictly mixed marriages, excluding any device used to 
give legitimacy to an illegitimate relationship. The spirit of 
the expression rj prjxavfj fl'tivioOv in § 16 corresponds
perfectly with the purpose of the law in § 52, where the
legislator tries to prevent the fraud against an Athenian citizen 
on a severe punishment. Since both pieces refer to two different 
aspects of the same phenomenon and both function within the same 
frame, I would rather consider them to be clauses of the same 
law,
ITT. Date of the Law
The marriage of an Athenian with a foreigner was perfectly legal
in early times. Kleisthenes, whose mother was from Sikyon, and 
Cimon, whose mother was from Thrace are two well known examples. 
In this period offspring of a mixed marriage were citizens, if 
the father was Athenian . (see MacDowell Law, 67, 87).
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In the middle of the fifth century (451-0 B.C.) a law of Perikles
limited the right to citizenship only to the children of two
Athenians. (For further details see Rhodes AP, 331-5 and
Patterson Pericles 140 ff. ) We cannot say with certainty whether
the children of two Athenians, not legally married (with Iyy^  or
erciS ixaaia), were citizens [MacDowell believes they were; CQ 26 [1976] 88-91; a
different opinion is held by Hansen Daaography and Deuocracy 73-61. The l a s t  y e a r s  o f
the Peloponnesian war, however, Athens needed men. The law of
Pericles fell in disuse. Even the offspring of mixed marriages 
€
were considred citizens: Timotheos son of Konon and a Thracian
woman, who was a general in the first half of the fourth century
is an example.
When democracy was restored in 403, along with the general
reformation in many aspects of the Athenian State, the law of
c
Pericles was reinfored by a decree of Aristophon or Nikomenes.
The reasons of this restriction are not exactly known but if we
think of it as an action connected with the general reformation
in 403, this decree agrees with the wish of the Athenians to give 
their city a new, clear and more organised character. This decree 
did not affect the status of those born before 403.
A stricter law, the present one, was passed sometime later. It a) 
imposed penalties on persons who pretended legitimate marriage, 
although one of the partners was a foreigner, and b> intended to 
protect Athenian citizens from being deceived to marry a 
foreigner. This law was passed between 403 and c. 340, when the
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present speech was delivered. We cannot exactly specify the date 
of this legislation but possibly it should be placed in the 380s. 
These were the years in which the first children of mixed unions 
were not entitled to citizenship, being born after 403. So, in 
the uncertainty, whether some people were born before or after
403, one might expect an increased number of cases who would 
pretend that they were born before 403 and thus they were
citizens. The control was easier with men. The ones registered 
with the demes by 385 were citizens. After this year no offspring 
of a mixed union could apply for registration with a deme. With 
women, however, it was impossible to know when exactly they were 
born. Thus a good number of people could have been deceived, 
marrying women not citizens with the pretext that they were born 
before 403. This uncertaincy about the citizen status of a
number of people was probably one of the main worries of the
Athenians when they decided to proceed with stricter legislation
on mixed marriages. On the other hand, the evidence we have about 
the laws of naturalization of foreigners (cf. § 88 ff. and com.; 
Osborne 4,150 ff.), indicates that they were revised and
organized in these years. Thus it would be reasonable to suggest 
that a wider effort was undertaken by the Athenians in these 
years to organize and define in clearer lines the legislation on 
citizenship. If this suggestion is correct then we should
understand that the present laws were created in the frame of 
this activity. [Carey CQ 41 Cl9913 85, n, 10 is fond of a suggestion by fiernet 
(Flaidoyers Civils, 4, 67, n,3) who places this Ian c. 350, in proximity to the decree of 
Oenophilos (Aesch, 1,82; Harp, s,v, 6laffjfteriq), according to which a general scrutiny of
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all citizens should be held, This is possible but I s t i l l  prefer the earlier date for the 
reasons I have explained,]
IV. A n a ly s i s  o f  t h e  law  
The meaning o f  th e  term s aaxdq, ££voq i s  f a i r l y  s t r a i g h t  forward: 
A person  born A th en ian  c i t i z e n  i s  an dordq or aaTf). D i s f r a n c h iz e d  
c i t i z e n s  ( a x ip o t ) ,  were c o n s id e r e d  acrroi in  t h i s  c a se .  
N a tu r a l iz e d  c i t i z e n s  were p ro b a b ly  e x c lu d e d  from th e  power o f  th e  
p rese n t  law, i f  th e y  were a lr e a d y  m arried  by th e  t im e  o f  t h e i r  
n a t u r a l i z a t i o n ,  a l th o u g h  i t  i s  not c l e a r  w hether t h e i r  w iv e s  were  
a l s o  g iv e n  c i t i z e n  s t a t u s  fo r  l i f e ,  a lo n g  w ith  them. A s p e c i a l  
p r o v is io n  u s u a l l y  in c lu d e d  in  t h e  d e c r e e  o f  t h e i r  n a t u r a l i z a t i o n  
exten ded  c i t i z e n s h i p  t o  t h e i r  o f f s p r i n g  ( s e e  § 88 f f .  and
com. ). CCarey CO 4! [1991] 84 ff, on the contrary believes that they were not excluded, 
that their marriage uas practically invalid after their naturalization and thus if they 
pretended legitimate marriage, they would cone under the jurisdiction of this law, I find, 
however, the evidence he presents inconclusive, I believe that they did not need to divorce 
their wives and that their offspring, bom before or after their naturalization, would be 
citizens xatd vfjfuopa, with the 1 imitations iiposed by the law given in § 92, It is 
difficult to believe that the present of citizenship would have the unwelcome consequence to 
dissolve the faiily of the naturalized citizen, On the contrary, it seens to ae that the law 
was concerned to cover the existing family of the new citizen, along with him, I think it is 
important that the children of the naturalized citizens born by the time the decree was 
passed are not mentioned by name in the decree, If the offspring born after the decree were 
not citizens, one would expect that the naturalization decree would clearly state this or 
that it would name the existing offspring of the naturalized man (cf, IS i i 2 109; 207; 237)
In the case of Oionysios (16 i i 2 103) his sons are mentioned by name, because the Athenians
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wanted to honour them along with their father, as Osborne suggested! If they were not 
married they had the right to marry an Athenian woman and in this 
case their offspring had the full rights of an Athenian citizen 
by birth (e.g. Ap. married an Athenian woman; cf. § 2). Any non 
Athenian either by birth or naturalization was a ££voq. The word 
mostly includes free non Athenian persons; the legislator did not 
have slaves in mind, , as rcercp&aQo in § 16 implies, I suppose
because it was inconcivable for a slave to be considered as 
partner of a citizen.
The meaning of ouvolxeiv in the context of this law is less 
straight forward. The question is whether the jurisdiction of 
this law extends to any kind of union between a foreigner and an 
Athenian or if it only refers to legitimate marriage. As far as I 
know, auvoixeiv can only imply legitimate marriage (§ 14, 17,
51; Isae. 2, 4; 3, 16 al.) or at least purported marriage.
MacDowell Law, 87 says: The word crvvoLxeiv implies a purported
marriage, not mere concubinage. Walters (CA, 2 [19833 320-21)
agrees. Two arguments drown from this speech speak for that:
1)If this law forbade every kind of cohabitaiscn Ap. would not 
presume that St. would argue in his defence, that Neaira lived 
with him as a courtesan (cf. § 118) not as a legitimate wife (cf 
also § 122, t&q p£v... with com.) 2). In the law of §52, the word 
used is ex62> which applies to a legitimate marriage. Many cases 
of Athenians who were living with foreign women, without any fear 
(e.g. Olympiodoros, D. 48, 53; Euctemon, Isae. 6, 19 ff. ) also make 
clear that auvoixetv here means legitimate marriage. It implies
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the action of living together, as a coujpl,e in a legitimate 
wedlock. Ap. gives a wide definition of it: § 122: x6 yap 
auvoixetv . . . avSpdui. Enjoying the rights of a couple of 
Athenian citizens legally married is what the legislator had in 
mind by auvoixetv here.
Now we should pass to the point to see in which context was this 
law produced and to what it intended. Several scholars (e. g. 
MacDowell Law, 87; Walters, 320 ff.; Osborne loc. cit.) believe 
that the Periclean law of 451/0 declared a marriage between an 
Athenian and a foreigner invalid. This is likely, but we have no 
clear evidence. We do not know whether Pericles' law actively 
declared illegitimate the union between an Athenian and a 
foreigner or the Athenians stopped marrying foreign women, in 
effect of this law, as Harrison (1, 24 ff.) supported.
After 403 and certainly in the fourth century was only
meant with a legitimate wife, of citizen status (acrxrjq yvvaixd^ 
xai CYYurlTn§ xdv v6pov, 106). Athenians still could live
with foreign women, as concubines (naWaxai; cf. § 122 and com.) 
and foreigners could live with Athenian women (usually 
courtesans) or marry other foreign women and all these unions 
were perfectly legal. In some cases, however, we can understand 
that an Athenian would attempt to present his concubine as a 
legitimate wife or his children with her as offspring of a 
legitimate marriage, or that a metic would pretend that he is an 
Athenian and try to marry an Athenian woman. If the device was
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successful the non Athenian member of this union intruded into 
the body of citizens and the children of this union would have 
full rights to inheritance and citizenship. The present law 
intended to stop the pretence of a legitimate marriage. (See also 
Walters 321). It intended to stop Athenians from trying to 
integrate their foreign partners or children in their society 
through this pretence. It aiqo tried to stop foreigners to enter 
the Athenian society by marrying Athenian women. The main target 
of this law is more clear in § 52: the punishment was more severe 
for a person who tried to deceive deliberately a simple-minded 
Athenian. The main target of the law was pretence and the phrase 
T^Xvn H FT)Xavfi f^ivtouv, tries to eliminate several ways which 
people would use to put this device into practice. It is a 
standard phrase appearing in legal texts, oaths or treaties with 
the intention to exclude any possible violation of the law, the 
oath or the treaty with a device: D. 21,113 (tpdi^  rj piixcivjj, cf,
MacDowel 11 s con ad loc. >, 24, 150; SICP 47,11; 52,5, 64,20; 955,40:
p.r'jxe pr'jTe Trapsup^ aet; IG ii21 1289: p^te T£xvn
napeup^aei IG i3 40,22-3; 86,6-7; CIA ii 578 al. [In
Lysias it is used to give the highest possible enphasis to the main verb; 13,95 pfju
prixavfj | i i ] 5 c p i$  6 6 v a ? o v  c k c I vav  , , ,  m arr )<f i tp i)9<)£ ,  1 9 , 1 1 ;  6 £opcu  i ’ ©}i8v i d a n  a t x v n  x a i  
p y a v | | ,  1 9 , 5 3 ;  ndc;) ^ X VH x a t  p w « v j j  c X e f j c a t e l
soTfi>] FQ give ©aauTtoq. But cf. xaxd tcxut& following and 23, 89. ^  17 
. efc apxfcJ The phrase appears in all speeches of Ap. (47,4; 
49,4; 50,2,21; 52,2; 53,3). CD, 46 is the second speech]. At the
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beginning of every speech Ap. promises to give full details on
the events he will narrate and he does so.
18-201 This part is carelessly composed:
1) There are annoying repetitions: § 18 xauxa - xauxrjv - xouxav;
§ 19 auxaq- auxoaq - aux&v.
2) There are several anacoloutha: a) The names of Nikarete* s
girls, although they come as an explanation to anaafiv are in 
accusative, as if the orator had said ax:£5oxo arcdaaq. 6) xouxo
... emave\0eiv: we would expect a preposition (eni, etq, Ttpdq 
etc) before xouxo (cf. xouxo ... etuSei^oci § 17) c) fjv p£v oSv 
, . . exxr^ aaxo, xai a>q qXEu0epw0T)aav . . . SqXwaio instead of <oq p£v 
oSv cxaaxoq exxt'jaaxo. Older scholars suspected the text in
various ways (cf. Schaefer ad loc. ), but I think they have 
overemphasized the clumsiness of the composition.
18. eicxdt Y<*P at *he beginning of a new section must be
understood in connection to the end of § 17 <aq ouv ... ETtiSci^ ai, 
intending to attract attention to the start of the narration. See 
Denniston, p. 59; PI. Ptg. 320c. Lys. 3, 5-6; 9, 13; 13, 19 al.
naifiCoxaq ex pixpSv xaifiCawl The passage is not repetitious:
naiSCaxaq is a term for a young slave (e.g. Lys. 1, 12). The orator
makes clear that they were only small children, when Nikarete
bought them.
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Nixap^ TTiJ We have no further evidence. This Nikarete should be
distinguished from Nixapdxq q Meyapiq: The second is described as
oux a-yevv^ q ... aXXa xai yov€a>v evexa xai xaxdc TtaiSeCav ex^paaxoq 
.... qxpoaxo Si ZxCXnovoq t o o  91X006900. This Nikarete, is a
freedwoman. Athenaios speaks of the present Nikarete <593f) as 
Nixap6xt) q exaipa and of the famous courtesan <596e) as NixapExq 
q MeYapCq*
The orator makes a quite realistic portrait of Nikarete (cf. 
below). She had a keen eye in choosing the girls and she knew how 
to educate them to become commercially successful courtesans. 
Then she certainly knew how to run her business, how to extract 
the most from the infatuated lovers of the girls, and how to keep 
the girls under strict control. She sounds clever and in a sense 
ruthless.
XapioCou xo© *HXe£ou] SQY’r wrongly give ’HXioo. We have no
further evidence. Athenaios (593f> gives the form KaaCou. It 
would be useful to examine here the relation of the text 
Athenaios with this text. There are some striking similarities 
between the two texts: a) the order of the names of Nicaretes
girls (§ 19 = 593f) b) § 45: ouvqYov auxoOq 01 emTi^Se 101 xai
sTieiaav SCaixav E7iixp6\|rai auxoiq = 593f: Siaixqxov YevoM^V£l5V
91X0V c) § 46: ouveivai S’Exax6p9 qp6pav nap’qpgpav = 593f: xfjv
Si Niaipav eT^ov qp£pav map’qp.6pav d) § 116 = 594 a-b: ’ApyCav
  iepe£aq e) The phrase AuaCou xoC 00910x06, § 21= 593f
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On the other hand, we find some inconsistencies between the two 
texts: a) Athen. 593f Nixap£xq q kxaCpa; here she appears to be a 
procuress, b) Athen. 593f says that Nikarete and Metaneira were 
slaves; here Nikarete appeaps to be a libertine and the seven 
girls to be her slaves, c) Although Ath. refers to some of 
Neaira’s lovers he omits many of them (cf. 593f and the narration 
of the speech, especially § 108). d) some details are different: 
Zxpu(3/jAqv, § 50 = IxpuppyjXqv, 594a; oo y&p Jtia pijxap
Q/t^ ipavoq), ocAA ’ exi aoxocpdvxqq, § 43 = 2xe<pdvou too pfjTopoq, 
593f; XapiaCoo, § 18 = Kaaioo 593f; Aqpo^dpooq Se a6e\<p6q, § 30 = 
Aqpoxdpooq 5e afieAcpiSooq, 593f. ’Avxiav SF and A of Athenaios,
’'Avxeiav the rest of both authors.
In conclusion I believe that a) Athenaios has read the whole
speech and he had in mind its content, although he remembered
some things wrongly. He remembered also some striking details, 
which he quotes with no consistency and sometimes for no 
particular reason, b) He had consulted a manuscript for: 1) the
catalogue of the courtesans in § 19, 2) Probably § 45-6 and 3) §
116, which is evidently copied. Thus in general I do not think 
that Athenaios can put in question the authority of the mss of 
the speech, except for the parts for which he has carefully 
consulted a ms. : there sometimes he preserves the correct reading
as in § 116: ex eCvou, along with D, against ExeCvqq of the rest
of the mss. In some cases like ’'Avxeia / ’Av t Coc the transmission 
is divided and the correct reading uncertain. In § 116 (cf. com. )
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d>q aaeflouvxa xat 0i)ovxa, although some scholars have followed 
Athenaios (e.g. Blass) the mss of the speech seem to be correct.
*Iim(oi>] We nave no further evidence. We know at least two 
persons from Elis with this name: 'Inmiaq o 'HXeioq, the famous
sophist, and 'Imniaq, the politician who lived in the first half
of the fourth century (see RE s. v. Hippias).
{xai 5uvap£vq>] Auger suspected the text: deinde xai Svvapivq
superflua videntur et de scholio in textum irrepsisse. Reiske was 
of the same opinion: sublatio quidem illis neque sententiae
decedit quicquan et elegantiae accedit. After Dindorf all editors 
accept this suggestion: Seivf) is a vox media; it does not need
any further interpretation, cf. 1,3; 20,150; 22,66; 29,32; 58,38.
auviSe ivl"to discern with a keen eye"; cf. 41,24; 45,68.
19. xi^ v qkixCocvl Their flourishing age. See the discussion in § 
22.
CTuXXi^ pSrjvl We should not understand "at the same time", because 
they were not all of the same age ( see the relative discussion 
below), but "of all of them"; cf. exdtoxqq preceding.
20. coc6 x&v npiap.6v©v] SYrD give napd; FQ 6x6. Blass changes to 
ooxd in comparison to PI. A*. 569a. All modern editors follow Blass, 
while all the previous accepted 6 ti6. SYrD are probably wrong
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because mapa is repeated after a few words, und is the usual way 
of indicating the passive agent (Kiihner - Gerth, 1, 127-8); and 
for the indication of the passive agent is quite rare in other 
authors, except Thycidides (KUhner - Gerth loc.cit.). I think, 
Blass understood and meaning separation: "from their masters".
Perhaps he had in mind the case of Neaira, who was not liberated 
by her masters, but she was manumitted after a contribution by 
her lovers. But um6 of FQ suits well here: "by their masters" is 
probably what the orator had in mind. Phila (cf. com. ) was 
liberated by Hyperides who bought her from her master. Courtesans 
were sometimes bought and liberated by men who fell in love with 
them. cf. D. 48, 53; Ar. V. 1351-3 al.
uSaxoql "If I have enough time left at my disposal". In the 
Athenian law-courts a waterclock with a hole, through which the 
water was pouring out slowly, was used for the timing of the 
speakers. One waterclock found in the Agora in Athens, needs six 
minutes to empty <S. Young Hesperia 8 £19393 274-84); it was
refilled several times, and the time each side had, equal for the 
prosecutor and the defendant, depended on the type of the case: 
public cases were given more time than private. When documents 
were read the herald stopped the flow of the water (cf. e. g. 
D. 45, 8: aO S’emCXaPs xd u5o>p; 54,36 al. ). For a public case, as 
the present one, the time available to (idch side was 132 
minutes, except for the time spent for the recitation of 
documents. Thus oSmp actually means "time" in this context: cf:
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D.19,57; 45,47; etc. and Rhodes AP 719 ff. ; MacDowell Meidias 347
al.
ifcydCexo ... fiiaOapvoooa] Lambinus proposed eipydaaxo xpiai 
xpundvaiq p laBapvoucra obviously in comparison to Hermogenes
(p. 325, Rabe): see com. § 108.
qpydCexo] S only gives qpydCexo, all the rest give e£pyd£exo.
Threatte (Grajnmar 170) says that, in the 4th century ei instead
of i is very rare. For that reason, it is preferable to follow S 
and accept qpyd^exo in all places it appears in the speech Ccf.
e. g. § 41).
C F o r  the purposes of this work I will only discuss the possibility of identification of the 
girls of Nicarete with characters kbown to us frost other sources in the following notes, For 
further inforaation about the comedies Mentioned see Madeleine Mary Henry; Menander's 
courtesans and the Greet Conk Tradition, Frankfurt a.M.- Bern-New Vork- Lang 1985 
(especially for Phi lemon p, 43 ff) with rich bibliography and in Breitenbach De Senere , 
p a s s u , ]
"'AvtelocvI The testimonies about a courtesan, named "Avxeia are:
1. Athen. 570e quoting Anaxandrides’ repovxoporv Ca <= Kock II, 
p. 138, fr. 9>: xfjv ex KopCvGou Aoa5 ’ olaGa; ... exe£vr) xiq <p(Xq 
/ "Avxeia
2. Athen. 586e: AuaCaq 6’ev xcp npdq AaTSa <fr. 148 Scheibe = 59 
Thalheim), ei ye yvfjcrioq o X6yoq, xouxcov pvqpovetie i* "<1>lXi3pa ye 
xoi enaCoaxo rcopveuop£vr) ext v£a ouaa xai Xxtc&vq ... xai
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"AvGeia. " pfjnoxe 6£ 5ei ypd<peiv avii xrjq ’AvGsfaq "Avxeiav 
(avxiav: A, of Athenaios) ou yap eopiaxopev rcap’ouSevi "AvGeiav
avaysypapjj^vqv exa£pav, and 5£ ’AvxeCaq CavxCaa: A) xai oXov
Spapa e t ciypacp<5pevov, d>q npoeinov EuvCxoo (= PCG Euvixoq, fr. 1) rj 
GiXuXXioo ’'Avxsid (avxia: A) eaxiv. cf. Athen 567c; 592e and
Sud. <p 457.
3. One comedy by Antiphanes (Athen. 127b; Poll. 7,59 = Kock II, 
p. 24-5, fr. 34-6) and one by Alexis (Athen. 127b = Kock, II, p. 
301) had also this title.
4a. Harp. 37, 5: ’'AvGeia (’AvGCa, B of Harpocration; for the form
of the name cf. Sud. £ 50): ox i pev exaCpa SqXov* pi^ noxe Se
’'Avxeia ypanx^ov 5ia xou x, ene i ouxmq eupopev napa AoaC<jt (fr. 148 
Scheibe).
4b. Phot, a 1946: ’'AvGeioc ovopa exaipaq. xiveq S£ avxi xoC 0 Sia
xou x ”Avxe iav ypacpouai. cf. Anecd. Bek. 403,27.
SF give ’Avxiav. Our sources are confused whether "Avxeia, 
’AvxCa, "AvGeia or ’AvGCa is the right form of the name. From 
the way they are divided (if the evidence of the mss of various 
authors is accurately recorded in the editions) I find slightly 
more likely that the correct form is "Avxeia. Nevertheless, all 
these sources seem to speak about the same person, a famous 
courtesan who flourished at the beginning of the fourth century. 
If the speech "npdq AaTSa" belongs to Lysias, she was sold and 
gave up prostitution before 380. As she seems to have been a 
well known courtesan, in all probability she worked several years 
before she was sold and gave up prostitution. The connexion with 
Lais also sets the period very early in the 4th century and if
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we believe Sud. <p 457, that <l>iXi3XXioq is a poet of the old comedy, 
then all the evidence we have suggests that she flourished in the 
very early years of the fourth century. If this dating is 
correct, she was considerably older than Neaira, who in 380* s was 
still a young girl (cf. § 22 and com. ) See also Breitenbach De 
Genere, 119 ff. and RE 1,2348-2349 Wissowa.
The connection of "Avxeia with *Apiax6xXeta, another girl of the 
catalogue of § 19, (Test.2) and the relation with Corinth
(Test.l) speak for the identification of the famous courtesan 
with the girl of § 19.
ZxpaxdXav] There is no further evidence.
*ApicjxdxXelotvl Lysias' fragment (see com. "Avxeia, Test. 2) 
confirmes the identification of the girl mentioned there with 
this one and attests that she gave up prostitution while still 
young. She was probably a contemporary of "Avxeia.
MexdveipavJ The testimonies about her are:
1. Athen. 587 c-d: 'YrcepeCSqq (fr. 13 , Blass) p^pvqxai ev x$
xaxa ’Ap taxaydpaq 0' X£ya>v ouxcoq1 "Saxe AaTq p£v ^ Soxouaa naarnv 
xdiv namoxe 6 1ev t]voy<£vai xf|V ovf/iv xai "Qxipov xai Mexdve ipa".
2. Athen. 584f, quoting Hegesandros, presents her as an 
intelligent woman
3. Athen. 592b: xai ’laoxpdxqq o vuv pr)x6pii>v aiSqpovgaxaxoq
Mexdveipav etyev epiopdvqv xai AayCaxav Sq AuaCaq [axopeT ev xaiq 
eniaxoXaiq (fr. 166, Scheibe = 111-2 Thalheim: one letter
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attributed to Lysias and addressed to Metaneira). Ar|poa0£vr)q 8’sv 
x<p xaxa Neaipaq xqv Mex&veipav xou AuaCou <pqaiv Ip6>p£vr|v etvai.
4. Plu. Mor. 836b: AripoaG^vqq 8* ev x$ xaxd NeaCpaq X6y<p epaaxr^ v 
auxdv <x6v Auaiav) <pqai yzyovtvai MexaveCpaq.
When Neaira was still a young girl, in the 380's, she was already 
a glamourous courtesan. She should be some years older than 
Neaira but younger than "Avxeia (cf. com. "Avxe ta), thus born at 
the end of the fifth century.
See Dover Lysias 34-38; RE 15, 2. 1324-1325, Kroll and com, AuaCaq
o aotpiaxr'jq.
OCXavl The testimonies about a courtesan with this name are:
1) Athen. 587e: <tiX£xaipoq ev KDvcryCSi C PCG fr. 9)* ... ou^t AaTq 
pev xeXeoxcoa’ an:£0avev pivoopdvrj, / ’Ia0piaq 8s xai N£aipa 
xaxaa^aqrce xat 4>CXa;
2) Athen. 590c-d: 'YrcepEiSqq 8’o pfjxap ... 4>CXav ... ev ’EXeuaivi
(eTxev »^ rjv noXXwv ovqadcpevoq E*Xev eXeu0epoaaq, uaxepov
5£ xat oixoupdv auxf|V eTiotr^ aaxo, 6>q ’iSopeveoq CFGH 338 f. 14) 
taxope t.
3) Plu. Mor. 849 d: ev ’EXeuatvi 5 ’ ev xoiq iSCoiq xxfjpaai <KXocv 
xr)v ©qflaCav, etxoat pv&v Xuxpaadpevoq . . .
Test. 3 puts a question: is Phila in Test. 1 with Phila in Test.
2 and 3 the same person? Phila in Test. 1 is in all probability 
the same person with Phila of the present passage: the connexion 
with Neaira and Isthmias supports this view. But was this Phila a 
Theban? One might think that she was not; she was only a slave of 
Nikarete and among courtesans names like this were common. If so,
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Phila, the lover of Hyperides, would be a different one than the 
present Phila. But it is not impossible to bring the evidence 
together and suggest that all our sources speak about the same 
person. There are several possibilities: a) that Phila was of 
Theban origin indeed, before she was sold as a slave; b) that it 
was a lie to her lovers, with the purpose to raise her price; c) 
that the information of Plutarchos is inaccurate. Whatever the 
case, the present Phila seems to have been a contemporary of 
Neaira: Philetairos' fragment (Test. 1; cf. Intrd. ch. 2) is
making a joke about the age of the three girls. This joke works 
better if the three girls appearing together were roughly of the 
same age.
’l<70pid:5a] Evidently her name is related to the Panhellenic 
festival of Isthmia and indicative of the fact that her activity
was connected with Corinth. Athenaios refers also to an ocoXrjxpiq
with the name Nejiedq (587c) and to a famous courtesan named 
no0iovixr| (594e ff. ). Philetairos' fragment (cf. com. 4>tXorv) 
makes the identification of that courtesan with Nikarete's girl 
highly likely.
In conclusion we can say that:
1. The place of the story narrated here is Corinth and the
connection of these girls to Corinth is clear in various ways:
Anteia is reported to have been a friend of the famous Corinthian 
courtesan Lais. Isthmias sounds like a Corinthian name. Stratola 
and Phila are also Doric names.
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2. All Nicarete*s girls had been well known courtesans and Ap. 
mentions their names because he expects that the judges would 
recall stories which they had heard about them.
3. What Ap. says about Nicarete*s successful selection and her 
skill to bring them up in a way that they would become gracious 
and glamourous courtesans seems to reflect the reality.
4. Ap. mentions the girls roughly in order, according to their 
age. Anteia and Aristokleia probably had flourished at the 
beginning of the fourth century and had given up a few years 
before 380. We know nothing about Stratola, but it would be 
reasonable to suggest that since she is mentioned between Anteia 
and Aristokleia, she was a contemporary with them. Metaneira was 
a few years younger than them, since she was flourishing in the 
second half of the 380's. The younger set Phila , Isthmias and 
Neaira flourished a few years later, ie. in and after 380.
21. AoaCocq o aoq>LaT*j<;] The only evidence we have identifying the
present Lysias with the orator, the testimony in § 23, is of
doubtful authority, because this document is perhaps fabricated
(cf. com. ad loc. ). In antiquity it was believed that the Lysias
mentioned here and the orator are the same person (cf. com. § 19,
Mex&ve ipav). We even have a letter attributed to Lysias and 
d
adressed to Metaneira (fr. 166 Scheibe = 111-2 Thalheim). As far 
as I know, the only person who was not convinced that this Lysias 
is the orator , was Taylor. The most recent account is by Dover 
(Lysias, 34-38) who believes that Lysias is the orator. He asks
who else with this name could be characterized as oo<picrxT^ q at 
this time.
ao<piaxr}<; had an unfavourable implication, when used for an orator 
in the 4th century (e.g. Aesch. 1,125.173.175; 3,202). Dover,
however, is correct in stating that Apollodoros' purpose was not 
to insult Lysias. aocpioxf|q could have many different meanings and 
in this sense it is a flexible word (cf. LSJ, s. v. ). Ap. might 
not be aware of the difference between Lysias and the teachers of 
rhetoric and may not know exactly what Lysias was, so he uses 
this vague terra. But if he uses it deliberately instead of 
"orator", then this is the first instance in which the word 
appears with this meaning and no unfavourable implication.
I agree with Dover that no other person known to us fits this 
description; this Lysias is probably the orator. A slight problem 
might be that although he was quite old at this time, he still 
appears to be physically active and his mother is still alive. 
But Dover says an old man could be with the company of a young 
and attractive courtesan and Lysias' mother could be centeneu'iar)
ePouXfjGr)] S gives r|PouX^ 0T]. Blass and Murray accept qPouXi’jOT). 
Rennie and Gernet accept ePooX^Gq. Threatte ( Grammar 159 ff. ) 
says that this type of augment is very unusual in the fourth 
century and according to LSJ the form qPouX^Gq is found after 300 
B.C. in inscriptions. EpouXi^ Gr) is preferable
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orvaXttyuxcjivJ Apart from the fee paid to Metaneira’s owner, more 
money could be spent by the lover of the girl on other things 
like jewellery, clothes, maids (§46; Luc. DMeretr. 5,4; 6,2;
Alciphr. 4, 17, 5 al. ), banquets (§24, 48, Ar. V. 1219; Luc. DMeretr.
15, 1-2 al. ) etc. Expenses also for the travel and the
hospitality were included (§21, 22, 108). Nikarete asked the
lovers of Neaira to pay all the costs of the house (§ 29; cf.
Luc. DMeretr. 14, where the lover pays the rent of the house in 
which the girl lives). In general, having a beautiful courtesan 
was an expensive thing as the lifestyle of some courtesans was 
quite extravagant (§ 36, 39, 42; Ar .Plu. 149-52; X. Mem. 1,6,13;
Aesch. 1, 132 ff. ; Isoc. 8,103 al. )
tva |ii)T)0fj] The initiation into the Eleusinian Mysteries included 
two stages; the first was a preparation for the second. The first 
stage, the Lesser Mysteries, took place at the end of February 
(in Anthesterion) in Athens at Agrai, on the banks of Ilissos. In 
the cold water of the river the believers were purified and 
prepared for the initiation into the Greater Mysteries. Only 
persons who had been initiated into the Lesser Mysteries were 
allowed to participate in the initiation into the Great Mysteries 
at Eleusis one year after. The rites of the Great Mysteries 
started on the 15th of Boedromion (September - October) at the 
Telesterion of Eleusis. Nothing in the text suggests that 
Metaneira was already initiated into the Lesser Mysteries. Thus 
in all probability, the Mysteries mentioned here are'the Lesser 
Mysteries. The visit of Metaneira and Nicarete to Athens must be
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placed in February. We do not know whether Metaneira went again 
to Athens the next year for the initiation into the Great 
Mysteries. For further details and bibliography see Mylonas: 
Eleusis, 224 ff. ; Kerenyi: Eleusis 45 ff. ; Richardson The Homeric 
Hymn to Demeter 89 ff. ; Parke Festivals 55 ff.
wt€axeTO pu^ orEtv] The initiation into the Mysteries demanded some 
expence. The initiates had to pay for the services, for 
offerings, pitchers, wine etc. In the accounts of the year 329/8 
CIG ii=i 1672, 207) we find that for the initiation of two public 
slaves (6qp6aioi) a sum of 30 drachmas was demanded. It is self- 
evident that the state would spend the lowest sum necessary for 
the initiation of the slaves. Lysias' presents for Metaneira’s 
initiation would be more expensive and he had to pay for their 
travel and maintenance and contribute seriously to the banquets 
in which they participated. We do not know the cost of the Lesser 
Mysteries, but the amount due to be spent by Lysias was 
sufficient to be thought of as a great personal favour to the 
girl. See Kerenyi, 59 ff., Mylonas, 237-8.
22. oux etadYEi] For with the meaning "I accept someone in
my house, I offer hospitality to someone" cf. § 39; D. 40,57;
43, 29. 77; Lys. 1, 40 al.
otiorxDV<5p.EVoq] To keep a courtesan or a concubine under the same 
roof as the legitimate wife and the other women of the house was 
not tolerated. In And. 4, 14-5 the wife of Alcibiades asks her
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male relatives to protect her against her husband's behaviour in 
bring^i s courtesans into the house. Athen. 556b speaks about the 
tolerance the Persian Queen had towards the concubines of the 
King and Hecuba* s tolerance towards the concubines of Priamos as 
a phenomenon strange to the Greek world contrasting them with 
Klytaimestra (556c) who did not tolerate Kassandra. Euctemon 
(Isae. 6,21) kept his lover in a separate house in Kerameikos.
BpaxuWoui Plu. Mor. 835d says: &xeTO (o Aucriaq) cuv xcd
7tpea(3oxdx<p a5eX<p$ UoXe\idpx^ C^ crav «ux$ xai aXXoi Suo
Eu0i36r)jioq xat BpdxuXXoq). Two other sources give different 
evidence: PI. R. 328b says: ^ Hpev ouv oixaSe eiq xou IloXepdpxoo, xat 
AoaCav ts aux<50i xaxeXapopev xai Eu0i)5r)pov, xouq xou IloXepdpxou 
a5sX<potjq. D. H. Lys. 1 says: &xEXO AooTaq) TtX^ aw auv a5sX<potq
Suaiv. Blass (Beredsamkeit 1, 346, n. 1), Plobst (BE, 13.2, 2533-
2543) and Dover (.Lysias, 39-40) agree that the mistake in Ps- 
Plutarch is due to the misunderstanding of the word aSeXcptSfjv in 
the present text, which he used as a source: He understood the
word to mean "daughter of the brother" but it can also mean 
"daughter of the sister". Brachyllos was the husband of Lysias' 
sister.
GiXdoxpaxovI He was a well known orator. In 366/5 he prosecuted 
Chabrias about Oropos. About 359/8 he was the winer choregus in 
Dionysia and in 342 a trierarch, with his father. It seems that 
in 330, when the trial against Phainippos was held, Philostratos 
was dead, because Phainippos is already the owner of his
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grandfather's property. For further evidence see Davies APF, 552 
and RE 20. 1, 123 Fiehn.
<j>CXov ocuxtt] Rennie, following FQ understands that the emphasis 
falls on $0eov exi. <p[\ov aux§ follows as an unemphatic addition. 
In the text of the testimony the presence of ovxa between <p£Xov 
and sauTfp concentrates the emphasis on eauxcp.
Ndaipa auxqi] SFQD give auxq Yr auxfj. It should be auxaiq 
(Mexdveipav xat Nixap£xr)v). Herwerden <Mn. 3 [ 1875] 357)
corrected to auxqC (cf. com. § 14).
VEoxdpa 6s o5cra 5 loc x6 xtjv qXixtav auxfj napeivai] This
passage has been the subject of a long discussion among the
critics of this text:
The word qXixCa has a wide range of meanings. It can be used for 
any age. For women it is often used to indicate that they are at
the best age to be married (Isae. 2,4; 8,8; D. 19, 194-5). The age
to be married was when the woman was 14-15 years old (D. 29,43 in 
comparison to 27, 4; X. Oec. 7, 5; D. 40, 3, 4. 13. 18. Arist. AP. 56, 7, if 
the restoration of Blass is correct, sets the higher limit in 
which an epicleros should be married to fourteen; cf. Wyse Isaeus 
310-11). PI. A* 461b sets the best age for the birth of children 
for women to 20-40 years old. It also means "youth": Isoc. 3, 45;
Hdt.7, 18; al. In extension i^ XixCa signs some qualities of youth: 
it means youth with desire (Hdt. 7, 18), decency (Aesch. 1,82) and
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i n  Hdt. 3, 36, 1 we read ndvxa qXix£r) x a i  8upcp ETi^xpene. In t h e  
p r e s e n t  t e x t ,  in  both p l a c e s  i t  appears  ( c f .  § 19) i t  means
"prime youth,  f l o u r i s h i n g  beauty".  I f  a g i r l  was i n  t h e  r i g h t  age  
f o r  ma rria ge  when she was f o u r t e e n ,  a c o u r t e s a n  was i n  t h e  r i g h t  
age when her beauty was at i t s  b e s t ,  presumably a f t e r  t h e  age o f  
14-5.  A p a s s a g e  o f  L y s i a s  ( f r .  1 , 4 - 5  Sheib e,  Thalheim) u s e s  t h e  
word w i th  t h i s  meaning but s a r c a s t i c a l l y :  ouxioq epiDXix&q x6  
xb piov psx£j£e ip i ( £ t o ,  xfj q qXixCotq auxqq axoXauiov, ^q paov xouq 
o66vxaq apiBprjcrca . . .  rj xrjq ^eipdq xouq SaxxuXouq. In § 19 t h e  
o r a t o r  s a y s  tha t  N i c a r e t e  made her f o r t u n e  by u s in g  t h e  b eau ty  o f  
t h e  g i r l s ,  at  t h e i r  prime. Here t h e  o r a t o r  s a y s  t h a t  N e a ir a  was 
younger than be ing  in  her prime. N i c a r e t e ,  I su pp ose  to ok  h er  t o  
Athens beca use  she j u s t  had s t a r t e d  p r o s t i t u t i o n  (epYccC,op£vr) pgv 
rjSr) X6> aoipaxi) .  She was s t i l l  very young, but o l d  enough t o  be 
i n i t i a t e d ;  I assume she was about 13-14 y e a r s  o ld.  C Anne Carson gives 
a few more words used in Greek in a similar way as ijUxla in her article Putting Her in Her 
Place; Honan, D irt and Desire published in Before Sexuality; The Construction of the Erotic 
Experience in the Ancient Vorld, ed, by David M, Halperin, John J, Winkler and Froma I, 
Zeittin, Princeton, New Jersey 1990, p, 145 ff, Words like oirtipa, xaipbq or «pa are used in 
a different sense for women than for men, in order to indicate their bioor»3
The main problem of the passage is that 6id + acc. can only mean 
"because": "she was younger because she was not at flourishing
age", a useless and disturbing tautology. The meaning would be 
much better if the second part came as an explanation to the 
first veoxgpa o6aa.
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Scholars have tried to emend the text in different ways. Some 
thought that vewx^pa is corrupt and proposed to replace it: 
Blass suggested a(paveax£pa in comparison to § 18: enicpavfic;
ep'yaCop^vqq. [Rennie's attribution of afavccttpa to Herwerden is mistaken! Rennie 
suggested eucovox£pa (cheaper). The weak point of these 
suggestions is that the premature beauty of Neaira could have a 
lot of admirers and Nicarete could make a lot of money out of it. 
Thalheim (Hermes 56 [1921] 432) proposed ampox£pa in comparison 
to Ant. 3, a2, bl2. But the tautology becomes even harder.
Other scholars thought that 6id xd pr'jnco is where the mistake is. 
Jurinus proposes ouaav, rncrxe pqS^ nco xf|v qXixiav. He believes that 
ISaxe was initially omitted and then 8 id was added. Dover,
(Lysias 36, n. 6) finds 5 id odd, too.
Some scholars have adopted more radical solutions. Sauppe deletes
8 id xd .... nape i va i as a gloss. Dindorf agrees with him. 
Herwerden (Mn. 3 [1875] 357), probably independently from
Sauppe, prefers the same solution hue del at a sunt e margine, 
ceterum malim vsazgpa S ’er fovoa. If we delete these words we are 
deprived of important information about the age of Neaira and
Metaneira and in this sense, I am not fond of this extreme 
solution.
vemx^pa and xf)V qXixCav auxfj napeivai fit well in the context: 
the sense they give is perfectly clear. 6ia xd pi'jn© is what seems 
to be odd and the corruption is, I think, at this point. Besides,
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the suggestion of Herwerden 6* e t ’ oSoa is very likely to be 
correct: cf. PI. Euthd. 306d: o pev ouv vemxepoq exi xat apixpdq 
sox tv, Kpix6(3ouXoq 6*r)6r] i^ Xixiav exe1. There are several ways to 
remove the tautology. 1) Instead of 6id we could write xaxd 
(vemx£pa 6 ’ e x i  oScra, xaxd xd xfjv ^Xixfav auxfj uapeivai.
cf. LSJ, s. v. B, IV, 2), meaning "she was younger, in the sense 
that she was not yet in her flourishing age". 2) We could adopt 
a solution similar to that of Iurinus: veox^pa 6’ exi oScra, rj
forte xi*|V i^ Xixiav auxrj Tiapsivai. The grammar is perfect (-xepa + 
q moxe + infinitive) and the sense good. But it is difficult to 
explain the course of the mistake. 3) A third solution would be 
veiaxepa 6i oua’ axpr'jv, rj wcrxe xrjv rjXixi'av auxfj napeivai: "she
was younger still, than being in her flourishing age", axpr^ v 
(meaning "yet, still") is a poetic word yet not unknown in Attic 
prose: cf. Hyp. fr. 116 Blass; X. An. 4,3,26; Plb. 1,13,12. Theoc. 
25, 164: vso<; dxprjv supports directly this solution. It can
explain the mistake well, because the combination of letters is 
quite similar to what our mss. give and it is easier to 
understand why an unusual word was misread and thus corrupted.
6id xd jiT'jxcD looks like an intervention by a grammarian. Still I 
do not find any of these solutions convincing enough to replace
the text of the mss. Thus I would include 5id xd in cruces.
23. xotixfflv] YrD give xouxov. But cf. § 24, 32, 40 al. the phrase
xotixiov .... pdtpxupa xaXrn
/
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MAPTYPIA1 Westermann (cf. Drerup) denied the authenticity of the 
present document. Kirchner (RhM 40 C 1885] 377 ff. ) and Drerup 
iUrkunden, 343) defended it. The main arguments in this 
discussion are:
1. The information given by the orator that N. was already 
working as a prostitute (epiaSdpvei Tcp |3ouXoji£vcp avaXiaxeiv) is 
omitted in the text of the testimony. Westermann uses it as an 
argument against the authenticity of the testimony. Drerup 
answers that, what was interesting for the case of Apollodoros, 
is clearly said in the document. The information, omitted could 
be a disturbing detail: so diirfen wir des Philostratos Haus ...
nicht ohne weiteres als Bordell betrachten. But the information 
missing is vital. Philostratos was called to testify that N. was 
already working as a prostitute under Nikarete, not that she 
visited Athens. The moral point Drerup makes was of less 
importance in front of an Athenian law-court.
2. The testimony adds the name of the father of Philostratos. 
But this is not a strong argument because Philostartos was a 
quite well known personality (cf. com. OiXdoTpaxoq) and besides, 
fabricated testimonies in other speeches (e.g. D, 18; 21 al. )
sometimes are rich in this sort of additional information.
3. The name of the father of Lysias was well known to 
grammarians
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4. No further information is added in the testimony which could 
not be derived from the text of the speech.
5. There are some characteristic phrasal similarities between 
the text of the orator and the testimony, a) In § 22 we read ax; 
CuXborpocxov; in the testimony we read ax; auxbv. b) <p(Xov ovxa 
sauxtp xai ejiixfjSe i o v  seems to echo the phrase of the speech 
f}0eov exi ovxa xai tpCXov aux§. $6eov is replaced by enix^ fie i o v . 
This could be a misunderstanding of the meaning of fj6eo<;.
6. The phrase eneSi'jp^ aav ev Kopiv0<p oixouam is clumsy; ex 
Kopiv0ou (cf. e.g. PI. Prm 126b) would be easier.
7. The information that Metaneira was a slave of Nikarete is 
superfluous
The testimony could be easily derived from the context. It is 
not exactly what we would expect of Philostratos to say and it 
presents some further problems. Thus, I believe it is not 
authentic.
24. £ipo<; o ©exxotXdql The same person as Eipoq o Aapiaaioq in § 
108 and D. 18, 48, a significant personality of the first half of 
the fourth century in Larissa. He was one of the Aleuades and 
eventually became the leader of his city. In the fight against 
the tyrant of Pherai he asked the help of Philip, giving him the 
opportunity to be involved in the political issues of central
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Greece. In 353 Philip became actively involved. In 344 he 
removed the power from the hands of the tyrants and divided 
Thessaly into four tetrarchies. Simos was the tetrarchos in one 
of them. Later his relationship with Philip broke off because 
Simos was evidently not satisfied by Philip’s arrangements. 
Demosthenes (18, 48) regards him as one of the personalities 
responsible for the submission of Greece to Philip. At the time 
when he went with Neaira to Athens he was a young and rich 
aristocrat. See also RE, 3A1, 201, Obst; Hammond History3 542
ff. , 559.
navaQfjvaia xdt peyd&od The greatest Festival of the Athenian 
calendar. The "Great Panathenaia" were celebrated every four 
years, the third year of each Olympiad, in the 28th of 
Hecatombaion (July-August). The celebration mainly consisted of 
a)The Night Ceremony Glavvuxiq) in the of the
Festival. b)The magnificent "Pompe" to the Acropolis and c) The 
offerings to Athena, in whose honour the festival was organised. 
An embroidered clothe Gl^nXoq) was offered to the Goddess along 
with a significant number of victims, the meat of which was 
afterwards shared among the believers. Games were also 
organised, the prize of which was amphoreis with oil from the 
sacred olives. For further information see Deubner Feste, 22-35 
and Parke Festivals 33-50.
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In 374/3 Neaira was already free (cf.§ 33) and in 382/1 she was 
probably too young (cf. § 22). So, the year of her visit in 
Athens with Simos must be 01. 100,3 = 378/7.
ocuxfj] S gives cxdtt), FQ aoxT) and YrD the correct form otuxfj.
cruv^ Tuivev xai <7dve5cCnvetl The orator concludes that N. was a 
courtesan because she was present in the banquet. In order to 
understand better this statement we have to look at the rather 
controversial issue of the seggregation of sexes in classical 
Athens.
Classical authors often state that the domain of a man is
outdoors and of a woman indoors: (e.g. A. Th. 200 ff. ; S. OC. 337
ff. ; PI. R. 579b;). Decent women in Athens should not socialize 
with other men, except from their close relatives. Poets 
present them to apologise when for a good reason they have to go 
out of their house and speak to men, and state that it is a 
virtue for a woman to stay in (e.g. E. Tr. 645 ff. ; Heracl. 474
ff. ; Andr. 943 ff. Or. 108; Men. fr. 592 K8rte). Lyc. Leoc. 40
speaks of the presence of decent women outside the doors, as a 
sign of the panic in the city after the battle of Chaeroneia. 
The speaker in Lys. 3, 6 praises the virtue of his sister and her 
daughters, who were ashamed even to be seen by their male
relatives and a woman says in Lys. 32, 11, that although she is 
not used to speak in front of men she will speak in a family
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meeting, in defence of her two under age sons. X. Oec. 7,6 
considers this seclusion to be a matter of proper education.
This certainly does not mean that women did not go out at all. 
They attended several festivals (e.g. Panathenaia, Thesmophoria, 
Dionysia and the dramatic competitions, Haloa [cf. com. § 1161) 
and some family celebrations like weddings, funerals etc., 
although still with some restrictions (e.g. they could not 
participate in the wedding party or attend a funeral, unless the
dead was a close relative or they were over sixty). They would
also go out to visit other women, neighbours and friends, 
presumably when men were out (e.g. E. Andr. 943 ff. ; Ar. Lys, 1
ff. Ec. 528 ff. ; D. 55, 23-4). This image applies in general to
women who did not need to support their family with their 
labour. Female citizens sometimes had to go out and work, 
although this was not respectable (cf.com. § 122, for further
information). Women in the country and older women, had higher 
limits of freedom. The general idea is that Athenian women had 
to respect restrictions imposed by the social morality and a 
srtict control of their movements by their husbands, fathers or 
brothers (e. g, A. Th. 200 ff. Ar. Th. 790 ff. Ec. 528 ff. ; Lys, 
1, 14). Society considered a visit to a house in the absence of 
the xupioq, to be impolite (D.47, 60; Lys. 12, 30) and the contact 
of a free woman with strange men, without a very good reason, 
was not well seen.
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In this context it is not surprising that decent women did not 
participate in symposia. When the husband invited his friends in 
a symposium, women had to contribute to the preparations (e. g. 
Ar. Lys. 130-4; 1060 ff. ) and then to withdraw and stay in their 
apartments, for the rest of the night (cf. e.g. PI. Smp. 176e). In 
the front rooms men were drinking and enjoying themselves often, 
in a way improper for a well-mannered woman. The only femalej 
present were courtesans, flute girls and dancers. Several 
sources imply that prostitutes, were one of the necessary things 
the host of a banquet had to take care of (Ar. Ach. 1091-4; 
Thphr. Char. 15; Athen. 129-30; 579e; 583b; Luc. DMeretr. 15, 2,
al. ). Xenophon (.Smp, 2ff. esp. 9,2 ff. ) Athenaios in the 
thirteen book, Lucian (.DMeretr. 15, 1-2) and Alciphron (4, 14, 3)
give vivid descriptions of the atmosphere in a symposium. 
Courtesans would have discussions with their lovers (Athen. 579e 
ff. ; Alciphr.4,11,7-8) or dance (Alciphr. 4,13,12-3), sometimes 
even naked (Ar. Ran. 513 ff.; Athen. 607 ff. ). In Alciphr. 1, 14,3 
ff. they have a beauty competition. Men sometimes under the 
influence of drink would fight for a courtesan (Lys. 3, 43; 6,23;
D. 54, 14) and in Ar. V. 1335 ff. Philocleon is stealing the flute- 
girl from his aupTtdxai to keep her for himself. A large number 
of vases also depict courtesans in Symposia (e. g. New York 
20.246; London E. 68; Louvre E. 629 [Corinthian] al. ) Thus, it is 
hardly surprising that any woman seen among men in a symposium 
was considered to be a hetaira. Isae.3,14 states it clearly: 
ou6£ al Yapexal yvvaixzc; fpxovxai pexd xov avSpwv eni xd Seinva, 
ou5£ <tuv5e iirve tv a^iooai pexd xwv aXXoxpCov, xat xauxa pexa xov
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eti ixuj(6vto)v. This aspect of the Greek world made a strong
impression on the Romans. C.Nepos (Praef.6-7>, comparing the
Greek with the Roman Symposia says: Quem enim Romanorum pudet
uxorem ducere in convivium? aut cuius non mater familias primum
locum tenet aedium atque in celebritate versatur? quod multo fit
aliter in Graecia. nam neque in convivium adhibetur nisi
propinquorum, neque sedet nisi in interiore parte aedium, quae
gynaeconitis appelatur, quo nemo accedit nisi propinqua
cognatione coniunctus, cf. also Cic. Verr. 2,1,26.66. In later
times, under the Roman influence, this seg regation was
KJ
occasionally relaxed (cf. Erdmann Die Ehe 17 and n. 12). For 
further discussion see Erdmann Die Ehe 13 ff. Lacey Family 158 
ff. Dover Morality 98; Just Women 106 ff. ; 142-4.
av ixaipa ouoa] av with participle implies a hypothetical or 
potential situation; cf. D. 18,258; 57,3 and Goodwin Syntax p. 70. 
The tone of this passage, however, is not hypothetical. What the 
orator wants to say is that her presence in the symposium is 
clear evidence that she was a courtesan. In the testimony of § 
25, which is probably derived from the present passage, we read 
dx; exafpav oSaav. In the testimony of § 28 and in § 48 and 49 we 
find the phrase without av, as well, fiv should be deleted.
25. EwpCXijtov ZCpojvoQ Ai£fi>v£a] A member of a wealthy Athenian 
family. His son Democrates was a deme-choregos for Aixone in 
326-5 and was named on a curse tablet in the late 320's, cf. 
Kirchner PA 6057; Davies APF 359 ff., esp. 360.
AiIjcovt^ was a big deme of Kekropis, next to Halimous, expanding 
from the foot of Hymettos to the sea. See RE 1,1,1130-1,
Milchhoefer.
*Apiax6pog(ov KpitoSfjpou ’ AX<dxexrj0ev] He was a member of a rich 
Athenian family, trierarch shortly after 377/6 and probably in 
378/7. In 353/2 he came to Athens as a representative of 
Charidemos and Kersobleptes (it is not known why he was in
Thrace before). In 343 we find him involved in the bribery of
Theocrines. For further details see Davies APF, 61-2.
’AXomexf) was a big deme of Antiochis, next to Kynosarges, 11-12 
stadioi from the city. Probably the modern location ’Ap7ieX6xT]XOi 
is a corrupted form of the name ’AXwnexTj. See RE 1,1,1597,
Milchhoefer.
MAPTYPEIJ Staeker (De Litis, 38), Kirchner (Rh. M, 40 C 18853, 
380) and Drerup (Urkunden 343) support the autheticity if this 
document. Westrmann recects it.
1. The scholars above use the two minor omissions, the demoticon 
of Ktesippos and the word auvSe urve tv, and the change from 8e0po 
in § 24 to ’ A6f\\a(,e in the testimony as arguments in the
discussion of the authenticity. But, I believe that they are not 
significant differences.
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2. The absolute genitives at the very end of the document seem
*
to be an abrupt way to finish it and one would naturally expect 
them before aopnCveiv. This irregularity can be explained as a 
careless reflection of the text of § 24 in which evavxCov noXX&v 
comes after crov^ iitve xat oruveSe Cuvs i (there naturally). The 
phrase xat aXXmv noXX&v also, is clumsy and Blass trying to make 
it softer proposed xat <a<pSv aux2>v> xat aXXwv TtoXX&v. But, as I 
said, I believe that the difficulty is due to the lack of skill 
of a forger.
3. No additional information is given and the testimony can be 
easily derived from the context. Thus I believe the document is 
fabricated.
26 - 28. According to the narration, the case is as following:
1) In 369 Xenokleides bought the right to collect the two per 
cent tax on the imported wheat (cf. below).
2) Later this year, the Spartans threatened by Epameinondas 
asked the Athenians for help. Kallistratos proposed to send 
troops, his proposal was accepted and an army corps under 
Iphicrates was finally sent to Sparta, (cf. RE 10,2 1730-35, 
Swoboda). Xenokleides opposed this proposal. The reasons for his 
opposition are not clear. His private interests, however, were 
well protected since he did not have the obligation to join the 
army, being a tax collector for this year (cf. below). So, his 
motive must have been mainly political.
3) Kallistratos then, in an attempt to remove a political
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opponent asked (or paid: cf. § 43) Stephanos to prosecute
Xenokleides for aaxpa xeCa. It is not very likely that 
Kallistratos would attack a citizen who was only trying to 
protect his private interests, especially when the opposition by 
Xenokleides was eventually ineffective.
4) Although Xenokleides had a good argument to defend himself in 
the trial he lost and he was disfanchised. Nowadays the argument 
of Xenokleides could not be ignored, by the law-court. In the 
Athenian courts, however, political or personal sympathies or 
accusations irrelevant to the case could decisively affect the 
verdict (cf.§ 5 and Lofberg, Sycophancy, 12 ff. 51 ff. )
Ap. narrates these events in detail in the interest of exposing 
the sycophantic activity of Stephanos. [For the historical events see also 
Hannond History 491 ffj
26. SevoxXs CStjq] SevoxXe CSt]<; o ’A6r|voao<;, probably known as o 
Tiotr)XT^ q, was disfranchised in 369 (cf. below). After this he 
went to Macedonia (perhaps as a poet patronized by the 
Macedonian royalty). In 343 Philip ordered him to abandon Pella, 
because he accepted in his house, Hegesippos and the Athenian 
envoys. He returned to Athens and evidently when this speech was 
delivered he was in Athens, otherwise the orator would refer to 
his absence from Attica as a reason for not giving evidence to 
the law court. See also RE 9A2, 1504-1505, Gartner).
t'Inn(xpxoq] His name is found in an inscription from the theatre 
of Dionysus listing the victorious actors of Lenaia (J<? ii2
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2325). According to the inscription, he won six times the 
competition of Lenaia. Scholars believe that he is the same 
person as the actor in Hipsipyle of Kleainetos, who was third in 
364—3. His demoticon ’AGpoveOt; is added by the testimony (§ 28). 
See I.E. Exe^ avrfc, AiovvcriaxoC TeyvixaL, ‘HpdxXeio 1988, 
no. 1278; p. 231.
”A0povov was a big deme of Kekropis, at the north-east of 
Attica, where Maroussi is nowadays, cf. RE 1,2,2065, Milchoefer.
pepicr6ap£voi] SFQ give peptcr0wp£voi, YrD pepia0wp£vqv. There is 
no difference between the two readings in the meaning, but 
pepicr8cDp6vr)v seems to have been created under the influence of 
the preceding auxfjv.
oi) ydip ewerivi One of the restrictions included in axipCa was 
that an axipoq did not have the right to give evidence, but he 
could be present at the law court, as far as he remained silent. 
See D. 21,95 and MacDowell, Meidias ad loc.
27. KaXXtaxpdToo] KaXXCaxpaxoc; KaXXixpdxouq ’A<pi5vcuoq was an 
important personality of the first half of the fourth century. 
Member of a family that has provided Athens with politicians 
(see Davies APF, 277 ff.; Kirchner PA 8157), he was an eminent 
orator. He appeared on the political stage of Athens in 391 when 
he obtained the conviction of Andokides and his partners for the 
case of the peace with Sparta. In 378 he was elected general and
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he occupied this office in 373/2 and in 372/1, too. As a general 
he played an importand role in the negotiations with Sparta. In 
366 he was considered, with Chabrias, as responsible for the 
loss of Oropos and he was prosecuted for treachery. Eventually 
he obtained his acquittal with a brilliant speech, which 
impressed, as it is said, the young Demosthenes. In 365/4 he was 
a trierarch at Samos. In 362 he was prosecuted again by 
"eisangelia", but he preferred exile to the risk of the death 
penalty. In 355 he returned to Athens and took refuge at the 
altar of the twelve gods. He was, however, arrested and 
executed. See Hammond History 487 ff. ,
xfj PoqGeCqt] SYrD give xfj 8orj0E Cqt, FQ xt)8e xfj Por|0eC(j£. But x6xe 
is enough to specify which event is the orator speaking about.
xr^ v TievxTjxocrxi^ v xou aCxou] When a ship arrived at the harbours 
of Attica carrying any kind of goods, its content was charged 
with a tax of two per cent; this tax was called TtEvxrjxoaxf). It 
had to be paid, before the goods were unloaded 
(TiEVTqxooxEueaflai, cf.D. 35, 29-30).
The supply of cheap wheat was so important for the Athenians 
that we see it prescribed in the "agenda" of the xopCa ExxXqaCa 
(cf. Rhodes, AP, 578). Thus the two per cent tax imposed on the 
imported wheat was separately administered. Two reasons existed 
for this: a) the control of the prices of the wheat and b) the
control of the amounts imported, through the catalogues of the
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customs. Xenocleides bought the right to collect the two per 
cent tax imposed on the imported wheat this year. The 
proportionate charge had to be paid to the council every 
prytany. If he omitted this obligation he became a debtor to the 
state. This obligation made his presence in Athens necessary and 
because of this he had exemption from the military service, (see 
also Rhodes Boule 150 and n. 3).
xai ouoqql Taylor wrongly suggested xai <ovx> ouaqq.
ctreXeCaql The first meaning of the word (a + x£Xoq) is "release 
from the contribution to the state". But quite early we find it 
meaning "release from any kind of obligation to the state", (cf. 
Hdt.3,67: ax€Xeia axpaxq'iqq) In the time of Demosthenes
membership in a chorus, responsibility for the collection of a 
tax, absence from Athens, maybe a sickness and the occupation of 
a public office were some of the reasons for release from the 
military service . See MacDowell, Law, 160.
acrcporce Caql If someone called by the generals to follow an 
expedition did not join the army he broke the law for cowardice. 
In this law three offences were included: acrxpaxeCa, XiTtoxd^  i o v , 
and pityaajrCa. In fact, the distinction between these offences 
was not clear, because the procedure and the penalty was the 
same. In the present case, the alleged offence is aaxpaxeCa, 
because Xenokleides did not participate at all in this 
expedition. If someone broke this law he was liable to a 'ypaipfj
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aaxpaxsfaq, handed to the generals, who introduced the case to a 
law-court consisting of soldiers, who had taken part in this 
expedition. If the defendant was convicted the penalty was
disfranchisement. See also MacDowell, Law, 160; Hansen Apagoge 
72.
edXa] SY give qXm, adopted by Blass and Murray. But cf.
Thom. Mag. p. 146: edXwxev ’AxxixoC, oux qXmxe, xai edXrn, ovy qXa), 
and Meisterhans Grammatik3 170. C fjXfi, however, is guaranteed by the letre in 
Antiphanes 204,7 and Xenarchos 7,17]
28. xXqTEuawJ The scholiast says: "Xevexai 6£ xXqxetiEoBat xai
exxXqxeuea0ai exi tSv papxbpov, oxav prj onaxoticracn. rcpdq xrjv 
papxupCav ev xoiq 8ixaaxqpCoiq xai laxiv ETiixCpiov xax’auxov 
Spaxpai xiXiai. (Dilts, Sch. Dent. v. 2, p. 384. cf. Harp. 180,3;
Poll. 8,36-7; Sud.x 1796; Anecd. Bek.272,6). The litigant
interested in the testimony of somebody had to notify him that 
he should be present on the day of the trial (cf. com. ov> yap 
ewoiv). But the witness might be unwilling to give evidence for 
various reasons. The Attic law included some ways to force the 
person asked, to testify, (see MacDowell Law, 243-4).
If the person came into the law-court the possibilities were:
a) papxopeiv: he could testify what the litigant asked, either
voluntarily or under pressure by the litigant or the law-court.
b) e£6pvua0ai: he could deny, on oath, that he knew anything 
about the case or he could refuse to confjlrm, what the litigant
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asked.
c) If he refused to do either of them the litigant could
formally summon him (x\t)tei3e iv), i.e. ask officially and in 
front of the court from the witness to testify or to deny on 
oath, that he knew the case being as the litigant describes it. 
If he still refused to do either of those he was liable to a
fine of 1000 drachmas. (cf. Bonner, Evidence, 41-43 and Harrison
Law, 2, 140).
As the present text indicates, although Hipparchos was present, 
had notified to Apollodoros his intention not to testify. 
Apollodoros, afraid of this, tries to preclude a possible 
refusal of Hipparchos (cf.§ 84, where Apollodoros tries to
preclude a possible refusal of Theogenes).
MAPTYPIA3 Staeker (De Litis, 39), Kirchner (RhM 40 [ 18853 380)
and Drerup (Urkunden 343) consider this testimony to be 
authentic; Westrmann disagrees. The arguments of this discussion 
are the following:
1. The addition of the name of the deme of Hipparchos is used as 
an argument for the authenticity. But the importance of this 
argument is very little. Hipparchos was a well known personality 
(cf. com. ‘'iTuiapxcx;, § 26 and com. § 23)
2. oujitiCveiv, even as a euphemism for the erotic relationship of 
Neaira with Hipparchos and Xenokleides, seems odd. One would
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e x p e c t  a lo n g  r e l a t i o n s h i p  t o  be d e s c r ib e d  in  a d i f f e r e n t  way. 
t €?xov mf|v pquf0fijj£voi inplies a longer relationship than the occasional company in a 
party, cf LSJ A, 1,4, for this aeaning of cxO cupxCvEiv was p ro b a b ly  d e r iv e d  
from § 24, where th e  verb f i t s  w e l l  in  th e  c o n t e x t .
3. N£aipcxv comes to g e t h e r  a l l  th e  t im e s  i t  a p p ea rs  in  th e  
documents w ith  xf)v vuvi ayav t Cop£ vqv (§ 25, 32, 34, 40, 47, 4 8 ) .  
T h is  t im e  th e y  are  s e p a r a te d  by e v  KopCv0q>.
4. th e  n ick-nam e o f  X e n o k le id e s  xou tcoitjtoO i s  an u n n e c e ssa r y  
supplem ent, but th e  ty p e  o f  comment which would a t t r a c t  th e  
a t t e n t i o n  o f  a fo r g er .
4. The t o t a l l y  p le o n a s t ic  x&v j j ltoQapvouacov i s  p ro b a b ly  an echo 
o f  passages l i k e  § 23 epiaBdpvEi (3ooXop£vq> avaXCaxEiv.
T h is  te s t im o n y  i s  v ery  poor and e c h o e s  u nsk i l f u l l y  th e  c o n t e x t .
it
Thus I b e l i e v e  i s  not a u th e n t ic .
pEG’aurouJ S ch a e fe r  emended th u s  ptET’auxou o f  th e  mss b eca u se  
th e  p erson  im p l ie d  h ere  i s  H ipparchos h im s e l f .  ( c f .  ib id .  
SevoxXelS^v x a i  auxbv).
29. [Further bibliography about Slavery in antiquity can be found in the catalogue 
Bibliographie zur Antiken Sklaverei ed, by J,Vogt and Heinz Bellen, revised by Elisabeth 
Henann in cooperation with Norbert Brockeeyer, This catalogue seeis to be complete for
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s t u d i e s  w r i t t e n  before 1983, See also Yvon fiarlan Slavery in Ancient Greece, Ithaca-London 
1988; Norbert Brockieyer Antike Sklaverei Darnstadt 19793
Tiporvop CSaqJ There is no further evidence. FcorrQ' give 
Tiparvopifirjq. Y gives TifiavoptSryq, with a superscribed over r| by 
a later hand in § 29; the opposite happens in § 31 (Tipavop C5cx, 
with r) superscribed). In § 32 it gives TipavopfSt). r and the 
rest give the correct Doric form Tipavop C8aq in all places the 
name appears.
xptdbtovxa pvaq] Boeckh (Economy 1,92 ff. ) discussing prices of 
slaves says that they varied according to the age, health, 
strngth, beauty, natural abilities, mechanical ingenuity, and 
moral qualities of the slave. In D. 41,8 and 22 the price of a 
slave is two minae. In 53, 1 Nikostratos has estimated the price 
of two slaves (cf. 19-20) at two and a half minae [Although, as it 
seeis, Nikostratos had reasons to underestimate the price!. One mina is the price 
in X. Vectig. 4, 23 and in Mem. 2, 5, 2, Xenophon says: xov y«P
oixetov, o not) 5uoiv pvaiv a£i6c, ectxiv, o 5* ou6 ijavaiou,
o S£ TtgvxE pvov, o 6£ xai 6£xcr Nixiaq 5 e o NixT)pdxou X^ 'yexou 
srtiaxdx^v e £q xapyijpeia 7ip[acr0ai xaXdvxoo. (cf. Luc. Btmv 
flpaoiq). In Isae. 8,35 some slaves who paid a fee to their 
master, two ©epdnaivai, one naiSfaxr) and some furniture cost all 
together 13 minae. Each knife-maker in D. 27,9 is worthy of 5-6 
minae. Courtesans, however, were the most expensive kind of 
slaves. 20-30 minae is the average price, attested by a fair 
number of sources: Isoc. 15,288 says, speaking about luxurious
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courtesans: xotq Xuopgvoiq e ix o o t  x a i  xpidcxovxa pv&v xdrq
psXXobaaq x a t  xdv aXXov oTxov auvavaipVjae tv. . . 20 minae is what
Hyperides paid for Phila (cf. com. § 19). cf. also Terence
Adelphoe 191. 720 al. How easily an infatuated lover could be
persuaded to spend a large amount of money to buy the slave he
loved is vividly described in Hyp. Athen. 4 ff. Thus, Neaira was
sold in the top averege price for a courtesan, cf. RSdle
(Freilassungswesen 162)
v6p<p n6Xe<Dq] The orator points out that it was a legal
transaction, according to which Neaira would afterwards belong 
to Eucrates and Timanoridas xa0drjia£.
oaov ePotJXovxo ... xP^vovl Neaira visited Athens with Simos in 
378/7 (see § 24 and com. ). In 374/3 she was already free (§ 33
and com. ). If we think that after Simos, she had a relationship
with Hipparchos, Xenocleides and others (26) and that Eucrates 
and*Timanoridas, before they decided to buy her, were her lovers 
for some time, we can say that she was sold around 376. But she 
was too expensive to be released soon after they bought her and 
she certainly stayed with Eucrates and Timanoridas long enough 
to let affection develop (§ 30). Most likely she stayed with 
them for at least a year. So, she was probably manumitted late 
in 375/4 or early in 374/3.
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30. YaPE^v  ^ Most likely the one of them decided to marry 
(possibly Timanoridas, who was a Corinthian). The orator does 
not bother to enter into details here.
ev Kop£v8(p  oSaocv] An emotional relationship had developed,
between N. and the two men, during the time they were living 
together (ou PouXavtoa ... aXX ’ av auxoiq sir]) and they
wished to give her a good chance in her future life. Selling her 
to a pimp would be certainly a deterioration to her status. 
Neaira, actually, never worked in a brothel. Under Nikarete she 
worked in private.
Organized prostitutes had a permanent residence, (Aesch. 1,124, 
Her. 2, 36 and com. Cunningham, p. 88, Headlam - Knox, p. 84) named 
oixr^ pa (Aesch. 1, 74) otxCa (Her. 2, 36) epYaatr^piov (§ 67 and
com.). The girls were mainly slaves. The contact with the 
customers was brief and the finance of a brothel was based on 
the high number of clients, which visited it everyday for a 
small fee: e. g. Eubulos PCG fr. 67 (= Athen. 568f); 82
(Athen. 568e); Philemon PCG fr. 3 (= Athen. 569f). Even slaves were 
among the c stomers of a brothel (Ar. V. 500-2). The everyday life 
in a brothel is vividly presented in the second mime of Herodas, 
the fragments of Philemon and Eubulos I have mentioned, a 
fragment of Xenarchos (.PCG fr. 4 = Athen. 569a-d) etc.
The pimp was usually a libertine. Being a mopvopoaxdq is 
regarded by Aristoteles as aveXstiBepov (EN 1121b 33ff). Many
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sources speak about their avarice: Arist. ibid: ndvxeq yap evexa
x£p8oi>q, xai xouxou pixpou, oveCSr) unovop£vouaiv; and Stoic. 
3,36 Fr.152 cf. Myrtil: PCG fr.5. The work and the personality of 
a xopvoPocrxdq inspired hate (Aesch. 1, 188) and fear 
(Aesch.3,246). The character is a topic in comedy: plays by
Eubulus, Anaxilas and Posidippus are titled nopvofSoaxdq. (see 
Cunningham, Herodas, 80 ff. and the Her.2. passim.)
Neaira, until now, had rich lovers and she had lived in a
f t
comfortable enviroment, enjoying luxuries, presents, travels and 
affection. In a brothel her life would be diametrically 
different. How unwelcome it could be for a woman to be forced to 
work in a brothel is clear in Ant. 1,14-15: xai auxm maXXax^,
r^v o 4>i X6veoq sni nopveiov epeXXe xaxaaxr]<7ai   cucr0op£v r|
6*0X1 a6ixeia0ai epeXXcv urcd xou 4>iX6vea> ... Eucrates and 
Timanoridas did not want her to stay in Corinth, at all, perhaps 
because they did not wish any contact with her anymore. The 
solution given was the most convenient for both sides.
5^£a>q] Hude (NTF, 7 C 1887] 289 ff. ) proposes i^ 5oji£voiq. It would 
be an unnecessary change: cf. LSJ eipC, C,I.
eXaxxdv xe x’ap-ytipiovl r omits xe and Schaefer was of the same 
od inion. The definite article is used before the word apyupiov 
if a fixed sum of money is implied: cf. § 31 SCSmaiv x6 apvtipiov, 
Lys. 4,8.9; 17,2 al. If the sum is not fixed yet the article is
not used: cf. Lys. 4, 16; 6, 12; 7, 39; Isae. 3, 28 al.
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Here the orator reproduces in indirect speech what Eucrates and 
Timanoridas said to N. Their brief speech is clearly divided 
into two pieces. 1) There is a general part in which they 
explain their intention and the reasons which led them to this 
decision (oxi ox> pouXovxai ... exouaav). 2) In the second part 
they specify their demands and the terms of this transaction 
(a<pi£vou oSv e<paaav ... axoSoCvcu). oSv is the transitional word 
from the general part to the specific.
The phrase under discussion belongs to the general part of their 
speech, where they stated that they ask for less money than what 
they paid; afterwards they spoke in details about the exact sum. 
eXaxxov and fj xax£0soav support this understanding of the text. 
Thus I would adopt eXaxxbv x’ apyupiov: "less money than what
they paid".
auxifv xauxTjvJ Schaefer deleted xcxuxr^ v as a dittography. He is 
not right; it is the emphatic form: "she herself".
pexacn^ pTCExai aXXouq xe] If we compare with a9ixop£vou <§ 31), 
only Phrynion went to Corinth. N. either did not send for any 
* other ex-lover or she did so, but they did not come. Some of
them send her money. For Phrynion money was no object for the 
sake of a beautiful courtesan (xoXuxsXwq, 30); on the contrary 
he was willing to contribute most of it with pleasure (aapevoq, 
32).
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Q p u v C a v o c ]  <tpuv[<Dv AfjpcovoQ riaiavieu<; was a member of a rich 
Athenian family (cf. Davies APF, 14-3 ff. ). He was a cousin of 
Demosthenes. The orator of this speech depicts vividly his 
character. Phrynion was a rich man, who lived his life in an 
extravagant way (§ 30). He is represented by Ap. as cropapdq xai 
oXCycopoq (37). He paid with pleasure (32) a serious amount of 
money for a courtesan. Probably he spent a lot of money her 
before; when N. asked his help, she knew that he might be 
willing and able to pay for her liberation. When they went 
together to Athens, he behaved in a very bad manner: the orator 
points out his bad behaviour towards her (33 ff. ; cf. uflpiv § 
37). Although not sympathetic to N. , when Ap. speaks about her 
reactions, is quite sympathetic to her and seems to justify her 
emotions to this man. She was really afraid of him (37) and knew 
him well; she was right. When he learnt that she was in Athens 
he went with a gang to take her back (40). But he had no legal 
right on her, so when Stephanos guaranteed for her to the 
polemarch (40), he involved her and Stephanos in a trial (45 
ff.). Finally a compromise was achieved (47-48), but we do not 
know the end of the story. [Davies is not sure that Phrynion was dead, when 
this trial took place; but why he was not sunnoned as a witness, if whe was still alive?]
His brother Ar)pox&pT)q (cf. Davies APF, 144) was a rich Athenian, 
trierarch before 357/6 with Theophemos of Euonymon. He was 
enrolled in a symmory in 357/6, but the summer of this year he 
died. Kumanoudis identifies him with a person who as Trntapxoq
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swore to a treaty with ’Apuvxaq between 375/4 and 370/69, but 
Davies is uncertain about this identification.
31. epavovl If someone was in a serious need of a large sum of 
money, a group of people, usually friends of him, tried to 
collect this sum by contributions (epavoq). The money had to be 
returned without initerest. A whole legislation existed about 
eranos (epavixoi v6poi> and refusal to return the loan (epavov 
XeCnsiv) could cause a trial (epavixf| 6ixq>. In the case of 
slaves when their master asked for a sum of money, to let them 
free an epavoq was the usual way of collecting it. Afterwards 
the ex-slave had to pay this money back to the epavioxal in 
instalments. In D. 53, 6 ff. an epavoq is collected for the 
liberation of a person who was captured and sold as a slave. 
Apollodoros quotes the Athenian law: xoG Xuaap^vou ex x&v
xoXepicov etvai xdv Xu6£vxa eav prj anoScp xa Xuxpa. In Delphic 
inscriptions it was often written that if the ex-slave neglected 
his obligation he would become a slave again. (cf. e.g. 
Collitz Gr.DI, 2317) [Another way for the obligation to the Raster to be
fulfilled was a paranone- condition (see coi, ciq tf|v eXcvfkptav); the ex slave had to 
work with his previous Raster until he paid off the sum asked by the waster, Soneti&es the 
two previous ways appear in combination; the ex-slave was under a paraaone condition until 
he paid off the c p a voq, J See also ; Calderini Manoaissione, 288 ff. ,
Rfidle, Freilassungswesen 142 ff. , RE 6,1,328-330, Ziebarth. , 
MacDowell Meidias, 322 ff.
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Neaira evidently never paid this money back. Thus spavoq is not 
the appropriate word here. [ iaajidq or eififopd are the words when the money is 
not returned]. There are two possibilities: a) N. collected this
money as an epocvoq, but she never returned it, or b) the orator 
uses the vox propria for what was a usual way of collecting 
money for manumission.
elq t^v eXsuBepCorv] The reasons for which a master could decide 
to liberate one of his slaves could be many. We have to say, 
however, that a slave had no means of forcing his master to free 
him (see Klees, Herren 55). It depended always on the good will 
of the master. For cases in which a love-affair was involved, 
like the present one, we have some more evidence: cf. § 20 and
com.; D. 48, 53; Ar. V. 1351 ff. al.
There was no standard form of a manumission contract. It could 
be a testament, in which the master left instuctions that one 
or more of his slaves should be manumitted or it could be just 
a formal declaration, for example in the theatre, or even an 
informal private one. It could also be a private transaction,
in the presence of some witnesses, who could guarantee that this
action had taken place. We can imagine that this way was
preferable, when the master demanded a sum of money and someone 
else paid for the slave. The most formal way was an inscription, 
devoted to a god. (For sources and further discussion see R&dle 
Freilassunswesen, 7 f f. and Klees Herren 54-55). N.'s
manumission was done in a form of transaction: her masters
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received the money paid by Phrynion on her behalf, in the 
presence of some witnesses, one of whom was the Athenian 
Philagros, presumably a friend of Phrynion (§ 32).
Rfidle <158 ff. ) speaks about fixed taxes which had to be paid to 
the state, in some Greek cities, besides any financial 
demand of the master. In this text, however, the only sum 
mentioned is the twenty minae. As I have already said 
manumission was often accompanied by some financial demands, 
which could be accomplished by a friend of the slave. In this 
case the master actually sold the slave, either at the current 
price of the slave market (RSdle, 164) or reducing the sum in 
favour of the slave. This transaction was considered to be 
beneficial for both, the master who did not lose his money, and 
the slave who gained his freedom. Whether the friend of the 
slave had some rights over him after the manumission is 
doubtful; Klees (54) believes that he had. (For the present 
case see com. 40 ^y£V *^ other instances, the financial
demands of the master could be accomplished by the slave 
himself either through an eranos or by the offer of his own work 
to his ex-master, sometimes through a paramone-condition (see 
below). N. did not have any kind of obligation. It depended on 
the master to define his own demands for the slave's freedom 
(Rfidle, 161). The normal prices were between 3 and 5 minae, as 
we find in Delphic Inscriptions (Carderini, Manomissione 214 
ff.) N.*s price was quite high, because the sum they paid to buy
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her from Nikarete was even larger, (cf. com. § 29, xpidxovxa 
pvaq).
Whatever the legal way chosen for the publication of the 
manumission, the act of the manumission often included some 
conditions (R&dle, 134 ff.). These conditions usually 
expressed the wish of the ex-masters to lengthen their power 
over their ex-slaves. They could be of many different kinds: 
decisions about the marital status of their ex-slaves, a 
demand for the ex-slave to take care of their grave, or to work 
for them after the manumission. Sometimes the master retained 
the right to sell the ex-slave again. The most usual condition, 
however, was the demand that the ex-slave should stay with his 
ex-master, for a period of time, which could be as long as the 
lifetime of the master or even the lifetime of his children. 
This term is known as Paramone-Condition. If the ex-slave broke 
one of his obligations he became a slave again.
In N.'s case the condition of her manumission was the opposite 
of a paramone-condition (e<p’ § ev Kop(v6o) pr^ epydCeoOaO.
auX\€*yooaa] SFQ give cruXX£ youcm; YD auvdiyouaa, r Eiadyouaa, 
obviously a corruption for ovvdyouoa. Blass gives some 
parallels for epavov <71>XX£y£IV (D. 21, 101. 184; 53,11 ff. ).
auvdyeiv, with a word meaning 'money' as an object, seems to be 
normal in later times (oldest evidence, according to LSJ: 
Arist. Pol. 1314 bl5 auvdyeiv eiatpopaq. Afterwards it appears
often in papyri of the third century. ) I find ctu\X^y£«'V more 
likely to be correct, but taking into account the tendency of 
Ap. to adopt novelties, auvdyeiv is not impossible.
xaxaBeLvai at>TT|q] Wolf suggested un:£p auxf)<;. But cf. § 29, 32
twice.
32. aapevoql Rennie, followed by Gernet, prints aapsvoq; against 
all previous editors who print aapevoq. This disagreement 
reflects a long discussion about this matter, already from the 
late antiquity. McKenzie summarizes this discussion in his 
article "Aa/jevog or "Aopevog ? <CQ 20 [ 1926] 193-4) and includes 
the existing evidence, aapevoq is found in two mss of Plato 
(Clarcianus and Parisinus A). However, in passages in which x,
m or t precedes aopevoq (with no aspiration) the consonant does 
not change to x« 9i or 6* Eur. Med. 924; Ph. 1045; S. Ph. 271 al.
Some secondary evidence also supports that the right form is
acrpevoq (Tzetzes, Schol. B. II. 14, 108; Schol. on Dion. Thrax
p. 402, 17 Hilg, al. ). In PI. Phd. 68a the Clarcianus has a rough 
breathing but the preceding x is not affected: oux aapevoq.
Scholars who prefer the rough breathing relate the word to the 
rout Fa6- (avSdveiv). Chantraine, however, (.Dictionaire 
Etymologique s. v. aopevoq) says that an Ionic or Epic form 
could be retained in later times or a psilosis could change the 
aspiration. Thus, I believe that the smooth breathing is
preferable.
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Euxpdrxei] r gives x<p xe Euxpdxei. In § 31 we read x$ xe 
Euxpdxei xat x$ TipavopfSpt. Both are possible; there is no 
reason to unify the cases.
xdv itocpayevdpEvov] Reiske proposed xa>v rcapayevop^vav,
understanding it as a partitive genitive. If the rule was the 
same at Corinth as at Delphi, the usual number of witnesses 
present at the transaction was two (e.g. Collitz GrDI, 2317).]
Reiske may be right that more than one witnesses were present.
His suggestion, however, is not necessary. Apollodoros summoned 
only Philagros because he was the only one available. [Also, an 
accusative closed to the genitive, like xtvd or !va or the nane of Philagros should be 
expected, next to the genitive; cf, § 34; xai fciaxdvav uvag]
GCXarypov MeXix£a] His full name was OCXaypoq ’AX££i6o<; MEXixcOq. 
His wife was named 'HSuXCvr) Teioip^vou e£ Oi'od. He had a son 
named "AXe^iq and, if the suggestion of Kirchner is correct, 
another son called 0>iX£a<;. See Kirchner PA 14212
MeXCxq was a derae of Kekropis, at the west side of the city,
between Kolyttos and Kerameikos. See RE 15, 1, 54, Honigmann
MAPTYPIA] Westermann and Staeker deny the authenticity of this 
testimony; Kirchner (RhM 40 C 1885] 380) and Drerup (Urkunden,
343) support it. The arguments of this discussion are:
1. In the testimony there is no clear reference to Neaira's 
manumission. xaxexC0ei eixoat pvaq NeaCpac; sounds like an 
inaccurate reflection of xaxaSeivcu autrjq . . . Sate EXeu0£porv 
etvai (§ 31) and xocxax CGrjoi v auxtjt; xaq eixoai P-va<; ...
en’eXeuSepCpc (§ 32). Westermann and Staeker agree that the
omission is serious. Drerup believes that no further information 
is necessary than what the testimony gives. I believe that the 
missing information is crucial. The phrase In’ eXeuGepCq: ought 
to be included
2. The condition e<p’ $ ev Koptv0<a pr) ip\d^E<jQai is missing.
r
3. Westemann considers the words xat xaradeiq ... N£aipav to be
superfluous. Riehemann (cf. Drerup) on the other hand, says that
xoCvuv (§ 33) can be explained only if we understand the
beginning of § 33 as a continuation of the end of the
testimony. But xoivuv is used after the recitation of a document
to resume the thread of the narration (Denniston, 575; And. 1, 15;
Lys. 16, 14. 15. 18; D. 50, 14 al. ). We do not need the testimony to
keep the coherence of the narration: the phrase e'xmv auxi^ v as a
r
definition of acpix6pevo(; covers the gap between the interuption 
of the narration in Corinth (£pY&Ceo’0cu > and the new start in
Athens. I would rather think that this phrase was inserted by a
forger who missed the subtle coherence of the narration before 
and after the document.
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4. Phrynion is characterised only by his brother's name. But
Drerup is right that this informality was not unusual in the 
Athenian law-courts and that the full name of Phrynion was 
already known to the judges. To me, however, sounds like one of 
the things which would attract the attention of a grammarian, 
l i t  happened with Athenaios, for exanple, vho kept it in Bind wrongly; di]|iox&pooq 
a6cX(pi6ovq, cf, coi, i 181
No additional information is given in the testimony and as a
whole seems to me to be a clumsy composition derived from the 
context.
33. occteAy xai npoKExaql acreXY&q means "with wanton violence": 
cf. also D. 36,45; 40,57. TtpoTcexSc; means "out of control"
cf.44, 2; 54,52.
norvxaxoi ... onoul This is a suggestion of Reiske for tcocvtcxxou 
... 07ioi of the mss; inopetiezo preceding speaks for the
suggestion of Reiske.
jxex* auxool Wolf suggested pex’ auxf^ q. Blass Murray and Gernet 
agreed with him. If we keep the reading of the mss we have a 
sudden change of subject (N£atpa). Rennie prefers the reading of 
the mss on the grounds that there are other examples in the 
speech, in which the subject changes with no further indication 
(cf. § 20, 52, 55, 66, 76 al. ). What makes this case different
is that with auxou we have a double change really rapidly: from
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the beginning of § 33 the subjet is Phrynion. Suddenly the
subject of exmpa^e is Neaira and again the subject of ouvf]v is 
Phrynion. A further argument in support of the suggestion of 
Wolf is that xoapdtCeiv (active) mostly applies to men not to 
women: further down we read Ini x2>pov ^X0ev ex6^  auxqv. cf. also 
Is. 3, 14: Ini yapexaq Yuva >^ia^  ouSeiq av xapaCeiv xoXpfjae lev. 
Athen. 574e; LSJ s. v. xcopdCecrOai (passive) applies to women 
iSammelb. 421) [ T h e  only instance I know, in w hich KopHnv applies to a fenale 
(Aphrodite, prarallelized with the queen Kleopatra) is in Plu, Ant, 261. I prefer 
pex’ cxuxrjq.
S X ® V  ^ X 0 e v  a u x r j v l  In the other three cases in which ex<av auxrjv 
appears in the speech the two words are together ( 38, twice; 
39). Other parallels from the Corpus Demosthenicum confirm that 
it is not frequent for the object of the participle to be 
separated from the participle by the main verb (cf. 
50,26.33.55.65; 52,1.10 al. ). Denniston (Prose Style 51-2)
trying to explain D. 3, 5 5Ixa vauq dxoaxeCXaT’ exovxcx xevaq
XapCSr^pov says that it happens for the sake of emphasis. But 
here auxf^ v and ?xwv are both unemphatic. The explanation 
probably lies on an extreme use of auxi^ v as a postpositive. The 
orator in order to emphasize Ini xwpov and ^X0ev separates them 
without paying attention to the two unemphatic words and thus 
separates also ex^v from auxt^ v. (For the use of aoxdq as a 
postpositive cf. Marshall Verbs, passim)
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XagpCorv xdv Ai£«i>v£a] SF1 wrongly give e^mvda. cf. Threatte 
Grammar 294-95, 297. Ai£g>v^  was a big deme of Kekropis situated 
on the south coast (see RE, 1, 2, 1130-1, Milchhoefer and C. W. J.
Eliot: Coastal Demes of Attica ch. 2)
Xa|3pCaq Kxr^ crCTiTrou Ai^ cdveuc; a was well known personality, on the 
political stage of Athens, during the second quarter of the 
forth century. He was born about 420 B.C. in a rich Athenian 
family. In 376 he gained an important victory over the Spartan 
fleet off Naxos, which led to the peace of 374 and the 
recognition by the Spartans of the Athenian supremacy at sea. 
(see Pickard-Cambridge Demosthenes 52; Hammond, History3 488
ff. > After this victory he was granted octeXe ia; he had thus the 
opportunity to pile up plenty of wealth, and his ability 
tospend this wealth is well attested. After the victory off 
Naxos he stayed away from Athens for some years. The most 
important events of his life are: 1) The Pythian victory
attested by the present passage, in 374. 2> A sole trierarchy in 
365 3) A choregia in boys' dithyramb in the Dionysia, during the 
years 359-6. 4) He was a trierarch at Chios in 356. He died
before 340, because he does not appear as a witness in this 
trial. For further details see Davies, APF 560-1 and Kirchner 
PA 404-7.
1160ia] One of the greatest Panhellenic festivals held every 
four years, in Delphoi, in honour of Apollo. From very early 
tiroes a musical competition took place in Delphoi. In the third
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year of the 49th Olympiad (528 B.C.) athletic and equestrian 
competitions were added to the musical competition according to 
the model of the Olympic games. Later, although the musical 
competition was still part of the festival, the Pythia became 
the second most important of the Panhellenic Games after 
Olympia. After 582, the Pythia came under the aegis of the 
Amphictyonic Council. The Pythia were celebrated in the August 
of the third year of every Olympiad. This Pythian victory is 
dated in 374 B.C. (emi Eo)xpax(6ou apxovxoq). So, if the games 
took place in August, this symposium in Chabrias' mansion must 
have taken place in the period August-September of 374 B. C. 
Further information about the Pythia is given in the book of 
Georges Roux Delphi Orakel und Kultst tit ten, p. 156-9, MUnchen 
1971.
MCxuoq] SQ wrongly give MCxioq. The same name appears in Arist. 
Po. 1452a: oTov ax; o avSpidq o xou Mixuoq Iv "Ap^e i arc^xxeivev 
xdv aixiov xou 0avd:xou x$ MCxui, 0ea>pouvxi epneacov (The name is 
spelled with u in all mss of Aristotle). There is no further 
evidence, we can conclude, however, that he must have been an 
important personality in Argos and probably from a wealthy 
family, since his sons are presented to deal with race-horses. 
Ap. thus refers to the children of Mitys with the name of their 
father, presumably because his audience was aware of who Mitys 
was
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EicrcCa] S' gives Vox (a. laxi&io, a Doric equivalent of ecrx idoo is 
found occasionally in Attic texts (e.g. Hdt. 7,135). The 
classical form, however, is eoxi&g). The raeding of S1 is 
probably a mistake of iotacism. (Threatte Grammar 139)
ewi KoXidSi] The scholiast (v. 2, p. 384 Dilts) says: KajXidq*
E7it0aXaacrCa axpa xqq ’Axxixqq. Hapr. 188, 18 says: KcoXidq*
Ar))iocr0£vqq ev xcp xaxa NcaCpaq, ei yv’1cti0^ - exiBaXaaaia ax pa xqq 
’Axxixrjq ectxiv t) KoXidq, ex pcxacpopaq xou xcoXou tovopaap^ vT)• ectxi 
5’ auxoQi ’A<ppo6Cxriq ispdv. Hsch. x 4816 says in addition ... 
x<5noq. . . opoioq av6p<onou xiXa)- eox i 6e xai Aqpqxpoq i£p6v auxo0i 
moXuoxuXov. cf. aslo Hsch. x 4815; Anecd. Bek. 275, 20. Hdt. 8, 96 
places it 20 stades from Phaleron (cf. Paus. 1, 1,5), where 
nowadays Hagios Georgios is. (See RE 11, 1077, Honigman).
Henderson (.Lysistrata, 67; cf. also Sommerstein Lysistrata 155; 
Dover Clouds 100) believes that the party of Chabrias took place 
at the sanctuary. Davies, on the other hand, (APF 560-1) finds 
possible that the mansion of Chabrias attested by Poll. 9, 36 (= 
Hyp. fr. 44) was situated on the promontory of Colias and the 
party took place there. The suggestion of Henderson explains why 
the orator comes into detail about the occasion and the place. 
It was a banquet at the sanctuary, because the Pythian victory 
deserved a big celebration in a public place. Besides, etii 
KmXidSt sounds to me like a standard expression implying the 
sanctuary. If the party had taken place in a private house on 
the promontory of Colias, one would expect a different 
definition of the place. But I still find more likely that the
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party took place In the mansion of Chabrias. The additional 
details given by the orator is not a decisive argument and erci 
KcoXidSi can simply imply the location. Chabrias, being a wealthy 
man, most likely had a big and luxurious house. Why not use it 
for the occasion? Then I can hardly imagine this high-spirited 
party in the sanctuary. The scenes narrated by the orator rather 
imply a big private house, in which the guests could stay
overnight and with more than one room accessible to the
revelers.
ol Sidxovot ol XaPpCou xpdcneCav icapa8£pevoi] "the servants who 
served the dinner of Chabrias". This makes better sense if the 
servants, or at least some of them, were not Chabrias' own
slaves, but people hired especially to prepare a fancy meal for 
the occasion. In order to specify their identity the orator 
defines them as "the men who served the dinner offered by
Chabrias".
If we do not accept that they were hired servants, but domestic 
ones the passage presents difficulties. If we read 01 XaPpCou 
with o[ oidbcovoi preceding then Trapa0£pevoi is temporal: "after
serving the dinner". But this understanding is not supported by 
the context. We should imagine the whole scene long after the 
dinner was served, when the party was nearly finished. Apart 
from that it would imply that N. slept with all the servants of 
the house. If we read oi XappCou with xpdrceCav napa0£pevoi, why 
should the orator specify again that the dinner was offered by
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Chabrias, or that the slaves belonged to Chabrias? Two scholars, 
have attempted to improve the transmitted text. Wolf suggested 
oi Sidxovoi 01 XaPpCou 01 xpdne(,a\ napaO^pevoi: "the servants of 
Chabrias the ones who served the dinner". But three oi in such a 
short distance from each other make the passage clumsy. Blass, 
followed by Murray, deleted xpdoteCav 7iapa0£pevoi quae videtur 
esse explicatio ad Sidxovoi adscript a. But, as I said before, we 
do not need to change the transmitted text.
34. xo6q op&vxaq upiv xai rcapdvxaql Kaekilios (fr.75, Ofenl. = 
Alex. Fig. 8,472 Walz; Tib. Fig. 8,576 Walz; Zonae. Fig. 8,686 
Walz) quoting this passage omits xai napovxaq. Although it does 
not add much to the meaning, the mss are correct, xai napdvxaq 
was not necessary for the remark of Kaekilios and that is why 
he omitted it. (cf. § 32, 61; D. 47, 44; 52,31 al. )
XiavCSqv SwtexaiGval There is no further evidence. About the 
demotikon the mss disagree: either they give Suxexai&va or
’E^ ojrexai&va. Herwerden (Mn. 3 [ 1875J 357) based on an
inscription with ionic letters (according to Herwerden, No. 50 
Waddington: Voyage Archeologique en Grece et en Asie, Livraison
3, p. 9 ) has changed it to Sunexaidva, which has been accepted
by all modern editors. The name of the deme is Surc£xq (Variant 
forms are given by Steph. Byz: Sunex^; Phot. Lex. Suxexait^ or
Hesch. 3unex£a) It was a deme of Kecropis, situated somewhere 
between the city and Phaleron. The demotikon is sometimes given 
as Surc6x loq (Plu. Per. 13,4); Sunexaiebq ( DH 1,61); 3vnex6it>v
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(Philochoros, FGrH 328 f. 205). [See the discussion in RE 9A2, 
2178-2182, Ernst Meyer]. Meisterhans <GrammatiJc3 35) gives as
the right form for the classical period Eorcexocicov, gen. 
Sunexaidvoq (p. 131). The additional e before Sujcexaicov is
found in inscriptions after the 2nd c. A. D. cf. Threatte, 
Grammar 293).
EuGexCova KoSadrjvaial There is no furher evidence. KuSa0T|vai£ iq 
or KuSaGfjvouov was a big deme of Pandionis, in the area of the 
city (cf. RE 11,2, 2302, Honigmann). The correct form of the
demotikon before the 2nd cent. A. D. is KuSaGrjvaieOq and 
Ku5ot0r|vaia. See Meisterhans Grammatik3 30; Threatte Grammar 
294-5 + 297.
MAPTYPIAI Even the supporters of the authenticity of this 
document find some difficulties in explainig the discrepancies 
of this text with the context. Westermann and Staeker (41-2) do 
not believe that it is genuine. Drerup (344), Kirchner (381) and 
Riehemann support that it is. The main arguments of this 
discussion are:
1. It has pointless repetitions: xa eTiivCxia ... xrjq vfxqq,
x\r)0f)vai vti6 Xa(3p(ou / eiaxCa XappCaq, eiaxCa / eoxiaoGat, emi 
Seinvov / ev x$ SsCrrvip xouxq>. [mififfllai is a sug g e s t i o n  of Hude (NTF 7 11885- 
7] 292) for V < m 8 a 0 e u  of S, or clouficGai of the rest, The l e a n i n g  and the three following 
present infinitives justify this suggestion!
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2. Some scholars <e.g. Westrmann, Riehemann) find a difficulty 
in oua0(fcveo'0ai auxoi ... xa0et36eiv oqtat; auxouq: how while they 
were sleeping they could understand what was going on? But cf. 
Lys. 1, 13-4.
3. The details of the story in the document are quite different
than what the context permits us to understand. The version of
the context is: late at night Phrynion fell asleep, presumably
drunk. Neaira was drunk, too, but in rather high spirits. At
some time she left Phrynion sleeping and she went out of the
main room of the banquet, where she made love wth some of the
guests and most likely when most of the guests were in bed she
accepted the proposals of some servants, too. In the document
everybody appears to be sleeping. Some guests and servants got
up and sliped into Neaira's bed (avCaxaa0a i). She appears to be
still at the side of Phrynion when this happened. This version
does not sound very credible. How did the guests go into N's bed
was
without an invitation, how this invitation made if she was
sleeping, how did she accept these proposals wWfc*) drunk and 
asleep, how did the servants approach her, unless we assume that 
she was still up and in high spirits, and how could all these 
happen at the side of Phrynion? Evidently the version of the 
document reflects the way the person who fabricated the document 
imagined the details of the story, without paying attention to 
the discrepancy caused. [ T h a l h e i R  (HERMES 56 [19213 433 in an effort to renove 
the d i f f i c u l t y  that the »en had p r e v i o u s l y  gone to bed sonewhere else propo s e d  aapd
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Nealpag, instead of np6q Ntaipav, B u t  I do n o t  fi n d  an y  reas o n  to cha n g e  the text, since 
this change would not solve the main p rob l e o s , ]
4. ei66vai 4>puv(ova n apdvxa is nonsense. The presence of 
Phrynion to the banquet is not a matter of knowledge. If they 
were present themselves, they just saw him being there. The 
phrase was added as in § 23, 25 al. because it was the verb
which witnesses often used in their testimonies.
5. If the suggestion I made before, that the servants were hired 
for the occasion, is correct, the phrase oi r^ crav XaflpCou otx^xai 
is a clear misunderstanding of oi Si&xovoi ... 7iapa0£pevoi (cf. 
com. ). In any case o l  ... oix£xou is a clumsy and unnecessary 
addition at the very end of the document.
I find these reasons enough to reject the authenticity of the 
present document.
35. acrEAYTtpounqXax(Cetol The description of the relationship 
between Neaira and Phrynion given by the orator, can 
justify this hard expression: cf. § 33, 35, 36, 37, 42. Their
relationship was broken after two years <375/4 - 373/2).
©q $eto] If we put it in commas understanding it 
parenthetically, it means "she was not (as she thought) loved"; 
otherwise the meaning is "she was not loved as she expected".
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Schaefer translates wie sle sich einbildete. Without commas it 
makes better sense.
auxoul Sometimes it can move to the peninitial position of the 
phrase. See Marshall, Verbs, 8-9
Lpdxia ... 0epanatvaq] Jewellery, clothes and servants were 
usually given to courtesans as presents by well off lovers, cf. 
D. 48, 55; Luc. DMeretr. 5, 4; 6,2; Alciphr. 4,17,5.
©paxxav xai KoxKaACvr|v] cf. § 120, 123 where Ap. adresses a
7ip6xAT)aiq to St. to permit the torture of these two slaves.
eiq M^ YOtpa] Why the definite article is omitted here, but 
added some lines below is explained by what Blass says ( RhM 44 
[ 18893 13-4): Wenn nun aber ein Theil einer Stadt als solcber
ins Auge gefasst. . . dann hat der Artikel zu stehen. In the 
first passage the orator simply had in mind that Neaira moved to 
Megara; in the second he meant "in the city of Megara".
Megara was a well known centre for prostitution. In Plautus 
Pers. 139 there is a reference to a pimp, who has recently moved 
from Megara. In Luc. Cat. 6 Theagenes the philosopher is 
presented slaughtering seven persons for the sake of a Megarian 
courtesan. Aristophanes <Ach. 524-5) speaks of a famous Megarian 
courtesan, named Simaitha and Athenaios (596e> of an oux <ryevv1H  
exaCpa, named Nicarete the Megarian (cf. com. § 18, Ntxap^ TTj).
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Hsch. p. 486 says that some prostitutes were called Meyapixcu 
Ztpfyyeq: KcxXXCaq (fr. 37) ndpvaq x ivd q  ouxcaq ei'p^xEv; cf. Sud. p 
486 Meyapixai ItpCyyEq: at n6pvcu ouTtoq Eiprjvxou ... cf. Phot,
s. v. ; Diogenian. 6,35; Apostol. 11,15. The prosperity of the 
city during the fourth century attracted prostitutes. Their 
clientele mainly consisted of foreigners, who went there for 
professional reasons, as the present text testifies <§ 36),.
(About the history of the city see the book of Ronald P. Legan: 
Megara , Ithaca and London 1981). Except Athens, there were two 
cities in which prostitution blossomed and they were not very 
far away, Corinth or Megara. Corinth, however, was 
excluded (§ 32, e<p’ |  ev Kop(v0<a pf) epydcCeoBai). Thus Megara 
was the only solution.
36. xp6vo<^  ” xaipdq] This passage is a good example for the 
distinction between the two words. Schaefer says: xP^voC
simpliciter temp us: xaipdg tale tempus, cuius sit momentum in
causa de qua agitur. He quotes also a passage from Ammonius 
CDiff. p. 79, Vale. ): o pev xaipdq 6r|Xoi moi6xr|xa ypdvou, otov
ox £ TidXepoq xP^voq nocrdxrjxa, otov, itpd S£xa ypovwv r] pexa
6£xa exrp Xpdvoq must be understood here as "year" and xaipdg as 
••time".
x6v Soxepov] Taylor says that what the author had in mind was 
postremum bellum, since it was the last war between Athens and 
Sparta. Gernet, with the same thought, suggested uoxaxov. But 
the author said uaxepov, in contrast to the war with Sparta a
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few years ago, the peak-event of which was the naval battle off 
Naxos in 376. This war ended in 374. The one which he implies 
here is the second war which started shortly after <374/3; ended 
in 371) and which would be the last war in history between 
Athens and Sparta. (See Hammond History 482 - 92).
66* ctT)] Neaira fled to Megara in 373 (etc’ ’A c t e  Coo apxovxoq). 
She stayed there the next year as well (’AXxia0£vouq eviaoxdv = 
372/1). In the year of Phrasicleides (371/0) she moved back to 
Athens, shortly after the peace and the battle of Leuctra 
(5th of Hekatombaion).
xai ’AAxiottevouq] Herwerden's (Mn. 3 L 1875] 357) suggestion
xat <x6v etc ’ > ’AXxlaQlvouq, is not necessary: the structure
here is elliptical.
6* fjvJ Reiske first has noticed that 5£ here stands for ydp.
Denniston (169-70) says that 5 e standing for yap is quite usual 
in poetry but rare in prose, sometimes in an explanatory
parenthesis as here: see Lys.12,68; PI. Chrm. 153b.
o t ffeyape iq 5* orvEXeueepoi] This is the text given by the 
edition of Lambinus. SQ give oi p£v yap ^aav eXe60epoi, F oi
p£v ydp 6’aveXEOGepot, with MeyapEiq added in the margin. YrD
give oi p£v yap Meyapeiq aveXeu0Epot. (r repeats Meyapetq in the 
margin) The text which appears in our editions must be the right 
one; pev yap has no place in the text. Cobet (Novae Lectiones,
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530) arguing that the ending in -rjq for the nominative of plural 
existed in the texts of the orators, refers to the present 
passage and says that the initial reading here was Meyapfjq.
Meisterhans <Grammatlie3, 141) says that the form in -T)q is more
common until 350 B.C. Afterwards it is gradually substituted 
by the ending in - E i q  and its last appearance in inscriptions is 
in 325 B.C. The form Meyapfjq is also found on a fourth century 
inscription (CIA 2, 1676). Rennie adopts the form in -fjq
(IlXaxaifjq, 94) in the present sppech based on the evidence of 
S7. Thus, I find that the older form in -rjq is preferable, since 
some evidence leads us to it. I would restore the form Meyapeiq 
here, as the initial reading.
aveXeufiepoi xai pixpo\6yoii The Megarians had a bad reputation 
in antiquity: AG. 11,440: Meyapeiq Se ipeuyE navxaq* eiai yap
TiixpoC. Demosthenes twice calls them xaxdpaxoi(13, 32; 23,212).
In 23,212 he speaks about their arrogance. D.L. 6,41 says: ev
Meydpoiq iSwv xa p£v TipdPaxa xoiq 6£ppaaiv eaxemaap^va, xotiq Se
natSaq auxov yupvouq, ecpr), “XuaixeX^axepdv eaxiv Meyap€oq xpidv 
elvai f| ui6v“. cf. Ar. Ach. 729-835. A Delphic oracle given to 
the Megarians who asked in which position they are in the Greek 
world, has become a proverbial expression: AG. 14, 73 (cf. Parke,
The Delphic Oracle, 424): upeiq 6’ £ Meyapeiq, ouS£ xpCxoi,
ou6£ x€xapxoi / ouS£ 6ua>5£xaxoi, oux’ ev X6y<p oux’ev api0p$. cf. 
AG. 5, 6: xrjq S£ xaAaCvqq / vup<pr)q, £q Meyap^av, ou Xdyoq ou6 ’
ap i0p6q. Theocr. 14,48-9: apeq &£ ouxe Xdycp xivdq a£ioi oux’
api0pr|xoi / Suaxavoi Meyaprjeq otTipoxdxq* evi poCpg:. Sud. p 382:
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Meyapdwv a^ioi pepCSoq: avxt xou axipoi. xotouxoi yap oi
Meyapeiq Phot. Lex. s. v. Meyape iq; Apostol. 1,59; 17,53. Meyapduv
Sdxpua implying false tears, garlic was produced in Megara was 
another proverb: Hsch. p 483: MeyapdcDV Saxpoa: Soxei mXeiaxa
<pi3ea0ai ev xfj Meyapixfj ax6po6a, xaSdmep tpaaCv (e.g. Ar. Ach. 761- 
3; Sch. Pax 246). xai rtapoipia emi x£>v Trpoamo ir^ xwq 
5axpu6vxav. cf. Sud. p 383; Phot. s. v. Zen. 5,8; Diogenian. 6,34; 
Macar. 5,87. A verb peyapCCeiv is also attested: Sud. p 388:
peyap Caai: xa Meyapdwq 5oljdaai. Z x C X t i o v  yap o  <piX6ao<poq Meyapeuq 
qv xrjq 'EXXdSoq* oq xoaouxov eupqa i oXoy Cq< xai ao<piaxeCgc Tcpofjye 
xouq aXXooq, <oq pixpofi Serjaai naaav xrjv ‘EXXdSa a<popwaav eiq 
auxdv peyapCaai. Hsch. p 485: peyap C^ovxeq• Xipaxxovxeq [peydXa
X^yovxeq]. cf. Sud. p 384; Phot.s.v.
Pollux 2,124 defines pixpoXoyov as xdv eiq apyupiov aveXeuQepov.
= Hyp. fr. 255. cf. Thphr. Char. 10 MixpoXoyCaq and Ussher, The 
Characters of Theophrastus 103-111). About the connection of 
pixpoXoyCa with money see Thphr. 10, 13: xa pixpd xauxa noXXd
eaxt xou eviauxou. pixpoXdyoq means "stingy", in the sense that 
he is very careful even with the smallest spending.
There are several other passages, connecting pixpoXoyCa with 
aveXeuQep(a. PI. R. 486a identifies pixpoXoyCa with aveXeuQepCa; 
it contradicts the soul of a free person. In Arist. MM 1192 a 8 
ff. pixpoXoyCa is one of the kinds of aveXeuQepidxqq. Arist. (EN 
1107 b 8 ff. ) says about aveXeuSepCa, in connexion with 
financial matters: nepi 6£ 66oiv xPWJL(*',:fi>v xat Xfj\|riv peadx^q p£v
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eXeoQep idxrjq, umepPoXrj S£ xai eXXei\|iiq aacoxCa xai aveXeu0epCa 
... o 6' aveXei)0epoq ev pev Xrjvpe i uxepbdXXei ev 5£ npo^aei
eXXeCnei. In MM 1192 a 3 ff. says o x’ aveXeu0epoq ... o pi^ 
avaXCaxi»>v eiq a 6ei xai oaa 6ei xai oxe 6ei. Xenophon gives a 
rather moral definition (Cyr.Q, 4,32): x6 yap moXXa Soxouvxa
exeiv prj xax’ a£ Cav xrjq oucri'aq 9aivea0ai oipeXoGvxa xouq <pCXouq 
ave\eu0epCav epoiye Soxei mep itfmxe iv. How a word literally 
meaning "not free" eventually came to mean "niggardly" becomes 
clear from passages like Arist. EN 1122 a 8-11: x^pSouq yap
ap96xepoi Ttpaypaxeuovxai xai oveCSr) unopdvouaiv, xai oi p£v
xivSuvouq xouq peyCoxouq evexa xofi Xrjppaxoq, oi 5* amd x&v <pCXrnv 
xepSaCvoucri v, oiq e'6ei 6i6ovai. cf. also Arist. EN 1121 b 12 ff; 
Thphr. Char. 22 and Ussher, 184 ff.
37. i\ eipT“jvT) ... Aaxefiaipov Ciovl The orator refers to the piece
which ended the war which started two years before (cf. § 35
and com. ) and was signed in Sparta in the summer of 371 
according to which a) independence was granted to all Greek
cities, b) All garrisons had to be withdrawn, c) A general
disarmament was to be carried out. d) If one city broke the
terms whoever wished could help the victim of aggression. The 
Thebans then asked to sign on behalf of all Boeotians. The 
Athenians and the Spartans denied, af raid of the r ising of the 
Boeotian League. The Thebans did not sign the peace, making 
themselves liable to a possible attack by everybody. Athenians
ed
and Spartans withdrew their garrisons and arm forces, except 
the force under the king Kleombrotos, who was commanded to
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attack Thebes. Thus, the fragile peace lasted only twenty days. 
The battle in the field of Leuctra was a total destruction of 
the more numerous Spartan army and the only time in History the 
king was killed. For further details cf. Hammond History3, 
492-3; Pickard-Cambridge Demosthenes 52 ff. Ryder Koine Eirene 
58 ff. and esp. 127-30.
The present passage and D. S. 15, 150 inaccurately place this 
peace in the archonship of Phrasikleides (371/0) D. H. Lys. 12, 
dates it to the archonship of Alcisthenes (372/1) Plu. Cam. 19 
says that the battle of Leuctra took place on Hekatombaion 5 and 
in Ages. 28 ff says: SqXoi 5e t o  ctuv opyfj yEVEaSai axpaxEicxv
ExeCvrjv o xaipoq' xfj yap xexpaSi eni SExqi xou Ix ipo<pop i&voq 
ETCOiT'jaavxo xaq onovSaq ev AaxeScupovi, xrj 5£ 7t£pnxr) xou 
'Exaxoppaiwvoq f|xxfj0r}aav ev Aeuxxpoiq, l^ pep&v eixoai 
8 iayevopev£Dv. Xenophon's narration agrees with Plutarch 
(HG. 6,3, 18: the terms of the peace ff. ). Clinton first (Fasti
Hellenici, Oxford 1841, 122 and 335-6) pointed out that this
peace was signed in the last days of the archonship of 
Alcisthenes (372/1). Another peace-treaty was signed after the 
battle of Leuctra in Athens during the archonship of 
Phrasikleides (371/0). See Ryder 131-3.
xaxarydpEvov] Hude (NTF 7 [1885-71 292) proposed xaxayaydpEvov.
But the combination of the present participle with the aorist 
participles is not impossible. The present participle expresses 
duration, the aorist participle something instant, e.g. § 51:
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opyiaSclq xat rjyoupEvoq (Phrastor's wrath was temporary, but his 
oppinion permanent); 63: dnofr)<p iaap£vcov xai SiSdvxav (the
gennetai asked Phrst. to take an oath more than once), 64:
xaxay6jiEVov, as above; D. 49, 22: a<pixop£vou y&p *AXx£xou xat
’Idaovoq wq xoGxov xat xaxayopevmv eiq xrjv oixCav xfjv ev 
IlEipaiei (Alcetas and and Iason went to Timotheos' house to
stay). St. stayed in N's house in Megara for a longer period 
than a single visit. The orator points out that she was a
courtesan, perhaps implying that normally she offered her 
clients hospitality (exatpav ouaav). And the trust on her side 
and the deep feelings between them needed some time to develop. 
In this sense the transmitted text must be correct.
u0piv] In this paragraph especially from eni6i>jio6cra to ovxa, 
where the orator explains what N. said to St. , the narration is 
given from the point of view of Neaira.
EitiSofiaa] Reiske suggested etciS e ixvGaa, because N. would not
give away her goods, before she had St.'s assertion that they 
would move together to Athens. But the difficulty is not 
serious: the orator has reversed the sequence of the events, cf.
§ 45 UTCES^ a^xo.
auxi)] Hude (p. 292) proposed either auxi^  or auxdv, for auxfjv of 
the mss. The change of subject (exeivov 5£> and the fact that 
with auxfj the sense is better, make auxrj preferable. N. admitted
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that she had wronged him and this was one of the reasons to be 
af raid of him.
38. cpocnficraql Ap. points out the arrogance of St. cf. § 97:
<puar)0eCq; D. 13, 12 al.
xXaoaoiToJ Metaphorically used implies a kind of threat. 
Passages mainly from comedy show that in some cases physical 
violence is implied. In Ar. Pax thrice it is addressed to a slave 
<255-6; 262; 1277); (cf. also ib. 532-3). In Nub. 933 we find a
similar threat as in our text: xXauoei, xfjv xeip’rjv E7u{3dcX\r)q. A 
good example for the metaphorical sense of it is Av. 341-2: Ev.
tva pev ouv xXdoipi pEydXa / lie i. Tioq xXauaei ydp, rjv ye
xoxpdaXpcb ’xxoTifjq; (cf. Green, Birds, 111; Merry4 Birds, 22-23).
cnjrotTo] "AijroiTO is a correction of Cobet (Novae Lectiones, 
337), for ayoaxo of the mss. cf. xXauaoixo preceding; X. Cyr. 
3,1,3; An. 7,1,16; Goodwin, Syntax, 272-3. In direct speech, it 
would be xXaucrETai ei coj/exai.
cioti^ ov ... moitjamv] cf.com. § 55, about the procedure of the 
introduction to the phratry.
dSixi’joci] Rennie accepts the reading of SF'Q1; Blass, Murray and 
Gernet the reading of the other manuscripts ocStxfjooi. CFron the 
older scholars Reiske prefers atuljcci, Bekker and Schaefer a6ixfjffoi,3 Apart from 
that the participles (e^ ov, eiod^mv, rtoiT^ acov) are very
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difficult. The harmony of the period breaks quite early; after 
the conditional clause there does not follow a second o>q 
sentence but the unusual structure £q + participle: Goodwin
(Syntax 366-7) says that sometimes, after verbs of "saying" £q + 
participle (in nominative or accusative) follows and this 
structure in some cases approaches very near indirect discourse 
(cf. e. g. A. A. 672: X£youcriv qpocq mq oXmXdxocq; X. An. 1,3,15; wq
oxpaTTiYi'icrovTot epe pqSeiq Xey^ xco). On the other hand, Ktihner - 
Gerth (2, 544-5) give some cases in which wq + indicative is 
found in passages in which we have transition from the indirect 
to the direct speech: cf. eg. Isae. 6,22 etmov o t i , evxat>0a
noij'jaopai ti^ v xa<pjjv.
In the present passage Rennie's thought probably was that we 
have a transition from the indirect to the direct speech. The 
other editors feel that the sentence goes on in indirect speech 
to the end. I find that several elements in this sentence 
support Rennie's understanding: a) The conditional clause is
indirect; £q + participle the intermediate grade and aSixTjoei 
direct speech. b) £q is quite far away from aSixqaet, so 
afiix^ crei can gain its independence easily, especially when in 
the middle a clause with three participles - a totally different 
structure - intervenes, c) In paleographic terms the indicative 
was easier to be changed to optative under the influence of the 
preceding optatives by a grammarian, who did not understand 
this transition. It would be useful to add a parallel in which a 
transition of the same kind has taken place: X. An. 4,8,10:
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eXe£ev oSv Scvoipwv, oxi SoxoCq ... X<5xouq op0Couq Jioifjaaf q pdv 
yap <pdcXay£ 8 iacnta<70T')crexai eu0uq- xfj p£v yap avoSov, xfj Bi euoSov 
euprjaopev xd opoq. What I find common between Xenophon's 
passage and the present one is the strong degree of certainty 
which is given after the speech becomes direct: Xenophon is
absolutely sure that the phalanx will break, because the 
mountain is certainly impassable and the orator here presents 
Stephanos' affirmation to Neaira, that nobody will harm her, as 
definite. In this case we understand the reason of this 
transition: the indirect speech is not the best way for such an
explicit assurance to be expressed. [ Baiter, in order to make 
the passage easier, transfered aSixrfosi ... avdpconov exactly 
after afotro avxfjq: verum aptius nurjc opponuntur o QpvvCov. But
as I said, we do not need to transfer them.]
39. o v^l S gives ov. I would accept it if the mss gave 
oixiSiov, without the definite article; with xd oixCSiov we 
should have xd ov.
\fri0up lorfjv *Epprjvl For this strange epithet of Hermes very 
little is known. There is no reference to it in poetry (cf. 
Bruchmann Epitheta Deorum, Roscher Suppl. p. Ill) or elsewhere 
apart from some later sources (two of them certainly based on 
this passage):
1) Harp. 310,4: 'i'iGup iaxf|q ‘Epprjq: Aqpo<r6£vqq ev x$ xaxa
NeaCpaq. ^v xiq ’AGtjvqaiv‘Epprjq ouxrn xaXoupevoq. exipaxo 8’ 
A0r'jvr)cri xai \|/£0upoq ’A<ppo5ixq xai vEpmq \[/C0upoq (cf. Sud. i|r 100)
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2) Anecd. Bek. 317, 11: ^lOuploxqq. ‘Epprjq: aydXpaxa Eiaiv
’AQi^vqaiv 9i0upicrxou xai "Epwxoq xai ’A<ppo8Cxr)q xai 'Eppou, ancp 
Tipmxoq ETio £ qae 0qaeuq, xai OaiSpa eijuOupiae 0r)OEi xaxa 
‘IimoXtixou, 6ia0d\Xouaa auxdv fj ox i riapa xd xou 'Eppou ayaXpa 
7iopcuop£vouq xd cbrdppqxa auvxi0ea0ai xai 9i0upCCev aXXr'jXoiq TCEpi 
£v PouXovxai. (cf. Sud. \J/ 99).
3) Eust. com. Od. u 8: XP1! Y“P <&q Tc* TtoXXd, qauxwq e'xeiv auxdq. 
616 xai \|a0upou ’A9po8£xqq xaxa Ilauaavfav icpdv qv ’AGrjvqai xai 
Epmxoq 6€' ou xai Aqpocr0£vqq, 9qa£, pdpvqxai ev xcp xaxa NeaCpaq. 
exaXeixo 9aa£ 9C0upoq, 5ia xd xaq euxop£vaq auxfj xpoq xo oSq 
X^yeiv, onep eSqXou pev x P H vca puaxqp iaCecr0ai xd xoiauxa. oux ^v 
S£ ariEixoq, SqXouv xai xd 5eiv eTvai an£xeiv ‘cd xpaveq xa>v 
9©v£v, £v pdpoq xai xd Qpaoia yEXoiaaxixd.
Maussacus (in Harpocr. 2, 458-60, Dindorf) bases his explanation 
on Eustathios' comment and he believes that these deities were 
named so, because it was probably a custom in the mysteries of 
these deities to whisper. Immerwahr (Kulte und Mythen Arkadiens 
1, 69)also, relates the three deities and believes that this 
epithet has to do with an erotic quality of Hermes. Usener 
(G&t t emamen, 267) also takes the three deities together. 
Welcker (Griech. Gtitterlehre, 2, 460, 149) connects the epithet
\|/i0upiaxqq with SdXioq, a quite well known epithet of Hermes, 
with a wide mythical background. Radke (RE 23, 1414-1417)
concludes Psi thyristes ist - aktivish der Gott der dem Fragenden 
seinen Bescheid ins Ohr fliistert.
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The point is that the evidence is very limited. T. 1 is partly 
based on the present text and partly the existence of statues 
of the gods mentioned. T. 2 speaks about a statue of the god,
along with statues of Aphrodite and Eros, but all the rest of
the information is of no value, because it is merely a 
suggestion of the grammarian. T. 3 is obscure. There is a
reference to Pausanias: unless Eustathios misquotes a lost work
of Pausanias the whole comment is nonsense. Probably he 
remembered wrongly the sources for the whole point he wanted to 
make. A latin source, as well, (.Mercurius Sussurio, CIL 13, 12005} 
does not say much. I can easily accept the existence of a statue 
of the god at the location mentioned. But we really do not know
whether it was a standard epithet of the god, or that all that
we read in the lexicographers is an effort to explain the name 
of this location and the present passage. The name of the 
location could originate from a strange event already forgotten 
in the classical period. However, if it expressed a standard
quality of the god, I would think that it implies an erotic
quality of Hermes: the god who carries the secret messages of
lovers.
Ao>po8£oo tod *E\euaiv£ou] Member of a rich Athenian family,
trierarch around 366/5 and in 357. He and his brother appear as
witnesses in Isae. 3,22. An inscription was found in Eleusis
including the name G>tX£a<; Awpo0€ou ’EAeuaCvioq, who was probably 
his son (cf. Davies, APF, p. 174; Kirchner, PA, 4610).
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KAe ivojidxou] In D. 58, 42 we read that he brought together and 
eventually reconciled Demosthenes and Theocrines. The fact that 
Ap. mentions only his name here means that he was a well known 
personality. (PA, 8515)
rjv vovil rjv refers to otx£5iov (St's house, not Kleinomachos'), 
otherwise we cannot explain the imperfect above: o cruxa.
ZitCvBapoq] Probably the same person with ZnCvSapoq Eu0oi5\ou 
ripo0aA£aioq mentioned in D. 54, 7. <cf. Kirchner PA 12853 and 
12857).
ETCxdt pv&v] Information about the prices of houses in the fourth 
century is given in Boeckh Economy 1, 90 ff. They varied from 3 
to 120 minae. The house of a poor family in D.41,5 is valued at 
10 minae. In Isae. 11,44 a house costs 20 minae, in 6,33 a house 
is sold for 44 minae and in 5,29 a house is sold for 50 minae. 
The house of Demosthenes' family is valued at 30 minae and 
Pearson (Demosthenes, 116) points out the low value of the house 
In comparison to its contents (D. 27, 10). Pasion's luxurious 
house costed 100 minae (D. 45, 28) and in Plautus Mostell.
3,1,113 ff. a house of 120 minae is mentioned. The comparison 
with these prices shows that the price of the small house of 
Stephanos was very low.
evcxa] All manuscripts give ouv exa.  ouv Ex a as an alternative of 
EVExa is quite frequent in poetry. Sophocles' manuscripts, for
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example, give only ouvexa. In prose, however, it is rare. 
Khhner-Blass (2, 251-2) and Meisterhaus (GrammatiJc3, 216-7) are
doubtful about its existence outside poetry. Only here and in 
Th. 6, 56 all manuscripts give ouvexa. In some other passages 
some of the manuscripts give it: X. Cyr. 4,2,11 (ouvexa: HAG);
ib. 5,5,12 (ouv - CAEGH); D. 49, 36 (ouv-S); ib. 49,53 (ouv - SFQ; 
eiv- A). It is remarkable that in all the cases of a divided 
transmission, the older manuscripts give ouvexa. In the two 
cases also in which all manuscripts give ouvexa, some later 
manuscripts give evexa (Coisl. 339, here) I wonder whether it 
could be taken as a sign that ouvexa has been replaced by evexa 
in other places as well.
Hude proposed to replace ouvexa with ouv evexa (NTF, 7 [1885-7] 
292). 8’oSv would mean that the orator having expounded the 
details of this event, with these particles concentrates our 
attention on the reasons for which Stephanos took Neaira with 
him (cf. Denniston 460 ff.). This understanding of the text is 
quite good. Hude's suggestion thus seems to be quite attractive, 
and I would be inclined to accept it if I was convinced that 
ouvexa is unlikely to be used in prose. But, according to the 
existing evidence ouvexa should not be immediately excluded. 
Thus, although with reservation I am inclined to keep the 
raeding of the mss.
ateXeCaq] A quite technical and official word, (cf. com. § 
27). Ap. is sarcastic.
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xdi cnixVjSe ia3 Naber (Ffa. 32 [ 19043 39) thinks it is an
interpolation: qui locum interpolauit, verbum ipydCccrdai non
rectisslme intellexit. But for epy&Copcxi as a transitive verb in 
the sense "I earn" cf. e. g. X. Mem 2,8,2: xd awpa ixavdv etvoci
piaBou xd erciTT'jSeia epy&CeaBai.
o xi pt} ... xi Xd0oi3 Reiske proposed xiva instead of the second 
xi and Blass, although he is quite fond of Reiske's suggestion, 
alternatively proposed oxs instead of o xi. Rennie on the other 
hand, followed by Gernet, believes that the transmitted text is 
correct: at alterum verbo ovxoqxxvxfjoaq adhaeret. I agree the
transmitted text is correct; o xi at the beginning is adverbial 
(cf. LSJ o xi II).
fjyevl Anyone who tried to hale a free person into slavery was 
liable to arcaycoyri, or perhaps a ypacprj (Harrison Law 1, 178) if
the wrong seizure happened in the past and direct evidence no
longer existed, as Harrison has suggested, or OKpcupeoiq eiq 
e\eu0epCav (MacDowell Law 80): a friend of the wrongly enslaved
parson "removed him to freedom". The conditional master then 
could insist on his claim before the polemarch (xaxeyyufiv). The 
friend of the slave then, had to provide two persons as sureties 
that the slave would appear in the trial (5Cxq occpaip£aea>q or 
e£aip£o£aq: see Harp. s. v. ). The law-court decided the status of
the conditional slave and if he was convicted the person who 
removed him to freedom had to pay the value of the slave to the
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master (and probably return the slave) and an equal sum to the 
state as a fine.
Harrison (Law 1, 166) had the idea that anaymyf) was available in 
the case of attempted enslavement of an Athenian citizen; for 
other free persons the procedure was occpaCpeoiq eiq eXeu0epCav. 
Harrison (1, 178) also thought that aTCaywyTj was used when a penal 
charge against the conditional master was desired and a<poapeaiq 
when the important issue was only the freedom of the slave,
without any further complication; indeed, dnayoyq was a violent
and extreme action. I do not believe that dnaycDyrj (and possibly
YpoKpfj) was limited to the attempt of enslaving a citizen,
because this would mean that anybody could try to enslave all
free non Athenians, with no fear. Otherwise the distinction
between the two procedures is, I believe, as Harrison set it, 
St. chose dipcupeaiq, because the freedom of N. was more 
important for him, than the punishment of Phrynion. [F u r t h e r  
d i s c u s s i o n  in Harrison, ], 165-168 a nd 178-180, and N a c D o w e l 1 80 and notes)
Phrynion's passion led him to act directly and hale N. into 
slavery, although he knew that his action was not lawful, since 
Neaira was free. Stephanos with two friends of his, Glauketes 
and Aristokrates, as witnesses, summoned Phrynion to appear 
before the Polemarch. Phrynion either had to set Neaira free 
without any further claim or to follow him to the Polemarch,
which he did, and ask for sureties that she would be present in
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a trial which should decide her status. After this action and if 
sureties were provided he was obli^ged to let her go away.
40. fEapaXaB&v veavCaaouq] YrD give Xa|3mv. Parallels support the 
reading itapaXa0a>v: In PI. R. 369b we read: outgo 5fj apa
napaXapPdvov aXXoq aXXov, ex’aXX ou, xov 6’etc’ aXXou xPe^» 
noXXwv 6e6pevoi, noXXouq eiq pi'av ot'xqaiv dyeCpavxeq xoiviovouq 
t e  xat pot|0oi3q. cf. also. Hdt. 1,76; 7,150; Th. 1,111, al.
Were these veavCaxot citizens ? veavCaxoq can mean "servant" 
(cf. e. g. Luc. Alex. 53) like maiq. Phrynion did not need to ask 
citizens, for an illegal action. On the contrary, citizens would 
be rather unwilling to participate, and make themselves 
responsible for attempted enslavement of a free person. He 
rather needed strong young men to draw N. to his house, perhaps 
violently. Young mighty slaves were quite suitable for this 
purpose.
Aifjxqv KetpidSqvl There is no further evidence. This form of the 
name is a suggestion of Reiske. Instead of Airjxqv SYrD give 
6iqxqv, FQ afjxqv. Reiske’s suggestion is just a combination of 
the two forms. In PAwe do not find any other Athenian called 
Aifjxqq, a name which, as Reiske has already noted, comes from 
poetry (Medea's father, king of Aia: RE 942-4, Escher). There
are^two persons in PA named ’A^xqq and that is an alternative 
possibility here.
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All manuscripts give KipidSqv. Reiske corrected it. KcipidSai 
was a deme of Hippothontis and according to the map given in 
Whitehead's book The Demes of Attica, p. xxiii, it was close to 
the city. cf. also RE 11, 114-5, Bdlte.
MAPTYPIAD Only Westermann rejects the authenticity of this 
document:
1) He objects to the absence of any mention of the case; he 
finds that xocx£YYur|0nvai *s n°t enough to express the case for 
which he is called to testify. Staeker (De Litis, 42) answers 
that it was not necessary. I agree that probably no more words 
would be necessary since xax6YYu&v could make the judges 
understand the case.
2) The strongest argument for the authenticity of this text is 
the extra information it offers, not derived from the context. 
In the testimony we read the names of the three SUTvitiei - In § 
41, the orator presents Stephanos as the only assertor. 
Westermann takes it as an inconsistency. But Staeker (p.42) 
correctly says that the assertors had to be three. The orator 
gives only Stephanos' name in § 41, because he does not go to 
the trouble of giving details already known to the judges. 
Drerup (Urkunden, 344-45) is of the same o^pinion as Staeker. 
Since this is the only point in the text in which this 
informartion appears, I also find that this argument supports 
the authenticity of this text. This detail is difficult to be a 
product of fabrication.
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Besides, the names do not appear in the context. Stephanos' 
demotikon is attested only by the testimony (cf. Intrd. ch. 2). 
CSFQ give Evpoi<H6f)v, There is not Much informat ion about the snail dene of *Epoidt6ou, but 
the correct fori is ’Epoi66r|q (cf,/?£61, 483, Nilchofer), Threatte (Grammar, 495) denies 
that the form HEPOIAAO found in an inscription is the demotic eEpotd6riq. He believes that 
this forn nust be a nane (eHpuid6r)q?)] rXaux^xqq rXauxexoo Kicpqcrieijq was a 
member of Hagnotheus' thiasos in the early fourth century. His 
brother was probably a guarantor of the ships for Chalkis in 
341/0 (KXeoxdpqq rXaux£xou Kiipqateuq) and he paid a debt raised 
from this obligation. The complete name of Glauketes is retained 
on an inscription: (CIA 2, 804 B a 3; cf. Davies APF 89;
Kirchner, PA, 2954). Davies is mistaken when saying that Glauetes 
in the present text is called veavioxoq. If the veavCaxoi 
mentioned in § 40 were citizens they were friends of Phrynion; 
the eYYuqxaC, however, were friends of Stephanos and Stephanos 
himself was one of them. [About Kq<fKTta see RE II, 224-5, Boltel 
’ Ap laxoxpaxqq 4>t>crx Cwvoq OaXqpeuq, according to Kirchner (RhM, 40 
[ 1885] 382) grandson of ’ Ap icrxoxprixqq OaXqpeuq who was one of
the 'EXXqvoxapCai in 421/0. Davies (APF 60 I PA 1926]) suggests 
that probably the present Aristocrates was his nephew and not 
his grandson. He was a victorious choregus in tragedy at the 
Dionysia in 388/7. He was also honoured by the city for the 
tenure of a priesthood, in the early fourth century. [About <MXj}pov 
see RE 19,1663, WredeJ
This document is poor and quite informal. But the extra 
information which it offers and the fact that it is a testimony
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given by an authority (cf. Intrd. ch. 4 and the documents of § 
47, 61, 71, 123-4; > rather support its authenticity.
41. AiEYYOTl®e^aod Harp. 96, 10: AiEYYUTlaiv: avxi xou xax&axacrtv
eYYUT)',:&v Aqpoa0£vqq xaxa Tipoxpcixouq (D. 24, 73) ev 5d x§ xaxd 
NsaCpaq, el Yv11aioQ ° ^yoq, 9qcr£ “5 ieYYun®e‘•tTa STE9d:vou". 
xaxEYY^Srv applies to the potential master; SieyY^Sv to the 
person who acts on behalf of the person haled into slavery, cf. 
Isoc. 17, 14: xaxeYYu&vxo<; Y&P Meve££vou xpdq xdv xoX^papxov x6v
naiSa naa£av auxdv ... 8 lEYYUTjcraxo. D. H. 7,12 al. .
fj rcp6xepov3 FQ give xd Ttpdxepov. rcpoxcpov vaguely implies a 
contrast of the past to the present: § 51. 119. 122; xd
Tipdxepov is more specific (Isoc. 4,91; Isae. 11,23 al. ) In the 
present passage the orator's only intention is to state that 
Neaira charged more than before, xpdxepov works better in the 
context of a comparison.
peCCouq] The argument is strange: how did N. charge more because 
she was living with a man? And how many men wished to run the 
danger of an attack by Stephanos, when they could have a safer 
affair with another courtesan? This argument should be connected 
with what follows and the narration in §§ 64-71. Epainetos' case 
explains what the orator meant here: N. was a known courtesan in 
Athens. Sometimes, however, St. pretending to be her husband 
trapped ignorant persons accusing them for adultery and he 
extracted from them compensation. But how many times did St. use
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this device? Presumably not often; most likely the orator here 
exaggerates presenting it as an everyday practice.
eict rcpoaxfjpaxoq] The passages in which erri + dative, gives the
oo'fMfxr*')
meaning "with the excuse" are far more than the passages with
siti + genitive. The standard expression in the Corpus is etci
(xfj) 7rpo<pd<7£ i. (cf. e. g. 7,15; 16,25; 20,149; 22,48; 24,26. 143.
160; 33,2; 47,32; 59,105). The structure eni + genitive, on the
other hand, is found in Hdt. 7, 150: eni npotpdaioq; Isoc. 20, 13
etp’^ q TCpoqdaemq, al. ). The phrase eni npoaxfjpaxoq in the
a-
present passage is superflous, since caq + participle is enough 
to express that the reason given here is presented as a personal 
opinion of the subject of the leading verb, but not necessarily 
of the author (cf. Goodwin, Syntax 342-3). It is added for the 
sake of emphasis.
cruveauxo<pdrvxei] Murray (in LQEff) translates extorting blackmail: 
cf. § 68: auxo<pavx6)v t6v ’ErtaCvexov.
ou5£ N. ] Bekker correctly changed ouxe of the mss. to ou5£, 
because it comes after another negative particle (oux ujrrjpxev).
42. Zxeqxivtij) ou5£ NcaCpqcl In any household the man, not the 
woman, would be the one expected to support the family. In 
reality, however, according to the orator (here and in § 39, 67, 
al. > the whole family was living on N.'s immoral earnings.
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q SioCxqaiq oujfvif] Wolf defines the word SioCxqaiq as following: 
r\ Sandvrj, fj oi xocra rdv oixov rp€<povrai, Alias at 5r\p6<jiai 
npdooSoi hoc nomine intelliguntur. Unde oi ini % rjq S l OLxf j o s oq ,  
Videtur hoc xcnaxpt^oe i luxum mulierculae exaggerare. ooxvf| for 
"large" has to do with the routine-character of everyday 
expenses.
oicdx’ eSeiJ This is a suggestion of Lortzing <p. 67), adopted by 
Rennie and Gernet CLortzing says; ou6i;c 6£oi (scribe ?6ci) lotaov, The elision vas 
printed by Rennie!. Blass and Murray adopt the reading of the mss 
otc6xe 5£oi. Lortzing changed the transmitted reading because 
otc6xe + optative implies a repetitious action in the past, and 
he could not understand the action here as repetitious. But as I 
said before, the reference here is to routine, everyday expenses 
(q SioCxqoiq auxvr'j) and in this sense the action implied is 
repetitious. N. needed to worry every day about the supply of 
her household, ondxe S£oi is correct.
naiSdpia] rD give naiSCa. In § 50 YrD give natSCov against
naiSdpiov of the rest. TtouSdpia is lectio difficilior.
pepaGqxuta] D gives pepa0qxviav, adopted by Gernet. But auxfjv 
xp£<peiv, on which the accusative would depend is quite far. The
, t
nominative depends on fcTdUC'c^  <cf. com. ) which is closer. The 
nominative is preferable.
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auxfj] This is the reading of Qcorr. D. All the rest give auxr^ v. 
Wolf, Iurinus and Reiske (without the evidence of Qcorr. D) 
suggested <e i q > auxt|V. The dative is correct, cf. D. 35, 40.
43. ouxe y&p] Hude (NTF 7 [ 1885-7] 293) finds " o u x e " here, in 
the sense "xai yap °^" impossible and he proposes ou5£.
Lortzing (p. 63 ff. ) supports o u x e . Blass keeps o u x e , with
hesetation, followed by Rennie and Murray. Gernet adopts ouS£. 
There are some passages in which single o u x e  is attested: Arist. 
Ph. 208 a 5 ff.: xd aneipov eivai 5oxeT ou povov 5uvdpei ... 
o u x e  yap ... avayxaiov evepyei^ oateipov etvai aopa aia0T)xdv. 
Hdt.3, 155, 2 (a group of mss. gives o u x e ); L u c . Par. 27,53 al. 
Denniston (511) says that o u x e  only superficially appears single 
in these cases; in fact it follows a sort of negation which 
existed in what was said by the author before. In Aristotle's 
passage it follows ou povov. In this passage o u x e  is in fact 
connected in the mind of the orator with ouaia . . . Neatpqc, as if
he said ouxe yap ouaia unrjpxe Ixeqdvcp ou6£ NeaCpq:, ouxe and xfjq
JioXixeiaq TipoarjEi xi aux^. ouxe is possibly correct.
npoartjei] D adds ouSev after Xdyou. Wolf, without knowing D,
proposes <ou5£v> rcpoatfei. Hude (p. 293) finds the use of the 
neut^er adjective without an indefinite pronown very difficult 
and proposes to change xobxip (= xouxcpO to xdxc xi.
The difficulty with the transmitted text is that a£iov Xdyou is 
a supplement of a noun or pronoun; it cannot be itself the
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subject or the object: e.g.: Isoc. 6, 54, jiq5£ pCcxv a^ Ccxv
Xdyou cpaivecrBai pep.axrhJ-£V0Ci • lb* 12,75 i^ xxov 6’£7iaivoop£vc(> xfiv 
ouSev a£iov Xdyou 6 lonxErcpayp^ vov; b. 15, 135 al. In Isoc. 15, 62: 
x&v eupetv p£v ouS£v ouS’eitceiv a^iov Xdyou 6uvap£voov, we have 
zeugma. In the present passage it seems difficult, for a^iov
Xdyou to depend directly on TipoatjEi. The suggestion of Hude is 
also difficult, because xi would be quite far from mpoarjei and 
besides, the emphatic form of the pronoun fits well with the 
name. ouSev after Xoyou, as D gives it, is a good supplement. I 
only have some reservations based on paleographic grounds. D
seems to have quite a few interventions by an intelligent
grammarian and it adds words arbitrarily elsewhere, too, (cf. § 
70 auxrjv (Suvdpevoq> and Intrd. ch. 5). For that reason I am 
not entirely convinced that D preserves the original reading 
here. In paleographic terms, a much easier solution would be to 
add xi after rcpoarjei. The similarity with the ending of npoafjsi 
was perhaps the reason for xi to be omitted; the copyist of D 
realized that something is missing and added ouSev at the end of 
the sentence.
ou yip mu ... CTuxo^ drvxqq] The distinction between an "orator" 
and a "sycophant" is practically difficult, but in theory the 
lines are clear. A pi^ xcop (i.e. a politician), is a person who 
can play an important role in public life, represent the city as 
an ambassador, be elected as a general e. t.c. In D. 18, 246, the 
duties of the orator, as a political personality, are well 
described. A CTuxoqdvxqq is one who hires his citizenship rights
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to the service of anyone who can pay, or one who earns his
living by blackmailing rich and unprotected persons. Here I will
only give briefly some information about this typically Athenian
r
phenomenon. For futher details see the book of Lofberg, 
Sycophancy in Athens,
Several references from comedy (e.g. Ar. Ach. 904 ff. ) present
sycophants as a typical Athenian product. The organization of
the Athenian public life and law-courts assisted the
development of this phenomenon (see Lofberg, 1-2, 10 ff. ). The
way in which sycophants were working is well described by
Lofberg (48 ff). A sycophant was employed: 1) to bring suits
against personal or public enemies (e.g., St. prosecuted Ap. for
t
homicide, for political reasons: § 9-10); 2) to inroduce laws
and decrees; 3) to act as an advocate; 4) to serve as a witness; 
5) to bribe juries and ecclesiasts; 6) to influence the 
authorities; 7) to do work of more or less questionable nature, 
with which the persons who employed him did not wish to be 
directly connected, or which they were unable to perform.
Procedures, which secured that the successful prosecutor would 
have a part of the confiscated property, like ajtoYpcKprj,
indictment for purported marriage (cf. § 16, 52 and com. ) etc.
were prefered by sycophants, cf. Ar. Ach. 818 ff. D. 53, 1-2; 58,8 
Lofberg, 26 ff. 63-5; MacDowell, Law, 62 ff.
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Their activity, however, was not limited to these cases. 
Blackmail, i.e. taking advantage of the fear of some people to 
appear before the law-court, was a usual tactic: D.39,2: o
7taxr}p 6e ... apa pev cpoPoupevoq eiq 6 ixacrxt^ p i o v  eicri^ vai, pr^ 
xiq, ot ’ utt6 iroX i xeuop^vou, ex£pco8i 7iov XeXvitr]p£voq evxauGoi 
dmavTT^ae tev avxy. Some wealthy citizens paid to avoid the 
trouble: Lys. 24, 17: oi pev yap tiXovctioi xoiq XP,1M0:<TLV
e^Givouvxai xoOq xivSuvouq. Rich persons but not good in 
speeches, were an obvious target of the sycophants: Isoc. 21,5:
olpai 6r^ 7i&vxaq ei6£vai, o t  i paXicrxa auxo<pavxeTv emi^e ipouaiv oi 
X^yelv ptEV SeivoC, exovxeq 5i pr)5ev, xooq aSuvdxooq p£v eixeiv, 
ixavouq 5e xPT1PaTo: xeXeiv. Another good target were rich
-tcitizens, who had commited an offence: PI. Cri. 44e: KP\ eav av
evG£vSe e££X0r)q, ot avxo<pdvxai i^ piv TipdYpaxa 7rapExocri, <aq ot 
evGev5e exxXeyaaiv, xai avaYxaaGopev rj xai rcaaav xf|v oucrfav 
anopaXei'v t) av^vd xptlP-0^ 0 , H xa  ^aXXo xi Tipdq xouxoiq xaGeiv;
But blackmail was not a safe and easy thing: if the sycophant
lost a Ypatpr'j without securing the 1/5 of the votes he was fined 
1000 drachmas and probably suffered partial disfranchisement. 
For these reasons it was not always the best for a sycophant to 
take somebody to court; on the contrary, sycophants were easily 
bought off: PI. Cri. 45a: eneixa ovx °P9^ xovxovq xotiq
a u x o 9d v x a q  <aq euxeXeiq xai ouS£v av 6 € o i  e7i*auxo0q t ioXXou 
apYopCov; Theocrines sold out a case for two hundred drachmas 
CD. 58, 32).
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There is evidence about persons who gained enough money to live 
on sycophancy: And. 1,19; X. H. G. 2,3.12; Ar. Nu. 1451 ff. ; Ec. 
562-3 al. On the other hand politicians were not usually paid 
with the exception of some offices, for which direct payment 
existed: cf. e. g. X. Ath. 1, 3; Ar. Ach. 597 (Lamachos is called
p icrGotpx £Sr|q) al. But politicians could make large profits by 
indirect means: by being elected as generals they had the
opportunity to despoil the allies or the inimical areas: 
Demosthenes (2, 28-29) blames the leaders of Athens (oi 
e<peaxt]x6Teq) because they prefer to fight in Sigeion or 
Lampsakos, because they can despoil the ships, but they do not 
like to fight in Amphipolis, for free. (cf. also Ar. Ach. 597 
ff.). Aeschines (1,56) says that HegGsandros returned from the 
war rich: exu^e 5e tote auprrXe vcraq eic; 'EXXrjaitovxov xapiaq
Tipopax<t> x£> ’Ayapvsi crxpaxriYfjaavT i, xai ?Jxe Ssvpo
dmoXeXaoxriq, a>q XeyexaL, xfjq exelvou Eurj0£iaq, e^v ovx cXaxxouq 
t] oySofjxovxa pvaq apyupCou. (cf. Luc. DMeretr. 9). Legacies were 
another means of making profit. Ambassadors were paid by the 
state. Ar. Ach, 65-6, speaks about a lega^ j<*r<to Persia in which 
the ambassadors were paid for two drachmas a day, for 12 years. 
More realistic are the claims of Demosthenes (19, 231-2, al. )
for extensive bribery of the Athenian ambassadors by Philip.
The sycophantic activities of St. are summarized by the orator 
in napaPomvxwv . . . yvmpaiq. napaPooivxiov is a vague expression
indicating activity not "on" the tribunoit but "by" the tribun^ jJL
(rcapa x6 pfjpa). St. as a secondary figure was paid to make noise
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for or against proposals, but he was not a real participant in 
the debate. A 790:911 rcapavdpcov could effectively cancel a decree 
and result a heavy fine for the person who proposed the decree. 
Sycophants were paid by politicians to bring a decree before the 
court because it was supposed to be unconstitutional (ypc^op^viav 
pia0o6). 9aiv6vTCDV refers to the procedure used against trade­
off enders, known as 9aaiq. The successful prosecutor received 
half of the fine imposed on the offender. (MacDowell, Law 158- 
9). eni Ypoc9op£vo>v refers to cases in which significant 
politicians not wishing to undertake the risk or the 
resonsibility of a proposal, hired a sycophant to make the 
proposal under his name.
A sycophant earned money by exposing himself to many dangers. An 
orator earned money in a more safe and lawful way. Stephanos at 
least once was bribed (with 500 drachmas, if 6paxp2>v correct) 
to act as a sycophant (§ 10). After he met Kallistratos and
became a politician, it looks as if his financial status 
improved. In § 39 we read that Stephanos sold his.small house, 
obviously, to buy a larger one. In § 72 (aruvet>Tiopf\CTaq avaXmpdxiDv 
... xai xf)v apx^v nap’avxov npidpevoq) he appears to be quite 
well off.
im^ fteae] He became a flaterer (and agent) of Kalli start os; cf. 
D. 45, 63,65.
KaX\iaxpdx9 T9 *A9i5vaC9l See § 27.
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5i££ei|li] Ap. promises for a second time that he will enter into 
details later, but he never does: cf. § 20 SrjXckro) upiv,
upaqJ Only D preserves the correct reading upaq; all the rest 
give qpaq. Ap. nowhere claims that N. personally harmed him and
his family. In several passages he claims that she harmed the
city: cf. § 12, 14, 44, 74 al.
44. oux eX6tto] . Reiske says: id est ov pdvov ovx iXarxo.
Schaefer answers: Non male si sensum spectes. Sed cave cogites
de ellipsi.
xoutovi3 Reiske understood that xovxovi refers to Theomnestos. 
He translates: effecit, ut hie (Theomn. ) et ipsum (Stephanum
puta) et hanc (Neaeram) in indicium vocaret. Schaefer agrees. 
But the emphatic form xouxovi has a derogatory tone and is never 
used in the text for anybody else, apart from St. (cf. com. § 
14) Besides, Ap. does not mention Thmn. after § 16 (cf. com. 
ouvr^ yopov). He always speaks as if the prosecutor is himself, 
xouxovi should be taken with aoxdv following (himself: cf. LSJ,
auxdq, I, 7. ; PI. Ptg. 310e: xocoxa qxio auxa iva. . . ). It is a very 
emphatic way to say that the sycophantic activity of St. finally 
turned against himself, t SY give <m6Y, The copyists of SY, however, did not
realize that it is connected with fovxovt.l
xaxaaxfjoai] About uoieiv with infinitive KUhnei— Gerth (2,10) 
interprete: setze den fall, nehme an, wie latein. fac cum acc,
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c. Inf. (cf. X. Cyr. 6,2,29: q xaxd pixpdv rcapdXXafciq nacrav
Tiolei <puaiv UTtocp^ peiv xaq pexaPoAdq; LSJ, 2, 1, b: cause). FQ give 
xaxaoxrjoai accepted by Blass, Murray and Rennie. SYrD give 
xaxocaxqvai accepted by Gernet. The subject of xaxaaxfjaat would 
be ep£, The subject of xaxaoxfjvat would be auxdv xod xauxqv. 
xaxaaxfjvai would create a clumsy phrase in which St. would be 
the actual subject of both the verb and the infinitive, when N. 
would be the subject only of the infinitive. xaxaaxqoou is 
easier and preceding supports this understanding.
aoxou Trovi^ pCorv] Baiter and Sauppe adopt auxou. Rennie however is 
right, when saying sed avxov est "ipsius",
45-47] In these paragraphs the orator states how Phrynion and 
Stephanos settled their differences by private arbitration. Both 
parties had to agree to entrust their differences to someone 
else, usually three friends or relatives of the litigants, one
for each side and one agreed by both. The decision of the
arbitrators was binding, and a law of 400/399 regulated the 
procedure. In fact a case judged by an arbitrator could not be 
brought before the court Cpirj e i00707ipoc,; cf. Harrison, Law 
2,65). MacDowell (Law 203) speaking about the reasons which 
encouraged the establishment of private arbitration as a legal 
possibility, says that it was quicker and less troublesome than
'i*n
a normal trial. It resulted also less work for the law-courts. A
document quoted in D.21,94, was considered by some scholars to
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be the law of private arbitration. It is most likely fabricated 
(MacDowell Meidias 317-8).
Schodorf iGerichtssprache 39 ff. ) says that Siouxav was used in 
a public arbitration, for both litigants. enixpeTieiv xivi xf*|V 
Staixav was used in a private arbitration, since the litigants 
(or their friends) had to take the initiative, after an
agreement (Schodorf 41): cf. D. 34, 44; 40,43. Lys. 32, 2; Isoc.
17,19; 18,10. 14. Anecd. Bek. 277,20: ACaixav ercixp^neiv ’Axxixoq
aqpouvei xo pi^ 6ta Si'xrjc, aAXa 6id. cpiXCaq ini xivoq peaeyYUon
6iaXi3ea0ai xa eYx v^1iMcx'C0£* Sometimes xf|V Siaixav is omitted: cf.
D. 40, 39: emxp^rcetv xat Kdvovi xai &XX(p Siatxqxf], D. 40, 40; 33,14
al.
The character of private arbitration, however, as a legal 
procedure had some significant differences with a trial before 
the court:
1. The main purpose of a trial was to attribute justice, of an 
arbitration to give a decision which would satisfy both parties: 
even if the right was evidently on the one side the arbitrators 
usually tried to compromise the opponents, by making concessions 
which would eventually satisfy both sides. The appointment of 
three, not one, arbitrators is indicative: they were there
rather to discuss the whole issue and to present solutions 
towards the reconciliation of the litigants, than to decide who 
of them is right and who is wrong. The compromising and
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conciliatory character of private arbitration is clear in the 
present case. The arbitrators were common friends (oi 
STUTfjSe lot > and their decision was designed to satisfy 
everybody: Neaira gained her freedom but she had to share part
of her life with Phrynion. Stephanos would keep Neaira, but she 
had to stay with each one of them for equal spaces of time. 
Phrynion would have back his stolen goods and he could share the 
company of Neaira. The spirit of the verdict is expressed in the 
final phrase : ex xoG XoinoO xP^voo <pCXouq etvai aXXi^ Xoiq xai ptrj 
pvqaixaxeiv.
2. Persons not entitled to give evidence before a law-court, 
could testify before the arbitrators. Women, for example, could 
give evidence: in D.40,11 Plangon spoke after taking an oath
before the arbitrators and Neaira probably was present and spoke 
here: (axouaavtEq . . . TTSTipayp^ va, 46).
3. The whole atmosphere was different. The two litigants did not 
need to impress with a powerful speech an unknown audience. I 
imagivje the whole procedure more like a cross-examination. The 
arbitrators and the opponent could interrupt at any moment and 
ask questions or make remarks. Thus the scrutiny of the case was 
more rigorous and essential arguments could be more effective 
than a well designed speech.
45. xoCvuv] It resumes the thread of the narration after the 
digression of § 41-44.
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XaupCaq Aajnrcpeftq] His full name is Zaup Caq nu0oy^vouq 
Aapnxpebq. He was a victorious choregos for Erechtheis before 
the middle of the fourth century. Davies finds possible the 
identification of this person with a Saurias, epimeletes in 
Hephaistia on Lemnos in the middle of the fourth century. (APF\ 
488; PA, 12612).
h
Only S1 gives the correct form of te demotikon AapTtxpetiq; Scorr. 
and the rest give Aaprcpeuq. Threat te (Grammar 572) says that 
Aaprrxpeuq is occasionally simplified to AapnpeOq or sometimes to 
Aapxpeuq. Meisterhans (Granimat ikr3 79) explains Aapxpstiq as a 
result of the affinity to Xap.np6q. Aajixpai was a big deme of 
Erechtheis, consisting of two villages, the Aapnpat xa0ujcep0sv 
and the Aapnpcu umevepOev. The upper village is identified with 
the location nowadays named Aapnpixd at the east foot of south 
Hymettos. South of Lamprika on the coast, between Anargyrous and 
Thorai the lower village was situated. (.RE 12, 1, 592-3, Kock. ;
Eliot Coastal Hemes, ch. 5)
npooaipovvxail "to choose in addition". Besides Satyros and 
Saurias they chose Diogeiton; for this meaning cf. X. H. G. 
6, 2, 39; 2, 1, 16 al.
AioYetxova 'Axapv6al Kirchner identifies him with Diogeiton who 
was xapCaq iepcov xPTlfJL<^:‘Ta>v year 398/7. This is difficult:
even if he was in his twenties when he was elected treasurer, 
now he should be over eighty. More likely is the identification
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with a person with that name appearing in a naval inscription of 
377/6. (PA, 3794).
46. tsp$] An arbitration was usually held in a public place 
(MacDowell, Law, 208). In D. 33, 18 it is in 'H<pou(7T£ i o v  and in 
40,11 ev x§ AeX<piv£cp. In 47,12 a public arbitration is held in 
qXtcxioc: q yap Siaixa ev xfj qXiaCq: (oi y&p xfjv OivqSa xat
xqv ’Epex®n^a Siaixmvxeq evxauSa xa0qvxai). In this case it was 
a temple. Gernet suspected that the name of a god to whom the 
temple was dedicated has been omitted after tep§. Reiske 
believed that it was the Mqxp^ov. These conjectures are totally 
hypothetical.
yv6p.Tjv anef^vocvxo] "they gave a verdict": Poll. 11,129: arcdqxxcriq 
Si ETtt Siaixqxoo, qv xoct yvcoaiv xaXei Ar|poa0£vr|q (e.g. 33,22.
23). See also Schodorf, Gerichtssprache, 40-41.
Ev€p£ivorv auxfjl They accepted the verdict: cf. D. 40, 11. 31. 41
al. and Schodorf Gerichtssprache 42. Ap. trying to reduce the 
role of N. points out that the two parties accepted readily the 
decision, since their disagreement did not have a deep 
background (mept exaCpaq oucrqq auxoiq xqq 6iatpopaq).
v)p£pav nap*qp£pav] She had to stay with each one of them for 
equal spaces of time (cf. § 47: xdq taaq qji£paq t o o  pqvdq
nap’eaoxoiq e^ovxaq). *s v e r y difficult to imagine that
Neaira moved every morning to the other house.
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It is obvious that this arrangement could not last. The 
arbitrators tried to soften the wrath of Phrynion and to relax 
the situation with a temporary solution. Expecting however, 
that the situation may change soon they authorized provisionally 
any other arrangement agreed by both sides (edv 6£ . . elvoct). 
How long this arrangement lasted we do not know. But we never 
hear about Phrynion after § 48 and this could .be taken as a sign 
that either he died soon after or he gave up and let N. stay 
with St.
xtipia etvail This provision does not refer to all the terms of 
the conciliation but only to the arrangement about Neaira's 
residence. The provision does not come at the end, but in the 
middle, after the term which it concerns.
47. o2vl Fcorr. Q1 give p£v 5i}. The demanded sense is
transitional not oppositive but both readings can equally give 
this sense. Any preference is arbitrary: see Denniston p. 258 
ff. and 470 ff.
MAPTTPIA - AIAAAATAIJ Before coming to discuss the authenticity 
of these two documents we have to answer whether it was 
necessary to have two documents. Westermann impugning their 
authenticity asks why, since the witnesses were also the 
arbitrators, they did not summarize in their testimony the main 
points of the verdict (see Staeker, De Litis 44). Staeker 
mentions the opinion of previous scholars that the two texts
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could not be merged, cum pactio, simulac facta esset, ab
arbitris litteris mandate esset, but he does not accept this 
opinion: he believes that it was not necessary for the two 
documents to be separated, but the orator preferred to do it, 
because he thought that it sounds more convincing. The objection 
of Westermann is overstated. I would expect from a forger to 
simplify, not to complicate the case. If no sign in the text led 
a forger to separate them, it seems unlikely that he would do it 
himself.
Probably the arbitrators could include the terms of the 
SiocXXayat in their testimony, if they could not or they did not 
wish to produce the original document of their decision. But the 
suggestion of Staeker that Ap. prefered two separate documents 
for rhetorical effect, sounds shallow. I assume that after the 
conciliation a document was produced including the verdict of 
the arbitrators, which the litigants were bound to follow. This 
original document existed still when the trial was held. Ap. 
found it and presented it to the court, xdcq Si SiaXXay&q ...
’ArcoXXdSwpoq makes better sense if we understand that Ap. had 
the original document. This can explain well why two separate 
documents were read: one was the original text of the SiaXXayaC,
the other the affirmation by the witnesses.
The discussion about the authenticity of these documents, by all 
scholars is based on the second document, and either they accept 
or they reject the authenticity of both texts. They do not
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examine the possibility only one of them to be genuine and for 
that reason I examine them separately:
A') MAPTYPIA: 1) The names of the arbitrators are given by the 
orator (§45) so nothing new is added, but the informal and 
rather striking phrase for a forger AaxeSaipovCou aSeXcpdq is 
omitted. 2)The phrase Siaixqxcu yevdpevot contributes to the 
preciseness of this document. 3) The weightiest argument for the 
authenticity is that the two documents are separated. In
general, nothing in this document seems to be suspicious: it is
precise and appropriate to the case. Thus I would think that it 
is genuine. CYr add aptoti; after hfjUaUv. In i 70 ve find SiaUdtTom mo£>; , In 
the docuaents of S 47 and 71 ve find iiaMdteiv with the naaes of the litigants added, cf, 
also 0.52,21; o mot;, On the other hand, there are passages in which the object
of iiaXXfctcffru is oiitted; 0,24,91; xai Tiva; xai Ti|iepr|ad|jcvoi xai tiaXUfavfc;
(it is zeugaa); 48,3 pdchffta ptv iioitjifai xai cocpt^ a; qpSv ajifoitpev ijpa;
tcvtadai, In both cases the object is easily understood, as in this passage, avtot; is 
unecessary]
B) AIAAAATAI: Westermann objected to the omission of four of the 
five terms included in the AiocXXayaL Drerup (Urkunden, 345-6), 
trying to support its authenticity suggested that Ap. did not 
have the document which he read in the trial, when he published 
the speech, so he composed another one which he Included in the 
publication. Staeker (44) says that Apollodoros omitted the less 
important terms and mentioned only the most significant one.
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We can say with certainty that this is not the original text of 
the arbitrators. It should include all the terms (cf.§ 46), the 
names of the arbitrators and probably some technical details, 
the date, etc. For several reasons I would also exclude the 
possibility to be a partial quotation of it: 1) I think the
orator paraphrases the original document in § 46, from xr^ v p£v 
av0pomov . . . pvqaixaxeiv. The arrangement of the text there 
gives this impression. If this is correct, the document in § 47 
certainly cannot be part of the same text (xpqaOat exdxepov, for 
auvsivai Exax£pq>. xaq Taaq qp£paq xoC pqv6q, for qji£pav 
nap*qp£pav. av ... auYXttp^ttai, for sdcv 6i ... xupia etvai). 
2) xpna®ai* between a man and a woman, has a derogatory shade of 
meaning: "to use", with clear sexual implications, cf. Isae.
3,10; Hdt.2, 181. Between two men it does not necessarily have 
negative connotations; it can mean "to socialize" e.g. Isae. 
3, 19; 4, 26 al. An ambiguous shade of meaning is given in Aesch. 
1,194 sxspoi 5’ex twv axoXdaxmv xat xmv xoiq xoiotixoiq 
xexpqp^ vow and in 2, 164. In X. Mem. 1, 2, 29: KpitCav p£v xoCvov
aia0<5pevoq Eprnvxa Eu0i>6Yjpou xai xeiprnvxa xpna®at* ff sounds like 
a euphimism describing the sexual intentions of Critias. 
Xpqcr0at is also found in the document of § 71, where it
obviously comes from the context (§ 70: au Si xai x^xP1]0^ 1)* If
is also found in § 29, 33 and 108, referring to Neaira, and in § 
67 referring to her daughter, in all cases used in a derogatory 
sense and implying a sexual relationship. I doubt if an
offensive word like this could be used in a document intended to
be read in the law-court and I cannot believe that it would be
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used in the original text of the SiaMa-yccC. A text which 
intended to satisfy all sides could not be offensive against N.
I cannot also accept Drerup's suggestion that this text was 
composed by Ap. at the stage of the publication because one 
would expect of a text composed by Ap. to have some 
similarities with the narration. It seems unlikely that 
Apollodoros himself composed a so elliptical text.
x&q taaq q/idpaq xou jJtqvdq sounds like a misunderstanding of 
qp£pav nap * qp£pocv. Kirchner (RhM 40 C 1885] 382) pushes this
argument: Neaira stayed 15 days with each one of them for the
months with 30 days and 14 J^ days for the months with 29 days. I 
find Drerup's answer reasonable: Im Hinblick auf die hohlen
Monate nicht wdrtlich zu nehmen sind: ich glaube nicht dass die 
Schiedsrichtereine astronomische Genauigkeit beabsichtigte. The
purpose of the arbitrators was to define that she should spend 
her life with each one of them for roughly equal spaces of time. 
It seems that the person who composed this document understood 
qji£pav map’ qp£pav in the same way as Kirchner
Most likely only the first document was included in the
published text. Since the witnesses acted on behalf of the
state, the publisher decided to include their testimony, but he 
did not think it was necessary, to repeat the text of the
AiaXXayal, because they were already known to the readers and he 
had one more reason to omit it if it was paraphrased in 8 46. In
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later times a grammarian fabricated the missing document, 
including only the most striking term auveivai 6* exaxgpqi ...
46. &m)XXaY>i£voL JJaarv] Not cum discessisent, as Reiske and Hude 
understood, but "after they became reconciled", cf. PI. Lg. : xoiq 
8uvap£voiq p^xe ev xoiq Ye x^oaL pYjxe cv xoiq (puXextxotq 
SixaaxqpCoiq arcaXXdxxEaOai. ibid. 915c: lav pi^ rcpdxepov
amaXXdxxmvxai Ttpdq aXXfJXouq x©v lyxXqpdxov. D. 38. 1: ncpi Sv oh/
xiq atpstq xai amaXXd^aq ndXiv SixdCqxat. D. 38, 9; 48,7;
ot xapdvxeq] Reiske correctly understood ii qui utrique 
advocati in arbitraru et in toto illo content ioso negotio 
fuissent. oi map6vxeq means "the supporters" (cf. LSJ, mdpcipi, 
I, 4.)
nept IxaCpotq ouaqq ocuxoiq xqq fiioapopaq] As fighting over 
courtesans, as a sign of virility between younger men 
especially, was not unusual, it was not considered to be a good 
reason for bad feelings: Lys.3, 43: oooi ... nepi IxaCpaq
pax6pevoi ... IneiSdv 0£Xxiov (ppovi'jaaxii, anaai pExep£Xei. 
D. 54, 14: ot* av0pcorcoi v£oi ... nsTioCqvxai ... xai noXXdxiq nepi
IxaCpaq xai EiXr)<p£vai xai 5e6©x£vai nXqy^Q* xo^  xaux’Etvai v€o&v 
<5tv0pconmv. cf. Isae. 3,13; Lys. 4,19; Luc. DMeretr. 9,5; 15,1-2;
Athen. 555 a; 584 c; 607 d-e al.
f{aavl This form is a suggestion of Dindorf, accepted by all 
scholars, for fjecrav of the mss. The regular Attic form is flaav.
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According to LSJ, the oldest certain evidence for fjcaav is 
Arist. Ath. 32,1. Ap. may have adopted another novelty: fteaav is 
possibly correct.
oredxsl Reiske proposed ondxepoi: uter tandem eorum, sive
Stephanus, sive Phrynio, haberet secum Neairam. cf. also exotev 
following. Reiske's suggestion is ingenious, but 6tc6xs is 
supported by the text of the document; xai oti6xe .... p^uvCcovi.
cn>v6vxaq] FypQyp give xapdvxaq: <jvv6vxaq would be easier to be
corrupted, after the previous xapdvxeq.
EuflouXov Opo0aXCaiovJ One of the most well known politicians in 
Athens. His full name is EugouXoq ErcivSdpou npofJaXCoioq. In the 
decade after 355, being an officer xcov etii xd 0empix<5v, he 
brought under his control the Athenian economy and he followed a 
low-spending policy with success. His political ideal was that 
the power of the city should be concentrated on the essential 
Issues and he dreamt of a Panhellenic Peace. After 346, being a 
supporter of Philocrates' peace, he came into conflict with 
Demosthenes but he remained a dominant politician until 343-2. 
After 342 the anti-Macedonian party won. After Chaeroneia he 
disappears from the political stage and by 330 he was dead. See 
also the brief note by Cawkwell in OCD and the article of 
Cawkwell Eubulus JHS 83 1 19633 47-67; PA, 5369, al.
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npo36Xiv0oq was a deme of Pandionis, south of Marathon, close to 
the location nowadays named N£a Mdcxpq. (cf. RE 23, 34 ff. Ernst
Meyer). The demotikon (RE col. 34) is IlpoPaXCaioq; in Phot. Bibl. 
490 b 27 it is IIpoBaXotiatoqand in Plu. Aeschines 5
npofJaXXotiaioq. Steph. Byz. s. v. in the Aldina gives IIpo|3aXCv8 toq.
Here the correct form IIpoPaXCcTiov (and -oq later on) is given by
YrD; SFQ give IIpoPaXE Caiov.
AioxeCOqv MeXtx£a] He was a member of a naval symmory between 
356 and 340 (cf.Davies APF 160; PA, 4322).
Kxifomva ex Kepap£av3 According to Davies (APF 338; PA 8908 = 
8910 his full name is Kti'jamv <Dpi5vou ex Kepap£av. A Ktqofrnv 
4>pi3vo(u) ex Kepaplmv is named c. 380 in a diadikasia. Davies
identifies him with the present Kxi^ amv. His son L....7.... 3
axqq Kxi'jaavoq ex Kepap£o)v proposed a decree in 319/8 and his 
daughter Phanomache married a man with property in Ikaria, with 
a dowry of 3000 dr. (cf. Davies.loc,c. ),
The deme of Kepapeiq belonged to the Akamantis tribe (cf. 
RE, 5, 67).
MAPTYPEI3 Although there is no strong argument for or against 
the authenticity of the present document, I think it is 
fabricated, along with the other private documents (Intrd. ch. 
4). xai ox6xe ... ®puvC<ovt seems to be derived from the context 
and no information is added.
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at icepi N. 3 cf. § 47 q SiaXXayfj ncpl NeaCpaq, but Isoc. 4,94 xdcq 
SiaXXay&q xdq npdq xotiq PapPdpooq.
<tuji.k Cve ivl Westermann proposed aupmeiv, because of the
preceding cuvSeiTivqaai. But cf. § 28 papxupEi EevoxXefSqv xai 
auxdv ptcr0d><jaa0ai N£aipav ev KopCvO^ ... xat oupnlvetv. noXXdxiq 
ouvSe iTivqaai implies that she was many times present at 
banquets; aupxlvEiv implies that she was always there drinking 
with them. (cf. com. § 37 xaxay6pevov)
49. 5lql Once to Nikarete (§ 18-19) and once to Eukrates and 
Timanoridas (§ 29). By Phrynion she was liberated (§ 32).
xouxovi3 YD omit xouxovi. auxdv is quite emphatic by itself (cf. 
§ 119: oux * auxdv Ix^avov oux’ aXXov). xouxovi, however,
stresses that Stephanos himself will prove that Neaira is a 
foreigner, (cf. § 44: xouxovi TiEiioCqxev auxdv)
50. naiSdpiovl SFQ give naiSdpiov: the rest of the mss naiSCov: 
cf. com. § 42. How old was Phano, when she was brought to 
Athens? The orator speaking in § 35 about N.'s escape does not
mention any children. But he enters into details and one would
Him 1 i>GzxL
expect to mention them, if any. So, according to Ap. (§ 36) N.
gave birth to three children in 2 years. Perhaps she had twins.
Provided that this is the truth, Phano must have been borne
between the years 373-371 (§36) in Megara and when she was
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brought to Athens she was one or two years old. (cf. Wallace, 
Areopagos, 254, n. 65)
p.ixp6vl There is a difficulty in this sentence: ej(eiv with
predicate means "to keep in condition" (cf. LSJ A. II. 3). This 
meaning is not suitable here. The desired sense is that, when 
Neaira came to Stephanos, Phano was a small child. This meaning 
would be better given, if ov was added, after pixpdv.
ZxpuPYjXqvJ Athen. 594a gives ZxpopP^Xqv; but cf. § 18. Reiske 
prefers ZxpoBoXqv or Zxpop/jAqv from axp£(pe<T0ai: servorum est et 
ancillarum, ut sint cuoxpeipeTq, agiles, versatiles. Wolf 
proposed ZxpoPCXqv a nuce pinea. The name, as it appears in the 
mss, is of obscure etymology. The relation with axp£<peo0ai is 
possible. Perhaps it was a servile name. A slave character in 
Plautus Aulularia is named Strobilus. The Greek equivalent must 
be ZxpdPiXoq, fem. ZxpoPCXq and this could be a possibility 
here.
Qpdoxopi AiyiXeiJ There is no further evidence. Here every 
action of Phrastor is portrayed through an analysis of his 
character. He was a hard worker and had suceeded to amass some 
property by leading a simple life (50) [Ve can take in idea of how this 
illusion sounded to the audience judges by comparing it with the way in which Aristophanes 
creates the character of Dikaiopolis in the 'Acharnians1 and the discussion by Ussher (The 
Chine ter s of Theophnsius p. 55 ff.) on Theophr, character 4. *AtpoiK Phrastor was 
a person of strict morals (§ 50-51): he is presented as a
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husband of significant severity and integrity; he refuses to 
take a false oath (§ 60); he demands obedience from his wife; he 
is shocked by her morals and he cannot bear the idea of being 
defrauded by Stephanos.
Ph. was an inflexible person who did not hesitate to break the 
law and with old the dowry since he felt that he has been
deceived <§52>; who divorced his wife, being pregnant; who chose 
blackmail as a means to persuade Stephanos and avoid trials (52- 
53). His relationship with his wife was not inspired by any kind 
of emotions but by Xoytapdv avGpmmivov xai Eix6xa (57). Despite 
differences in the conception of marital relationships, between 
modern readers and an Athenian audience, the character of 
Phrastor is yet unattractive,. rcdsttojSympathy,
to a certain extent, for Phano. That is why I believe, Ap. did 
not how to present this man. He only said what he
believed about Phrastor.
Athenaios (594 a) gives Ai'yiocXeuq. The name of the deme was
AiYiXidc and it was a middle size deme of Antiochis, on the south
coast, by Anaphlystos. The demotikon is AlyiXieuc; (cf. RE 1,962,
Milchoefer). Athenaios’ mistake is perhaps owed to confusion 
with the well known mythical and real name AtYLaXeuq (cf. RE 1, 
956-7 Hoefer-Wilhelm).
rcpotxa ... pvaq] The technical term is npoixa eniSi56vai 
(cf. Isae. 1,39; 2,3.5; 3,8 etc). For this expression Harrison
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(Law, 1,49) explains that in this context the force of the
dative is rather 'for the woman' than 'to the woman' cf. also 
Isae. 2,5: xpoixa eXocfJev Ini xrj aSeXcpfi. Dowry was not a legal
requirement (e.g. Lys. 19,14; Isae. 3,29; 35-6) but even the
poorest citizen would give a dowry to his daughter. It was a
financial contribution to the new otxoq, and a security that the
husband cannot divorse his wife easily, since along with her, he 
had to return her dowry (cf. § 51 ff. ). A number of studies 
investigate in details this institution: Erdmann, Die Ehe, 300
ff. ; Lacey Family 109-10; Harrison, Law 1, 45 ff; Wolff Trditio 2 
[19441 43-95; Wolff, RE 23 C 1957] 133-70; Croix, CR 20 C19701
273-6 al.
Boeckh Economy 2, 283 says that even the poorest Athenians would 
give a sum of 10 minae to their daughters as a dowry (Isae. 
6,8). A dowry of twenty minae is mentioned in Isae. 2,5 and a 
dowry of 25 minae is given to a bridegroom, whose arcopCa is 
pointed out some lines afterwards (Isae. 8,8). A man in Lys.
16, 10 gives a dowry of 30 minae to each one of his two sisters.
A dowry of 40 minae is mentioned in D.41, 6 and in Lys. 32,6 a 
person who was to join the army, left in his testament 1 talent
for his wife and one for his daughter. 1 talent is also the
dowry in D.40, 6. Demosthenes' sister was sponsored with a dowry 
of 2 talents. Boeckh considers the references to dowries of 5 or 
10 talents, mentioned in comedy, to be a comical exaggeration. 
Phano’s dowry was rather averege one. The 10 minae given by 
Epainetos in § 70 for the dowry of Phano was not the total sum,
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but a contribution (§ 69 cn>p8aX£a0ai; § 70 ^tXCaq 6p.
e laevEyxetv),
axpiP&q ... auveXetyp^vov] Wolf understands qui rem familiarem 
accurate instruxisset\ Taylor: qui mult a cum diligentia victum
quaeritabat. Schaefer accepts Reiske*s interpretation: qui
substantiolae quicquid esset misera cum diligentia et parsimonia 
collegisset, quod vix tuendae vitae sufficiat, ut recreationi et 
elegantiae delicilisque nihil supersit, which I also prefer. 
(About axpL0&q cf. § 15).
qjiCaxaxol "to know how to live in a certain way of living" e.g. 
Isoc. 6,37: xoOq xdq Euxux^aq pexpCoq <p£peiv ETuaxap^vouq.
15,27: qjiioxdprjv ydp auxdq pgv Eiq xotiq aXXooq E^apapxdvEiv
pr)S£v.
apgoxsivl Wolf's translation is good: "Phrastoris delectari
moribus". Murray translates "to adjust herself to Phrastor*s 
ways", cf. also. D. 61, 19.
O^i'CEi’] Wolf comments: nisi forte placeat i^^Kov, nam iZtfxet. . . . 
elienum est huic loco. Hartmann (Mn. 44 1 19163 372) also
supported this proposal. Rennie answers sed est desiderabat. 
Reiske translated quaerebat, desiderabat, sectabatur. e. g. 
D. 14,30: o p€v yc XPU(T^ °V» ••• fiyei rcoXi). xouxo 6*&v 5iaS<p
Cqxfjaei. S. OT 659: £pol Cqxav oXE0pov al.
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51. xoapCav] Arist. Pol. 1277 b 21ff: 6d|ai y&p av etvai .... yvvVj 
XdXoq, et out© xoapCa eir) ©axep o avi^ p o aya0dq. In our passage 
since xocrpCav is linked with o u t  ’e0€Xooaav auxou axpoaa0ai we 
must understand it as opposed to of XdXoq, a woman who 
continuously dares to bring objections, who raises her voice in 
front of her husband, who speaks and acts as she pleases.
t6 $€ np&tov ... opvicr®c*S ^ e  number of the proposals for
the improvement of this passage, reflects its difficulty. The 
text of the mss. xd p£v rcpmxov E^q7iax^0r) ... opyiaOeCq 6’is 
unsatisfactory for two reasons. 1) pdv being connected with 
Tipmxov, does not have a corresponding 6d, balancing the 
temporal sense of Ttp&xov. 2) the orator starts analysing Ph.'s 
psychology and then suddenly he turns to the events after xp©xov 
p€v. The scholars have tried in many ways to improve the text:
Wolf added xai before rcp&xov (xai xd pdv mpcoxov e£ . . , oxe .... 
considering the sentence x6 p£v tip. e£. to be an oxi sentence 
and what is included in the passage from x6 pdv to ouvoixrjom be 
the second difficulty of the transmitted text, but the first and 
most important still remains.
Taylor adopted a violent solution. He found in the margin of the 
edition of Lambinus xd pdv rcp&xov EtjanaxqOe iq fja0exo and the 
alternative reading xd pdv rcpmxov e6e ivondOrjCTEV, oxi. Without 
disapproving the first reading, he prefers the second.
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Reiske agreed that something is missing here, like xd pdv mp&xov 
eauTcp epdp<pexo, oxi e^ qnaxf)0r|, but finally following the mss, 
prints xd pdv n. e£, ox ,t|YYu«'coi followed also by Bekker.
S<aager (Diar. Classic. LXI. p. 66 ff.) considers this part from xd 
pdv ..... oovoixqaai, to be parenthetic, he puts it in brackets 
and he adds ydp after pev. His text is: (xd pdv <y&p> ....
6x’qYYu®TO ••• cruvoixfjoai>•
Schaefer says parum placet ilia parenthesis. He returns to
Wolf's understanding that the passage from xd pdv ....
ouvoixrjom expresses an idea of Ph. and it does not narrate the 
events. But the way in which he adapts this understanding to the 
text is simpler and safer than Wolf's: he just changes pdv to
fid. Schaefer's version although accepted by all modern editors, 
leaves an anacolouthon in the text: fid after opyicrOeiq can not 
be connected with the previous fid; I think that fid after 
opyio-Oetq should be deleted, because opyioOeiq is not really 
connected with what precedes, but with qyoupevoq following, erct 
xoiixotq ancroiv makes clear that all the previous specify 
opyitfQelq and that it is not connected with them in apposition . 
If this fid was added by mistake, then somebody who thought that 
it goes with what precedes changed fid before npfixov to pdv to 
make this fid correspond to it.
ikrtfjq auxi\vJ Schaefer deleted auxfjv. Hude (NTF 7 (1885-7) 2943 
agrees and Rennie is fond of this proposal, although finally he 
does not adopt it. I do not agree. In the text we have a sudden
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change of subjects: subject of XapfJdcvmv Phrastor, of o8oav is
auTi^ v (Phano). For the same reason Hude's alternative suggestion 
to transfer au-i^ v post Zxetpdcvou 0u*yax^pa should be rejected.
£x06X.\el] More that one verbs mean Mto divorce": 6cKon£\niE lv
seems to be the most mild, the most official one, because it was 
probably included in the text of the law, paraphrased in § 52 
and used by Theogenes before the Areopagos (§ 82) CThe noun ri|v 
otf6ncpfiv is used, vhen the orator explains what did the yevvhtou know about the case (§ 
59)3. cf. also Poll. 3,46. exjt^pneiv (to send away) is slightly 
stronger: cf. § 55, 56, Lys. 14,28; Isae. 3,35. 36). ex{3&XXsLv
(to throw off) is the harshest of all: it is found thrice in the 
text, always with negative connotations: in § 51 the verb is
followed by the information that Phrastor did not return the
dowry; in § 63 it is stated that he did so after he was told
that she was not a citizen; in § 83 it is followed by the
information that Theogenes expelled also St. from the council; 
cf. § 86 and And. 1, 125. ocnoXe Cxe iv is used when the initiative 
for the divorce belongs to the woman: cf. D.30,15; 17,31 al. and
Pollux 3, 46. t Schodorf's discussion in 6erichtsprache 69-70, is not accurate]. See
also Harrison Law, 1, 40.
oux ano5 ISoai] MacDowell (Law, 88) states that if a marriage was 
terminated by divorce, for whatever reason, the dowry had to be 
returned. Harrison (Law 1,55) discussing the present passage, 
believes as well, that Ph. did not have the right to keep the
dowry, even if St. had acted fraudulently, because Ph. did not
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need to Indict St. and blackmail him; it would be enough to 
plead that he was entitled to keep the dowry.
52. oCxoul After the dissolution of a marriage, the whole sum of 
the dowry, had to go with the woman to the xtipioq who would be 
responsible for her maintenance. If the husband refused to 
return the dowry, for any reason, he could be prosecuted with a 
SCxrj rcpoixdq. If the man was unwilling or unable to return the 
whole sum of the dowry, at once meanwhile he had to pay interest 
18 per cent, on the withheld capital of the dowry, due from the 
day the marriage was terminated and until the day the entire sum 
was returned, (cf. com. en’ evv£* ofioXoiq), for the maintenance 
of the woman (cf. MacDowell, Law 88-9): Sud. o 503 (= Phot,
s. v. ): aCxou SCxr^ : oxav aTtoSixeiv rcoiTjoap^ vr) rcpdq xdv av5pa
8ta xou apxovxoq rj xai urtd xou av5p6q exTrep<p0etoa ptrj arcoXapP&vfl 
xt^ v Ttpoixa xai StaY^vrjxai xP^voq xa  ^ SCxrjv eia&YI) auxdv xai
(SataixEi xf|v rcpoixa xai xaq xpo<pdq a<p’ ^q ainYXX&Y1! *1P^ Pa<i» ocuxr) 
xaXsixat 6Cxt) aCxou (cf. Poll. 8,33). Harp. s. v. : Zixoq: aixoq
xaXetxaL r\ 6i8op£vT) npdcroSoq e iq xpo<pr}v xaiq yuv0[1^ v *coiq 
optpavoiq, 4>q e£ aXXmv paGeiv ectxi  xai ex xou 26Xmvoq a' atjovoq 
xai e x  xrjq ’AplaxoxdXouq ’A0rjvaCa>v noXixsiaq (56,7); Isae. 3,9. 
78; D. 27, 15; 28,11; 40 passim. C The nss add tfa vpoix6q after ’fikiov.
Salnasius (according to Rennie), correctly deleted these words, Seager (Diar.Class, LKI 
p.67) proposed *Qi6c?ov ({) tijq wpoix6q; but this case was a £(ki) clxoo (§ 52)].
£n*evv6 *of)oXoiq] The phrase belongs to the text of the law 
paraphrased here; cf. D. 27, 17: o p£v vdpoq xeXeuel xf)v
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TcpoLK *6q)E CXe iv Ert'evvg' ofioXoiq. The interest is 9 obols (life 
dr. ) per mna per month (D. 53, 13). This makes 18 per cent per 
year, a rather high interest, probably intending to avert the 
ex-husband from keeping the dowry for a long time (Wyse, Isaeus, 
296-7; Harrison, Law, 1,57; MacDowell, Law 89)
’QiSsiovJ A small roofed theatre for musical competitions (thus 
named ’QiSetov), at the south-east foot of Acropolis. The fact 
that it was the first roofed theatre, was the reason why from 
the late antiquity (e.g. Pausanias) onwards all roofed theatres 
were called 'QiSeiov. Plutarch (Per. 13,5-6) says that Pericles 
has built and ornamented it and describes the building: xd 8’
'QiSeiov xfj pdv evxdq 6ia06oei TcoXUeSpov xai jioXuctxuXov, xf} 
8 * Ep£\|/E i 7repixXiv6q xai xaxdvxeq ex piaq xopuq>qq xetio irjpgvov 
(cf. Vitr. 5, 9).
There is evidence that it was used for other assemblages and 
especially as a law-court: Ar. V. 1109; Anecd. Bek. 318, 1: 'QiSeiov
.... ev £ xai 6ixacrxT^ piov ?jv ctCxoo. Poll. 8,33 xdq S'eni x<p 
aCx<p ev 'QiSeCcp cSixaCov oixoq 86 ectxiv at cxpeiXdpevai xpotpaC. 
Sud. <b 18: 'QiSeiov: 'AOt'jvqCTiv GXTnep 06axpov, o KEnoCqxEv, rnq
(paai, nepixXfjq eiq xd eti iSe £xvua0ai xoOq pouotxodq .... ectxi 86 
ev auxcp SixaCTXt^ piov xou 'Apxovxoq. (See also MacDowell, Wasps 
274). CS wrongly gives clff66iov3
*A0i)va(^  ovxi] The mss give *A0rjvaiov 8vxa. 'A0Tjva£q> ovxi 
appears in the margin of the edition of Lamblnus. The accusative
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alludes to Stephanos, the dative to Phrastor. cf. § 50, 62 and 
OoYcrt^pa following. The dative is correct.
N0M0ZJ About the authenticity and the content of this document, 
see the discussion in § 16.
ex5$3 FQ give ex8i5$, accepted by Hude (NTF 7 f 1885-7] 294). But 
the reference here is not to something repetitious.
53. qYY1JTlx^vaL The reading of the mss £YYeYl>11x^vai
mistaken. (A similar mistake in Isae. 3,40.45 D. 41,16). cf. 
Chantraine, 309 s. v. Reiske proposed to delete xod or to
change the infinitive ruep itcecteiv to TiepiTieo-Ei (which is not
grammatically correct; the correct form rcep ixecte ixai would be 
quite different from the transmitted text). Schaefer agrees with 
Reiske that xai must be deleted. Blass and Murray accept
Reiske's suggestion in their text.
On the other hand, Saeger (Diar. Classic. LXI p.67) supports the 
transmitted text and explains: xai .... QqpCaiq est vel ultimis
suppliciis. Hude also (p. 294) supports xa(: vi enim intendensi
praedita satis frequenter ante superlativos ponitur (vel ultimis 
suppliciis). cf. v. Thuc. IV. 17, 5. Xen, Anab. II 5, 15; III. 2,22.
V. 4, 29. Rennie and Gernet keep xai in their text.
But xai preceeding a superlative, in order to stress the 
following phrase (cf. also Denniston, 319) comes always in front
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of a predicate (e.g. Th. 4, 17, 5: SCxaioi eicti xat aTriCTx6xaxoi
etvai xaiq eunpayCaiq) or a predicative phrase (e.g. X. An. 
2,5,15: ocrxe xai fjSiox’av axodaaipi). If our text was nep ittecteiv 
CtjpCaiq xai xaiq caxdxaiq I could accept it. Now, I think a 
careless scholar added xai after qYYUT)P^ vai connect the two 
infinitives ^YYurlx^vai an<^ xepixeoeiv, without realising that 
qYY^nx6vai is connected to e^eXeyx^K and jt£p itueoe iv to
x ivSuveCctei. I don't see any reasonable explanation, for the
existence of xai; thus I would delete it, following Reiske. For
the construction of xivSuveGo with infinitive cf. D.21, 111. 205; 
41, 2.
ToiStovl Yr give xouxov: cf. § 23 (xouxov YrD), 32 (xotixov
Fcorr. Qcorr. ), [where xoSwv is lisiakenl, 43, where xouxov is
unanimously transmitted, etc.
MAPTYPIA3 Drerup, Kirchner, and Rieheman supported the 
authenticity of this document, when Westermann and Staeker 
rejected it:
1. Westermann denies the authenticity of this document because 
aus einer seltsamen Grille die einzelnen Punkte nicht in ihrer 
richtigen Aufeinanderfolge gelassen und dadurch den wahren 
Zusammenhang der Sache zerst&rt und zerrUttet habe. Staeker 
agrees. Kirchner's defence is weak: he considers the participle 
Xax^vxoq to be causal. But it cannot be causal since the subject 
is St. Drerup in a desperate effort to defend the authenticity
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of this document says that Ph. gave evidence not on his own 
will, but being forced. So, he did not confirm any document 
written by Apollodoros; he wrote one himself. He gave the events 
in einem anderen lichte, with the intention to clear his name 
and to revenge St. Thus, Drerup explains all the weaknesses of 
this document from this point of view.
Still I do not see the point. The events described in the 
document should be in this order: 1.Phrastor understood that
Phano was N.'s daughter. 2. He divorced her 3. St. prosecuted 
him. 4. Phrastor prosecuted St. 5. They were reconciled. The 
order in which they are given is 1,4, 2,3,5 and no reasonable 
explanation can be given to that. I suppose a careless forger 
remembered, more or lessj the events he read about in the 
previous paragraphs but did not compose the testimony with 
pedantic diligence, so that he mixed up their natural sequence.
2. xt^ v av0pamov is quite derogatory, probably derived from § 51.
3. The person who composed this document did not understand the 
exact forensic meaning of exPaXeiv <cf. com. § 51), because he 
felt that he had to explain it further with two superfluous 
additions ex xrjq eauxou oixCaq and xai oux6xt ouvoixetv auxfj. 
(Similar superfluities are found in the also spurious document 
of § 84).
4. About Xaxbvxoq without fiCxrjv cf. D. 48, 20; Isae. 6,46.
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5. The interpolation xrjq npoixdq after 'QiSeiov in § 52, is not 
repeated in the document probably because the document was 
composed before the text in § 52 was corrupted.
6.  [ aotftv w as s u g g e s t e d  by B a i te r  a n d  Sauppe; B l a s s  s u g g e s t e d  opfdv
(Itffavov), I prefer the s o l ution of Baiter and Sauppe; cf, § 53 B i a X U n c t a i  ip6q tdv
t y f o i o p a , J
7. The unexpected change to the first person in spot raised a 
long discussion, related as to the correctness of the mss, as to 
the authenticity of this document. Westermann considered epoC to 
a mistake and proposed aux$. Kirchner agreed. Staeker on the 
other hand, (p.46) believes that spot is correct, but the
inconsistencey is rather owed to a forger. Drerup agreed that
the text is correct, but he believes that the inconsistency is 
owed to oral style. Riehemann (p. 22) refers to § 76: papxupCav
noioupevoq o 6qpoq .... xoiatiTTjv a^ioupev etvai, and to the
document of § 34: xa0ei36eiv CT9aq auxobq ... aloddvEaOai avzoC. I 
agree that spot can be correct, but I do not think it can
contribute to the question of the authenticity of the document.
In general this document seems to have serious problems. I do 
not believe that it can be authenic.
55. fpcrc£p<i>v3 This is the correct reading given by SF’Q. Fcorr.
The rest give <ppax6pcov. See Meisterhans (Grammafiic3 131); IG ii2 
1237).
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t&v 9pax£pov auxou xai Ycvv1lt®v3 The details of this story 
present serious difficulties, since they are part of the 
complicated modern discussion about phratry and genos. A 
thorough investigation of these institutions supersedes the 
purposes of this study, thus I will be limited to what can 
illustrate the narration of the orator. In this account the 
article of Andrewes JHS 81 [1961] 1 ff. on the inscription from 
Deceleia IG ii2 1237, was particularly helpful. [Further information 
and references could be obtained in the book of Denis Roussel Tribu et Cite, Paris 1976 
and in Rhodes AP, 67-713
Genos and phratry were institutions of considerable antiquity 
and their importance before the democracy was larger. 
Democratization reduced their role as political units, but they 
survived throughout the classical period, keeping their 
religious and social importance. Whet her all Athenians were 
members of a phratry is disputable and I will not enter into the 
details of this complicated question. Membership of a phratry 
was taken in the classical period as a proof of citizenship, as 
a good number of sources reveal. In case of doubt about the 
citizenship of somebody, it was a serious argument for the 
person under scrutiny if he could prove that he was a member of 
a phratry. The details of this, however, are obscure. We can say 
with certainty that only citizens were entitled to phratry- 
membership. We do not know, however, if all citizens were 
phrateres. After Cleisthenes, the only positive proof of 
citizenship, was membership of a deme. In this sense membership
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of a phratry sounds like a less formal proof of citizenship and 
that it why I doubt if it was a legal requirement, but I suppose 
that all Athenian fathers who were members of a phratry would 
present their legitimate children to the phrateres. It is 
certain, however, that admission to the phratry itself was not a 
definite proof of citizenship, if someone had not undergone 
successfully the scrutiny before the deme.
The relation between genos and phratry has been a matter of 
dispute, but it is generally agreed that genos was an 
aristocratic minority in the phratry (e.g. Philochoros FGrH 328 
f 35a; Andrewes 1, 14) and that it was common if not universal 
for a single genos to form the core of the phratry (Rhodes, 67). 
The part of the phratry which consisted of the non gennetai, is 
still wrapped in mystery. Attempts to identify the great mass of 
commoners with orgeones (Andrewes 1 + n. 1) or thiasoi (Andrewes, 
9ff.+ n.33) failed to convince and the whole matter is still 
disputable. I believe, however, that in every phratry gennetai 
and non-gennetai were included and that they could work 
sometimes in sections and sometimes together as a phratry.
Andrewes (p. 6) suggests that the law of the genos and the law
of the phratry are the same: the will of a powerful genos was
imposed on the whole phratry. Then he assumes that the admission 
to a genos automatically means admission to the phratry. Thus he 
has difficulties to explain D. 57,54: the vote of the phratry is 
emphasized, although in the speech there are clear references
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to a genos <§ 23, 24, 67). He tries to prove that Euxitheos did 
not belong to any genos. I believe that there are normally two 
votes for admission to the phratry (the number can grow to 
three, if a rejected candidate decides to appeal, as in the 
inscription from Deceleia v. 31 ff. [Not all phratries or gene had the sane 
regulations!. One was for admission to the genos and one for 
admission to the phratry. [Perhaps the saie procedure vas available for the
sections of the phratry outside the genos or gene, If, however the non-gennetai vere not
organized in snaller sections, they should undergo only one scrutiny before the 
phrateres]. If a candidate was admitted to the genos he would 
apply for admission to the phratry. In general, this second vote 
would be rather a formality, because the influence of the genos
could be important and the scrutiny for admission to the genos
rigorous. If, however, some of the phrateres had objections the 
second scrutiny could be more than a formality. If a person was 
rejected by the genos his father could sue the gennnetai. If he 
won he could apply afterwards on behalf of the child for 
registration to the phratry. If he lost he could not. Rejection 
from the genos meant ^elusion from the phratry, too. I base 
this assumption 1) on the fact that the second part of the 
inscription of Deceleia speaks clearly about two votes. 2) If 
two votes have existed in Euxitheos' case, there is no further 
difficulty: in 54 he refers to the second vote for admission by 
the whole phratry, but Euxitheos also belonged to a genos and 
presumably he was accepted as a gennetes.
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In the present case Ap, refers only twice to the phrateres, in 
both cases in a quite vague way and only in relation to the 
gennetai (55,59). I take it as an indication that Ph.'s son was 
automatically excluded from the phratry, after he was excluded 
from the genos: his case never came before the phratry. Ap.
mentions the phratry, along with the genos because membership to 
the phratry could have a legal significance for the citizen 
status of the boy (See above). The introduction to BpoxCSai, was 
anyway, part of the activities organised by the phratry.
eiaqyev (59) was taken by Guarducci (p.25, see Andrewes p. 6 + 
n. 20) to mean that before the scrutiny in front of genos, there 
was a successfull registration to the phratry. Andrewes is right 
that etcrqYEv can mean just an attempted action and not 
necessarily an event. Besides, it is the leading verb also of 
the part of the sentence xai siq xouq BpuxCSaq and here we know 
with certaincy that it was only an attempted action.
Andrewes is right when pointing out that the role of genos could 
be decisive (p. 6). Phrastor had to force the gennetai to accept 
his son, otherwise he was not entitled to membership to the 
phratry. The way to force them was to sue them, since, as it 
seems, Brytidai did not have the practice of an appeal in case 
of rejection. Phrastor, however, abandoned the fight. It is 
difficult to explain why Phrastor refused to take an oath before 
the arbitrator. The reason could have been personal: he changed 
his mind when he faced the real complications of his actions. Or
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they could be more material: in the inscription from Dekeleia
fines up to 1000 dr. are mentioned. Perhaps he had to pay a fine 
in case of an unfavourable decision by the arbitrator and that 
is why he did not risk it. Ap. statement that he prefered not to 
take a false oath (euopxeiv npoeXdpevov, 63) may be true, but 
equally may be an idealization of the situation.
The date of these events is not specified by the orator. But, if
Phano, who was one or two years old in 370 (cf. com § 50), was 
h
betroted when she was about 15 years old (cf, com. § 22), she 
married Phrastor around 355 and these events took place in the 
years 355-50. Probably applications for registration with the 
genos were considered the same day as registration with the 
phratry, namely the third day of the festival of ’Arcaxotipioc 
named Koupcmxtq.
Xp6v<p ydpl r gives ydcp xP^ vtp. Y<*P indeed comes late in the
sentence (Denniston, 98). But, ou noXXcp XP^ vq) consists a unity 
and counts in the sentence as one term, after which yap comes, 
(cf. Denniston 95 ff. )
fcovi^ poql Rennie adopts this form found in SYD. CHe also adopts 
iovl|paq in § 57 and 50,191 movripfiq i6 the reading of the rest of the 
mss. Rennie assumes adjective ndvqpoq (cf. LSJ poxQqpdq, II). 
The evidence is inconclusive.
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fiiafopaq ... aq auxdvl The extensive use of particles in this 
period is remarkable: there are 21 (without after icrxs, cf.
com. ). The narration is vivid and the style oral. A good number 
of particles keep the coherence and contribute to its oral
character. It is a fast, colourful, nearly dramatic piece for 
delivery, but it can hardly stand as a good sample of written 
Greek.
56. xfj ©spans Cgt Usually \puxcx,ymYe^a®ai *s constructed
either with dative or with the passive agent; being constructed 
with both makes the verb look overloaded. Blass, in order to 
remove this inelegance adds the definite article, in comparison 
to 58, after ©spans Cgi. r omits xf) ©spans Cg:. This is an
attractive option: if xf) ©spans Cgc is omitted there is no serious 
consequence to the meaning. yvxaYtoyoupsvoq ev xf) aaSeveCgc un6 xe 
xfjq N. xai xfjq ©uyaxpdq auxfjq makes perfect sense and what is
said by xfj ©spans Cgt is better described in the parenthesis 
following. [ A b o u t  the leaning of fDxayttycTv0 ai "to inveigle* cf, 0.41,63; o p a u  ydp 
on tat; KoXaxstaiq oi vXciaxot f v x a y e Y o t p evot xai xatq ipd{ xoftq o u c i o p g  6ictfopaiq 
foUdxiq filoviKomc^  fointodq ole"? ioiomi,) It is tempting to suggest 
that xfj ©spans Cqt here was interpolated by the same hand as xai 
xfjq aoxcov ©spans Caq in § 58 (cf. com.). Although not without
reservation, I would omit xfj ©spans [gq with r.
OepanetioovxoqJ The mss give 6epans6ovxoq. But the action belongs 
to the future. Thus Dobree's suggestion (Adversaria 1,519)
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espanetiaovxoq is correct. Hude (WTF 7 [ 1885-87] 294) odds some 
parallels in support of this suggestion: D.53,29; 20,50.103 al.
toTS Stycoo] FypQyp give I'oxe Si^ nou. Hude (p. 294) supports
the presence of 6£: asyndeton vix excusandum. Hauslt
particulam syllaba The combination Si Stjnou, as far os I
know, does not exist in the Corpus, but the alternative y&P 
Sfjxou (Denniston, 268) exists. [In 19,113 Butcher adopts iljioo based on 
the Majority of the »ss, S gives fifjiro®, In 2 0 , 1 6 7  ifjvov y* is the reading of all mss, 
accepted unaninously by the editors). Without Si we should understand that 
Ap. stops, turns to the judges and ironically says "Of course, 
you know..." cf. D. 19, 116 T o x e  Sfjicou Ttpmqv, ox * e [crrj'y'yeXXev. With 
Si Sijrcoo the transition is softer: "and you know of course...".
Both readings are possible.
encCaOr) 6i|] This is the reading of Yr. FypOYpD omit 5fJ; SFQ give 
sjreix’ rjSr). The mistake in SFQ confirms the correct reading of 
Yr. here emphasises the verb preceding, after the long 
parenthesis and ressumes the narration (cf. Denniston 214 ff. ).
ndXtv XafJeiv] Reiske, found difficult the meaning of xdXiv here, 
because Phrastor never had the child with him at the first 
place, and suggested that it functions in a similar way as ava- 
in avaXccPstv (§ 59). I agree with the explanation of Schaefer 
Phrastor antea puerum una cum matre repudiaverat. Reiske, 
however is right that the word expected here would be avaXaPetv 
(to take up): 8 57: ETtoifjcraxo x6v naiSa xat avd:Xa(3ev avq aoxdv,
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59: xdtXiv dvaXafJeTv xdv xaiSa. Here xai noifjaaa0ai uidv
following makes the sense clear.
noilfaaoO ai v id v l  "to acknowledge (the boy ) as his son". This 
meaning is also found in And. 1, 124 (cf. MacDowell, Andokides 
151), D.39,4. 6 al. cf. Jean Rudhardt, MH 19 [ 19621 39-64.
57. ... 6£J The loose connection between the two parts of
the sentence, connected with p£v ... Si has caused anxiety to 
some older scholars (Taylor, Reiske, Schaefer). Reiske proposed 
6fj instead of Si. I do not agree. p£v ... Si connect the two 
parts of Phrastor's XoyLap.6q: his psychological and his
realistic fears.
aitaiql The fear of dnaiSCa was stronger for the Athenians than 
what one suspects at first sight, because it was related to 
cultural and religious institutions and to the organization of 
the inheritance law. Each family had its 0 e o i Ttaxp$oi and the 
continuation of the otxoq was a guarantee that the cult of these 
gods would not be neglected. In Isae. 2,1 we read: x e ip a x a i  . . .  
xdv oc6eXq>dv x6v auxou xeSve&xa axcu5a xaxacrxfjaou ouxe xodq 0eoOq 
xotiq naxp^ouq o u 0 ’ opwv a iaxuvdpevoq oo6£va. (see also the com. 
of Wyse, p.239-240). Religion is also the reason which makes 
anaiSla fearful in Isae.2,46. In Isae. 2,10 the fear expressed 
is that the grave will be neglected and nobody will offer xd 
vopi^dpEva. One of the raesons for which Menekles adopts a son 
is ctq xdv etie i xa xP^vov v o p i t d p E v a  aux$ xoifjaei. The same
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Idea occurs in Isae. 2,46. RSdle <Freilassungswesen, 148 ff. ) 
reports cases of people who liberated a slave under the 
condition to take care of xd vopiCdpcva after their death. In 
Isae. 2, 7 axaiSa xaxaaxfjvai is an equivalent of axux&v, and in 
2,23 we find twice the combination axaiSi xai axuxofivxi. More 
practical are the reasons which cause fear of dxaiSfa in 2,10: 
aXX* eaoixo auxcp e T xiq £mvxa x e  •yiypoxpoqn'jcroi xai xeXeuxtjaavxa 
©dtyoi auxdv. Dying without legitimate children meant that otxoq 
would be deserted: Isae. 7, 30: ox6>q pr) e^epqpmaouo-i xodq
aq>ex€pouq oi'xooq. A legitimate son by birth or by adoption was 
the guarantee that the otxoq would be continued and the family 
cults would not be neglected.
On the other hand, only legitimate sons had the unquestionable 
right to inherit the property of their father. If no legitimate 
sons existed the whole of the father's property would go with 
his legitimate daughters, as exCxXrjpoi. If no natural sons 
existed the man could adopt a son (an Athenian citizen) to whom 
the property passed after the man's death. If no legitimate or 
adopted child existed the property would pass to the closest 
relative, (cf. MacDowell, Law, 92 ff. ). Thus the idea that a 
relative, with whom perhaps they did not have good relations (as 
in Phrastor's case), was entitled to inherit their property made 
axaiSCa even harsher. For further information see Lacey, Family; 
93, 97-8, 147 ff. (in relation to religious duties);
Humphreys, S. C. , The Family, kbmen and Death, London 1983, 13 ff.
al.
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xdv mx16al As it seems Phrastor accepted back only his son, but 
not the mother of the child. In § 58 we read that Phrastor 
married another woman shortly after. The impression given in the 
following paragraphs is that Phano stayed with her mother until 
she was betrothed again. Phrastor probably kept the child even 
after the unsuccessful attempt to register him with the genos.
58. eaxEvl Hude (NTF 7 C 1885-7] 295) prefers etxev "cum condicio 
corporis curatione melior facta significanda sit". The aorist is 
preferable because it refers to the time when he recovered, not 
the later period, when he continued to be well.
Zaxfipoul About Satyros and his family there is no further 
evidence. Remarkable is the double identification of Phrastor's 
new wife, with the name of her father and her brother. We do not 
know if it was only a mannerism of the author <cf. § 30
(tpuvCwva. ) or if he wants to make the distinction between 
children of Satyros from different women.
AifCXoul Schaefer corrected A1.19CX.ou of the mss., because the 
Attic form of the name was always AC<piXoq (cf. Kirchner PA, ad 
loc. ).
xat xfjq ... OspocTEEfaq] The leading verb PtaaGeiq fits well with 
the other three negative meanings (vdaoo, dmaiSe(aq, exOpaq) but 
it is difficult to understand how "treatment" can "force" 
somebody. In the present passage deponeCa comes in the middle of
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this list and in this position it is apparently a foreign body. 
In § 63 in a list, describing the reasons for which Ph. was 
persuaded to acknowledge the child, only the three negative 
meanings appear. Some scholars found also strange aux&v before 
OepaneCaq; as a subjective genitive it should come after 
BepaneCaq. Blass suggested <vn*> aux&v, in comparison to § 55; 
Baiter and Sauppe deleted aux&v. For the reasons above I suspect 
that xai ... 0epa7ie Caq is an interpolation derived from 
0epa7iei3crovxoq (§ 56). [In § 55 Oepaiclc nay be also interpolated) cf, cob,]
6t|X6o e i ] All mss give SqXeoo). Wolf's emendation 6t)X<&ctei, 
accepted by most of the editors, is evidently better: 
cf. D. 19, 167: oo d^cp ipi y’ciireiv epauxdv 6ei, aXXd xapya xai xd 
xExpayp^v’aoxa 6r)X<&aei.
59. ev xfj daBcvcCqri The sequence of events is as follows: 1)
Phrastor after the divorce became sick. 2) Neaira and Phano 
looked after him and persuaded him to acknowledge the child. 3) 
Phrastor tried, without success, to enroll his son to his genos 
and phratry. 4) His health improved. 5) He married a citizen.
5v] It is given by YrD; SFQ give ©q: Reiske adopting the version 
with rnq added EauxoC afterwards.
otpai] The tone is sarcastic. The orator is sure that these were 
the reasons for the rejection of Ph.'s son, by gennetai and he 
does not intend to present this argument as being doubtful. If
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the document of § 61 is genuine, these reasons were officially 
stated by the gennetai.
xijv xfjq N. 0i)yax£paJ Naber (Mn. 32 [1904] 39) considers these
words, here and in § 72 to be superfluous and deletes them:
equally superfluous phrases, however, are not rare in the text:
§ 59 xdv ex . . . NcaCpaq, § 83 xrjv xauxrjai Necxfpaq 6uyax£pa, al.
60. evgypctfov aoxou tudvJ FQD give xdv oidv. With the definite
article the reference is to this boy, his son. Without the
article it is more vague and exactly this vague tone fits better 
in the text of the indictment by Phrastor against the gennetai, 
which the orator paraphrases here. (cf. § 50: noifjCTO£CT0ai uidv
auxou).
Siaixqxfj] It was a public arbitration, since the arbitrator was 
not appointed after consent of the two parties, but after a 
normal legal procedure, which started out, after an indictment 
by Ph. against the gennetai (Xaydvxoq SCxqv). For further 
details about public arbitration see MacDowell Law 201 ff.
opdottil The oath which Phrastor was asked to take before the 
arbitrator must have been similar to the oath of the witnesses 
in the inscription from Dekeleia ilG ii2 1237, v. 110-4): 
MAPTYPG ON EIZArEI EAYTQI YON ENAI TOTON TNHZION ET TAMETHZ 
AAH0H, TAYTA NH TON AIA TON GPATPION EY0PK0(N)TI MEN MOI I10AAA 
KAI ATA0A ENAI, El A' EniOPKOIHN TANANTIA. Phrastor's refusal to
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swear would be a good argument against his plea. [About oath as a 
proof in before the court, see Harrison 2, 150-33 His refusal to swear did not 
mean that he lost the case automatically, but most likely the 
arbitrator would decide against him. The orator does not state 
explicitly, whether Phrastor fought the case to the end or he 
abandoned the procedure, but we are left with the impression 
that he did not succeed to register the boy. If the document in 
§ 61 is genuine, there it is clearly stated that the boy was 
finally rejected.
xaO’ iEpav xeXeCav] Plescia (.Oath, 12) understands "to swear by 
full-grown victims" x£Xeioq, concerning the victim means 
"without any spot or blemish", concerning the ceremony, it means 
"performed with all rites" (cf. LSJ. s.v. x€Xeloq). This 
stereotype phrase is used to distinguish between an oath taken 
after the sacrifice of a victim and an oath not accompanied by a 
sacrifice: xaO’iepmv xeXefmv implies an oath taken after a
sacrifice with the oath-taker swearing, when touching the 
victim, (cf. also And. 1,97; Th. 5 , 4 7 , 8 ) .
xai oux opooev] Herwerden (Mn. 3 [ 18753 357) considers these
words to be interpolated. Indeed, nothing is added to the 
meaning by these words but I do not find any particular reason 
to delete them. (cf. com. § 59 xfjv xfjq N. 0uyax€pa).
61. pdpxopaq ... BpoxiS&v] This is the reading of FQ, approved 
by all modern editors. SYrD give xotiq ptipxopaq BpuxiSmv. The
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reading of FQ seems to be more complete but nccpdvxaq creates a 
problem: napdvxaq can mean, in this context:
1) Apol. summons as witnesses those ones of Brytidai, who are 
present at the law-court. But, I did not find any passage in the 
Corpus in which 7iap6vxaq means "witnesses present in the law- 
court". tin 0,34,12 it l e a n s  "to support"! On the other hand, a large 
number of passages imply that napdvxaq  is used for witnesses,
present at events, which have taken place before the delivering
of the present speech: Some are very clear: D. 19, 162: xdcXs i
xotiq exei nocpdvxaq pdcpxupaq; 29,40; 47,65; 52,16; 57,43; Ttapouai 
57,13; irapdvxov 19,168; 30,32; 36,24; 45,58; 47,64; 52,7;
54,26; 57,41 Jiap6vxsq: 22,10; 40,31; 41,9 al. cf also § 34: xoiiq
opmvxaq u p iv  x a i  Tiapdvxaq.
2) nap6vxaq means either present at the voting, during the day 
in which Ph. tried to enrol his son or present at the
arbitration. The number, however, of the xapdvxeq gennetai is 
not convincing: six gennetai are rather few to be present at the 
Apatouria and rather a lot to be present in front of the
arbitrator (three would be enough).
This difficulty makes me think that the reading of FQ may be an 
intervention by a grammarian. The reading of SYrD has also a 
problem: the genitive comes abruptly, with no connection with
xotiq pdpxupotq preceding, xotiq pdtpxupaq £x BpuxiS&v ncxp6£opou is 
what we should expect. This corresponds perfectly to the
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expression of the document (which I believe is authentic; cf. 
com. ) eTvai xai aoxouq xai Gp&axopa xmv yevviyxmv 01 xaXouvxai 
BpuxCSai. ex was accidentally left out a scholar realizing the 
problem tried to improve the text and modified it adding
napdvxaq, a word usually appearing in the texts when witnesses 
are summoned. I would adopt xoOq pdpxupaq <ex> BpuxiS&v
7iape£opai.
MAPTYPIA1 Westermann does not accept the authenticity of this 
document, whereas Staeker, Kirchner and Drerup believe that
it is authentic.
1. In § 55 we read ex£pav papxupiav napdaxmpai xou xe ttpdoxopoq 
xai xmv 4>pax€pwv auxou xai yevvT)x2>v. In § 61 only the gennetai 
appear to give evidence. Westermann considered this
inconsistency to be a proof against the authenticity of the 
document. Staeker (47) goes even further: he suspects that
initially two documents were produced one by Ph. and one by the 
gennetai. Phrastor's document was omitted and then a copyist 
omitted the phrase which announced the testimony given by
Phrastor. Drerup (348) does not accept this suggestion and 
Riehemann (as Drerup, 348, reports) relates the absence of any 
direct evidence by Phrastor with a milde Behandlung of Phrastor 
by the orator
I agree that no direct evidence by Phrastor should be expected 
at this stage. Phrastor broke the law and tried to deceive his
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genos. And practically it would mean to ask Phrastor to testify 
that his son is illegitimate. Besides, Phrastor would not appear 
twice to testify, once in § 54 and once here. Thus I agree with 
Rleheroann that Ap. out of courtesy does not ask Phrastor, but he 
presents an even weightier piece of evidence; the testimony of 
the gennetai. papxupCav in § 62 is not used in the technical 
sense but in a more general sense: cf. § 63: oci xpd^etq ...
jiEYdXaq papxupCaq 6eS<&xaai xax*aux&v; § 88: xou Srjpou xoC
’A8qvaCa>v papxupCav napaax^aSai, al.
2) There is no mention of the arbitration and the refusal of
Phrastor to take an oath, in the document. I think this supports 
the authenicity of the present text. Comparing with the 
fabricated documents in which so much of unimportant details
already known from the narration of the orator is included (e.g 
§ 34), this document is admirably concise and to the point.
Details of the story, like the arbitration or the refusal of
Phrastor to swear, which I believe would attract the attention
of a forger, are omitted.
n
3) The language of the testimony is sigificantly different than 
the context, yet very accurate, a) The six witnesses identify 
themselves precisely by stating that they are along with
Phrastor members of the genos called Brytidai. b) a^iouvxoq says 
all what the orator said in so many details, c) et66xsq auxoi 
implies perfectly that they had personal knowledge of the truth.
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d) xmXtietv Eia&Yetv summarizes the whole argument of Phrastor 
with his genos.
4) The most important argument for the authenticity of this 
document is the addition of the names of the gennetai. For two 
of them we have further evidence. Kirchner (RhM. 40 [1885] 384) 
speaks about an EuaXxoq GaXrjpetiq who was cmlO’Tdxriq npo£6pa>v in 
322/1 identifying him with this person. The Attic form of this 
name is EuotXxoq, not EudXxrjq (cf. PA 1,344). If Kirchner's 
identification is correct, we should adopt the form EtxxXxoq in 
our text. NCximnoq Ksq>aXr]0£v appears as a syntrierarch in 322. 
(cf. Davies APF, 408). C ‘Exdlij was a snail dene of Leontis on the way to Marathon 
( RE1, 2665, Kolbe), A anti 6 ai was a deae of Oineis, at the South-west of Keraneikos on the
way to Eleusis {RE, 12, 524-5, Kock), Kefali) was a dene of Akaaantis close to Keratea, by
Thorikos {RE, 11,1,190 ((roll)3
5) The outcome of the whole debate of Phrastor with his genos, 
namely the final rejection of his son, is explicitly given only
in the testimony and we have no reason to doubt, that this
information is true.
[ tdv intiv <i6v> mot) is an addition of Baiter-Sauppe, approved by Kirchner (RhM 40 [18851 
383) and adopted also by Rennie, Blass, on the other hand, followed by Murray and 6ernet 
deleted the first tdv (ciotifuv (xdv) «i6v moo), in comparison to fi 60, But cf, i 56 fijq 
4t>Y*ip6( mfa, fi 67 if|v sc jqttya mrji;, I prefer tdv vidv cosoS, 3
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In conclusion, I firmly believe that this document is authentic. 
It was included in the published version because the gennetai 
gave evidence representing an authority.
62-63: These paragraphs explain the significance of the events 
narrated after § 49. Here the orator summarizes the presentation 
of these events from the point of view of Ph. and Stephanos. In 
general, however, it is not a good sample of argumentation, 
because the major part of what is given here, is simply 
repetition of events, well known to the audience. If these 
paragraphs were omitted nothing serious would be missing. This 
passage also functions as a transitional paret, like the one in 
§§ 41-44
62. eitiSeixvito] FY give uno6eixvuco; but unoSeixvtioo means "to 
teach, to indicate what would be best to do".., The correct 
reading erciSeixvucfl is supported by § 13, 16, 17, 43, 49, 82,
119, 122) CCTi&ctxvptc in i 111 is different].
xaxap£papxt)pT)x6xa<;] The genitive NeaCpac; xauxTjoi belongs to 
both, oixe toxdxouq and xaxapepapxupr^xdxaq.
xdv cxovTa •••• Both phrases say roughly the same thing,
the first however is more genertal, while the second, as a
technical term implying marital status, more specific.
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’A8r)vaC<p o v x i l  The mss give ’ABrjvaioq mv, which Blass corrected, 
cf. § 52 com. *A0. ovxi.
om oaxdvxa . . .  dntoXa06vxa] anoaxdvxa implies that St. abandoned 
any claim on the dowry; oux cntoXapdvxa makes clearer what 
eventually happened.
63. ex0aX6vxot x e] xe was transferred to this place by Sauppe. 
In the mss it appears after yi'jpavxa. The place in which it
appears in the mss, confuses the sense, because it connects
yt^ pavxa with oux anoSdvxa. The unsatisfactory text of the mss.
was the reason for several suggestions by scholars: Iurinus
proposes Opdaxopa 6e yr^pavxa x,1v N. xaoxrjai, exfSaXdvxa
xe, e t i e i S i ^  E7ci30e x o  ou Zx. ouaav. But Schaefer is right when 
saying Phrastoris testimonium nititur, non x<p yrjpou xaC ixfiaksiv 
sed r<p dxfiaAsiv y/jjiavTa. Reiske suggested changing xe to ye 
(y^ pctvxd ye). Thus ye would be exegetic (Denniston, 138-9). But 
exegetic ye is extremely rare in prose (Denniston, 138). 
Sauppe's transposition, adopted by all modern editors seems to 
me also to be the easiest solution.
xi^v N. x a o x ijo i] Not xtjc; N. xauxrjaC, according to FQr. The 
possible structures are: xi*jv 6oy. xi^ v N. xauxr^ ai as here (or xr^ v
xauxrjoi N. , 8 50) or xi^ v xocuxtjcti N. 0oy. (§ 83) or (without
xauxrjat) xi^ v xrjq N. 0uy. (§ 55, 59, 69, 72) or xjj 0uyaxpi xf) N. 
<XT)q mss: emendation by Bekker, § 70).
e n e iS i) eioT jyev] Only r  gives enciSt^  against all the rest of the 
mss, which give enc(. ’EnciS^ seems to be preferable because it 
corresponds to erceiSi^  xe above. The first ETteiSfi in this 
paragraph is causal, the second and the third are temporal.
oxi .... on)x<|] A phrase which adds nothing to the sentence.
This period would be complete if this additional explanation,
given for reasons of emphasis, was omitted. A similar case
occurs in § 119 (ax; ... ocuxr^ i), where ax; .... auxrji is so
apparently superfluous, that Herwerden proposed to delete it.
64. aiaxpoxepStavJ Kennie adopts the reading of SF'D. Blass
and Murray prefer the alternative aiCTXPox^P^e Lav> f 6ernei1 s 
aiffxpoxcpfcdav is graniatically incorrect]. In Hdn. Gr. 2.453 we read: x& 
nacpdc xd 0^o<; 6tq»opeTxat, otT]0£ia xai ar)0Ca, no itjx ixwxEpov 6d fiia
xou i, xai napdr xd x£p5o<;, <piXoxdp5£ia xai <piXoxep5Ca
aiaxpox^p6e ta xai aiaxpoxepSCoc. (= EM 462,15, where
notrjx ixdxcpov is corrupted to noXixixdxepov]. As far as I know 
the first instance in which the form atoxpoxepSCa is attested is 
in Diphilos PCG fr. 99, where aiaxpoxepSCot is demanded by the
metre. The forms in -Ca are mostly poetical (KUhnei— Blass 
1,388-9). Here aicrxpoxepSCav seems to be a mistake of iotacism;
I would adopt cuaxpox£p6e lav.
ex xortSxrjq] In singular, because ataxpoxepSCav dominates the 
whole sentence.
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'ExaC vcxov] There is no further evidence. According to the 
present text, he was a quite well-off man (64: noXKdc
avT)\o)x6xa, 41 ££vov nXooaiov) from Andros, probably a merchant 
(on6xe eniSqpyjaE l e v , 64). When these events took place (c. 350 
B. C. ) he was a mature person (epaaxqv .. . naXatdv, 64). 
Epainetos was a quite flexible man: he appears to act in the
most adequate way for the present situations. He agrees to 
offer money to St., in order to be released (65), but afterwards 
he indicts St. (66) and before the arbitrators, although,
probably he was not liable to the adultery-laws, he accepts the 
compromise (70), in order to avoid further complications. But he 
was clever enough when defending himself, to bring St. to a 
difficult position. St. could bring no argument in defense of 
his case (70). In general his portrait is emotionally neutral 
and realistic.
65. Zx€f>av oq ou x o o U  The mss give o Zx€<pavoq ouxoaC. o was 
obelized by Sauppe; Blass (RhM 44 [ 18891 17, n. 1) agreed,
because the name, being defined by ouxoaC, does not need the 
definite article.
©q Gtimvl Naber (Mn. 32 [ 19041 39) suggested Gtiomv. His
suggestion is probably right. See Ktlhner-Gerth 2, 92: Oft bei
dea eine Absicht ausdriickenden Partic. Fut., indem die Absicht 
a us der Seele der handelnden Person ausgesprocben wird. In fact 
what is expressed with the participle here is presented as an 
intention of St. and for this meaning 0i3aa>v is more adequate:
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cf. 65 a<pCr)aiv ©q anoSd&crovxoc; X. An. 2,6,2: ItjlnXEi ©q
noXEjj^ <7©v; Th. 2, 7 al.
XcrpPdvei poixdvl Wolf proposed ©q potxdv (cf. § 41 ©q pot^dv ... 
IcxokXe C©v). But Xap^dvEiv poixdv is a standard phrase: cf. 67, 
71 and Lys. 1, 49; 13, 66 al.
xfj NeaCpaq] The mss give xqq N. Schaefer corrected to xp N.
npdxxexotil Adultery was a serious offence according to the Attic 
law. (cf. MacDowell, Law, 124 ff., Harrison Law 32 ff. ) A 
person caught in adultery was liable to the following penalties:
1. He could be put to death immediately and then no penalty 
should be imposed on the murderer. This law is quoted in 
D. 23, 53: ’Edv xiq anoxxeCvp f) Ini Sdpocpxi fj Int pqxpi rj In’
a5£X<pp fj Ini Buyaxpi fj ext naXXaxrj fjv fiv In’ IXeuBgpoiq natoiv 
exfli xot5x©v evexa pi^ ^etjyeiv xdv xxe(vocvxa. Lys. 1 was delivered 
in such a trial: Euphiletos having killed Eratosthenes, is
prosecuted by Eratosthenes' family and defends himself, by 
claiming that the murder was lawful, because Eratosthenes was 
caught in adultery with his wife.
2. If the xtipioq of the woman did not wish so radical and 
violent a solution, he could maltreat the adulterer by 
inflicting on him various bodily humiliations, without
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bloodshed, cf. Ar. Nub. 1083 and Sch. ; Rogers Clouds 138-9; Lys. 
1, 49 al.
3. An alternative would be to ask for compensation (cf. Lys. 
1,25, Alclphr. 3, 26, 4, al.) Some scholars believe that the 
penalties 2 and 3 could be combined. Rogers interprets 
Ar. Pl. 168, as implying a combination, (v. 168 and com. ; Starkie 
Clouds 240) but he accepts, refering to the present passage, 
that Epainetos did not suffer any bodily humiliations.
In order to be able to say to what case each penalty applied, we 
have to question which was the spirit of this law and what kind 
of satisfaction was given in each case to the abused man. 
MacDowell (124) commenting the strictness of the law says:
Seduction was worse than rape, because it implied corruption not 
only of the woman's body but also of her mind. Paoli has 
suggested that adultery was a serious offence, because it was
an abuse of otxoq (SDHI 16 [1953] 123 ff.). In Lys. 1,33 it is
stated that only thus family is protected from the fear of the 
birth of bastards. In D. 23, 56 we read ungp Sv xotq TioXspCoiq 
pax6peda, I'va prj x&axoat uPpiaxixdv pq5’ aaeXY^q pr)S£v, urc£p 
xouxmv xai xoOq <piXCouq edv napd xdv v6pov eiq auxotiq uPpCC^*-
xai 6ia<p0e [pooai eSrnxe anoxxeivai. The strictness of the law
intends to protect important institutions from abuse. But then 
how could a compensation erase these crimes?
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a) Euphiletos, for example, who is presented as a person of 
high morality, is proud of saying in front of the law court that 
he did not accept any compensation from the adulterer ( Lys. 
1,25: qvxefJdXei 6£ xai i x £x e u e  pfj octioxxe ivai, a\X* apY^piov
npd£acr0ai). In Alciphron 3,26,4 a husband is characterised as 
paXaxdq: sxeivoq y^P Xuxpa napa x&v poix&v eni xfj YaPLETfi
TipaxxdpEvoq aQcpouq xrjq xipoopCaq qtpCei.
b) The first two kinds of punishment, although in quite 
different ways, could give moral satisfaction to the insulted 
xupioq. The third was more practical. The two passages from 
Aristophanes speak as if the penalties 2 and 3 were the most 
usual ones; the death penalty is not mentioned there. Perhaps it 
did not serve the purposes of comedy, but also I would imagine 
that cases like Euphiletos' one, were rare. By killing the 
adulterer the xupioq became liable to a trial for a <p6voq
SCxaioq. Especially if we accept that the penalties 2 and 3
could be combined, the insulted xupioq could obtain
simultaneously moral satisfaction by humiliating the adulterer 
and money would help to forget. COther possibilities, probably practised then 
the adulterer vas not caught in the act, were a poixei«q or a tP5!’! «Ppc#( (cf,
NacDovell, Lsr, 125),]
In the present case, not much of an explanation is needed why 
St. chose the third way. It was not a real capture in adultery, 
but just a fraudulent trick of St.in order to extract money from 
Epainetos
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*ApiaT6fiaxov] His demotikon is added in § 71: Ke9aXq0ev, We have 
no further evidence. [The reading of YrD which iapiies that Aristonachos was 
fc(r|io<)£?i]q in the present year is «ost likely nistaken; Ep. needed just two Athenian 
citizens as sureties, not an archon, and in any case the reading of SFQ is lectio 
difficilior, cf, Schaefer Apparatus, ad locj
NaooCfiXov xdv NccuoivCxoo] His full name is NaucrCquXoq 
NavaivCxou KecpaXqSev (§ 71). His father Nausinikos was archon in
01. 100,3 = 378/7. During his archonship the Athenians were
organised in symmories (cf. Kirchner PA 2, 114). [KcfaXfj was a deaie of 
Acaaantis next to Keratea, near Thorikos, cf, HE II, 190, KrollJ
66. afiCxoq cipxBqvaiJ A free person could not be imprisoned,
unless imprisonment was imposed as a penalty for some kind of 
offences (cf. MacDowell Law 126). The only case in which 
someone could confine a free person, was when he was a seducer 
caught in the act. But if this person claimed to be innocent, a 
Ypa<pr^  could be brought against the the person who confined him. 
This procedure is described in the present text:
1. The first question which this account arises is whether the 
two laws paraphrased here (66: edv xiq ... poix§ ovti, and 67:
oq oux eg: ... d tT io r iE q > a a p d v a > q )  are parts of the same law. One
might think that they are, on the grounds that afiCxoq eipxQrivai 
is vague, thus the legislator added the second piece, in order 
to make clear, in which cases the confinement was illegal. The 
low of § 67 is archaic in its language and the comparison with
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Lys. 10 , 19 and 15 and Plut. Sol. 23, 1 make the attribution of 
this law to Solon certain. <cf. Ruschenbusch Z6X ovog N6poi, 
p. 77, and Hillgruber, Lysias 10, p. 77). The law of § 66, 
however, arises some questions: a) It is doubtful if we can 
speak about eyY^H in the time of Solon, in the terms we know the 
word from the later centuries, b) The words enl t o o  6 ixaoxqpCo o , 
I suppose could not be written by Solon, c) Unless the orator 
has changed radically the wording of the Solonean law, the 
language of this text in general rather implies a developed 
legal terminology, as it is known to us from the texts of the 
classical period, impossible for the Solonean legislation. [What 
prevents assuiing that the paraphrasis of Ap, is free is that he usually keeps quite close 
to the original wording, when paraphrasing laws; cf 57,52, 86 and 87 ai, 1 I believe 
that what we have here of the law of § 66, is the product of 
modernisation in the classical period (cf. the law of § 87, with 
com), whereas the law of § 67, being clear and precise, did not 
change, from the time of Solon.
2. aveb' eyxelP l5C°u cannot mean, as Paoli (SDHI 16 [ 1950] 149)
has suggested, that the succesful defendant could kill by other 
means the prosecutor, but not by bloodshed. Schaefer correctly 
points out the correspondence to xXqv ©avdxoo in the law of 87. 
An execution before the law-court is unthinkable. The phrase o 
xi av PouXqBrj Implies bodily humiliations, not execution.
2. In this procedure the risk for the prosecutor was serious, 
but was there any punishment for the convicted defendant? The
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imprisonment of a free person was illegal. Thus, it is likely, 
the succesful accuser, could, if he wished to proceed to a 
second trial against the unlawful confiner, for restriction of 
his liberty. A 6Cxt) sipypou was possibly a suitable procedure in 
this case (Cf. MacDowell Law 126). As it seems, the offence of 
unlawful imprisonment was not an issue to be covered by the law 
on adultery. This offence was covered by other laws. x$ eXdvxi 
is a strange term for the succesful defendant, since o eX&v 
mostly implies the successful prosecutor, (e.g. § 16, 52). This
has to do with the peculiarity of this case, that the serious 
danger hanged over the prosecutor.
eXp£i\l In legal texts, the object of transitive verbs often is 
not written down: e.g. § 16: Ypa<p£cr66> (xdv ouvoixouvxa), 52: xou 
eX6vxoq (auxdv), D. 24, 54 etad:Yeiv (ou5£va).
67. xXrioid^ oiHTav] Taylor proposed jiXrjoiaCouar). Schaefer 
supported the accusative, in comparison to 49,58 auvei56q pe 
aXqBq EYxaXouvxa ou xoXpg:. For nXTjcri&CE iv as a euphemism 
implying sexual relationship, cf. D. 40, 27.
xp€<peivl cf. § 29, 36, 42, 49, and Luc. DMeretr. in more than one 
places.
cut xobxoiq] Hude (NTF 7 [ 1885-7] 295 ) proposed <xdv> ETtt
xotixoiq. His suggestion is possible (cf.D.54,24; 58,5), but not
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a b s o l u t e l y  n e c e s s a r y :  s e e  D .4 6 ,2 2 :  xdv vdpov ini xotixoiq
avdYva>0 i*
xortSTTjai] Sr and Harp. 2 6 7 ,2 1  g i v e  xauxqq; t h e  r e s t  o f  t h e  mss 
g i v e  xatixa iq . B l a s s ,  r e s t o r e d  th e  o l d  I o n i c  form xoctfxflat, on 
t h e  grou n d s  th a t  i t  comes from th e  la w  o f  So lon , ( c f .  D. 4 3 ,5 1 ,
whre a law  o f  t h e  same er a  i s  q u o ted ) .
X a £ s iv ]  D g i v e s  eXeiv; Dgr. , however, g i v e s  Xocfletv, w ith  th e
r e s t  o f  th e  mss. But p otxdv  Xappdcvc iv  i s  a s ta n d a rd  e x p r e s s io n
( c f .  com. XapPdcvE i p o ix^ v , § 65)
etc’ epYaaxqpCoo xaOSvxai fj xaX avxai arconsipaop^vaq] The re a d in g  
o f  th e  mss i s  xa0&vxai fj ev xrj ayopg: ncoX2>a£ x i  anoTiEgaap^vaq: 
Harp. 267, 21 g i v e s  ncoX&cri: Arjpoa0£vr)q ev x§ xaxdc NcaCpaq fj ev xfj 
aYopg: TicoXocrC x i  a7tox£<paap£vG>q. ACSupoq tprjaiv a v x i  xofi nopvebcoai 
(pavcp&q. tcoXeiv y^P rcap£xe i v  eaoxfjv xoTq PouXop£voiq, o0ev  
x a i  x6 TiopveOeiv, oxep ecrxi Ttepvavai. iyd> Si <pqpi ox t  xopCaq 
Exa^ev vuv o pfjxwp xd tuoXeiv. <j>T)ai y®P t ^v vdpov oux eav  e x i  
xau xa iq  (D in d o rf  app. c r i t .  : xauxaiq  N; xaOxqq l e g e b a t u r )  poiyGv 
Xa0Eiv, ondaai av etc’ Epyaax^pCoo xdOiovxai fj ev xfj aYopg: tcwX&oC 
x i  anonEgaap^viijq (= Anecd. Bachmann 130, 14). Harp. 4 9 ,1 1  g i v e s  
anoneq>aapdvov: fj a v x i  xou anoSsSEiyp^vov x a i  7tE<pav£pcop£vov. ooxo
AcCvapxoq ( 1 , 6 )  x a i  AoaCaq (1 0 ,1 9 :  n£<paop€va>q) x a i  AqpoaO^vqq
ev  x$ xax& Ncaipaq. “anonE9aap£vci>q ncDXoCvxai" a v x i  xoC (pavEpSq. 
( c f .  Sud. a  3475: <5t7conE<paopdvov] art£ tpqp^vov. . . .  NcaCpaq;
Phot. a  2604, EM  333A; Anecd.Bek. 433, 1 ) .  The undoubted ly
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Improved text which appears in the modern editions belongs 
partly to Heraldus [Reference in Dindorf: Aniaadvers, in Sala,L.5.C.8J, who 
based on Harp.'s (49,11) JiwX&vxai, emended to JtaXovxai, the 
nmXoucrC xi of the mss, and partly to Francke [Reference in Oind,; 
Ephe», Jenes, «, 1844, p.7413, who deleted the words ev xfj ayop?- 
The wording of the Solonean law in’... anone<paap^ va>q could be 
misunderstood even at the beginning of the fourth century: the 
orator in Lys. 10,19 feels that he has to explain this obscure 
phrase: "ocrai 6£ Tietpaop^ vtoq itcoXouvxai” . . . ncoXe ia0ai 5i
paSCCetv. Cl agree with Hi 1 lgruber Lysias JO , 77-8, that the right forn »ust be 
talciffOai, not ioXci<rfl<uJ. After the corruption to nioXouai xi, a 
scholar who understood the verb with the meaning "to sell" added 
ev xfj ayopq. Wachsmuth (Die Stadt At hen im Alter turn, 2, 1, 
450-1,n.5) based on Didymos, supported that Lysias (10,19) and 
Plutarch (Sol. 23, 1) have misinterpreted the verb and
understands 7i©XEia0cu meaning "to be sold".
Lysias 10,19 makes clear that nwXouvxai means "to wander". 
Plutarch (.Sol. 23, 1) confirms this understanding: nXfjv oaai
itE^aap^vwq TtwXoCvxai, \iyav 6fj xdtq exoupaq. aSxcxi y&p epcpavmq 
<po i xcoo i np6q xoOq 5i56vxaq. noXeiaOai (to wander) existed 
already in Homer.
But how a verb meaning "to wander" can imply "to work as a 
prostitute" ? Dindorf says that the legislator spoke about two 
classes of prostitutes: eas quae in domo meretricia prostent et
eas quae in viis publicis versentur. FlaceliAre (RPh. 23 [ 19493
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127) also points out the contrast between xocB g j v t c u  and xioX&vxcu 
and translates nmX&vxou se promener roder. I agree: they are
both euphemisms used in a technical sense to indicate two 
different kinds of prostitutes: xa0&vxai refers to prostitutes 
established in a brothel: cf. Isae 6, 19: noXXoc p£v Ixq xa0rjcrxo
ev oixfjpaxi. Aesch. 1, 74: opaxe. . . xotiq eni xmv oixqpdxcov
xa0qp£vouq. [To establish somebody in a brothel is wrtTipi; Din, 1,23; 5i6ii ti)v 
’OUvOtav vaiiioxnv efsqffcv It1 o txfjpaxoq, A then, 569 d-e, or xa6tofi)|H (Ant, 1,14), For a 
wonan who gave up prostitution the ten was avinacOat (Isae, 6,19) and when soiebody 
else took her out of the brothel avaipnoOcn (Ale, 3,27),]
TtrnXe ia0ai, refers to another category of prostitutes: those ones 
who work in the streets, "the street walkers". Several other 
terms were used to describe the activity of women who practised 
prostitution in the streets: Spopaq (Phryn. Com. 33), nepCnoXiq
(Phryn. Com. 33), arroSrjaiXaupa (Com. Adesp. 1352) [Hsch, I 4500 states 
that vSXoq leans 'hetaira", But a direct relation of iSkoq to lalciffai, in this sense, is 
doubtful according to the existing evidence: Hsch1s passage, as Hunter (Eubulus, 176) 
points out, could be derived form Eubulus fr, 82 (in PCS), in which we could exlain iilog 
implying ■prostitute* only in connection to ’Ajpo&Un? (cf. equolaa in Plaut, Cist, 308), 
Indeed Hunter, based on an article by 6arvie, understands 'worshipper, priestess*, 
Anacreon's fr.471,1 also does not constitute clear evidence, because it is an allegory, 
P.Oxy,413, v, 119, in which fffiloq is apparently a i6pvr] is a later text! A 
description of the activity of the wandering prostitutes could 
be found in Licht Sexual Life, 338-9.
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The term sxaCpa does not appear before Hdt. 2, 134, I suppose, 
because the practice of keeping expensive courtesans, in the 
conditions we know from the classical period onward, does not 
appear in Athens before the middle of the 5th century, the years 
of the economic development of the city. But possibly in 
Solon's time, as well, women were practising prostitution in 
terms which resemble the status of a hetaira in later times. 
Thus, I suppose Solon's ruoXovxai aTtoTte<paap6vmq covered also 
these cases: itoXmvxai as a term covers all the free workers in
contrast to the registered ones, established in brothels. The 
intention of the legislator was to prevent the Athenians 
applying the laws for adultery to women, who openly and 
provably practised any sort of prostitution.
As Lysias and Plutarch confirm, the legal text gave negaap^voq. 
But the orator does not quote the law word for word, so he could 
have changed slightly this term.
epYOKJ'ti'ipl o v  as a term for brothel is not unusual. Literally it 
means "workshop" (e.g. D.27, 4) A passage from Aeschines explains 
why this term was used for "brothel": eav 5’ e iq e v  Stjmou xooxwv 
x&v eni xaiq oSoiq epYaoxrip lav Jocxpdq e iaoixfjaqxai, taxpeiov 
xocX e i x c u * edv 5 ’ o p6v etjoix (oqxai, Eiq 56 xd auxd xouxo 
epyaaxTjpiov xa^xe^ci e laoixCaqxai, xa^xec°v exXf}0q, sav 56 
xva<psi)q, xva<peiov, edv 56 x6xxa>v, x e x x o v e i o v , edv 56 reopvoBoaxdq 
xai ndpvai, and xrjq epyaaCaq eu0Oq exXijOq itopvetov. The term is 
a euphemism and implies a quite professinal understanding of
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prostitution: see also Ale. 3,27; fr.5 al. £ The ten is o*K!)|ia in Din 
1,23) Aesch, 1,74; Isae, 6,19 al,]
ipycxox^piov] Schaefer suggested <xai> epYaaxrjpiov, in order that 
this xai might correspond to the preceding xe. But <pdaxov is an 
explanation of mapex^pevoq. We do not need to add xai.
t^v ipyaatav xauxqv] Dobree <Adversaria 1, 519 and 475) deleted
xqv in comparison to Hdt.4, 65; D. 24, 152 al. So, he understood
ipyaoCav to be the predicate of xauxTjv, as epYacrxfjp iov is the 
predicate of x a i  xoCxov. But the structure changes in the second 
part of the sentence. The orator specifies what he means by x a i  
xoCxo, and one would expect to specify xauxtjv, if it was the 
subject. Besides, he did not need to repeat e i v a i ,  if he did not 
change the structure. The transmitted text is correct: xauxqv is 
the predicate. The orator avoids to specify the kind of work, 
thus he uses the pronoun: cf. Aesch. 1, 124: and xrjq epyaoCaq
auxrjq.
68. xai xi^ v YPa?^v  ^ Reiske suggested <xou>xai xfjv: facile
potuit tou in collisione cum ’EnaivdroD interire. Schaefer 
agrees. But no further definition of who Ep. was, is necessary 
here.
nopvof)ooxSv] cf. § 30. The term is not litterally used. 
fiCaLxav] A private arbitration, cf. com. § 45.
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xfjq ji6 v . . .  oope 1 0 6 a 1 3 Reiske correctly changed auxdv of the
mss. to auxoOq: non Ep. absolvendus erat a vadimonio sed
praedes, Arist. et. Naus. oupEiedou here Is passive: cf: § 66:
xoOq SYYoqxdq axqXXdxQai xfjq eYVuqq. Hude (295) suggested 
ayicrda1, but the mss are correct: St. first should withdraw his
claim and then Ep. would withdraw the indictment.
69. etq ex S o o iv ]  The same in § 71, but eiq xf^ v exSooiv in § 70. 
cf. § 30: eiq eXeoOepCav a<pi£vai , but § 31 stq xf)V eXeuOepCav.
70. x a i  x£xp i)oa i x a i  f i ix a io q  e t ]  Strictly speaking it should be 
enei x£xpr)oai ••• SCxaioq e?, but as they come in appositionin 
the second xai links two clauses, the first of which gives the 
circumstances under which the action of the second took place 
(Denniston, 293). The first xai is omitted by S1 and Rennie 
considers this omission probable. But it is a preparatory xai 
(Denniston, 323-4).
ito irjoa i auxj^vl D adds Suvdpevoq after auxfjv: but this looks
like an addition by a grammarian, who did not understand well 
the meaning of SCxaioq et. [As far as I know, itivapon cannot have the leaning 
*1 can afford it", in the classical period, But it exists as a colloquialisi in the lodern 
language, Possibly this usage goes back to the early Byzantine years and if so, the
graiiarian who inserted iovtycvoq had in lind; "since you can afford it']
Inayayobq X6youq] emaYWYdq, refering to rhetoric, at least in 
one case is exclusively positive "attractive": In Poll. 4,31:
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navrjYup Coaq is equivalent to enaYCi>Y°Oq (Xdyouq eirceiv). Two
other cases in Pollux are less clear: In 4,21 we read prjxwp ...
enotYWY^ q anc ^ in 4,24 (X6y£LV) inayQySx,: this can mean
"attractive and consequently deluding". This ambiguous meaning
is much commoner, as a large number of passages indicates: in
Th. 4, 88 Brasidas' words are characterised as inayaydi and Gomme, 
in his commentary, has pointed out the comparison to 4, 108 
where Brasidas' words are characterised as 6<poXxd xai od xd 
ovxa. Th. 5, 85: inaycayd xai av^Xeyxxa eiadnal; axouaavxeq qpa>v
arcaxqOSai. In Th. 6, 8 inaya>ydc is linked to oux aXr|0rj <cf. Th. 
5, 111). In D. 19,322 we read enaYOYaiq eXnCaiv. PI. Phlb. 44c: 
Saxe xai auxd xouxo auxfjq xd enayoydv Yofjxeupa oux qSovfjv etvai. 
cf. Isoc. 14, 63.
Some other instances from Pollux, confirm this understanding: 
1,84: otvoq enaywydq; 2,63: O90a\poi emxYOY°(* 3,71: for
attractive (and probably destructive) lovers. On the other 
hand, exclusively positive is the meaning in Poll. 2, 117: 9©vrjv 
ufqXfjv ... enaYWY^v anc* 4, 72: rcveupa (pouaixfjq) ... inaya>yb\. In 
the present case, it implies well spoken and misleading words.
5e6psvoq . . . icpotYpdrxfiJv] Murray translates "in entreaty". I 
prefer to take fiedpevoq as a relative participle which defines 
xtq and relate ex Jiovqpwv mpaypdxov only to the main verb: "which 
a man in need would say", cf. § 69: X6y<*>v anopCav xfjv auxou
xai xi^ v axuyfav xf^ v xpdxepov YeYevrUJL^ VT)v avBpc^ Tnp rcpdq xdv
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4>pdK7Topa, with anopCaw corresponding to 6£6pevoq and the rest of 
the sentence to ex rcovqpmv npay\i&'tcav.
eTkol &vJ The grammatically correct form e i t i o i  cw  is found in a 
later mss QCoisl. 339). rD give e i t c o le v  av, which cannot be 
correct, being in plural (cf. xtq 6e6p.£voq> and ei'tcev ocv of FQ 
does not fit, either. S gives e i t i e l e v  av, but the first aorist 
of the optative, with the exception of Herodotos, does not 
seem to occur in Attic prose. Kiihner-Blass 2,423 report only 
another case: D. 53, 24 el'naiev is given by all the mss, besides
SA. This evidence is weak and leaves little doubt that e i t i o i  av 
is the correct form here.
xotiq E y y u H T d t q  xai 5 i a i T T | T & q ]  Reiske suggested xodq eyy^1')'^  
<ToOq> xai SiaiTrjt&q yevoM^vou£* Schaefer correctly answers: Hoc 
si Orator voluisset sic, opinor, scripturus erat zodg SicuTrjzdq 
zoOg xai iyyvr}zag ysvop^vovg.
71. MAPTYPEZ-MAAAATAIJ Westermann and Staeker <jDe Litis 48-50) 
believe that these two documents are spurious. Ifirchner (RhM 40 
[1885] 384-5), Riehemann and Drerup (Urkunden 349-50) support
their authenticity. As with the documents in § 47, all these 
scholars either accept or reject both documents, but I think 
that we should question their authenticity separately:
MAPTYPEZ: 1. Westermann finds that in these two documents the
point which mostly should be mentioned, that N. is a foreigner,
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is omitted. I agree with Drerup that although the point is not 
clearly expressed, it is implied. According to the orator, since 
the fraudulent imprisonment for adultery was not effective, 
N. and her daughter were not citizens. The purpose of the 
orator was to use as evidence that Neaira could not be a 
citizen the description of the conditions in their house, (cf. § 
64: Ex£\|fao0e ... Ttovrjp(av, Tva xai ex xatixqq eiSqxe o n  oux 
eoxiv N£aipa auxr|i aaxfj).
2. The demotikon of the two arbitrators is not given by the 
context, cf. § 65.
3. £'y£vexo aoxou: Reiske proposes that auxdv should be added on
the ground that the transmitted text could give the impression 
that the arbitrators indicted St. Schaefer answers: Huius autem 
loci sententia tam manifest a est, ut neminem, qui antegressa 
legerit, latere possit. Staeker, although he is of the same 
oppinion as Schaefer, he mentions this point as one of the 
problems of this document. The structure is elliptical.
In general in this document only necessary information is given 
and in this sense it is concise and on the point. Besides, it 
gives some additional information. That is why I would consider 
it to be genuine.
AIAAAAfAI: 1. e h i  xoto5e: Schaefer comments: Notabilis haec
constructio, quod formulam conditionalem ini roiaSe sequuntur
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soli infinitivi. I agree; if Saxe (or e<p*$ xe) sentences were 
following, the text would be more elegant.
2. The word SiaXXaxxai instead of 5iaixr)xaC, puzzled all the 
scholars, who dealt with the authenticity of this document, 
after Westermann. Staeker and Kirchner share his opinion that 
the use of SiaXXaxxai instead of SiaixqxaC, is odd. Riehemann 
suspected that somebody substituted the two names of the
arbitrators with this word, in comparison to the text of the
testimony (SiaXXocxxai Yevopevoi>. Drerup thought that here, as 
in § 47: Kaxa xdSe Sir'jXXa^ av, the subject was omitted and 
somebody, based on the first document, added SiaXXaxxai here, as 
well. In the first document SiaXXaxxai seems to be correct: 
SiaXXay^ (§ 47, Lys. 4, 1 al. ) and SiaXXdx^iv (§ 53; Isae. 5,32 
al. ) are sometimes used as technical terms in order to denote 
not the private arbitration in general, but the reconciliation 
after a private arbitration. In this sense SiaXXaxxai can be
used in the first document as a predicate, implying that these 
two persons eventually became conciliators (SiaXXaxxai 
Yev6pevoi: cf. also D. 14, 40; 48,2), but, it cannot be used
straight forward instead of SiaiXTjxai in the second document.
The person who fabricated the second document was not aware of 
this subtle difference.
3. xdv cipYptfv: according to LSJ the meaning "imprisonment",
which clearly is implied here, is later. This is not certain, 
however, because we do not know the exact Implication of the
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word in the legal procedure known as 6Cxr) eipypou, attested in 
the 4th century (cf. com. § 66).
4. The exact eiCTeveyxeiv (to contribute) of the context is 
substituted in the document by the vague Souvai.
5. erceiSi^  x^xpqxai auxfj noXXdxiq: Westermann says that nowhere
in the text is indicated that Ep. had sexual relationships with 
Phano, many times in the past. But, the phrase napdt xouxoiq (64) 
possibly includes Phano and the words of St. (70) crti 6£ xai . . . 
noiqoai auxf^ v, , rather clearly imply that in the past Ep. had 
frequent contact with Phano, too, otherwise how could St. claim 
that it is a moral duty of Ep. to do her a favour. Nevertheless 
the phrase is too offensive for a document of conciliation and 
the reason for which Ep. ought to contribute to Phano's dowry is 
expressed in a way which is cynical, indeed, (cf. § 47, xP^a®aL^
6. Zx^avov 8£ ... auxfi: I find this phrase the clearest
argument against the authenticity of this document. As 
Westermann has already pointed out, it contradicts the text and 
especially eiq exSooiv (69). Ep. was asked to contribute to 
Phano's dowry, and St. intended to betroth her soon. But then 
how is it possible for St. to allow Ep. to keep sexual relations 
with her? Staeker's alternative explanation that it was not 
known how soon Phano would get married and consequently the 
condition could apply to the period before her second
marriage, is not convincing because it seems awkward in itself
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in a conciliation in which somebody contributes to the dowry of 
a woman, to be granted simultaneously the right keep sexual
relationship with her whenever he wishes. Besides, nowhere in 
the document it is written that this condition was a temporary 
arrangement: the official text of the reconciliation, as it
stands, grants Ep. this right for life. And did Ep. wish to
keep this right on her? Naturally, one would think that he
would never visit again St.'s house.
As in § 47, I believe that the original text of the SiaXXayai 
was produced by Ap. in the law-court, and the witnesses 
testified that this was the original document. Only the text of 
the witnesses, however, was included in the published version, 
because they acted under authority. The AiaXXayai waE omitted
because its content was already known to the judges. Thus, only 
the first document is authentic; the second is fabricated.
72. A long period, full of rapid changes: the orator starts with 
singular (Ex6X/jqaev), continues on with singular (^X0ev), 
although the subject is Zx^avoq ou x o c t i xai N6aipa aoxrji, and 
suddenly changes to plural (exdXpqaav, £<paaxov, xaxi56vxeq. 
Reiske commenting on xaxiSdvxeq believes that St., N. , and 
Phano are implied. But Schaefer is right when maintaining that 
only St. and N. are included, because: a) the comparison to Zx.
ouxooi xai N£aipa auxqi above, confirm this understanding, b) 
Women in Athens did not usually have an opinion about their 
husband, and in general Phano is presented by the orator as a
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mere actor of the plots of St. and N. Afterwards, the orator 
passes to singular again, because, as Schaefer points out, what 
follows could not include also N. (oupnapaYevdpevoq ff.). The 
slight confusion and the rapid change of numbers is created by 
the fact that the whole plot was, according to the orator,
organized in common by St. and N. but some things had to be
carried out by St. only.
ET6\pT)oe] D adds oux before ExoXpqcrE. Reiske, independently of 
D, also added oux non enim audebat St. coram Judice contendere 
et lure evincere, Ep. esse moechum. Reiske also says that the 
text, as it stands reinforces exactly the opposite than what Ap. 
tries to prove. Two arguments, he says, are used by Apol. in
order to prove that she was a foreigner: 1) Everybody knew it
and 2) St. himself proved this, by refusing to support her in 
front of a law court. Schaefer does not agree. 1) It is not true 
that St. did not dare to catch Ep. as an adulterer. 2) Xap{3dv£iv 
poixdv does not mean jure agere in aliquem titulo stupri illati, 
but that this action proves even more clearly the impudence of 
St. In comparison to the context: E iq  xouxov uPpEoq xai
d v a iS c C a q  ^X0ev, and xaxe<pp6vT)crev below, I agree with Schaefer: 
oux should not be added.
ExdXpqaavI Reiske deleted it, followed by Blass, Murray and
Gernet. Schaefer, on the other hand, followed by Rennie, 
defended it: Male delevit vim sententiae infringens: graviter
enim verbum iteratur. But the combination of exdXpqoav with pr\
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ayanav, is strange. £x6Xpr)aorv can be omitted without any 
serious consequence to the structure. Then we have a Sore 
sentence with infinitive joined with aXXdt with a second one with 
indicative (Goodwin Syntax 230, section 603). Another argument, 
against £x6Xpqoorv is that two lines above exdXpqoe precedes. I 
am inclined to agree with Reiske, and delete cxdXpqoav.
oryanav] After ayanav FypQyp add pdvov. In this place pdvov is 
superfuous. That's why Reiske transfered it after el. I prefer,
however, with Bekker and Schaefer, to consider it as an
interpolation, to reinforce the meaning of ayanocv.
£<faoxov] It would be pointless for St. and N. simply to say that 
Phano was a citizen. Although not expressed in the best way, 
what the orator had in mind here is that they did not only
betroth her to an Athenian citizen, but to a person elected 
basileus, pretending not only that she is a citizen, but that
she is also a virgin and that this marriage is her first one 
(cf. 75).
KoipavCSqv] This reading is an emendation of Voemel, enforced by 
Klrchner, for Ko6cox(6qv of the mss. [KoOoxiftai was a big deie of Oeneis, 
soaevhere in the coastal zone, but the place is uncertain; Whitehead (in his lap) places 
it soaewhere north of Eleusis, cf, RE 11,2,1516, Honigaannl. The transmitted 
reading contradicts § 84, where the demotikon given for
Theogenes is 'Epxietiq C ^ vas a big dene of Aegeis in the central-east of 
Attica, dose to Spata, cf, Af 6,1,398-9, Nilchofer, Blass, Hurray and Rennie print it
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wrongly with rough breathing, 6ernet prints with smooth breathing, Threatte as veil, 
adopts the saooth breathing i.6raaaar 155 and 216), It aust be a mistake of Blass 
carelessly adopted by the other two editors,] So, Voemel thought that 
KoQwxCSqv here must be a corruption of the name of the genos of 
Theogenes, Koipcov(6r)v. kirchner (RhM 40 [ 1885] 385-6) adds that, 
Voemel's thought must be correct, since Th. is called by the
orator av0ponov eu-yevrj (§ 72).  KoipcovCSai was a sacred genos,
which seems to have been related to the Dionyslac Rites 
(further details in Toepffer Attische Genealogie, Berlin 
1889, 101 ff.). Possibly this is the reason for which St.
emphatically adds the genos of Theogenes: It makes the Impiety 
of St. in betrothing Phano to a member of this genos and of her 
acting in the Dionyslac Rites even less forgivable. An 
additional argument by Kirchner (WKPh 10 [1893] 1110) that the 
demotikon of Theogenes is ’Epxieuq, may be correct: he reads 
0e] oy£v[ t)q ’Ep]x ls[ t>q] in JG ii2 1903 (4th c. ). See also PA
6707; Burkert, Religion, 96; D. D. Feaver, YC1S 15 [ 1957] 129- 
58.
Xagdvxa 0aoLX£a] Kingship in Athens was initially hereditary
and for life. But very early the power of the king was limited 
by the addition of a second archon, the polemarch, later a 
third archon who eventually became the most important of 
them, the eponymos, was added. Afterwards, these three
archons became annual (in 683 B.C.). The six BeojioB^xai were 
added some time later, (cf. Hignett: Constitution 39-40). After
487, the nine
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archons were elected by lot and the democratization made them 
normal magistrates of the Athenian State CAbout the complicated issue of 
the election of the nine archons and the changes aade upon it throughout the centuries 
see Hignett, Constitution, 321-261; their office, however, retained even 
in the classical era, a special character, in some sense 
related to the long tradition, with which these magistrates were 
bound. The apxov PaaiXetiq, kept extensive religious competence 
in the classical period . In the frame of this traditional 
religious competence of BaaiXeuq his wife also kept a role in 
the public religion, inherited from the past (cf. § 74).
BaaiXeuq was also in charge of several judicial functions, 
concerning crimes closely related to religion, like homicide, 
impiety etc. For further details see Hignett Constitution 39-40, 
75 ff. , 89, 199, 238, 312; Kahrstedt Studien vol. 2 (see index,
(SaaiXeuq); MacDowell Law (see index), the comprehensive lemma of 
Poll. 8, 90 etc.
£ixipatop£v<p] All magistrates of the Athenian State had to be 
scrutinised before their entry to office. This scrutiny 
consisted of some questions, by a court under the presidency of 
thesmothetai, to the recently appointed magistrates of the next 
year, concerning their citizenship and their eligibility for the 
office. In the case of the nine archons a double scrutiny was 
required (Ar. Ath. 55,2; D. 20, 90). One scrutiny was held in 
front of the Boule and a second one, compulsory in any case, in 
front of the law court. How the verdict of each one of these 
scrutinies affected the eligibility of the candidate is a
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compicated matter. For the purposes of this study it is enough 
to quote Rhodes1 conclusion CAP. 616): I believe that
originally the boule1s decision was final in all cases...; later 
its vote was a pointer (like a npoPokr) in the assembly...) but, 
unless a candidate rejected by the boule accepted his defeat and 
withdrew, the real decision was taken by the court. The reason 
for this double scrutiny was probably that archons after their 
office remained for life memebers of Areopagus, so a more 
careful examination of their capacity was required. For 
further discussion see Rhodes AP 542-3, 614 ff. Boule 176-8
and Hignett Constitution 205-8.
The dokimasia was a good chance for the personal or political 
enemies of somebody to prosecute him alleging that he was 
legally disqualified for the office he had been appointed (cf. 
MacDowell Law 168). In such a case, according to the Athenian 
practice, the whole life of the scrutinized person and not only 
the legal eligibility for the certain office, could come under 
discussion, and an inexperienced person, like Th. (cmeipov 
TtpaYH^tov) would have difficulties to defend himself, sometimes 
against an experienced orator. A skillful advocate then could be 
really helpful. This was the kind of moral support offered by 
St. to Th. (auprtapaYevdpevoq) Although we do not know if Th. 
had trouble during his scrutiny, the possibility of an 
accusation would have led him to ask a good orator to be at his 
side, before he scrutiny.
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avaXapdxav] Th. needed some money for clothes or equipement 
needed to somebody, who would practice the extensively religious 
duties of basileus. He would also need some money, for his new 
residence, the Baai'Xetoq Exod. All these practical needs would 
be a quite important sum, for a poor Athenian like Theogenes.
uxeX8(i>v] It can move between "fawn upon" and "entrap": here I
think the orator rather had in mind the first, because the 
context describes the means which St. used to secure the trust 
of Theogenes, in order to serve his purpose.
xrjv dpxrJvJ Blass proposed to delete xi'jv; but the reference is to 
a particular office, namely the napeSpCa.
nptdpevoq] The use is metaphorical: St. offered Th. money for
his expenses and in return Th. appointed him as his ndpeSpoq.
ndpeSpoq] The word is attested early in poetry, but we cannot 
be sure whether it could be understood in a similar sense. Thus 
we cannot be sure whether napeSpCa as an office goes back to an 
early period, or it is a creation of the developed 
administrative system of the democracy. Some signs, however 
would rather support that paredria was a very old institution 
(see below). For the classical period, Harp. (238,3 = Suid. n
521) says that the word often appears in old comedy and oratory
(but it is not very common in the texts transmitted to us). We
have to make a distinction between the TtdpeSpoi of the archons
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and the ndpeSpoi of eu0ovoi. Here we have to deal with the 
first.
Each one of the three senior archons, basileus, archon, and 
polemarch had the right, as Aristot^J.e (Ath. 56, 1) reports, to 
choose two assessors, whoever they wished. That ndpeSpoi were 
two for each archon, the clear evidence of Aristotle does not 
leave any doubt: The confusion created by Sch. Aesch. 1, 158 and
the wrong interpretation of IG ii2: 2811 that there was only one 
ndpeSpoq appointed for each archon, is, successfully refuted by 
Rhodes (.AP, 621). The fact that the archons themselves could
choose their own associates, is a striking peculiarity in the 
Athenian constitution. Sterling Dow ( In an article in In 
Memoriam Otto J. Brendel, ed. by Larissa Bonfante and Helga von 
Heinze, Meinz 1976, p. 80 ff. ) trying to analyse this peculiarity 
says the archon and his two associates were to be so much 
together, and needed to have such confidence i n each other, 
that personal selection was advisable. But I think this is 
not the point: why then were the ndpeSpoi of euGuvoi appointed
by lot? I would rather accept the interpretation of Moore (293) 
and Rhodes (622) that this must be a survival of the archaic 
state. Dow seems also to overstate the fact that the archons 
often chose for this magistracy persons of their own family 
and friends. Indeed in D. 21, 178 an Athenian is ndpeSpoq to his 
son. In our case as well (although it is not certain that St. 
betrothed Phano to Theogenes before he was placed as an 
assessor, cf. com. yvvalxoc) a personal relationship exists. In
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Aesch. 1, 158 a known statesman is mdpeSpoq. In both cases the 
reason of this selection is clear: it does not need any further 
explanation. xapeSpCa was the only magistracy which did not 
depend on the verdict of the lot and naturally it could become a 
target by the political groups, which could thus increase their 
influence on the administration of the city.
The assessors were not personal advisors, but official 
magistrates, as Berneker (RE 18,4, 1420 ff. ) points out. This
can be concluded by:
a) napeSpCor is called apx^ in § 73 (xr)v otpx^ v).
b) They had to be scrutinised at the beginning of their office 
and to give an auditing at the end of the year (Arist. Ath. 56, 1). 
Concerning their scrutiny, Arist. says that they were 
scrutinized only in front of the law court (ev x$ 6ixaoxripCq>),
but Pollux (8, 92) says that they had to pass a double
scrutiny, like the nine archons, before the boule first (ev
xotc; nevxaxoofoiq) and afterwards before the law-court (eTx* ev 
6 ixaaxrjp Cep). It would be tempting to suggest that Pollux is
correct and that Arist. has an elliptical formulation, omitting 
the first advisory scrutiny in front of the boule (see also
MacDowell Law, 167-8; Rhodes Boule 176-7): This would mean
that for the assessors as well, it was the same kind of
scrutiny, cl& -for the archons, since they could replace the
archons, in many cases.
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c) Their place in the life of the city and the administration: 
we know that the assessors could deputise for the archon in some
of his judicial duties (Aesch. 1, 158; D. 58, 32 al). They could
also act instead of the archon in his executive duties: In
D. 21, 178, the mdpeSpoq is responsible for keeping the order in 
the theatre, instead of the archon and in IG ii2 1230 the 
assessor of basileus is honoured because xaX&q xca tptXoxCpGx; 
ETrepteXyjSr) x&v nepi xd puaxr^ pta. (see Rhodes, loc. cit. ) But we 
should not imagine the xdpeSpoq acting on behalf of the 
archon in his performing duties. For example we should not think 
of an assessor presiding over the Areopagos or acting as a
priest instead of the archon! In general we can say that they 
could aid the archons in their duties concerning the
administrative part of their power, which would be too much to 
be worked out by one person, but some traditional roles in the 
ritual of the public life were preserved for the archons 
themselves. With the archons they formed a congress, and their 
role in carrying out decisions, with the archons, could be 
important.
‘yuvaCxod According to the narration, the order of the events is: 
1) Theogenes was elected basileus. 2) St. and N. organized the 
plot. 3) St. helped Th. during his scrutiny. 4)Theogenes
elected St. as his assessor. 5) St. betrothed Phano to Th. But 
the p son to be basileus should be married and his wife ought 
to have some qualifications <cf. § 75 ff.). This means that the 
marriage ought to take place before Th.'s scrutiny and I find
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very likely that in the scrutiny some questions were add ressecf 
to him about his wife as well, namely if she is a citizen and 
if this marriage is her first one (cf. § 75). The second point 
is that Theogenes rather ought to have appointed his assessors 
before the scrutinies of the archons, because it is difficult 
to imagine a long space of time between the scrutiny of the 
archons and the one of their assessors (cf. com. n&pe5poq). I 
think the orator in order to emphasize the plot against
Theogenes and the malice of St. presents the events in a way 
convenient to him. But it is not easy to restore the real 
sequence of the events, since we do not have many important 
details. I only give a possible version of the story. For a
statesman like St. (cf. 43) being an assessor was a good step 
in his career as a politician. Theogenes, on the other 
hand, was an unexperienced person; so he needed an
experienced politician to help him. We do not know anything 
about the political attitude of Th. , but I still believe that 
everything started out of politics: somebody proposed St. to Th. 
as an assessor. This must have happened shortly after Th. was 
appointed basileus and these events must have taken place
between Theogenes' election and his scrutiny. If St. was already 
the father in law of Th. , it would be not necessary for the 
orator to explain why he had chosen St. as his assessor, since 
it was fairly normal for the archons to place as their assessors 
persons from their family. Th. was single at this time and he 
had to marry before his scrutiny. St. betrothed Phano to Th. , 
pretending that she was a citizen and that this was her first
marriage. Theogenes being a simple minded person, did not
understand anything of the plot.
73. cf. § 75 ff. for the religious terms mentioned here.
aXX* ij tjl The reading of the mss. aXX’ r\ is difficult: simple
aXXa, meaning "except", is not attested with certainty, in any 
Attic prose writer, except Aristotle (Denniston, 3-4). The 
ingenious suggestion of Bekker, aXX* fj q is supported by a
large number of parallels (Denniston, 24 ff. )
noXXd .. . dntbppijxal The three adjectives come very late and the 
end of the sentence is slightly abrupt. The irregularity is 
owed to the oral style of this passage: the three adjectives 
come at the end of the sentence for the sake of emphasis. The 
orator delivered them slowly, clearly and with a louder voice.
naaivl F omits naaiv. Taylor correctly stated that the argument 
here is based on the balance between h & c t i v  and xfi S T i t T u x o t i a q  
and axouom - noiqcrai. Reiske suggested a 6£ sjtaxoOacu
naaiv upiv otdv x’ saxC. But this is not the demanded sense; 
the well balanced argument of the orator, is destroyed if we 
follow this version.
74-78. The rites described here, namely the sacred marriage, the 
oath of gerarai, the entry of basilinna to a chamber 
inaccessible for any Athenian etc. are all considered by modern
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scholars, who deal with the Anthesteria, to be part of the 
second day of the festival, the Choes [For the older scholarship and the 
division of the opinions, see Deubner, Feste 1013 The main evidence of these 
rites is this text in which, as Deubner has pointed out all 
these events are presented as being part of the same ceremony. 
Burkert (Homo, 223, n. 10) says that if this festival was not a
part of the Anthesteria, the stele with the qualifications
which the basilinna should have (§ 75), should not be placed in 
the Limnaion. This view is also supported by some
vase-paintings, which Deubner (Feste 100 ff), van Hoorn (Choes 
and Anthesteria, Leiden 1951) and especially E. Simon, Ein 
Anthesterien-Skyphos des Polygnotos, Antike Kunst 6 C19633 6-22 
have thoroughly studied. [The article of Sinon cane into ly hands after this
part vas coiposed, thus the conclusions of Siion are not taken into account here3 The
details of the celebration are little known; it would be 
worthwhile however, to try to reconstruct it.
The sanctuary ' at the Marshes' opened in the evening of the 
eleventh of Anthesterion (roughly, end of February), when people 
from all over Attica gathered together there to pour the first 
libation of the new wine of the year and drink (Plu. Mor., 655e; 
Ath. 465a; Sch. Hes. Op. 368). The event was celebrated with 
chorus festivals (P. Oxy.853, col. 10, 10; Call.fr.305, Pfeiffer).
Far more significant was the ritual of the second day: some time 
in the afternoon (cf. Parke, Festivals 112) a procession to the 
Limnaion is assumed, by Deubner and other scholars. This
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assumption is based on vase paintings (Deubner, 102; Parke, 
109) and the evidence about a similar procession in the 
Anthesteria of Smyrna (Philostr. V. S. 1,25,1). Deubner however, 
points out (p. 102) that the lack of any evidence from the
classical period may imply that this procession was not held in 
the classical period. The symbolism of this ritual is discussed 
by Deubner (110-11) and Parke (109). If this procession was an 
event of the Choes, we could explain the sacred marriage as a 
consequence of Dionysos' arrival in Athens: The recently
arrived god establishes his relationship to the land with this 
marriage with the 'queen' of this land (cf. Farnell, Cults 
5,217 and 219). Burkert, on the other hand, does not speak
about the procession, which does not suit his understanding of 
these rites (see below).
A second procession from the Limnaion to the Boukoleion is 
better attested by vase-paintings (see Deubner,105-106): it was
the bridal procession of the god and the basilinna. The
Boukoleion was the place in which the sacred marriage took 
place, According to Aristotle (Ath. 3,5). About Boukoleion see 
also Rhodes AP. , 103 and E. Maass Thesauros, RhM 74 [ 19251 235
ff. Before this second procession left the Limnaion, namely in
the evening of Choes CBurkert, Hoao 233 and n.l), insists, probably being
right, that the aarriage should take place in the night!, some ritual was
acted in the Limnaion, preparatory of the sacred marriage: the
scattered evidence we obtain from our speech about some 
rites, must be located at this point of the festival. The
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Basilinna entered a place which nobody else was ever allowed to 
enter. Pickard-Cambridge (.Festivals, 11) suggested an inner 
chamber and Burkert (Homo, 234) a subterranean house, from 
which perhaps she took out a herm of the God (see Burkert, Homo, 
235-7). She also entered with the gerarai in another place to 
prepare the bridal ceremony (79: xaiq opwoaiq can only be
understood in the context of a secret ceremony in which the 
gerarai and the Basilinna took part, in an inner place). The 
Basilinna had also to administer an oath to the gerarai, before 
they touched the sacrifices (cf.com. YePaPa^  an<^ also a kind of 
secret sacrifice was offered by her (s0ue xd appqxoc ispdc, 73). 
Whether the sacrifice implied is a blood sacrifice on the altar 
on which the gerarai should take the oath (78), indicated by 
Burkert (Homo 233,n.10), in which the Hierophantes helped the 
women, or another one in the inner chamber, is not clear.
After this ritual was completed the bridal procession left the 
Limnaion: Deubner (105-6) identified a vase painting with the
starting moment of this procession. The most important detail 
is the presence of children in it, naturally, as Deubner says, 
since the Choes was a day for children (cf. Burkert, Homo, 221). 
Another question is whether Dionysos was represented in the 
procession by a herm or a real person acted the role of the 
god. Some scholars (see e.g. van Hoorn RA 25 [ 1927] 104 ff. ;
Maass RhM 74 [1925J 239) maintained that it was a herm. Deubner 
(106-7) believes that the priest of the God acted the role of 
Dionysos (see also below). Whether people carried on chariots,
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scorning the pedestrians and significant Athenians (DH. 
7,72,11; Harp. s. v. nopneCaq xai rcopneOsiv, al. ), consisted a 
part of this procession, or not, is really doubtful.
After the procession arrived at the Boukoleion, the doors were 
shut and the people were scattered to drink and celebrate the 
sacred marriage. What was acted in there is a secret ceremony 
and only suggestions can be made. An important question is 
whether we must speak about an actual union between the 
basilinna and a person personifying the god (and in this 
case, who this person was), or about an imitation of a union 
with a Herm. Several discussions by previous scholars indicate 
that looking for any answer is a futile effort; the secret 
was well kept behind the closed doors of the Boukoleion:
(see: Farnell Cults 5,217; Maass Loc. cit. , 235 ff.; Deubner,
107-9; Burkert, Homo 234; Religion, 108-9, cf. 164; Parke,
112-3; Rhodes, AP. 104-5).
It is worth mentioning that in a similar marriage among the 
Sumerians, a plea to bless the land was addressed to the godess, 
by her partner, the king of the land, and she promises fertility 
to his land, (see Samuel Noah Kramer, The Sacred Marriage
Rite, Bloomington-London 1969,78-82).
The interpretation of this ritual, and especially if the
marriage should be connected with the other aspect of the Choes 
as an ill-omened day (piapdt qp£pa, Phot. s. v. >, the day on which
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the souls came to the upper world, has caused a long discussion. 
Farnell (5,218 ff. ) understood it in the light of primitive 
vegetation magic; he points out, however, that in the brilliant 
festival service of the city nothing reveals the character of 
a vegetation deity. He says: Probably in he later period,
the solemn ceremony was merely accompanied by a vague 
assurance that the blood of the community and the life of the 
soil were mystically refreshed by this union of the queen 
with the god of productiveness. Deubner also recognized this 
character in the festival (100).
Erwin Rohde (Psyche 285 and 305 n. 11) tried to connect the 
character of Choes as the day of the souls with the one of the 
wine god and joy: The primitive character of Dionysos, his
appearance in the world of men and ascent from the underworld, 
was solemnised by night. The primitive character of Dionysos, 
the Lord of Spirits and of the souls of the dead - a very 
different figure indeed from the tender and delicate wine god of 
later times - was still obscurely present in many features of 
the Dionysiac festivals, in those of Delphi especially, but even 
to some extent at Athens too (cf. also Guthrie The Greeks and 
their Gods London 1950, 177).
Burkert went even further: tracing the aetiological myth of the 
sacred marriage, he believes that the connection between the 
two aspects of thejbhoes is essential: The mythical reflection
of this is Ariadne whom Theseus. .. had taken as wife and whom,
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at divine command, he was then obliged to surrender to the 
god (Dionysos) at night time. Ariadne is surrounded with 
orgiastic rites and lamentation, just as at the Anthesteria
wantonness appears united with dark myths of death. Here,
too, the marriage is sacred insofar as it is more than human 
pleasure (Religion, 109). A more elaborated study of this
connection is found in Homo 216-38. I summarize the main 
points: 1> He emphasizes the character of the Choes as piapdf
r|p£pa. 2) He points out the symbolism of blood a^wine and he 
sees the sacramental drinking on the day of the Choes as a
substitute of blood sacrifice. 3) He explains the joyous face
of the Choes, as an effort to overcome the day of pollution. 
4) He explains the marriage as a ritual restitution of the 
God, after having come back to life and needing a wife, 
as the continuance of life through death.
I also believe that the two aspects of the day must be 
connected: The reflection of the resurrection of nature
after the death of the winter in this ritual cannot be 
denied: the most serious clue is the time of the festival: end
of February, when the first warmer days appear and all trees 
are fully blossomed [Does it have to do with the nane ’AvSmfjpw? perhaps, 
but there is no positive evidence on this; see Pickard-Canbridge, p,93. But on 
the other hand, the background of this resurrection as given 
by Burkert, appears to me appealing. Concerning the part of 
the return of the souls in the Choes day, I would just mention 
that in modern Greece there are three Suturdays, roughly at
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this time of the year (from the eighth to the sixth before 
Easter), in which it is believed that the souls of the dead
little to do with the official Christian version about life 
after death, is indicative of a belief which has survived for 
so many centuries and is related to the idea of the resurrection 
after the death of the winter: the brief 'resurrection' of the
dead is a part of this general resurrection.
74. avmOevl When about a narration, it has the sense "from the 
beginning": cf. D. 21, 77. 160; 44,5.6.
np6<; ToOq Osoftql Although his part of the speech <74 ff. ) has 
an organic relation to the tried case, we may say that it is 
too long and all this emphasis and the reference to 
Anthesteria not strictly necessary for the promotion of the 
narration. This digression, however, is less violent and less a 
foreign body in the speech, than the second one (94 ff), 
partly because the arguments related to religion are of high 
significance for the orator. He presents the present case as a 
matter which is more than a trivial forensic case and concerns 
the whole city and the gods themselves, in many places: § 12, 
13, 107, 109, 116-7, 126. Some of these passages are more vivid
than a simple reference: In 109 the orator tries to
influence the judges by saying that if N. is not punished, the 
impiety to the gods (esp. Dionysos) passes to themselves: 
U|i6xepov rj6r) x6 acr€0T)pa Y^YVETai T<^ nP ^  0eo0q. In 126, the
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return underworld. This striking analogy, which has very
peroration, he warns the judges that the gods will be aware of 
what each one of them voted and they ask for revenge; the 
orator presents himself as a means of the divine punishment upon 
St.'s family for their crimes against the gods.
£uXa$efaq] In the classical period the meaning "reverence",
needed here is not attested for the word eoXdcPeia; the oldest
evidence (.LSJ ad loc. ) is D. S. 13, 12. In the classical period 
suX&Peia rather means "care, caution" [cf. MacDowell, Neidias, 
230], and appears in secular context, whereas the word for 
"reverence" is eua^ Peioc, and often appears in religious 
contexts: see e. g. § 75, 76, 80, 92 and D. 18, 1. 7; 19, 343; 23, 25 
al. For these reasons Taylor suggested changing the reading 
euXocPe Caq to euaePeCaq. Scaefer says praeferrem si codex daret. 
But in fact it is transmitted by Dcorr. and the mistake is 
easy: in postclassical and medieval Greek the meaning of the
two words could be easily confused. A passage used by Rennie as 
a witness for eoXaPeCaq (Pl.L^.879e: t 6 v  £evixdv 0edv
euXaPoupevoi) cannot be decisive, since there we have the verb, 
not the noun. euXotPeCaq could be correct, if the reference were 
not to impieties already conducted, for which the law court, 
by punishing St.'s family, has to show its reverence to the 
gods, but the intention of the orator were to advise
"caution", in order to avoid impieties in the future. Yet, even
then it would be an unparalleled case, for the classical
period. For the text, as it stands, though, I have little doubt 
that we need to adopt the reading of Dcorr. suaePeCaq.
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aox6x0ova<;] For the belief of the Athenians that they were 
native inhabitants of their land from the beginning and the use 
of this topic as a means of political propaganda or as a point 
of pride in the epideictic speeches cf. Th. 2, 36, 1 (and Rhodes' 
com. ad loc. ); PI. Mx. 237 b-c; Lys. 2, 17; Isoc. 4,24.63; 8,49;
12, 124 al.
xdtq oepvotdTCK;3 The meaning of the definite article here is not 
that the basilinna conducted all the most sacred rites, but 
that she conducted the ones, which this text mentions: cf. §
73: s0ue toc apprjxa tepa, 81: noiqaoci xd uepa xdc appqxa:, 110 al.
PaaCXivvaJ This is the reading of SF^corr. , supported by Men. 
fr.907. 3aaCXiaaoc is given by FcorrQ'D and probably supported 
by Phryn. 202 and 203, Rutherford (It is not, however, positive 
that Phryn. read BaoCXiaaoc here; it might have been used as a 
piece of evidence because of the affinity of the two readings 
in comparison to BoccrCXeioc or P occtiX lc; )  and Poll. 8 ,  90, whose 
comment could be derived from this passage. Most of the 
editors accept the lectio difficilior BocaCXivva. But should we 
understand it as a stereotype title of her? Grace H. Macurdy 
(AJP 49 [19281 276-82) made a strong case against the existence
of both forms before the 4th century. I quote her 
conclusions: 1> neither BocaCXiooa nor PaaCXivva can have been
a title of the wife of the king-archon before the fourth 
century B.C., 2) in all probability the words never were titles 
of that priestess, and 3> the fiction that they were her
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titles comes from a misconception of the words elx6t<ix; 
PaoCXivva oSoa. . . As Phrynichus says of PaoCXiooa odSetq tcdv
apxaCov eTtiev. And the same is true for the fourth century 
PaaCXtvva. Some possible objections to what she says are 1)
She takes almost as granted that the right form here should be 
PaaCXtooa; but I think |3acrCXivva is preferable being the lectio 
difficilior and supported by Men. fr. Thus all that is said for
PaaCXiaaa might not apply in this case. 2) If we have to do with
a stereotype, of obscure origin, with rare appearance in Attic 
Literature, the linguistic search of the name, offered by 
Macurdy, might also not apply. But still the form PacrtXivva is 
linguistically odd and the evidence to support that it was a 
title too weak, so Macurdy's view that it is a creation of 
the fourth century, accepted as a new word by the orator in 
order to impress his audience is very probable.
75. SqpoxpocxCav exoCTiaev] For the tendency of the Athenians to 
connect even the establishment of the democracy with Theseus cf.
E. Supp. 403-8; D. 60, 28; Isoc. 10, 32ff. ; 12, 128 ff.
i\pEixo ex npoxpCxov] The narration here is imprecise: the
orator has merged the stages of the evolution of kingship 
in Athens in two stages: a) The period of monarchy, in which
the king was appointed by succession and he had all the power 
in his hands, b) The period of the democracy starting with 
Theseus, in which the king is elected ex npoxpCxwv by the 
people. A different outline is given in Arist. Ath. I See Rhodes'
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coi, for the rel&wW^ assagesJ and this version comes in accordance, 
as Rhodes (.AP. 65ff, 98-99) points out, with the version found 
in the later chronographers. The stages of the evolution,
according to this version are: 1) Kekrops I establishes the
Erechtheid dynasty and fourteen kings of this dynasty follow. 
This dynasty beginns, according to Jacoby's calculation 
(Castor, 250 F4), in 1556/5. 2) A new dynasty started with
Melanthos (1127/6 B.C.) 3) Medon, Kodros' son, began a series of 
archons elected for life from the royal house (1069/8) 4) After 
thirteen of these archons a series of archons elected for a 
term of 10 years started in 753/2. 5) The annual archonship
started with Creon in 683/2. That all these dates and the
details of this developement are rather a legend than a
precise account transmitted through the centuries, is certain 
(cf. Rhodes AP. 65ff., 98-9). This legend, however, is
indicative of the fact that the passing from monarchy to the 
archonship of the democratic state, was gradual and far slower 
than what our text attests. The method of the election of 
basileus (and the rest of the nine archons) is a rather 
compicated issue, discussed thoroughly by many scholars (see 
Hignett, Constitution 34ff; 321ff and Rhodes AP. 146-8, 272-4)
Here I will only include what I find most probable: 1) aipeoiq
ex npoxpCxov, as the present passage records, has never existed 
as a practice. 2) Instead, possibly after Solon, the way was 
xXi^ po)CTi.q ex npoxpCxov: each tribe elected a number of
candidates (probably 10) and then the final election was made 
by lot. 3) During the tyranny the way was direct election, but
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the reformation of 487/6 reintroduced the xXfjpcoaiq ex 
npoxpCt(ov. 4) Sometime later and after the real power of the 
archons had shrunk to a merely bureaucratic office, np6xpioiq 
was replaced by npoxXt'jpooiq; when this happened is not 
recorded. The orator gives this version, in two stages, because 
his intention is to make the distinction between the two 
stages, through which the priesthood of basilinna has passed: 
a) As the wife of the monarch, whose qualifications were out of 
any control, b) As the wife of an elected and temporary 
archon, whose qualifications needed to be scrutinized, in order 
the sacred order might not be violated.
Yajieiv] Gernet changed it to YaMeta®aL (accepting as an 
alternative possibility Yr‘jjiaa0ai) understanding as the subject 
of the infinitive tt^ v yvvaixa. But the change of subject 
implied by the transmitted text is not so hard; YaFe^v with
implied subject xdv BctoiXda could be correct.
76. e v  ACpvaiqJ One of the oldest sanctuaries of Dionysos 
in Athens: the high antiquity of this sanctuary is well
attested by a) Th. 2, 15,4: It is mentioned among other old
precincts with the information that the oldest Dionysia 
(implying Anthesteria; cf. Burkert Homo 213 ff., about the 
antiquity of this festival) were acted there. b)The present 
passage, in which the superlative is used to denote the high 
age of this sanctuary (apxotioxdtxqO. c> Sch. Th. 2 = P.Oxy.853,
col. 10, 7ff.: $ x& apxaidxaxa Aiovtioia xfj i{3' noieixai. d)
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Philostr. VA, 3, 14, who speaks about a statue of Dionysos 
Limnaios as one of the oldest Greek statues (apxaidxaxa xmv nap’ 
''EXXqoiv). Pausanias (1,20,3) does not mention it and 
considers the shrine at the theatre of Dionysos as the oldest 
shrine of the God. This probably means that the shrine did not 
exist at the time of Pausanias (see Rhodes, Thucydides, II, 
201,) and several scholars (see e.g. Burkert Homo 215) have 
suggested that it must have been replaced by the private cult 
site of Iobacchoi (cf. com. 0PK0Z TEPAPQN)
The place of the sanctuary is not known and several attempts at 
identification are not undoubtedly convincing (see 
Pickard-Cambridge, 19-25). The reason for which this sanctuary 
was named ev ACpvatq is disputable: one would immediately
think of an area full of marshes: Parke (107-8) refers to
Ar. Ra. 211-9, in order to reinforce this assumption: it is
in them (the marshes) that Aristophanes imagines his chorus of 
Frogs as singing. This argument, however, is not strong, 
because it could be just a joke based on the name and not 
the site itself. And indeed the difficulty of this 
explanation lies in the absence of any possible site with 
plenty of water, in which a sanctuary of Dion, could be 
located in the area of the city (Isae. 8, 35). Burkert (Homo 
215-6 and 232) suggested that it must have come from a 
more ancient, alien tradition. The two ancient sources which 
speak about it, reveal that at least in the later antiquity as 
well, the name e v  ACpvatq sounded strange, therefore several
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explanations have been given 1) In P. Oxy. 853 col. 10, 11 ff.
(2nd C. A. D. ) we read that it is called so 5i& xd 
exXeXipvaaOai xdv x 6 t i o v . The perfect shows that when this 
explanation had been given (probably much earlier than the time 
of Thucydides' scholiast, cf. <pqoCv) this place was not wet. 
And then the reference to an "Apxepiq Aipvaxiq in Sparta 
indicates the difficulty of Thuc. 's scholiast to understand
this name. 2) In Ath. 465a we read: o0ev xou Aipvouov xXq0rjvai 
xdv Aidvoaov oxi pixQev xd yXeuxoq x$ u5axi x6xe Tipoxov en60r| 
xexpap£vov. This fictitious explanation also proves that no 
self-evident interpretation of the name, like the existence of 
marshes in the sanctuary, could be given when this piece was 
written. Which is the solution we cannot say, according to the 
existing evidence, but I would consider more probable a 
historical explanation of this name than I would expect the
sanctuary to be located in an area still wet, in the classical 
period.
The sanctuary did not consist of a single temple, as the small 
pieces of evidence we have indicate: at least two sources
speak about a x^pevoq, a larger area dedicated to the god 
(Ar. ./?a. 219; Ath. 437 b-e = Timaios FGrH 566 F. 158). This whole 
area, the precinct, must be also implied by the word tepdv in
the other sources (Th. 2, 15,4; Sch. Ar.Ran. 216; Ath. 465a, and
here 76) because 1) the narration of our speech rather implies 
a larger area than a single temple. 2) Sch. Ar. clearly speaks 
about a xdnoq lepdq Aiovticrou ev $ xou otxoq xcxi ve&q xou 0eou,
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when one line above, he uses the word tepdv for the precinct. 3) 
The prepositions used with the word tepdv in comparison to 
what is acted in it, indicate a larger area: Ath. 437b ev x$
teptp; Ath. loc. cit. Ttpdq x§ tep§ (cf. Pickard-Cambridge, 9,
n. 8); Sch. Ar. ev § 76: ev x$ apxouoxdx<p teptp.
How large the precinct was or what existed in there is not
certain: Ath. 465a and Ar. Ra. 217-9 indicate that it was large
enough to include a lot of people (Xa£>v oxXoq). Sch. Ar. says 
that there was a shrine and a house in the precinct which 
Burkert (Homo, 234 ff. ) undrstands as a subterranean house.
In 76,78 an altar separate from the temple is attested.
Philostr. VA 3, 14 speaks about an ancient statue of Dionysos
Limnaios (see van Hoorn RA 25 C19271, 104-20). Some scholars
(e.g. Parke, 111) combining the evidence of Anecd. Bek.231,32 
and EM 227,35 maintain that there were also fourteen altars in 
the sanctuary, on which the 14 gerarai offered sacrifice, but
Burkert (Homo, 234 and n. 17) finds it improbable that all these
altars existed, gathered in the sanctuary, and indeed our 
speech speaks twice (76, 78) about one altar. Our speech informs 
us that in the Limnaion was also standing a stele on which the 
qualifications of the Basilinna were written down (76).
The whole precinct and not only a part of it was closed, 
otherwise the stele of Basilinna's qualifications would be not 
inaccessible for the rest of the year, apart from the day of 
the Choes, since it was standing outside of any building,
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somewhere near the altar of Limnaion <cf. 76 and com. 
5a>6Exdxrj)
Ypdppaoiv ’Axxixoiq] Harp. 65, 7: ’Axxixoiq ypdppaciv: Ar)poa0£vqq
xaxa NeaCpaq, avxi xou naXaioiq: xrjv yap x&v x5' axoixeCmv
YpappaxLxf^v o\|r£ Ttoxe Trapa xmv 'Imvrnv e o p £ 0 f j v a i .  ©ednopnoq 6’ ev 
xfi xe' x&v <DiX i rcn tx&v Eaxeucopqafia i  X£yei xdq xpdq xdv  pdpflapov 
auv0qxaq aq ou xoiq ’Axxixoiq YP^MIJLaaLV eorqXixeuaGai, aXXa xoiq 
x2»v ’Imvmv. (From ’Axxixoiq to e u p e 0 f ) v a i  is also quoted in 
Sud. a 4360; Phot, a  3136; Anecd. Bek. 461, 13). Hsch. a 8193: 
’Axxixd YPAppaxa: xd apxcua Enix&pia. cf. also Paus. 1,2,4. The
Athenians at the reformation of 403 B.C. adopted the ionic 
alphabet, for the old attic alphabet (cf. Suid. a 77). So,
according to this piece of evidence, the stele with the
qualifications of the basilinna must have been placed, in the 
Limnaion before 403. When exactly these qualifications were 
introduced we cannot say: perhaps after the moment in which
the lot would give the final verdict, about who will be the
next basileus (cf.com. ppeixo ex rcpoxp Cxcdv) . But it is not
necessary that this stele, about which the orator speaks, 
was contemporary with the introduction of these qualifications. 
On the contrary, one of these qualifications (aaxi^ v etvai) 
would rather locate us in the years after 451/0, when the 
Periclean law on citizenship was introduced.
So, it is possible that after the Periclean law, the 
qualification of citizenship was added to the existing ones and
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all were writen down on this stele. If this assumption is 
correct, it is a reasonable period of time (something more 
than a century) for the stele to be still standing in the 
Limnaion but long enough for the letters on it to be hardly 
legible (apuSpotq).
papxupCav itotoApevoq] The reading of the mss rjv pap xupCav
noioupevoq is incorrect, because the relative sentence does
not depend on any main sentence. Several suggestions have 
been made. Reiske suggests xauxqv papxupCav. Schaefer deleted 
xai before Sia xauxa, making thus a very long and inelegant 
period. Dindorf deleted fjv. I would adopt xoiauxrjv, instead of 
f}v, implying "such an important testimony". The sense is better 
and it is slightly easier than Dindorf's suggestion, since we 
have only to do with an omission of some letters, not an
addition, cf. § 63: peyaXaq papxupiaq 6e5coxaai.
0e$J The reading of the mss. is om. Taylor in comparison to 
73, 110 suggested Aiovuacp; Reiske agreed; Bekker defended croi
and Schaefer suggested 6 e $ .  All the scholars who prefer an
emendation of this text understand the part of the sentence
after oxi connected with Jiapaxaxaeyjxr]v xaxaXe Cmcov But I think 
the transmitted reading is perfectly correct and better in the 
style because: 1) It is more vivid, since the phrase after oxi
turns to direct speech and is presented as a direct contract 
of the Athenian demos with the god. 2> That we have to
understand a turn to the direct speech the first person of
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a^ioupev does not ^eave any doubt. 3> Naturally this phrase 
is connected with papxupCorv noioupevoq, since this is the 
dominant phrase, when napaxocxa0i<ixT)v ... EniYiyvojj^voiq is only a 
second additional part in the sentence.
5a>5sxd:xi)l Anthesteria were celebrated the 11th, 12th, and 13th
of Anthesterion. Thucydides' information that they were 
celebrated on the 12th of Anthesterion was rejected by some 
scholars as an interpolation (see Burkert Homo, 214,n.6> but the 
transmitted text was supported by Gomme and Rhodes (at their 
com. ad loc. ), and if the text is correct we must understand 
that Th. had in mind the central day of the festival, the 
Choes; this interpretation was already given by the scholiast 
P. Oxy. 853, col. 10, 15ff. Moreover that the Choes, in which the 
ritual described here took place, was celebrated on the 12th 
of Anthesterion is also attested by Sch. Ar. Ach. 960-1 and 
1076-7. At the first passage the scholiast gives another 
version as well, that it was celebrated on the 8th of 
Pyanopsion, but this is apparently unbased.
The end of the one day and the beginning of the next was
distinguished, according to the old religious chronology by the
sunset. This has caused confusion even in the antiquity,
concerning the exact distinction of the events of each day (see
r
Parke 110-11, Burkert Homo 214-5, Pickard- Cambidge, 13). The 
Limnaion was opened after the sunset of the 11th and closed 
some time after the sunset of the 12th, after the revellers of
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the Choes had dedicated there their choes and had offered a 
sacrifice in the Limnaion CAthen. 437 b-e).
78. lepox^poxa] S gives lepdv xr'jpuxoc. Dittenberg (Hermes 20 
[1884] 18 ff.) points out that for the classical period the word 
is simple khruka; iepoxfjpu£ is later (Hellenistic: cf. LSJ
s. v. >. So, S may be correct, otherwise we have a very early 
testimony of the compound word, one more novelty adopted by Ap.
'ycpap&c;] About the form of the word the sources are divided: YrD 
give YePaP ^  in 73 and 78 but opxot; YePaLP^v 78. yepocpai is 
also attested by cod. N of Harp. s. v. , according to Rennie's 
evidence, Poll. 8, 108 and Hsch. s. v. This form is adopted by 
Dindorf in Harp, and in his edition of this speech, in all
places it appears. Dindorf was followed by all modern
editors. Q gives yepaipa<; (§ 73, 78) and yepatp& v (§ 78); the
same appears in Anecd. Bek. 231,32; EM 227,35. YePaLa  ^ *s given
by Sud. y 191 = Phot, y 81 (cf. Sch. Horn. 11. 6,270). S gives
Yepaipaq and YePalPfflV with no accentuation and F yepaCpac; and 
Yepaip&v. The reading of F is supported by inscriptions (J<? 
ii* 2116; ii/iii* 6288; xii 3,420) and Sch. Horn. II. 6, 270. In LSJ 
(s. v. YePaP^ Q» 3) we read that Y^PaiPa stands as an old 
feminine of YePaP^^ when YePai^  is 8 iaier form for YePaP ^  
with first appearance in the surviving texts in A. A. 722, and 
that YePaPa! is Q falsa lectio for yg p a ip a i .  Several other
scholars supported also the form Y^PatPai (see Frisk,
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Etymologisches s. v. Y^paq and Burkert, Homo 232, n.8). Thus the 
readings of F ytpatpaq and YePaiP&v» seem to be more probable.
Some older scholars disputed the exact origin of the word (see 
Deubner 100, n. 5). The relation, however, to the word ytpa^ *n 
the sense venerable, respectful, is very likely. (see Frisk, 
Etynologisches s. v. yipa^ ).
Not much is known about their role in the Dionysiac ritual and 
all of our knowledge comes either from this text or from 
lexicographers: They were fourteen corresponding to the
fourteen altars of Dionysos Csee cob, cy /Upvaiql (Anecd. Bek. 231,32; 
Poll. 8, 108). [Several attempts to explain the nuiber U fail to convince; see 
Deubner, 111 and Burkert, Hobo 232, n,81. They were appointed by 
basileus (£Af227,35; Poll.8,108), which means that they changed 
every year, since a different basileus would select different
persons. We know that they offered a kind of sacrifice (78:
x&v isp&v anxea0ai; Anecd. Bekk. 231,32 xa ispa STrixeXoOcrai), but 
nothing further is known. Poll. 8, 108 says apprjxa tepdc Aiovuoxp 
eBuov pex’ aXXrjq 0eopCaq. If this note is not derived from 
our text, it expresses more clearly what is alluded in 79 
xaiq opGxratq: that YEPaPa  ^ took part to a secret ceremony as
well, apparently with the Basilinna. If we take as granted what 
is said in 73 that the Basilinna alone entered an inner place, 
we have to suggest that afterwards she entered another inner
chamber with the gerarai, probably to prepare the sacred
marriage (Pickard-Cambridge, 11). Deubner (105) also suggested
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that the gerarai had the role of vufupetitp iai in the 
marriage-ritual. He also suggested that they conducted some 
fertility rites, which might also be correct.
Before touching the sacrificial items, they had to take an oath 
of chastity in front of the basilinna (§ 78); For further
discussion on the oath see com. OPKOE TEPAPQN. A hierophantes 
helped the women .possibly in a blood sacrifice (cf. Burkert 
Homo 233, n. 10) and during this ceremony by the altar of 
Limnaion, the gerarai were holding sacrificial baskets.
The character of their office is described by Parke (112) as 
following: Certainly one is not led to picture them as maenads
indulging in some licentious ritual. Instead it suggests 
(their name) solemn and elderly priestesses, and the 
little we know of their duties accords with this view.
<xdtq> I v  xotvoiql The reading of the mss ev xavoiq has caused 
anxiety to most of the scholars, because they were not sure 
what exactly this phrase means. Reiske understood apud vel 
ante canistra, which means that some sacred baskets were lying 
by the altar and the gerarai had to take a place between these 
baskets or in front of them, when taking the oath. The text 
was understood in a similar way by Parke (111, at the baskets) 
and Deubner (100, auf die heiligen Opferkoerbe). But, it is 
well attested that women (xavq<p6poi) were carrying in their 
hands sacred baskets, sometimes even golden ones
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(Sch. Ar. Ach. 242), (JbntoLWrig sacrificial utensils or goods for 
libations, in several festivals at Athens (for the existing 
evidence see RE, 10, 2, 1862-6, Mittelhaus). So, Schaefer 
tried to interpret ev xavoiq as canistra gestantes, a sense 
equivalent to xavqtpopobaaiq. Hude (NTF 7 [ 1885-7] 297) denied 
that e v  xavoiq can have any of these meanings and he 
proposed to transfer ev  xavoiq before lepov. But ev xavoiq can 
have the meaning "equipped with / holding sacred baskets": 
see LSJ s. v. ev 1,3; Kiihner-Gerth 1,463; Bond Eur. Heracles 
Oxf. 1981, 239 (com. on ev ore9dtvoiciv in E. HF 677). Then what
does Tipiv cmTea0ai tSv lepov mean? It must mean "before enacting 
the sacrifices" (for iepd in the sense "sacrifice" or "ritual" 
in this piece of the speech cf. § 73, 75, 76, 77, 79, 80). So I
believe that the gerarai approached the altar and took the 
oath, keeping the sacred baskets in their hands. In the light 
of the previous discussion, I would not accept Rennie's 
suggestion, adopted also by Gernet, <xaq> ev xavoiq.
xSv Xeyofi^ vav] Reiske suggested t£v yLyvopivav, Schaefer
rejected it: nihil rSv ytyvopivov commemoratur,
OPKOZ TEPAPQN] The authenticity of this document was discussed 
by Mommsen (Heortologie, Leipzig 1864, 358-9), Staeker (.De
Litis 55-6), Drerup (.Urkunden, 364) and Parke (111-2). Staeker 
and Drerup believe that the oath quoted is genuine, Parke is 
dubious and Mommsen denies its authenticity:
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1) An important question is whether the oath is quoted as a 
whole or only a part of it has been transmitted: Staeker and 
Parke agreed that what we have here is too brief to be the 
whole of the oath and Mommsen even adds that what we have is 
not what would be expected from the previous narration. Staeker 
gave the explanation that what is included is the 
non-secret part of the oath. I also find the text too short 
in comparison to what would be expected: for example
there is no mention of the Anthesteria in the ritual of which 
the gerarai had to play a central role. So the explanation of
Staeker may be correct and I think the text rather supports
this interpretation: in 78 we read xai. t o o  opxou xai xcov
Xeyo p£v<av axouaqxe oaa otdv x’ laxiv axoueiv. (cf. § 79).
Another argument in support of this view could be drawn from 
the fact that the oath can be clearly divided into two pieces:
a) dyiaxeoco . . . covoucrCaq: refers to the chastity of the
gerarai; b) xai xa ... xP°VOL^: refers to these two obscure
Dionysiac rites (see below). This means that the two pieces we 
have here were not necessarily delivered together: some secret
parts could not only precede or follow but even intervene
between these pieces. In fact I would find abrupt the direct 
transition from the first to the second piece, if a secret part 
did not come in between. If this assumption is correct, this 
secret part should mention their role in the secret ritual of 
the Anthesteria. One objection might be that a secret part could 
not be included, since the oath was taken in an open place, by 
the altar of the Limnaion. This could happen though if the
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secret parts were delivered in low voice while the two parts 
quoted here were delivered loudly.
2) Staeker brought another argument: the oath must be genuine, 
since it mentions things absent from the text. Although this 
argument can have some force in other kinds of documents, 
inserted in a speech, I doubt if we ought to use it in this 
case, when we have to deal with obscure religious rites and 
this oath might have intruded from a later source, unknown to 
us.
3) 'Ayicttsuo) . . . ocyv^: same idea of purity is given by many
terras. But repetition would be not surprising in a ritual text. 
CFor ftyioiefaiv as a ritual practice related to the Dionysiac rites there is at least one
sore reference in E,&, 74, Cf, Dodds' note (p,76); refers to outvard ritual observance!.
I would rather attribute this pluralism to the repetitive
character which often appears in solemn texts, than to the 
incapability of a forger. Mommsen found that the present is
not the needed tense here and he would prefer the perfect 
[as in an inscription of the Eleusinean Mysteries; see p,3591, or even the future 
if the gerarai needed to guarantee that before they celebrate 
the Theoinia and Iobaccheia, they would observe chastity. 
Parke also found some difficulty here, because, as he says, 
it is not indicated for how long they needed to purify
themselves. But I think the present may be right: present
indicates the duration and in a sense it is more powerful to
say "I am chaste" than "I have been chaste". And if the
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present is preferable because of the implication of 
duration and vividness, we can understand why they did not 
need to specify for how long they were purifying themselves.
4) and <xe>: te was added by Schaefer and adopted by all modern 
editors; it is not, however, necessary (cf. Denniston, 513)
5) x6l ©eoi'via: SFQ give ©edyvia; Yr, Harp. 151,3,
Anecd. Bek. 264,6 give ©eoCvia. Some older scholars (Gilbert 
Festzeit 161 ff. , Mommsen Heortologie 327, Hude NTF 7 [ 1865-73 
297, Willi Goeber: RE 5A2, 1995-6 al. ) assumed that ©eoyvia
must be the right reading, implying another festival
(different to ©sotvia) in which the birthday of Dionysos was 
celebrated. This idea was abandoned though (for the opposition 
see Toepfer Genealogie 105 and n. 3), since the reading of 
some mss which can be an easy mistake is not enough evidence 
to conclude that a whole festival existed with this name. The 
form ©EoCvia is better attested though what exactly this was is 
not clear: Hapr. 151,3: ©eoCviov: Auxoupyoq ev xfj SiaSixacrCpf
KpoxcoviSov rtpdq KoipovCSaq xa xaxa Sfjpooq Aiovoaia ©eoCvia 
eX^y6^0! EV Yevv^Tai eTi£0vov. xdv y<*P Atdvuaov ©£oivov
eXeyov <cq 5r)XoT AiaxuXoq (fr. 382 Nauck: rcdxep 0£oive paivdStov 
e^uxxr^piE = Sch. Lycoph. 1247) xai "Iaxpoq ev a' crvvayQy&v. Hsch.
0 274: ©EoCvia: 0uaCa Aiovoaou ’AOVjvqai xai 0e6q 0£oivoq
Aidvuaoq. Phot. s. v. 0eoiviov: l E p d v  Aiovticroo, a<p ’ oS xai y£voq;
cf. Anecd. Bek. 264, 6; Sud. 0 191; EM 446,40). Based on this short 
evidence Parke (174) suggested that the ©EoCvia were a
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festival originated at Eleusis and that to some extent it must 
have passed to the Athenian festival service, with other major 
cults of Eleusis. Deubner (148-9) emphasized it6 countryside 
character and its connection to some gene. Goeber (RE 5A2, 
1994-6) insisted that we must not understand a general 
festival of all demes: Es im 4 Jhdt. noch als Geschlecterfest,
nicht als Staatsfest gefeiert 1st. I think that Harp.'s passage 
leaves little doubt about its connection to several gene (or 
one?) and at this point I would agree with Deubner who 
interpreted Photios' evidence as alluding to the importance of 
a genos in this cult. On the other hand, the fact that the 
gerarai, appointed by the basileus, had a role in this cult 
means that, at least to some extent, it was under the care of 
the State. Parke, based on Aesch. frg. and the presence of 
gerarai pointed out the prominent role of women in this cult. 
An orgiastic character of it also, cannot be excluded 
(cf. Deubner, loc.cit).
6) ’loPdxxeia: We know that in the second century A. D. there
was in Athens a guild, holding a series of religious rites 
called ’IoPdxxoi. Their cult site was found in the excavations 
and identified by Doerpfeld as the former temple of Dionysos 
'in the Marshes'. Although nothing is known about the 
Iobaccheia in the classical period, we can assume that it must 
have existed as a lesser cult of Dionysos by a) the reference 
in our text, b) the existence of a month in Astypalaia named 
'Iopdtxxe loq, possibly the corresponding one to the Attic
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Anthesterion, c) some evidence about an epithet of Dionysos 
as iopdxxoq d) the existence of a Hymn to Dionysos starting to> 
BdtxxE (Heph. 15,9). If we assume that iobakcoi existed also 
in classical times and that the fundamental lines of their 
organization remained the same throughout the centuries, we 
could suppose that Iobaccheia was a lesser festival organized 
by this guild, under the Aegis of the State ( For further 
information see Parke 174; Deubner 148; RE 9, 1828-32).
7) Yepapo: This is a suggestion of Dobree (.Adversaria 1, 519) for 
YepaCpa of the mss, almost unanimously adopted by the scholars. 
We could be more sure which tense is the right one, if we knew 
when 9eoCvia and ’Io^dxxeia were celebrated; but since this 
oath must have been the initiation of the gerarai of each 
year to their duties, the future seems to be preferable.
Apollodoros would rather include in the published form this 
official and important document: the idea of chastity of the
' Venerable' women serves his case, by contrast to the impiety of 
St.'s family; and if we think that the purpose of this 
digression is to impress and have an emotional impact on the 
judges, this solemn oath should be the central point of this 
digression. Besides it includes additional information and it 
has the character of a solemn text. For those reasons I am 
inclined to accept that it is authentic and that it is a partial 
quotation of the text of the oath. We cannot say, however, 
whether Ap. included the whole of the non-secret part of the
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oath, or only a part of It, with emphasis on the chastity of 
gerarai, because this was important for his argument.
79. op&raiq] Reiske suggested Sp&craiq peragentibus. Blass, 
however, supported opmaaiq, in comparison to § 73: etSev a ou 
npocrfjxEv auxfjv opav and § 85 t o o  opav.
*yEYEvrjp.€vqv3 yeyevryiZvov °f S1 cannot be right if we compare 
with what follows. For this sense of papxupiav de re gesta, 
Blass compares with § 49, 55, 88, 93, 122 al.
etui6e (£g>v] Reiske suggested e x iSe t ijouaav. But in this case the 
author would not add auxfjv following, cf § 119.
80. av^Pqaav eiq "'Apeiov Bdryov] Often the meaning of this 
phrase when referring to the archons is "to become a member of 
the Areopagos" (cf. D.24,22; Isoc.7,38; Arist. Ath. 60, 3 al. and 
also MacDowell, Homicide 40; Gilbert, The Constitutional 
Antiquities of Sparta and Athens 282; Wallace, Areopagos 
96). It is more likely that the archons became members 
of the Areopagos after the end of their office and their 
eu0uva and not at the beginning after their SoxipacrCa, as 
some scholars had suggested. (For further details see: 
MacDowell, Hojoicide, 40-1; Wallace, Areopagos, 94). Here however 
this meaning is not suitable because the events narrated here 
evidently had taken place during Th.*s archonship because 
a) The time as our text defines it ( 80: oq ey^veto xdt iepa
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xauxa xai av£f3qaav ... ), should be shortly after Anthesteria 
(early Spring) b) Theogenes was still archon because he 
expelled his assessor St. Thus, this passage clearly
suggests that the 9 archons had some meetings with the council 
of Areopagos, at certain dates (ev xaiq xaGqxouaaiq qp£paiq) 
and av£0qaav here simply means "they went up to the
Areopagos" (cf. also Lys. 10,11). Wallace (p.94) thought that 
possibly they were fulfilling some sacral obligation, based 
on the evidence of Philochoros (FGH 328 F64 ) that at least 
the thesmothetai went up to the Areopagos garlanded. If this 
suggestion is right, we can better understand what ev xaiq 
xa0qxoi3crai<; qp£pai<; means: on some days defined by the religious 
calendar.
Does av£0r)crav (and xax£(3r|, § 83) mean that this meeting took
place exactly on the top of the small hill of Ares, at the
west side of Acropolis? The precise knowledge of the 
topography of Areopagos is a doubtful issue: Wallace (215 ff)
gives quite a lot of evidence, from which we can conclude that 
the verb was a technical term for going, for any reason, to the 
Areopagos and this particular verb was used because not only 
the hill but even its foot is considerably higher than the level 
of the Agora and the surrounding area. But further than this 
the things become more complicated: Vanderpool Archeology 3
C 19503 34-7 and Wallace (215 ff. ) agree that the Areopagos,
when working as a court could not meet on the flat area on the 
top of the hill; The court was seated at the north-eastern
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foot of the hill, where later on a small church of St. 
Dionysios Areopagites was built. The strongest argument for 
this assumption is that there was not enough room at the top 
of the hill for roughly 200 people and space for speakers, 
witnesses, audience etc. I agree that this suggestion might be 
right. However, based on the present passage we have to 
assume the existence of a closed building, otherwise we 
cannot explain how a secret discussion could take place in 
the open air (cf. MacDowell, Homicide 39).
Could this building have been founded on the top of the Hill of 
Ares or should we suggest that this was also somewhere else 
at the foot of the hill? I think a small bouleutarion
exclusively for the members of the council could be situated 
on the top of the hill; not all Areopagites would attend all the 
meetings of the council and if an important discussion
attracted many councillors, they could also move to Stoa 
Basileios, to have more space. From that meeting point it 
would be easy to walk down to the north eastern terrace to try 
homicide cases in open space, and this assumption would
explain better all the references to the Areopagos as being 
located on the top of the Hill (cf. e.g. E. IT. 961-2;
Anecd.Bekk. 253,26 al.). If so, then the discussion reported 
here probably took place in the building on the top of the Hill 
of Ares.
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nep£ Eua£0eiav] The questions, how broad was the authority 
of the Areopagos on religious matters and if this authority 
was traditionally held by this council are difficult to 
answer, because of lack of evidence. The few, scattered pieces 
of evidence we have are thoroughly discussed by Wallace 
(p. 106 ff). It is attested that the Areopagos had authority on 
the sacred olive trees and the iepa opyaq, it chose the 
iepoxoioi of the lepvoci and it had an authority to protect the 
sacred secrets (xa aTrdppnxo:), from being revealed or violated. 
Wallace includes in this last activity the case of Th. and he 
brings as evidence also that the Areopagos had this authority, 
an anecdote about Aeschylos, who was accused that he revealed 
the secrets of the Eleusinian Mysteries in one of his plays 
and for that he was tried before the Areopagos and Dein. 1, 9, 
according to which the Areopagos guarded the ’Axdppqxoi 0fjxai. 
Even if this story about Aeschylos is fiction, it is 
indicative of the reputation of the Areopagos, as the most 
proper law-court to try a case of religious nature; this closed, 
ancient council seems indeed to be the most proper body to 
investigate cases of violated secrets. But we cannot assume a 
broad power of the Areopagos over all the andppprjxa at least in
the fifth century: the Areopagos, for example, did not play
any role in the notorious scandal of 415. Wallace believes that
this authority was given to Ar. later and gradually. This is
%>\A
possible our the evidence is too weak. Another possibility would 
be that the Areopagos kept always authority over certain 
andpprjxa, perhaps some very ancient and traditional
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institutions, but over all. Perhaps Ap. overstates here the 
role of Areopagos in the protection of religion.
A third possibility would be to interpret Th. 's case in front 
of the Areopagos not in the frame of any specific competence 
of this council, but in the frame of its general power to start 
investigations, on its own initiative. Th. was a potentious 
Areopagite, and thus the council decided to act. (cf. Wallace, 
111, 127) I think all possibilities are open, but I would be in
favour of the last one, based on the description of Ar.'s 
religious competence: uxmep xai xSxXa rcoXXoo at, la eaiv xfj ndXsi 
nepi eua£0eiav. This phrase does not specify any particular 
competence. On the other hand, it emphasizes the role which 
this venerable council could play in religious matters.
The text here gives the impression that this
discussion must have taken place in only one meeting. Thus we
should not imagine that the Areopagos ordered the
I
institution of a board of councilors to investigate the case. 
Simply, some of the councilors, knowing themselves who Phano 
was, reported it to the rest of the Areopagites and then a 
discussion started (cf. e£t’)XeYXev anc* YevofJL^ V63V X6ya>v), which 
was to end with a punishment of Th. (cf. com. eCrjjiiou 
unless he divorced his wife. For a similar proceeding by the 
Areopagos cf. Aesch. 1, 92: et; &v auxoi aovCaaoi xai eiirjxdtxaau
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cCt)H-£od ... xupCa eaxtv] It is well reported that all the
Athenian magistrates had the right to impose fines for lesser
offences, usually up to 50 drachmas, unless they thought that 
the offender deserved a higher punishment, and then they might 
introduce the offender to a normal trial in a law-court (cf. 
MacDowell, Law, 235-7). The boule could impose fines up to 
500 drachmas (see: D.47,43; Rhodes Boule 147; Hansen Eisangelia 
21-8 and JHS 100 [ 1980] 93-5). This passage affirms that the
Areopagos also had the power to impose fines, but how high we
are not told (ocra xupCa v^). Arist./Jth. 8,4, a parallel of
doubtful accuracy, is discussed by Rhodes AP. 155-6 and
Wallace, 112: xai xouq apapxdvovxaq tjuGuvev xupCa o5aa xai
Crjpiouv xoXdCeiv, xai xa<; e x x i o e k ;  av£<pepsv eiq xrjv rcdXiv,
oux eniYP<i<pouaa xrjv np6<pacuv 6i’ o L xd e] xxt Cv] eo0ai.
The main problem of this passage is the phrase oux
ETtiYpd«pouCTa. . . , because in the time of Solon the Athenians 
did not use to write down such detailed judicial decisions. 
This inaccuracy could be explained though, as follows. Even 
after the moment the Athenians started writing down the reason 
for which somebody was fined the Areopagos kept the right not to 
write down the reason in cases in which it fined somebody in 
a secret procedure. Aristotle , as Rhodes and Wallace point out, 
must have been based on documentary sources. He had combined
the practice of the Areopagos, in some cases in his days, with 
the lack of reasoning for the fines in his documentary sources 
and he thought that in all cases when the Areopagos imposed
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a fine in the time of Solon, it kept the right not to write down
the reason, when for the rest of the officials his impression
was that they had to write it down.
ev axoppffxtpl Wallace (111) says: Secrecy, the silence that
surrounded Areopagite proceedings, became a topos in ancient 
literature. This authority was again appropriate for a 
traditional, closed, and serious-minded institution, cf. e.g. 
Themist. Or. 21,263a; Juven. 9, 101; Sud. s. v. al. The council 
presumably thought that this discussion was not proper to take 
place in public (cf. 6id xoop idxr^ xoq). Th. promised that he 
will divorce his wife and, since the council was satisfied by 
Th.'s reaction did not let the case go further. As it seems, the 
Areopagos had the intention to punish Th. with a fine, but 
probably after the apology and the declaration of Theogenes that 
he will divorce Phano, he was not fined, (ECr]pCoi) should be
understood as an imperfectum de conatu) and the whole discussion 
remained secret.
81. xfiSstiastevl xeXsuaeiev of S1 does not make sense. For this 
meaning of the verb "to become relative with somebody" cf.
E. Hp. 635 and Barret's com. p. 280.
82. ifitv ovxttv] F gives qpiv. But the emphatic statement oi map’ 
epoG Xeydpevoi supports upiv. The mss. give eaxcoaav, which is 
probably the correct form: cf. MacDowell, Meidias, 228, com.
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napa5i66xa>aav. (Meisterhans does not believe that the forms in - 
xcdctav are classical: Grammatik3 191).
83. axcotCocv] The orator creates Th. 's character in a way quite 
convenient for his purposes. It is said several times that Th. 
was a simple-minded and mexperienced person < 72, coreipov; 81, 
6idr xfjv coiEip Cav x£>v npaypdxQv xai xr)v axaxCav xrjv eauxou; 83, 
xr)v axaxCav) and thus an easy victim in the hands of St. That 
the simple-minded character was presented in a positive light 
in the Athenian law-courts, is attested by many parallels; I 
will give only two instances from D. 47, in which giving the 
image of axaxoq worked as a way of obtaining a positive 
verdict from the jury: a) In § 46 it is stated that somebody
defrauded the judges by pretending that he was axaxoq. b) In 
§ 82 the fact that s o m e b o d y  c o u l d  pass as being axaxoq xai
arcpdYpmv, is considered as a serious reason which could lead to 
his ac^ jquital. In this frame we understand why Th. was able to 
move the emotions of the Areopagites and why the orator
emphasizes this feature of Th* . s character: it can work in a
negative way for St. by rising positive feelings for his victim.
xdv xe Exg^ arvov] xe, omitted in S’ is added by the same hand. 
Gernet suggested xai xdv Ex^ qpavov. But xe. . . xe, especially 
connecting articles, is well attested in the private 
speeches of the Corpus (see Fuhr, RhM 33 [18783 594-9).
Denniston (503 and n. 1) reports that there is no example of
X E . . . X E  in the public speeches of the Corpus, when there are
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36 examples in the private speeches, including the ones 
certainly written by D. Fuhr points out that the speech 53, one 
of those supposed to be written by Apollodoros, has the 
highest frequency. Denniston states as a possible explanation 
for the difference between the public and the private
speeches, that xe...xe sounded slightly colloquial.
xooxovU Iurinus proposed to transfer it after the name (xdv xe 
Ix€<pavov xouxovi xdv e^ ctTtaxr^ aavxa). The tendency of the orator 
is to put the pronoun exactly after the name. In fact, this is 
the only instance in the speech, in which the pronoun is 
separated from the name, but cf. §85 xdv v6pov <xdv> e t x i  
xouxotq xouxovi.
ercadaavToJ In S from PeXxCouq (§ 89) to apiaxooq (§ 107) is 
inserted here, but the copyist realised it and joined eiratioavxo 
with oI ’Apeonayixai . . . which comes later with a a, and the 
note pexa 6uo ^GXXa evQa xd a.
84. dvaYxdoa] cf. § 28, com. xXt)xei)ct<i1.
’Epgi^a] cf. § 72: KoiptovCSqv and com. ; apxtep£a of r is wrong.
MAPTYPIA1 The authenticity of this document was supported by 
Staeker (De litis, 50-2), Kirchner (RhN 40 [ 18853 385-6) and 
Drerup iUrkunden 350-1), but by Westermann.
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1. Westermann finds this document very short, in the sense that 
it gives evidence only about the divorce of Theogenes but not
about all the events, which the orator has narrated in the
previous paragraphs. The other three scholars, however, bring 
a strong argument: In § 79 the orator warns his audience
that the events which he will narrate here have taken place 
in secret (5i* anoppVjxou), thus the only evidence he can bring 
is the result of the secret discussion in the Areopagos, namely 
the divorce of Th. from Phano. I agree that we should not expect 
to find in the testimony anything about the secret discussion in
the Areopagos, since the text in § 79 <(p£pe Sf| ... aXr)8rp makes
it fairly clear that no testimony could be brought on these 
events (cf. also § 80, ev arcoppr^ xcp, with com. )
2) The expressions of the document are exactly the same as the 
expressions of the previous text: xrjv xe av0pomov ex3aXeiv 
and Ix£(pavov arceXdaai. This perhaps could be a sign that the 
document is based on the previous text. xrjv avBpomov is a rather 
derogatory term. (cf. com. § 9)
3) The strongest argument against the authenticity of this 
document is, I think, its bad, repetitious style: there are
two striking, meaningless, repetitions. I cannot imagine what 
purpose serves in here the same thing to be said twice, defined 
in a positive and in a negative way: exflaXeiv xai oux£xi
auvoixeiv / aneXdaai &rtd xrjq napeSpCaq xai oux eav exi 
napeSpeueiv aux§. Kirchner trying to explain these repetitions
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says that they are done for the sake of clarity (klar und 
deutlich). But e x f i a X e i v  as a term, meaning "to divorce" is quite 
clear in itself (cf. § 51 with com.) and for a n e X a u v E i v  "to 
expell from an office" cf. D.21,17.
I presume that Ap. needed to treat Th. quite gently, since some 
of the things narrated here were serious offences according to 
the Attic law and it would be annoying for this simple-minded 
man to be asked to testify on things about which it would be 
not pleasant to speak in public. So, I would expect a short and 
careful document on which Th. would be summoned to testify, but 
I find the present form of the document unsatisfactory. It adds 
nothing, its expressions rather lead us to think that it was 
derived from the context and its style is unreasonably 
rhetorical and loquacious. Thus I would find it more likely 
that this text is a forgery by a rhetorician who, although he 
understood that he should not include anything from the secret 
discussion in the Areopagos, tried to give it a reasonable 
extent, in comparison to the genuine documents of the speech, by 
using the double definition of things.
eice( S£] S gives xai etie i 6e; rD e x e  161*1 6 e . xai of S is not 
suitable here (even if we would omit 5£). Any choice between 
etiei S£ and e u e i S t^ 6£ would be arbitrary.
85-87J The whole of this piece is a deliberate inaccuracy; 
Apol. 6peaks as if Phano was a woman indeed caught in adultery,
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by reading the law of adultery and claiming that she did not 
even have the right to enter the temples, being an adulterer. 
But earlier in the text the orato r had claimed that the laws 
of adultery did not apply to Phano* s case since she was 
prostituting herself openly. For courtesans or prostitutes 
there was no prohibition of entering the temples: in 116
Sinope the courtesan has entered in the temple at Eleusis, 
without breaking any law and Metaneira could even be initiated 
to the Mysteries < 21ff.). So, strictly speaking, this part of 
the speech has not much to do with the case, but it serves the 
intention of the orator to present St's family as impious 
in one more aspect, cf. also § 110: xr)v euyocx^pa pepoixeup^vqv
et|£5ciixev.
85. <xdv> eni xouxoiq] Rennie's addition x6v was not adopted by 
Gernet. But the fact that xouxovi is quite remote from vdpov 
makes this addition very likely; cf. 83: Zx£q>avov xdv
e^axaxfjoavxa auxdv xouxovC.
xi xSv vopiCop£vfi>v] FQD give xi after xoieiv; S gives it at the 
same position but also gives another xi after vopiCop^vmv; Yr 
omit it. xi, however, is necessary, since itoieiv cannot have a 
genitive as an object. The natural position of xi is after
TIOIEIV.
av poixdvl SFQ give eav; but av here is not conditional.
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oux f^eaxtv] is given by SYr when the rest of the mss give 
oux£xi. oux emphasizes the prohibition itself, oux£xi enters 
the temporal dimension "no longer, no further". I would prefer 
simple oux: the orator had in mind the prohibition itself (cf. 
the document in § 87).
eiq a] The emendation of Reiske a instead of o of the mss is 
correct: all the temples are implied; o is a mistake made under
the influence of ouSev above.
<eX 0eiv) e^ouaCcrv] Hude's suggestion to delete e X0e i v  was 
adopted by Rennie and Gernet. I would also agree with this 
suggestion because eX8siv is superfluous; ei;ouaCav eSoaav is 
perfectly completed by eiai^vai. eX6eiv here seems to be a 
repetition coming from the p r e v i o u s  line (e^eaxiv auxfj e X0e i v ),  
and its position in the sentence is slightly unnatural. If we 
keep eX8eiv then xai before 0eaaop£vr|v connects e X0e l v  and 
eicri£vai and the one before ixexeuoouaav the two participles. 
If we remove eX8eiv then the two xai stand in the sense "both 
... and" (cf. Denniston 323 ff. ).and I would prefer this 
understanding of the two xai.
86. uic£p auxfivJ Reiske understood that the offences committed by 
these women are meant (eav 6’... napavop&ai). Schaefer answers: 
malim referre ad rd iepd. I would rather agree with Reiske, in 
comparison to § 74:xipmpiav un£p xfi>v qaePrip^vmv; § 12; D. 24, 8 
al.
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x&XXal D omits it. S1 omits it as well but it is added in the 
margin by the same hand. nXf^ v Bavdxou, which precedes, supports 
the presence of x&XXa.
6t6doxav3 6i6doxaXov of Reiske in accordance to q>63ov, is not 
justified. The participle matches with the ax; sentence 
f ollowing.
t o i o u t o v] xoiouxov is given only by Qmg; the rest of the mss 
give xotixmv. Only one offence is implied: adultery. Thus
xoiouxov is correct.
87. Xa££3 FQ add xdv vdpov. This addition is unnecessary and I 
would rather consider it to be a gloss .
NOMOZ MOIXEIAZJ The surviving pieces of law concerning adultery 
are:
1. D. 23, 53: Edv xiq aTtoxxsCvr] e v  a0Xoiq axiov, fj ev o5$ xaBeXdv fj
e v  rcoX€p<p dyvofjaaq, fj e j u  Sdpapxi fj etti prjxp i fj eti’ d6eX<prj fj eni
0uYcrrp£, fj en i rcaXXaxfj fjv av eju* eXEu0£poiq naiaCv toGxgjv
EVExa (pEuyeiv xdv x x e  Cvavxa.
2. Lys. 1,49: edv xiq poixdv XdPp, o xi av gotiXqxai
(bodily humiliations are implied, as Ar. Nu. 1083, PI. 168 al.
indicate)
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3a. Lys. 1, 25: qvxe36Xei 6£ xai i x £ t e u e  pr} aTtoxxeivai aXX’
apyopiov np&^aodai.
3b. § 65: eiq 9630V xaxaaxfjaaq xpdxxexai pvaq xpidxovxa, xai
XaPf&v eyyuqxdq xotixcov . .., (fyCTjaiv ©q anoSdaovxa aux$ xd 
a p y G p i o v .
4. § 66: edv x iq  aSCxaq eip^TI “ q Po l Xdv, Y P ^ aCT®a i  rtP^^ xotiq
0eapo0£xaq aSCxcaq e ip x8rjva i ,  x a i  eav  pev eXfl xdv el'p^avxa x a i  
86£fl d6£xa>q exi3e3ooX eucr0ai, a0$ov  e l v a i  auxdv x a i  xodq EYYUTjxaq 
anT)\Xdx8oci xfjq eyY^n^*
5. § 67: xdv vdpov ... oq oux iq. exi xauxqoi poixdv Xafleiv
OTidaai av etc’ epYaaxqpCou xa0covxai fj xcDX&vxai dnoTt£9aap£v6>q. (By 
Lys. 10, 19 and Plut. Sol. 23, the law is attributed to Solon).
6a. § 87: (The passage under discussion)
6b. Aesch. 1, 183: xi^ v Y“P YuvaCxa 69’ fj av aX$ poiydq oux eg:
xocrpeia0ai, ouS£ eiq xd SqpoxeXfj tepd eiai^vai, ... Edv 6’ 
e t c r C r )  fj xoapeixai, xdv evxuxdvxa x e X e u e i  xaxappijyvuvai xd 
ipdxia xai xdv xdapov agaipeiaOai xai xGxxeiv eipydpevov 
0avdxou xai xou avdnqpov noifjaai. . . (This passage is a 
paraphrasis of the law, quoted in § 87 and it is attributed to 
Solon by Aeschines).
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7. Arist. Ath. 59,3: eiai 62 xai *ypa<j>ai npdq auxoOq (xoOq 
0eapo0€xaq) ... xai poixefaq. (Rhodes, AP. 663)
The answer to the question "are all these pieces part of one
i ' l
and the same law? " could easily ^  negative. T. 1 seems to 
be a part of Drakon's homicide law (maybe with a few changes), 
still valid in the fourth century. T. 3a and 3b probably were 
not parts of the law itself. As I have suggested in 65 (com. 
npdxxexai), compensation was rather a convenient arrangement 
between the two parties, than a legal provision.
The second question is whether one law, consisting of different 
articles, covering different cases, has ever existed, or we 
have to speak about scattered, separate laws. I think we
should speak about a main law concerning adultery, because 6£ at 
the beginning of 6a shows that it was an article of a more
extensive text. The main law consisted of several articles
covering most of the cases of adultery, but pieces of other laws 
as well, like T. 1, completed the Attic legislation on this
of f ence.
Could all the other pieces apart from 1, 3a, 3b, and perhaps 7 
be dated to the time of Solon? There are some difficulties in 
accepting this statement: For T. 4 the difficulty is that we do 
not know about sureties as a legal practice in the Solonian 
era. For T. 6a the difficulty is the different sense of 
axipCa at the Solonian era (cf. MacDowell, Law 73-4 ). axipCa
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in the Solonian sense would be too heavy as a penalty for a 
husband who was not willing to divorce his naughty wife. The 
language also of 4, 6a, 6b rather implies the developed legal
system of the classical period, than a Solonian text. On the 
other hand T. 5 (which is rather certainly dated to the Solonian 
era; cf. com 67 ad loc. ) says that there was a law prohibiting 
arrest for adultery for some groups of women. And if Aeschines' 
attribution of 6b (and 6a) to Solon is not completely 
hypothetical - although if so, we must have a revised form of 
the law here - this law should include more provisions, on 
this offence.
In conclusion, I believe that Solon intended to give 
alternative legislation for adultery, more humane and 
supplementary to Drakon's provision of killing with no 
punishment. So he created a law, penalizing adultery, so that 
the abused xupioq of the woman could obtain some 
satisfaction, if he did not wish to commit a murder. The law, 
however, with the development of the Attic legal bureaucracy, 
needed to be adapted, at least in its technical details. And 
perhaps some new laws completed the legislation of adultery. I 
suspect that T. 7 may be one of these separate laws: if the
assumption that it applied to the cases in which the adulterer 
was not caught in the act, is correct (see, MacDowell, Law 125), 
then possibly it is an additional law of the classical 
period, by being based on a rather developed sense of Justice, 
in which being caught in the act is not necessarily the
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only proof of guilt. But any further attempt to classify any 
other of our fragments (apart from 1, 3a, 3b> either as part
of the main law or as a supplementary provision, or to 
reconsruct the initial Solonian text, would be futile.
Coming to discuss the present document, the first question is 
whether it is authentic: Francke (reference in Dindorf: Ephem.
Jenes. a. 1884, p. 742), Dindorf and Van den Es (p. 37) denied
the authenticity of this document. But in later times and 
nowadays, as far as I know, the scholars unanimously accept its 
authenticity: see e. g. Schelling, De Sol. Leg. 103;
Staeker, De Litis 36; Lipsius, Recht 434, n. 51, Drerup, Urkunden 
363-4; Paoli SDHI 16 C 1950] 167-8; Harrison, Law 1, 35-6 and n. 1; 
MacDowell, Law 125. I also believe that it is authentic.
Van den Es denied the authenticity of this text on the basis 
that its quotation in the context of the speech is unsuitable: 
but cf. general com. on § 85-7.
Francke and Dindorf denied its authenticity in comparison to the 
paraphrase of the same law by Aesch. Indeed this text is less 
elaborated and the prohibition for the woman to wear any kind 
of ornament, given by Aesch. , is omitted here. Several scholars 
(Lipsius, Harrison, al. ) have maintained that the present 
document consists of only a partial quotation of the part of 
the law speaking about the woman's penalties. Staeker pointed 
out that at the beginning connects this piece with what
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preceded. Schelling believes that the orator here omitted only 
the prohibition of wearing ornaments, since it was not
directly related with the case; all the rest of Aeschines' 
phrases are explanations for the phrase of the law o ti Sv 
ndaxtli namely, that if the woman breaks the prohibitions 
anybody can tear her clothes off, remove her ornaments and beat 
her up. These rather seem to reflect the practice in such 
cases, than the words of the law itself. In support of this 
I will mention that the law paraphrased in 67, about the 
penalties upon a man caught in adultery, specified only bodily 
humiliations. The kind of humiliations usually practised in 
such cases is known to us from other sources like comedy 
<cf. com. § 66).
A second argument for the authenticity of this law is that it 
adds an important point not mentioned in the text, nor anywhere 
else: the husband of an adulterer was forced by the law, under
the threat of disf ranchisement, to divorce her. It is
remarkable that this point is not related to the story, so a 
possible forger would not need to compose this sentence.
The third argument is I think the most important. The text of 
the orator reflects the expressions of the law itself. This 
comparison supports the view that the text of the law, which 
the orator had in his disposal, is the same with the one quoted 
here:
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a) Two sudden changes of number ( t o u t ;  yuvaL^^  • • •  ’ $ &v
poixdq aX$ and e i c t Cgxjl . . .  J i6axq)  cannot have any other
explanation but that they are lit^erally transferred in the 
text from the document. This explanation was first given by 
Reiske. That e<p’ fj ... crX$ belongs to the text of the law is
also confirmed by Aeschines. CBernet s u g g e s t e d  that IXn tdv jioixdv in the
classical period vouid Mos t l y  nean " procure the c o n v i n c t i o n  o f ", when in the So l o n i a n  lav
it v o uld rather Mean "take in the act", H a r r i s o n  Uiv, 1,36, n, I ) agreed, But our
k nowl e d g e  about the Solonian lav is quite unsatisfactory, as I have p o i n t e d  out earler 
on, and in the classical period a person was p r o b a b l y  c o n s i d e r e d  to be a poigdq either  
caught in the act (cf.Lys.l p a s s i m ) or after his convi c t i o n  by a lav court (cf, i 66-7), 3
b) vrjnoivei ndaxeiv must be also literal quotation of the law.
c) nXf|V Savdxou: apart from the present document it also
appears in the text of the orator and in Aesch. we read
etpydpevov Qavdxou. nXqv Savdxou is probably the phrase of the 
law; xou xov avdnqpov noifjom rather seems to be an addition 
by Aeschines, reflecting the practice in these cases: the
intention of the law was to humiliate the woman, not to let
her suffer permanent bodily disabilities.
d) und t o o  8ou\op£vou: once in this text and once in Aesch. the
phrase x$ evxoxdvxi (and xdv evxuxdvxa) appears, reflecting the 
phrase of the law und xou f3ouXop£vou (cf. 16; D. 21,47; 24,28 
al. >. und xou PouXopdvou appears in the paraphrase by the
orator ( 86) but is missing from the document. The explanation
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for this may be that uitd xou f3ooXop£vou was not written at the
point of the law which the orator cites in § 87, but it was
written in an earlier part of the law of adultery, supposed 
to be understood here also; thus the orator having read the 
whole of the law included it in his own text.
e) The phrase eicriivou eiq ta tepa xa 8T]poxeXT} appears in the
document, in the paraphrasis of the orator (§ 85) and in
Aesch. This supports the view that they are the words of the
law. One might think that this phrase must be derived from the
initial Solonian text, since it appears twice in Aesch. in legal 
r
pieces attibuted to Solon, one concerning the law of adultery 
(1, 183) and one the laws of refusal of the military service 
(3,176). But this prohibition is probably connected with the 
post-Solonian sense of axipia (see above) and thus I would 
rather attribute it to the revision of the law in the classical 
period.
6r]poxeXf|q means "funded by public sources" (STjpoxeXf^q 0uoia: 
Hdt.6, 57, 1; Th. 2, 15,2; PI. Lg. 935b al. See also 6r)poxeXf|q
eopxT1), Poll. 9,10; firjpoxeXi^ q aocpioxfjq, Poll. 4,43 al. ) This 
meaning is confirmed and well explained by Anecd. Bek. 240,28 
(=Hsch. 6 878): Ar)ptoxeXf] xai 6r|poxix& ispeta (tepa Ruhnk, Meier) 
5ia<p€pei; x<3< SrjpoxeXf} 0upaxa ^ rc6Xiq StSaaiv, etq 5£ xdt
6r)poxtx& o l  6r)p6xai, etq S£ xa opyEiovixa o( opyecoveq, ot av Satv 
exdcrxoo xou iepou, etq 6£ xa x&v yov£a>v (Perhaps Y£vvt}x2>v: cf.
55 and com. ) x& y^ vt). Harp. 90, 3 also says: AqpoxeXr] xai
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Srjpoxixa tepa] Ai£<pspov aXXt^ Xmv xai xmv ysvixSv, wqAcfvap^oq 
SqXoi ev x$ xax& Zxetpdtvou < = Suid. 6 463).
C tepeia of the bss , in Anecd,Bek. 240,28 could be correct, in conparison to flbpaw
fol l o w i n g , ]  Based on this evidence, Schaefer understood here tepa 
meaning non fana sed sacra, quae sola did possunt SqpoxeXfj. 
Boeckh also (Economy 1,284 and n.260) understood tepa 
meaning "sacrifices": but stoi^vcn etq xd iepa evidently refers
in particular to the admission to the sacrifices, although it 
also includes permission to enter the temples in which the
sacrifices were held. Most scholars understand this phrase 
meaning"to participate in sacrifices at public cost". But, 
Reiske understood "to enter the public temples" and I would 
rather agree with him because a) etoi^vai does not mean "to
participate" but "to enter", b) 6r)poxeXf)q means "subsidised by 
the state" and in this context it distinguishes the public 
temples and cult sites from the private ones. The legislator 
intended to exclude the adulteress form all the cult sites, for 
the maintainance of which the state had paid. In the private 
temples the owners could decide whom they would let in. t i n  Poll, 
4,31; vevriYtfptm: i f i p o u X u q  idfooq 6r)P0xcX^q has a wider sense; 'public,
op e n  to the p u b l i c ]  c) In all cases in which somebody is banned from
iepa, it does not only mean (exclusion from the ceremonies, but
in general from the precincts. In Aesch. 3, 176 we read that
somebody who did not fulfil his military service was banned
from the SrjpoxeXf) iepa. But such a person was completely 
excluded from entering the holy places. In Lys. 6,9-12. 24 we 
read that an axipoq was also excluded from the iepa, meaning in
general the holy places (cf. Hansen, Apagoge, 61 ff. ). In 
D. 20, 158 we find that a person accused for homicide had to keep 
away from the holy places (lepov) in general, not to pollute 
them with his presence and in this case the prohibition 
clearly refers not only to the ceremonies but to the 
precincts in general, (cf. MacDowell, Homicide, 22 ff. )
The intention of this law was to punish the adulteress and to 
warn other women. Ap. emphasizes the protection of the holy 
places from the pollution by these women. Aesch. emphasizes the 
protection of the chaste women. Paoli (loc.cit., 167-8) gave 
a good interpretation by explaining these penalties in the 
frame of a kind of dxijiCa. As he explains, dxipta for a man 
would be the loss of a serious part of his rights to act as a 
citizen. Women, however, did not have these rights at all. But 
they had a social personality and a role in the life of the 
community, of which, if they were caught in adultery, they 
were deprived; for a woman the prohibition to wear ornaments 
and to enter the public temples practically meant that she was 
deprived of the right of having a social life. He says: Tuttavia
la donna ha una personalita familiare e sacrale: e 'consors
sacrorum' del marito nella osservanza del riti propri dell* 
otxoq, rappresenta la familia nelle celebrazioni che le donne 
del Sfjpoq fanno in commune in certe ricorrenze solenni, 
participa con dignita matronale a cerimonie publiche della 
citta, ha accesso ai templi. Se sopresa con 1' adultero, perde
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la capacita di esercitare i dirltti che le derivanno dalla 
dignita di mater f ami lias.
I find this interpretation attractive because: 1) the provision
of axipCa for a man who did not divorce his wife, caught in
adultery belongs to the same piece of the law. The idea of
axipCa is what joins these two cases in the same part of the
law, in a different sense for each sex. 2> Aeschines expresses
it clearly (axip&v auxfjv) that the intention of this kind of
punishment is to deprive the woman of her honourable position
in the society, to humiliate her and make her life unbearable. I
would add one more thing. Seclusion from the public temples 
I
practically annuled for the adulteress the chances of going out. 
This seclusion meant that she could not attend the festivals of 
the city, she could not go to the Thesmophoria or the Haloa, 
etc. This, apart from punishment was also a security measure in 
the sense that it reduced her chances of meeting men.
etq xdt lepdl xauxa added by Anecd. Bekk. 140,3 after iepa is 
unnecessary.
88. xuptoxaxoql Schaefer notes praestat superlativus ut gravior. 
Hansen (Assembly, ch. 4; Ecclesia, ch. 9 (= GRBS 19 C1978] 127- 
46) has maintained that the law-courts and not the ecclesia was 
the ultimate sovereign body at Athens. But, he correctly points 
out that there was no sort of antagonism between the law-courts 
and the ecclesia. I agree that the law-courts, which were anyway
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consisting of ordinary Athenians, members of the ecclesia, as
well, could have the last saying in some cases, but this was
never understood by the Athenians as a limitation of the 
e
soverignty of the demos.
PotiXavxoti] Reiske pointed out that it is plural because o Srjpoq 
is a collective noun. Sv, 3oi3Xr)xai, ^Y,10'aTO< eGe'to are singural.
89. opoq ... ecrearde] The transition with opmq is abrupt. Some 
scholars tried to emend the text. Wolf suggested upeiq 6’ and 
Reiske was quite fond of it. Gernet adopts it in his edition, 
without, however, mentioning Wolf. Herwerden thought that 
something is missing Cffri. 3 t 1875] 357-8J sic fere supplenda
(vpaq p€v ovv ovx ayvosiv xavxa vopi'£col opa>q S' axovaavxeq avx&v 
PeXxCovq easade ut librarii oculos ab vpaq ad simile opmq 
aberasse existimemus. Although I do not agree that something is 
missing, I understand in the same way the contrast made by opcoq.
IWhat find very difficult is PeXxiouq eaea0e. In which sense the 
Athenians will become better by listening to the laws of 
naturalization? I think that such a moralizing sentence does not 
have any place in this context in which the orator 
essentially flaters the Athenians. In many similar cases, when 
the orator reads or paraphrases a document, namely a law a 
testament, a testimony etc. he does it with the intention to 
let his audience know better or to reveal the truth to them. I 
suggest that the text is corrupted here: P^Xtiov eiaecr0e would
give much better sense. This suggestion is supported by a large
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number of parallels: see § 87: xou v6pou auxou axouaavxsq
avayvmaG^vxoq staeaGe, § 78: Tva eiSrjxs ax; aepva ... xdt vdptpd
sax tv It is a topic in the speeches of Ap. that the judges will 
know better after they listen to him: 47, 3; Tva ex xouxo>v
etfiqxe; 49,18: pdpxopa nap££opat, emeiSav ... Siqyi^ cropai uptv,
Tva xtj aoxf) papxupCgc ... axouaavxsq eiSrjxe oxt aXqGr) \£y<i>. 61;
50,10. 21. 41. 45. 57: PouXopat 6’ uptv xai xdv vdpov
dvaYvmaGfjvat ••• * "v* etSqxe; 52,17. cf. also D. 43, 62: ext 8i
aa<p£axspov yvmoeaGe . . . xai ex xou6e xou v6pou; D 41, 18. 66. 71; 
44,30; 45,7. 19; 46, 10 al. The intention of the litigant was
the knowledge and not the moral improvement of the judges. In 
this context I would also prefer axouaavxsq of Fcorr, which
Blass and Murray also prefered. Rennie and Gernet accept the 
reading of the rest of the mss. axouovxsq. But the the laws 
will be recited only once. The aorist participle is also 
supported by § 87 axouaavxsq avaYva>a0£vioq siasaGs; D. 49, 18; 
43,71: Yv^aT)a0e 6’ sjistSdv xou vdpou axouaqxs, al. The text, I
propose is opcoq 6’ axouaavxsq auxfiv P£Xxiov siasaGs: 
"nevertheless, after you listen to the laws, you will acquire a 
better knowledge of them"
XsXupaap£voi ctaiv] The subject is St. and ot ouxco yeYapqxdxeq; 
xa 6copa is the object.
pfj fit* av6paYa0Corvl The procedure of naturalization was not 
enacted by any kind of application by an individual 
interested in the Athenian citizenship, nor were the adopted
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citizens always asked whether they had an interest in 
accepting this grant. Citizenship was always given as an 
honour. An Athenian should propose a decree to the asembly in 
favour of the potential citizen; no further action by the 
candidate was necessary, nor had he to be present in the voting. 
In many cases also the adopted citizens never bothered to go 
to Athens to exercise their citizenship rights. Independent of 
any change in the procedure, av&payccQCa was throughout the 
classical period the only reason for which somebody could
become an Athenian citizen. But what did the Athenians mean
by ocvSp ocyaBla ? As it is defined in the decrees, it meant 
Ttoie lv o xi Suvaxcu ayaQdv nepi xdv Sqpov xdv ’ABqvcumv. (For
evidence see Osborne, Part I, where he quotes the existing
sources). But, in practical terms the definition was very broad.
As Osborne points out (Naturalization, 4, 145-50 and especially
p. 146, n. 25-6) naturalization as a honorific action was rare 
in the fifth century; foreigners were usually rewarded with 
ax6\eioc, iaox£\Eta, npo^evCa etc. (cf. also D, 20 passim; 23,123
ff.; § 13 al. ). From the years of the Peloponnesian war,
however, naturalization started being used as a honour, by the
Athenian diplomacy (cf. Th. 2, 29. 67 and Ar. Ach. 145-7). In the
fourth century citizenship grants were so lavishly given to 
foreigners that they raised the protest of the orators
(see: D. 20 passim; 23,126. 200; Aesch. 3,85; Din. 1,43 ff.
al.), who complain that such lavishness makes the highest 
honour of 6qpoq to foreigners meaningless. The existing evidence
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of numbers of naturalized citizens in the fourth century 
rather confirms these complaints (cf. Osborne 4,204 ff). One 
example for the use of citizenship-grants in the frame of 
the Diplomacy is enough: The Assembly granted with
citizenship two men who murdered Kotys, himself an adopted 
citizen of Athens (cf. D. 23, 118-9; Diller Race Mixture,
103-4). A number of political personatities were eventually 
granted with citizenship, people who did not always act in 
favour of Athens. This grant was an effort to support political 
alliances.
Further evidence that the provision of ctvSpayaQia was 
interpreted as was convenient by the Athenian assembly is the 
number of wealthy citizens who were granted citizenship in the 
fourth century simply because of the money they contributed to 
the public treasure of Athens, usually in the form of
trierarchies or extravagant choregies. Pasion (cf. § 2 and
com. ) and Phormion, rich bankers of barbaric origin 
(cf.D,36,1), ex-slaves, were given citizenship, because of
their money. This phenomenon, an actual purchase of
citizenship, did not cause any anxiety to the Athenians 
themselves; on the contrary, these people boasted for this grant 
they had earned, by spending lavishly for the Sqpoq (cf. § 2
and Osborne 4, 194 ff).
The result of this policy had created a weird situation, in the 
time of this trial. People who lived in Athens, for whom
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citizenship rights would have a practical value could not 
obtain them unless they spent large sums of money, and make a 
hard effort, (cf. 13 pexa rcoXXmv avaXttpdTov xai npaypaxe Caq). On 
the other hand significant politicians who would never come to 
Athens in the most cases to implement this grant, or who , in 
some cases, would greet it with mockery, were awarded it easily. 
Briefly speaking the cases in which av&payaQla was taken in its 
real sense as a criterion for a citizenship award are a tiny 
minority in comparison to cases in which it was interpreted in 
political or financial terms.
etq emoGaav ixxXqoCorv] The earliest evidence about the
second voting for the confirmation of the preceding decision 
of the ecclesia for a citizenship grant is IG ii2 103, a decree 
granting citizenship to Dionysios of Syracusae and his sons. 
On the other hand, IG ii- 25 is the latest text in which the 
second voting is not mentioned. So, the second voting was 
probably introduced as a part of the procedure between the 
years ca. 368 and 369/6. Osborne (Naruralization 4, 161) thinks 
that ca. 380 is the most likely date, because these were the 
years in which the last pr)xp6^evoi were enrolled in the demes. 
So, he suggests that these years were the right time for some 
changes to the laws of citizenship, with the intention that the 
grants should become more stringent.
The conditions of the introduction of this second voting must 
be seen together with the introduction of the other
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regulations of naturalization. Was this new restriction 
added to an existing law which clearly defined the 
procedure of naturalization, and if so when was this law
introduced in the first place, or was it a part of a new law,
as MacDowell (.Law, 72-3) has suggested?
Osborne (4, 141 ff. ) suggested that a part of the
Periclean law of citizenship concerned naturalization. Our text
informes us about the existence of a law which established 
av6paya0Ca as the only condition for a citizenship grant. 
av5paya0Ca, however, as a reason for granting citizenship is 
always emphatically placed first among the reasons for making 
somebody citizen in the fifth century decrees: see e.g. IG i3
102:02 ONTA ANAPA ATA90N nEPI TON AEMON TON A6ENAI0N; IG i3 113; 
IG ii-, 1 al. So, the law mentioned in our text can be dated 
back to the fifth century and it would be tempting to agree 
with Osborne and date the law to the years of the Periclean 
legislation of citizenship, although there is no positive 
evidence that the law can go so far back.
According to the existing evidence however, such decrees were 
rare in the 5th century and naturalization, as an honour, 
something exceptional. In the 4th century, and especially in 
the years we are talking about, it must have become frequent and 
as the evidence shows it started to be given in the context of 
diplomatic and financial arrangements (cf. com. avSpayaGCav). 
So, I think that a complete law establishing a standard
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procedure on naturalization became necessary only in the first 
quarter of the fourth century. This law confirmed the customary 
way of passing a decree of naturalization (which was by now 
the same as the way of passing any other decree) as the first 
necessary step of the procedure. It also confirmed the 
condition of avdpayaQia and introduced the second voting as one 
step further. I find it possible that this law is related to 
the laws appearing in 16, 52 (cf. com ad loc. ) regulating the
mixed marriages, and if so we could assume that some time 
before 370 the Athenians passed a whole body of legislation on 
how citizenship could be obtained with the intention to make 
the Athenian citizenship a present obtained with difficulty.
It is agreed among the scholars that the reason why they 
voted in secret was to be able to count exactly if the necessary 
number of ballots, i.e. 6,000, was collected (see e.g. Osborne 
4,161 ff; Hansen Assembly 15-6 al. ). Voting before the 
beginning of the Assembly was also suitable for a matter 
already discussed in the previous assembly and simply 
needing a confirmation (cf. e.g. Hansen, Assembly 16). What Ap. 
says here, that the intention of this provision was to give the 
chance to any Athenian individually unaffected by the orators, 
to decide whether or not the new citizen was worthy of this 
present, in theory may be right. The effectiveness, however, of 
this measure in making grants more stringent, is doubtful: the
closeness of time between the two votings would favour a 
similar outcome (cf. Osborne 4, 163) and indeed there is no case
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attested in which somebody accepted as citizen in the first 
voting failed to pass the second one. So, I would consider the 
second voting rather a show of the stringent attitude by the 
Athenians towards citizenship grants than an effective 
scrutiny of the value of the proposed new citizen.
uicepe^ctxlaxCXtOLl It is agreed among the scholars that the 
quorum of 6,000 citizens for this voting, must be related 
to the fact that it was ert’ av5p i legislation (see Hansen, 
Eccles ia 10 ff; Assembly 16-7; Sinclair, R, K. : Democracy and
Participation in Athens , Cambridge Univ. Press 1988, 114
ff.; Osborne, 4,161 ff.; al. ). The law quoted in And 1,87 (and 
D. 24, 59) is: pqSe ert’ avSpi vopov e^eivai 0etvai lav pf)
tax tX (oiq xpuBSqv \j/r)<p iCop£voiq. Sinclair (loc. cit. )
identifies also this number with the traditional figure for 
a quorum and in fact, in all cases we know, in which a 
quorum was demanded, the required number of votes is 6,000. When 
the second secret voting was introduced, it was intended to be 
one more procedural restriction, but since naturalization was 
an in’ otvSpi procedure, it was expected that the process due 
to be followed was the one provided by the law for these 
cases. The number of the quorum was the number usually 
required.
Where the number 6,000 comes from must be related to the number 
of citizens which the Pnyx during the fifth century could 
include. As it seems, when the Pnyx was completed in the fifth
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century, everybody could roughly estimate that the required 
quorum was obtained. The changes in the Pnyx ca. 400 did not 
affect seriously this number: the new Pnyx could include
perhaps a slightly larger number of persons and we should not 
expect that the radical expansion of the Pnyx ca. 330 affected 
the quorum: the number 6, 000 was established as a good level
of attendance, for the ratification of some proposals (see
Sinclair loc. cit. ; Hansen Ecclesia, 16ff). The complicated
issue of the numbers of the attendance in the assembly is
outside the purposes of this commentary.
90. icpiv ... avaipeTv] The difficulty of this passage has 
caused controversy from antiquity. What causes the difficulty is 
a) the wide range of meanings of avaipeiv, b) The obscurity of 
the term y£ppa and c) The vagueness of the phrase npiv ...
eiCTi^ vai. Harpocration already did not know with certainty 
which is the meaning of this passage and most of what we obtain 
f com the lexicographers and scholiasts rather reflects 
their own effort to understand the passage than gives us real 
information. Consequently, the confusion of the
lexicographers is carried on, to modern scholarship and some 
irrational interpretations, given by the lexicographers are
still believed by the modern scholars. Thus it would be useful 
to give a short report of the main points of this discussion. 
Already from antiquity the interpretation of this passage was 
sought in comparison to D.18,169: xouq x e  e x  xfiv axqvov xov xaxa
xf^ v ayopdrv e^eipyov xai xdc y£ppa evenCpTrpacrav. Harp. 79,8
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recognizes as one possibility that y£ppa in these two passages 
are the same thing and as another possibility that they are 
two different things: in D. 18, 169 the covers of the booths in
the Agora were burned but here portable barriers which closed 
the Pnyx are meant. Wolf interpreted praemia, based on the 
mistaken reading of some mss (y£pa, SFDr), but this 
interpretation was abandoned after the elaborate response of 
Taylor, who was the first who collected the major part of 
the testimomia on ytppa.
Most of the ancient sources and the modern scholars agree that 
by y£ppa we should roughly understand a sort of covering, either 
from leather or wicker-work. Cl omit here meanings not appropriate for the 
interpretation of this passage!. Probably the word originally indicated 
a Persian ( Scythian: Sch. Luc. 170,11 Rabe) shield covered
by leather (Hdt. 7,61; Harp. 79,8; Phot, y 91; Eust. Sch. Od. 
1924 1 ff. ; Sch. PI. La. 191c; Anecd. Bek. 227,1; D. H. 6,92,2).
Afterwards the meaning expanded and any kind of covering, was 
indicated (Harp. 79, 8; Hsch. y 440; Sud. y 205; Phot, y 91; 
Sch. PI. La. 191c). By indicating the coverings of the booths
(Harp. ; Phot. ) eventually ended up meaning the booths 
themselves. (Anecd. Bek. , Sch. PI. La. , Sch. Luc. , Hsch. y 441; 
Eust.). Finally the word was used for any sort of barried or 
fenced area (Sud. , Sch. Luc. , Eust.).
Wankel (Kranzrede 2, 849-53) was the first, as far as I know,
who seriously questioned some irrational explanations dated
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already to the antiquity. He doubts the identification of 
y^ppa with the booths in the passage of Demosthenes and
criticizes thoroughly the suggestion of some scholars that what 
is meant there is that the n p u x d v e i q  burned the coverings of 
the booths as an alarm signal. Adams also (CPh. 16 C19213 1-11)
does not accept this suggestion and I would agree with them. 
The first question is why does the orator use two different 
words, if both words (crxqvai and yippa) actually mean the same 
thing. The way I understand this passage is that D. here uses 
the word Y^PPa ^  indicate the axrjvai  in order to make the
sense clearer by contrasting the material of the booths which,
was burned, what a x q v a i  included, which was removed. The
crxqvai had already been emptied the goods they included.
(e^eipYOv), when the booths were burnt. But still we have to 
answer the question why the mpo xd vs i q  burned the booths. 
Adams accepts and elaborates the explanation originally 
stated by Reiske that the Tipuxdvsiq burned the booths in a 
situation of panic believing that Philip was expected to 
invade to Attica as soon as possible; the Agora was the place 
in which the army would concentrate, thus they tried to clear 
it by using any means.
Wankel's main objection is that what is described in 18,169 
is just the expected reaction of the mpuxdveiq in an emergency 
case. Thus he is not fond of the explanation speaking about an 
extraordinary situation. I am inclined to believe that Adams is 
right. The n p u x d v e i q  after the bad news were in a panic because
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they did not know what would follow. Philip was too near now 
and nobody knew whether some forward parts of his army would 
attack the north of Attica even in the same night. The place 
of the concentratiopn of the army should be clean in any case 
and the quickest way to do it was to set fire to what was 
standing in the middle. Fortunately nothing happened during 
this night and the mpoxdveiq had the time to call the assembly 
the next morning to decide which was the best way to act. My 
argument is that burning the booths of the Agora in these 
moments is not something incomprehensible, since the Ttpuxdveiq 
did not know what would follow and how soon. Apart from that 
they did not destroy any property of high value: the material 
of the booths was easily replaced and the situation really 
serious.
A number of scholars relate the two passages and emend 18,169 
in comparison to our passage and Sch. Ar. Ach. 22 (evenipjupaaav
mss: everts xdvvuaav, Karsten; neplemexdvuaav, Cobet;
avertexdvvuaav, Girard). [The suggestion of 6irard was favourably seen by some 
modern scholars; see e.g, Butcher, who although prints cvcvlpirpaoav, he notes in his 
apparatus criticus; gvcrerfvvpeav; Sinrd rede ut opinor, Rhodes (Soule, 20) quoting this 
text prints otvcirctdvvtxravl They believe that “y^ppa were a sort of
fences put in the streets of the Agora which did not lead to
the Pnyx, before the meetings of the ecclesia. So, according to 
this explanation, what is meant here is that the npuxdveiq put 
up the fences before the beginning of the trading in the
market and before the foreigners entered the Agora. [For further
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details on this theory see Vankel and Adans, loc.cit, J In my opinion, however, 
Sch. Ar. is nonsense: I cannot imagine that all this mixed 
crowd including foreigners, women, slaves etc. which was in 
the Agora in morning times could be trapped and forced to walk 
towards Pnyx, and this would happen if the Agora was enclosed 
by these weird means described by the scholiast of
Aristophanes. On the other hand if fences were placed from 
the morning around the Agora before the foreigners entered, 
this measure becomes senseless: the Athenians who did not wish
to go to the Pnyx would not enter the Agora either, warned by 
the fences. Apart from that, reading carefully Aristophanes' 
text at this point we realize that it says exactly the 
opposite: that people spend long time before they were
jostling for a place a few minutes before the beginning of 
the Assembly. So, I do not believe that y£ppa can have this
sense because the story that they were used to fence the market 
place seems to be completely imaginary. CThe cxoivlov
p e p v o v  seens to stand in Aristophanes1 text as a netonynia for Pnyx; Dicaiopolis by 
saying td axoiviov pcfultB^ vov yctyowiv neans that they avoid going to the Pnyx, Thus 
I would think of something which could be directly related to the Pnyx, aaybe a 
painted rope to keep at a distance the lateconers or any non aenber of the asseibly as 
long as the leeting was going on.See also below,]
Adams relates the two passages in the other way: he thinks
that here also the booths of the Agora are implied. He assumes 
that the voting for a citizenship grant took place in the
Agora, like the voting for the ostracism, in the fifth century.
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So, he suggests that before the voting the booths had to be 
flattened in order to create enough space for the voting. I find 
this explanation difficult: 1) Nothing in the text leads us
to suspect that the voting place was the Agora. But if the 
voting place was an extraordinary venue like the Agora I would 
expect the orator, being so detailed in his description, to 
indicate it clearly. 2) mpoCTidvxi Sr^ pup would automatically 
imply the Pnyx and not the Agora since the Pnyx was the place 
to which the Srjpoq would normally proceed for the assembly 
meeting. 3)Why should the voting take place at the next 
meeting of the assembly (eiq tf|V ETiiouaav exxXqa(av) and not 
on a fixed day, as happened with the ostracism, if the voting 
did not take place in the context of the Assembly meeting, in 
the Pnyx? 4) Should we accept that all the Athenians were 
supposed to pass through the Agora to vote before they would 
end up on the Pnyx? It would be the least practical procedure 
for a voting in which a fairly wide number of participants was 
required and it does not sound very likely that the Athenians 
would do all the preparation required for a voting in the 
Agora (cf.Philochoros fr.79b; Plu. Arist. 7) every time a 
foreigner was to be naturalized; from the 4th century and 
onwards they would need to do it very often.
A considerable number of scholars read the text without comma 
after eiai£vai and understand e£ai£vai and avaipeiv to be linked 
with xai. They think that y£ppa were a kind of movable fences 
which surrounded Pnyx and isolated it. See: Cobet Collectanea
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Critica, 175-6; Madvig Adversaria Critica 3,49-50; Schaefer 
ad loc. ; Wycherley, JHS 75 [ 1955] 117 and n. 7 and G&R 3
[ 1956] 16 and n. 1; Hansen Assembly; 88-9 al. Special attention
however is demanded when we try to imagine how they were 
and what sort of function did they have. One possibility 
is, as Hansen (loc.cit.) suggested, that yippa were some
barriers placed in front of the entrances of Pnyx, so that 
the entering people could be inspected, maybe by the cruXXoyeic; 
xou 6f)pou (cf. Rhodes, Boule, 54-5), so that only enfranchised 
citizens would be provided with the token which ensured 
admission and could be exchanged at the end of the day for 
the exxXrjoiaox ixdq pua06q. If this is correct then we should 
imagine the procedure described in our passage as follows: 
early in the morning the Ttpuxaveiq went to Pnyx and they fenced 
the surrounding area with a kind of movable barriers called 
ytppcx, leaving only a few entrances, maybe ten, one for each 
tribe, at which some especially authorized persons (perhaps 
the cruXXoyetq xou Sfjjiou), controlled the entering people. If 
they were entitled to enter, they provided them with the token 
of admission. If a vote of confirmation of a naturalization was 
on schedule, the npuxdveiq, placed the boxes for this special 
voting, before the people started arriving. Everybody, when 
entering went to the boxes and voted (npoaidvxi x§ SfjpqO. 
Shortly before the beginning of the Assembly, after the 
citizens had entered and the ballot boxes were removed, 
foreigners provided with a special permission, entered the 
area of the Assembly either to inform the Sqpoc; on something or
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to negotiate. The entrance of foreigners, if some of them 
were to enter, signed that all the citizens, who were willing 
to enter or succeeded in ensuring their admission by coming 
early (cf. Ar. £c. 263-4-; 300 ff) in cases of high attendance,
were present, and that nobody else would be admitted. T6ppa, 
the control booths at the entrance, were removed, since the
control was finished and the syllogeis themselves entered the 
Pnyx, to attend the meeting. Nobody else would be admitted and 
perhaps the pi'Xxoq kept in distance anyone who tried to 
approach the Pnyx after the control. Thus, the voting had to 
be completed before the npuxdcveiq would allow the foreigners 
to enter, i.e. before the assembly was about to start.
Another possibility is that the yeppa were high fences 
surrounding the Pnyx, raised immediately after the entrance of 
the foreigners and just before the beginning of the assembly to 
protect the ecclesia and the discussions from outsiders. But 
there is a slight difficulty with this version. If the Athenians 
wanted to keep the discussions in the Pnyx secret, why did they 
have to take down the fences and put them up again? I would 
expect a more permanent arrangement, if for every assembly 
fences had to surround the Pnyx.
In conclusion, the evidence is weak and vague let us understand 
what kind of fences were the yippa, but still I find more likely 
that they are a different thing than the y£ppa mentioned in 
D. 18, 169.
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noXCxrjv] D omits it; But without this word the meaning becomes 
too vague.
o p£XXav XijfE<T0ai] Hude <NTF 7 [ 1885-7] 298) deleted these
VI
words as plane abudantla. But in comparison to what follows, I 
think, the orator added these words for the sake of clarity.
xax'ctuxofi] The decree was indicted, not the new citizen <cf. § 
5: yponj/apevoq ... napavopwv xd fT^ tpiapa). Here, however, Ap. had 
in mind that the new citizen is indicted (cf. o p£AAov AfjyecrBcxi 
and oux a£i6q ecrxi), presumably because, along with the decree 
the new citizen was on trial.
e iq  xd 6 txaaxi’jp io v ] We have no reason to believe that a special 
provision was necessary in the classical period for the decree 
to be re-examined in front of a law-court. What the orator means 
is that, as it could happen with any decree, anyone who wished 
could indict the decree of naturalization with a ypcapr} 
Tiapavdfjtmv. The prosecutor could claim that since the new 
citizen did not deserve it, the law which established avSpayaGCa 
as the only qualification for citizenship, was broken. In this 
case the normal procedure for a yP0^ 1! rcotpavdpov was followed 
and if the defendant , namely the Athenian who had proposed the 
decree, failed to support it efficiently, in front of the 
law-court, he was punished, usually with a fine, and the decree 
lapsed. In later times we know that a personal scrutiny in a 
trial introduced by the thesmothetai, became the last
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necessary stage of the procedure of naturalization. However, 
Peitholas and Apollonides (cf. below) did not fail any personal 
scrutiny; the decree of their naturalization was convicted as 
unconstitutional in a trial for a Ypa<pr| nocpavdptov and therefore 
cancelled.
e^ eX^ Yj^ aiJ I* is omitted by Y7r; Ymg gives e^eXeyxG^W011 
e£e\eYX0fivaL is impossible because of the case of 
etaeX06vTa. The person who added it in the margin of Y wrote 
e£e\EYX0nvaL in comparison to § 91 e£eX£YX0nvaL ctuv£{3t).
91. x»v a lx o tiv x a v l Namely, the Athenians who asked for this 
grant; not the foreigners. The procedure should be initiated 
by an Athenian citizen (cf. com. dvSpayaQtav).
a £ io v  e t v a i l  As Blass notices, the participle (ovxa, here) is 
more usual after e£eX£yXeiv e> 8- *0* 68; D. 47,40; 48,45;
49,12; 54, 17 al. ). Rennie gives some parallels with the
infinitive: § 53, 116. cf also § 12: o<; ocSixei.
noXXotiq x a i l  Reiske deleted it: e varia lectione, sed ea
vitiosa irrepsisse. Schaefer does not agree: multa et antiqua
huius rei exempla commemorare Orator operosum dicit.
nei0<5Xorv] Son of the tyrant of Pherai Iason. With his brother 
Lycophron he joined in the defence of Thermopylai in 352 and 
they fought in Peloponnese alongside the Spartans (cf. D. S.
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16,37,3 ff). Some time after they appeared in Athens, 
Peitholas and presumably Lycophron (cf. Arist. Rh. 1410al7 ff) 
were granted Athenian citizenship. Osborne (3,62-4) assumed 
that they obtained this grant by being presented by the 
anti-Macedonian faction as victims of Philip's imperialistic 
policy. As Arist.'s passage reports, if the accuser is not
lying, bribery helped their naturalization. Some time after
(ca. 348), however, the decree of their naturalization was 
attacked with a ypcnpfj mapccvopmv. From this trial Arist. 
(loc. cit.) preserves a phrase: xai o e iq nei06Xa6v xiq e i t i e v  xai 
Aux6<ppova ev x(p S txacrxr^ p (<p, o o x o i  6’ opaq oixoi p£v ovxeq 
eticoXouv, eX06vxeq 6’ wq upaq eovrjvxai. As our text reports, the 
prosecution was successful and their naturalization cancelled.
’AnoXXovCS^v] He was a leading member of the anti-Macedonian 
faction in Olynthos and he was expelled ca. 351. He sought 
refuge in Athens, where he was granted citizenship, cancelled 
however, after a trial for ypacpi^  napav6pov shortly after 
(cf. also D.9,56. 66). Osborne (3, 64) thinks that the reasons 
for the (almost immediate) cancellation of the award to 
Apollonides are puzzling, on the ground that it is a
surprising fate for a staunch anti-Macedonian so late in the 
350's. The decision of the law court may be surprising or even 
unfair, but how easily the Athenian law-courts could be led by 
the orators is well known and we know nothing about the exact 
political context in which this trial was held, nor what 
was said in it.
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a ... 6ixotaxfjpiov] The sense is clear; the perturbed structure
is owed to the oral character of this passage.
onpcCXexo xd 61xaoxi^p iov] SFQ give eiq xd 6 ixaaxr^ p l o v .  Hude (298) 
suggested aS x6 6 ixaoxfjp i o v  But cf. xa£ aqpeCXexo xd 6 ixaaxfjp tov 
above.
92. noXtxeCoq] Here "citizenship"
exepoqJ F adds xiq after . But it should be exepdq xiq
sax Cv.
pif e^etvai . . . pexacjxeivj This passage is the only source which
speaks about the existence of a law which banned from
priesthood and archonship the naturalized citizens, but
permitted their sons born from a legitimate marriage with an
Athenian woman to hold them. But there is no sign of this law
anywhere else and reasonably one would ask why, if such a law
existed Ap. did not produce the law itseTC, but he produced the
decree of the naturalization of the Plataians instead. Does Ap.
inaccurately record as a law a special provision concerning the
naturalized Plataians only? I believe that the law existed. The
narration of § 92 does not leave any doubt that it was a law for
all naturalized foreigners. And we do not know any naturalized
citizen who held one of these offices after 473/2. <cf. below).
Ap. did not produce this law, as he did not produce any 
ckt^r
of the laws of naturalization, I suppose because he intended to
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explain the whole thing from the beginning. His purpose here was 
rather to try to impress the judges, with a notorious example, 
than to give an accurate account of these laws, and for this 
purpose the decree of the naturalization of the Plataians was 
more suitable, (cf. Osborne 4, 173 ff and general com. § 94-103).
In 473/2 Menon held the office of the ertcovopoq, shortly after 
his naturalization. This means that the law must have been 
made after this date. Osborne (4,173-6) suggested that it 
was a part of the Periclean law of citizenship on the ground
that the Plataians' case should have been modelled on the
existing legislation. But Ap. in § 93 (P o o X o j j o u  . . . x6v vdpov
ndppwQev npo5tr)Y^ cjao'0c(i wq et£0t) xai Tipdq ouq SiapCaSr) .. . ) 
clearly dates this law to 427 and makes this long digression, 
just to clarify the conditions of the establishment of this
law. If what Ap. says is correct, we need to explain how a new
law with general validity was established in a decree 
concerning an individual group, the Plataians.
Citizenship-grants were rare by this time. This was the first 
mass-grant, thus the first time in which the Athenians had to 
think how extensive the rights of the new citizens should be. I 
assume, at this point they decided to keep closed from the new 
citizens some very traditional and respected offices. Thus they 
closed archonships and priesthoods to the new citizens. In the 
years folllowing and until the 380's when a full legislation 
concerning the procedure of naturalization was made and
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written down (cf. above) it was customary, after the Plataians' 
case, for new citizens not to undertake these offices. This 
customary prohibition which originated from 427 was written 
down in the corpus of the new laws in 380's and after this 
it was a valid law of the Athenian state, as Ap. says here.
Osborne (4, 175) based on Arist. Ath. 55,3: xiq aoi Ttaxfjp xai
ti60ev xmv 6 p^a>v, xai xCq naxpoq Traxr'jp, xai xCq q pf)xt)p, xai x6q 
pr]xp<3q xaxt'jp xai koQev t<2v Sfjpav Ca question asked at the 
dokimasia of archons) says that it was necessary for the 
candidate archon to be able to display three generations 
of Athenian citizenship. And since he finds unlikely that 
the naturalized citizens had an advantage in the law, he 
speaks about a legislation, dated to the Lycurgean period, 
which established more stringent provisions, in order to
hold an archonship, which had the effect of modifying the law 
about the eligibility of naturalized citizens for the 
archonships. Poll. 8,85: el ’A0r)vaioi etciv ex xpiyovCaq
supports this view. Rhodes, however, suggests that the form of 
these questions, goes back much earlier (Rhodes, Boule, 178; cf. 
Osborne 4,175, n.24), he finds that Poll.'s passage is an 
inaccurate summary of Arist.'s passage and he thinks that 
these questions are requirement of citizenship in the sense 
given by our text: to be sons of a citizen man and a
citizen woman in legitimate marriage (AP. 617). As he says, 
proof of citizenship for a man was to be registered in a deme 
and for a woman to have her father registered in a deme, since
women were not listed as citizens. I think Rhodes is right: 
the form of Arist.'s passage does not support the explanation 
ex xpiyovCaq. It is not a complete account of a three 
generation requirement since the name of both grandfathers 
is not asked. The question requires the full name of the father 
(name, father's name, demotikon) and the citizenship proof for 
the mother. Thus, I do not believe that any law was passed in 
the Lycurgean period, which could affect the provisions, 
displayed by Apollodoros here.
Why archonships and priesthoods were closed to naturalized
citizens can only be explained in the frame of religion and 
tradition. Especially the archonship was not open to every
enfranchised Athenian. Cripples were also excluded (Lys. 
24,13) and probably the archons were required to be members 
of a phratry (Arist. Ath. 55,3; cf. also § 72, where the orator 
emphasizes the noble origin of Theogenes, when he was
elected basileus). For basileus there was one more
requirement: his wife should not have been married before to
anyone else. (cf. § 75 and com. ). See also Rhodes AP. 510 ff; 
Hignett Constitution 224-5. The character of these 
stricter requirements reveals that some of them were old 
and traditional and that some more were added later, to protect 
the authority of this tradition. The nine archons kept in the 
classical period religious authority and something of the 
glamorous past of their office.
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For the term av Saiv ex YDvaixdq . . . cf. com. § 104: 'PH<1>I2MA.
93. fi»q ... ovxaq ... Yeyovdxaq] Hude (loc. cit.) correctly 
considers the participles to be causal. <aq presents the reason 
from the point of view of the Athenians.
94-103 ] This part of the speech consists of a long drawn 
digression. The orator mentions here in detail the case of the 
mass grant of citizenship to the Plataians running through the 
history of the city from 490 to 427 B. C, with the intention to 
contrast the Plataians’ case with the unlawful naturalization of 
St’s children. This example , however does not seem to be the 
one most comparable to his case, and thus it is of disputable 
effectiveness: The Plataians obtained a mass grant but St. and 
N. are individuals; thus the question is why the orator does not 
compare St.’s case with the case of an individual deservedly 
awarded citizenship. Indeed the comparison between an important 
historical event and the attempt of an individual to escape the 
attention of the Attic Law does not seem to work very well, nor 
it is very reasonable to compare a decree of political nature to 
the violation of a single Attic law.
Although the comparison in strict terms does not seem to be 
successful, in a speech delivered for an Athenian law court it 
could possibly work, for the Plataians were one of the most well 
known examples of a naturalization decree which was given 
deservedly. And this grandiose example could have a stronger 
impact upon the audience, because it could impress the judges.
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As the orator explains in § 92, the law banning from archonships 
and priesthoods all the naturalized foreigners applied first to 
the Plataians' case; thus he intended to analyse further the 
conditions in which this provision was originally set. If we 
think that this provision is important for his case, especially 
concerning the offences of St. and his family narrated in § 72, 
then we understand why did orator f I' nd the example of the 
Plataians attractive for his purposes.
[further discussion about the function of the historical example in oratory can be found in 
the book of Michael Nouhaud L' Utilisation de I' Histoire par les Ora tours Attiques Paris 
1982, For these paragraphs see pp, 262 and 69, 107, 153 ff, 162, 185, 263,3 A complete 
historical commentary on the events narrated here is out of the 
purposes of this study. For this purpose more specialized books 
are available: I will mention the books of D. Kagan The Outbreak
of the Peloponnesian War 1969 and The Archidamian War 1974, the 
books of Grundy, The Great Persian War, London 1901 and 
Thucydides and the History of his Age London 1911., the 
commentaries of Gomme and Rhodes on Thucydides, Hignett: Xerxes' 
invasion of Greece Oxford 1963, A. R. Burn: Persia and the Greeks 
London 1962; Henderson, The Great War between Athens and Sparta 
etc. Here I will only deal with the question whether the orator 
used previous historians as an assistance for the events he 
gives in his narration or he says things which any Athenian of 
his time would had heard about. I will take the events in the 
order they appear in the text.
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The contribution of the Plataians with all of their force 
(TiavSqpe D  to the battle at Marathon is well attested and must 
have been well known in antiquity (cf. e.g. Hdt. 6, 108, 1; 
Isoc. 12, 93-4; 14,62 Paus. 9, 4, 2, Nepos Milt. 5). Pausanias
reports that the Athenians killed at Marathon had a separate 
grave (1,32,3). For the expedition of Datis and his way to 
Marathon cf. Hdt. 6,94 ff.
The inclusion of the Plataians on a painting in the Poikile Stoa 
representing the battle at Marathon, reported by the orator 
here, is denied by Harp. 220, 3 (cf. Suid. o 104): oxi Siotpapxdvei 
Aqpocr0£vr}q ev x§ xaxd N. Kiycov nXaxai£aq YeYP(^90ctl EV Tfl rcoixCXr) 
CTToqr ouSeCq y®P x o u t o  eipqxev, warcep ouSe Kpaxepdq ev xfj t £ v
\|rr)cplapdxov ZovaYOYll (FGH 342 f 10; cf. Jacoby's com. vol. 3B, 
p.102-3 & n.p.71. The truthfulness of this information, however, 
is confirmed by Paus. 1, 15,3 who not only describes the painting
but even his description agrees mostly with the description of
the battle by Hdt. (6, 113): xeXeoxaiov 6e xqq YPa<P^ eicxtv ot
paxeodpevoi Mapa0<2»vi- Boioxov Se oi IlXdxaiav Ixovxeq xai oaov ^v 
’Axxixdv taoiv eiq xe^Pa  ^xoiq f3apPdpoiq* xai xauxfl p£v eaxiv
taa xd map’ ap<pox£pa>v eiq x6 Ipyov x6 6£ earn xqq pdxqq
(peuyovxeq eiatv oi PdpPapoi xat eiq xd eXoq ©SoCvxeq aXX/jXooq, 
eaxaxai 5£ xqq YPa9n^ Te ^oCviaaai xai x&v {3apPdpov xobq
eanCrcxovxaq eq xatlxaq <povet3ovxeq oi "EXXqveq. The orator 
probably had himself seen this painting and the fact that he
summons as witness only his own experience could mean that he 
did not consult any historical sources at this part of the
narration.
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For the decision of Thebes and the rest of Boeotia, apart from 
Plataia (and Thespiai), to follow the Persians at the invasion 
of Xerxes to Greece see also Hdt. 7, 132; Th. 3, 54 ff; DS, 11,3,2
(cf. Plut. 864d ff. ). It is not true that half of the Plataians
fought in Thermopylai and were killed (§ 95).In Thermopylai
finally stayed 300 Spartans and 700 Thespians willingly and 400 
Thebans forced by Leonidas ( Hdt. 7,202. 222; slightly different 
DS 11,4,7 and 11,9,2). The orator with the intention to
emphasize the role of the Plataians I^ the Persian wars presents 
them as participating in every battle. The participation of the 
Plataians in the naval battle at Artemision was mentioned with 
admiration for their courage in entering the ships, although 
they had no naval experience (Hdt. 8,1,1; Th. 3,54; Paus. 9, 1,3). 
They also did not participate in Salamis for the reason
explained by Hdt.8, 44. Finally at the battle of Plataiai 600 
Plataians had been placed at the side of the Athenian army 
(Hdt. 9, 28).
The unusual story of Pausanias and his hybris attracted the 
attention of several historians and biographers in antiquity, so 
that the story with a variety of versions in its details appears 
to a considerable number of Greek and Roman authors: see e. g.
Hdt. 8, 3; Th. 1, 128 ff; FGH 104 f 4; Nepos Paus. passim, al. 
Pausanias is wrongly reported to be the king of Sparta; he was 
just the regent of Pleistarchos the son of Leonidas, who was 
under age before the battle at Plataia and consequently 
Pausanias became general of the Spartan army on his behalf (cf. 
Hdt. 9, 10 and Gomrae, v. 1 p. 270). The part of the story
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concerning the offering to Delphi after the battle of Plataia is 
narrated by several authors: Hdt, 9,81; Th. 1,132; Plut.
Mor. 873c-d; Paus. 10, 13,9; Aristodemos FGH 104 f 4.9; DS 
(reporting Ephoros) 11,33; Anth. Gr. 6,197 = [Simon.] fr. 105 D*; 
Sud. k 820. The sources mostly agree about the form of the 
epigram, that it is as it appears in the present text. Anth. Gr. 
gives the Doric version and first person: 'EXX&vov apxaydq ercet
oxpaxdv SXeaa Mr^ Sov/ Ilauaaviaq C>oi{3<p pvap' av£0qxa x65s. 
(According to Paus. 3,8,2, it is attributed to Simonides). 
Meiggs and Lewis think that the first person is certainly wrong 
but the Doric dialect is probably correct (GHJ 1, p. 60). DS 
(loc. cit.) gives another form of the epigram: 'EXX&Soq eupuxopoo
crcDxrjpsq x6vS’ av£0r)xav/ SouXoauvaq axuyepaq poaapsvoi moXiaq, 
Several scholars were tempted to assume that this one is the 
replacement after the boasting epigram of Pausanias was deleted 
from the tripod ( see: Gomrae on Th. 1, 132, v. 1. p. 434, Meiggs-
Lewis, loc.cit and SIGR n. 31; p. 32). This suggestion, however, 
lacks support by the rest of the sources and it could be a 
mistake or confusion by Diodoros (or Ephoros).
Before we try to answer some questions related to this story it 
would be useful to see what is preserved from the whole 
monument. The base of it still exists in Delphi to the east of 
the temple of Apollon. A bronze pillar 6 m. high, formed by the 
bodies of three snakes entwined round each other, described by 
Hdt (loc. cit.), is still preserved in Constantinople, although 
mutilated at the upper part, transferred there by Constantine to 
decorate the hippodrome of the new city. On the coils of the
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pillar the inscription with the names of 31 cities, participants 
to the Persian wars, is still legible: tot C6e xdv] / ic6Xepov
Ce]/rcoXt£]peov /Aaxe6[epovtoi3/ ’A0avaioti3/ KopCv0iot/ 
Teyealxai]/ Zixuovtioli/ Aiyivaxai/ Meyapeq/ ’ErciSaup101/ 
'Epxop£vioi/ 4>Xe i &c t i o i /  Tpo£dvioi/ 'Eppioveq/ Tipi3v0ioi/ 
riXaxaieq/ ©saxieq/ Moxaveq/ Keioi/ MdXioi/ T^vioi/ Nd^iot/ 
’Epexpieq/ XaXxiSeq/ Zxopeq/ FaXeioi/ rioxeSaiaxai / AeuxdSioi/ 
Favaxxopieq/ Ku0vioi/ ECcpviot/ ’Apnpax iSxai/ Aenpeaxai. Hdt. 
9, 28-30 mentions 27 participants infthe battle of Plataia The 
number 31, indicates that the cities which took part in the 
Persian war in general and not only in the battle at Plataia 
were included (but not the ones which participated in Mycale) 
cf. the present text: oi ouppaxecdpevoi xfjv JlXaxaiao-i pdxrjv xai
xqv ev XaXapivi vaupayfav vaupaxi'jaavxeq and Th. 1, 132: xaq
noXeiq oaai ^uyxaOeXoGaai x6v bdpfSapov; see also Plut. Them. 20: 
wq xpidxovxa xai pi'a povat moXeiq eiaiv ai pexaaxoGaai xoG 
noXepou). The problems rising out of this list, concerning the 
participants to the Persian wars are examined by Meiggs and 
Lewis, and Dittenberg (loc.cit.). The upper part of the 
monument, a golden tripod, was melted down in the fourth century 
B.C., during the sacred war, by the Phocians (Paus.10,13,9). The 
exact reconstruction of the whole monument is doubtful (see 
Poulsen: Delphi [Engl. Tr. 1 202-3). Extensive bibliography on
the actual monument is provided by Meiggs-Lewis (loc. cit.).
The first question is where was the epigram of Pausanias 
written: I think that the text (in agreement with the rest of
the sources) rather means that it was written on the tripod
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itself: e t u xdv xpCnoSa, and not carved on a stone or marble
basis, as some scholars have suggested (cf. Gomme v. 1, p. 434; 
Poulsen, p.201), but still the word xpinoSa could be used 
instead of the whole of the monument or any part of it.
The second question has to do with the preciseness of this 
narration. Th. 1, 132 does not mention that the Spartans were 
indicted by the Plataians to the Ampht rt\jonic Council. In Th.'s 
version the Spartans, on their own, being irritated by the 
arrogance of Pausanias decided to erase his boasting epigram. 
But when did it happen? Aristodemos and Suda agree that it
f
happened after the death of Pausanias. The present text implies 
that the epigram was erased shortly after it was written, having 
irritated all Greeks; Plut. Mor. 873 c is even more explicit to 
this direction: xov S’ 'EXXfjvov oux avaox op€va>v aXX*
eyxaXoovxcDv, Tueptyavxeq eiq AeXipouq AaxeSaipovioi xouxo p£v 
e£exoXon|/av, xd 6 ’ ovopaxa xcov tioXeov majiep r^v SCxaiov
eveydpa^av. Charles Fornara (Philologus 111 C19671 291-4), based 
on Thucydides’ passage dates this event after the second time 
Pausanias returned to Sparta. Thucydides, to start with, in my 
opinion, clearly dates these events much before any serious 
suspicion against Pausanias aros^and shortly after the offering 
was set up: eoQOq x6xe can only mean "immediately after" and
Gomme interprets: as soon as it was published (com. ad
loc. ); avecxdnouv also can only have a sense if it 
refers to events earlier than the time of this 
investigation by the Spartans tl prefer, as well, the suggestion of 
Struve i6v, instead of ton1 of the ass, 3. Apart from that, I do not find
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it very likely that the epigram was changed many years after. 
For these reasons the text here seems to be precise enough, 
placing these events shortly after the Persian wars. But still 
it is impossible to give a convincing answer to the most 
important part of the question, which was the role of the 
Plataians in this story: First of all, we do not know whether
the orator reflects at this point, a vernacular fourth - century 
tradition, as Fornara suggested, or he is based on a 
written^ource unknown to us. Thucydides does not seem to be his 
source at this point: the whole version is different and there
are no striking phrasal similarities, as there are later on (see 
below). On the other hand, we cannot deny with certainty that 
the orator himself created this version, mixing events quite 
well known, but also involving the Plataians, with the intention 
to give an explanation of the enemity of the Spartans towards 
the Plataians. One argument, however, against this explanation 
could be that the orator gives quite precise and not absolutely 
necessary details of this event: he even gives the Tipqjia of
this indictment. Based on the limited force of this argument, I 
find more likely that the orator used some further sources for 
this event, unknown to us, either written or oral, and of 
unknown authority. The fact that Th. and the rest of the sources 
do not mention that the Plataians were the reason for the 
epigram to be erased does not automatically prove this narration 
false or impossible. If this story is true, it is possible that 
it was not very widespread because this trial against the 
Spartans never took place; they immediately erased the epigram 
after they were threatened by the Plataians with a trial (and we
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can understand why the Plataians would be the ones who would 
protest on behalf of the rest of the Greeks; the battle had 
taken place in their own land); this also could explain why Th. 
did not know it.
The part of the narration concerning the events during the 
Peloponnesian war, is almost totally based on Thucydides. Apart 
from the similarity of the versions of the events adopted by the 
two authors, striking phrasal similarities are the most 
convincing argument for this statement; here I will give two 
comparative tables, one with the common points and one with the 
differences of the two texts and I will try to investigate 
further their relation:
A " SIMILARITIES
1. - § 98: ’ApxiSapoq o Zeu£i5dpoo AaxeSaipovCwv PaaiXetiq
- Th. 2, 71: ’ApxCSapoq o Zeo£ iSdpou, AaxeSaipovCwv PaaiXeOq
2.- : eipf)vr)q oucrrjq
- 2,2,3: ex i ev eip^vq xe xai xoC noX^pou pfjitm 9avepoo 
xa0eaxr)x6xoq
The orator reflects Thucydides' emphasis on the fact that the 
attack was unprovoked.
3.- § 99 : enpa^e 5£ xaux* ex 6r)(3a>v 6i* Eupvpdxou xou
Aeovx idcSou.
- 2,2,2: empa^av S£ xauxa 6i’ Eupupdxoo xou AeovxidSou
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4.- : avoi^dvxmv xdq TiuXaq xrjq vuxxdq NauxXeCSou xai aXXwv xiv&v 
pex'auxoG
- 2,2,2: avdco^av xdq TtuXaq IlXaxai&v avSpeq, NauxXeCSqq xe xai 
oi pex* auxoO.
5.- :a£cr06pevoi 6’ oi IlXaxaieiq ev6ov ovxaq xouq ©qPaCouq xrjq 
vuxxdq xai E^ aicCvT)q [auxffivl xqv rcoXiv ev eipfjvfl xaxe iXr|pp£vr|V
- : 2, 3, 1: oi 8i IlXaxaieiq a>q fla0ovxo ev5ov xe ovxaq xouq
©TjPaCouq xai e^arcivaCaq xaxeiXqppdvqv xrjv ti6Xiv
6. : o yap ’Aaondq rcoxapdq pdyaq eppuq xai SiaPrjvai ou paSiov 
flv.
- 2,5,2: o yap ’Aaamdq rcoxapdq eppuq pdyaq xai ou paSic&q 
Siapaxdq v^.
7. - : uSiop yap yevdpevov vuxxdq rcoXu
- 2, 5, 2: xd uSiop xd yevdpevov xrjq vuxxdq
8. - § 100: eyvmaav oxi ou ndvxeq napeiaiv
- 2, 3, 2: xaxevdqcrav ou noXXouq xouq 8r)PaCouq ovxaq
9.- eiq pdxqv eX0dvxeq xpaxoGai
- 2,3,2: erci0£pevoi paSCcoq xpaxfjaeiv
10.-axoticravxeq 6£ oi ’A0rjvaioi xd yeyovdxa Sia xdxouq ePof)8ouv 
eiq xdq IlXaxaidq
-2,6,4: xai pExa xauxa oi ’A0r)vaioi axpaxeuaavxeq eiq IlXdxaiav 
aixov xe ea^yayov xai <ppoupoOq eyxax£Xeircov
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11.-§ 101: xouq avSpaq ouq eXaflov £&vxaq artdxxeivav.
-2,5,5: xoOq avSpaq o c k o x x e v e i v  ouq e'xouai C&vxaq
12. -ocTipotpaaCoxa>q: This also reflects Thucydides' point of view, 
that the invasion of the Spartans to Plataia with no excuse, was 
the starting event of the war.
13.-§ 102: nepixa0e46pevoi auxov xd xei^oq 
-2,71,1: xai xaQCaaq xdv axpaxdv
14. -E7tr)YY^OVTO* • • rcpd^ E lav: cf. Th. 2,72 ff.
15. -SinXqi x eCxei TiepixE ixio-avxeq
-Th. 3, 21, 1: eixe pev Suo xepifldXouq (xo xeixoq); (full
description in Th. loc. cit)
16.- noXXaq xai rcavxoSandq rteipaq npoadyovxeq: cf. Th. 2, 75 ff.
17.-§ 103: e k e  i 6’ dtKE ip^xeaav oi IlXaxaieiq xai evSeeiq ^aav
andvxwv xai qnopouvxo xrjq acoxrjpCaq.
-3,20,1: exeiSrj x$ xe aix<p e k i X e Ck o v x i  e k i £ £ o v x o  xai an6 xwv 
’AQqvwv ouSepCa eXmq ?jv xipwpiaq ou6£ aXXr) awxqpCa E9aCvexo
18.-oi 8i xqpi'jcravxeq vuxxa xai uScop xai avepov rcoXtiv, e£e\06vxeq 
-3,22,1: oi 6 *. . . xrjpfjaavxeq vuxxa xeiP^Plov udotxi xai avepcp
xai ap’ aa^Xqvov e^ fjaav
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19. - u n e p f ld v x E q  xd Tiep i x e  i% i<Jpa xwv noXepCmv 
-3,20,1: unepPrjvai x d  teCx^ x&v rcoXepCcov
20.-Xa06vxeq. . . anpoaSox^xcoq: cf. Th. 3, 20 ff.
The two texts, however, have remarkable differences, in the
details of the story:
1.-§ 99: Eupupdxou xou AeovxidSou 0o icoxapxouvxoq
-Th. 2, 2: Eurymachos was just the agent; the names of the two
BoiioxapxoOvxEq are clearly mentioned: nuOdyyeXoq o OuXeCSou and
Aigpitopoq o ’Ovqxop i'6ou. The rather vague wording of Hdt. 7, 233, 
mentioning this event: bp^dpevoi and xou crxpaxqyoG AeovxidSew,
xou xdv irat5a Eupupaxov XP°V<P pexdneixa etpdveuaav IlXaxaideq
axpaxT^Yfiaavxa avSpffiv ©r)0aicov xexpaxoaiov xai oxovxa xd aaxu xd 
nXaxai£ov, does not give any further assistance [The orator does not 
mention the exact nuiber of the Thebans vho entered the Plataia; but as it seems, the 
sources disagree; Hdt, speaks about 400 men; Th, speaks about 300 ten, It is not easy to 
decide, since we do not know precisely the structure of the Theban loxoq at this period, 
400 were the Thebans at Thermopylae; see further; Robert J, Buck A History of Boeotia, 
passinl.
I think that the orator was not diligent enough to check which 
was exactly the name of the poicoxapx&v. He remembered the name 
of Eurymachos, his important role and the fact that the 
Poicoxapxwv (-oGvxeq), are mentioned in Th. ; so he was confused 
with the particular roles of everyone in the story. [Another 
possibility would be &oimpxomo<; to be interpolated by a grammarian vho remembered the
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pas s a g e  of Th, but not accurately, b ecause it is the last w o r d  of the sentence and it does
not really work in this position for the sense!
2.  - §  99:  tie i a0£vxcov
-2,2,2: 0ou\6pevot t5 £aq Ivexa SuvdpEtoq avSpaq xe xoov tioX l x &v  
xoDq cnpiai urcevavxCouq 5ia<p0Eipai xai xrjv ti6 X iv 0r)0a£oiq
rcpoairoifjaai
Th. 's explanation is beyond any doubt.
3. 7ipoo'ePorj0ouv xai auxoi xai cruvexdcxxovxo: cf Th. 2, 3 ff.
The events here are shortened drastically by the orator, so 
that several inaccuracies are found in his text, concerning the 
attack oy*j the Thebans by the Plataians.
4. eneiSq qpdpa iyivexo: cf. 2,3, 1: ou yap eojpov ev xfj vuxxi and 
2, 3, 2: npdaaovxeq 6£ xooq xauxa xaxevoqcrav. . .
5.- § 100: 90d:vouaiv axoX^aavxeq auxouq xpiv xouq aXXouq
npoa0or)0f)aai
- 2, 5, 3: uaxepov Tiapey^  vovxo, fj6r) xwv avSpwv xcdv p£v
6 iE<p0appdva>v, xuv 6£ Cdvxcov exop£vcov
The orator again seems to shorten drastically the events.
6.-§ 100: d>q upaq n^prcooaiv eu0uq ayyeXov xfjv xe npa^iv cppdtoovxa 
xai xfjv pdxqv 6r|\cbaovxa ox i vixfioi, xai 0or)0Eiv a^touvxeq
-Th. 2, 6 speaks about three messengers: The first left Plataia
after the Theban invasion; the second left after the men were
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arrested but still alive. The third left to announce to Athens 
that the Theban captives were already dead.
7.- Oi 8r)(3aioi wq ed pa>v xouq ’AGqvaCouq 0e0oq0r)x6xaq xoiq 
nXaxoaeuaiv, avexajprjaav e x ’ oCxou.
- 2, 5, 5-7: In fact the Plataians and the Thebans came into
agreement that leaving immediately Plataia was the only way for 
the captive Thebans to return alive.
8. § 101: neXonovvrjoCoiq. . . crxpaxeue iv: The allied armies who
participated in the siege of Plataia are not named by Th. , as 
they are by the orator. As far as I know there is no place which 
we could identify as the origin of the list of allies here. This 
can mean that either the orator knew or made out by himself that 
these were the allies of Sparta at this expedition, or that he 
must have found this list somewhere: I imagine so detailed
descriptions of the Peloponnesian war would be not circulating 
in Athens almost a century later. So, I would not find very
likely that the orator had obtained this list from the oral
tradition of his time. It is difficult, however, to decide
whether he made up this list or he used a source unknown to us. 
All the cities mentioned there are located to the north and west 
of Boeotia, so the orator may have thought that they took part 
in the siege of Plataia and he made up the list on his own. On 
the other hand, however, why should we need to suppose that the 
whole thing is made up and that the orator did not obtain this 
information from another source unknown to us? And then the
whole narration is somehow too exact to be just made up! The
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only thing which tells against the possibility of another source 
is that the orator does not seem to use any other source in this 
whole passage, apart from Th. Why then he was not content with 
the otherwise detailed narration of Th. at this point as well 
but wanted to run to other sources for a part of the story 
evidently unnecessary? The reasons mentioned make me doubt then 
about the reliability of this source for the structure of the 
Peloponnesian army in 429 B. C. (cf. also the list of the allies 
of Sparta in Th.2, 9)
9. - § 103; 6laxXqpocrdpevoi xpdq crcpaq auxouq
- Th. 3,20,2: exetxa oi pdv qptaeiq djtoxvrjadv nmq x6v xivSuvov 
p£yav qyqaapevoi, eq 5e avSpaq Siaxoaiouq xai eixoai pdXiaxa 
ev^peivav xfj e£6S<p cBcXovxai xpdnw xoioSe:
10.- Xa06vxeq xf|v axpaxiav, anoacpd^avxeq xouq cpuXaxaq
- Th. 3,22-3, gives a slightly different and more accurate 
record.
11.- aXoucrqq xfjq ndXewq xaxd xpdxoq
3,52,2: 0£g pev [the Spartan authority] oux I{3o u X e x o  sXeiv 
and 3,52,3: oi 6£ [The Plataians] (fjaav yap ^5rl Ev
aa0eveoxdx<{)) nap£6ooav xf|v ndXiv
12. - dneacpdyricrav. . . ’A0fjvaCe
- 2 , 7 8 , 3 - 4 :  IIXaxaiEiq 6e naTSaq pdv xa i yuvaixaq xa i xodq
Tipea0uxdxouq x e  x a i  xd TiXrj0oq xd axpeiov xov avOpaiuov npdxepov 
e  xx e x  op loptf vo i r^aav Eiq xdq ’ A0qvaq, auxoi 6£ e t t o X lopxouvxo
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EyxaxaXcXetp£voi XExpaxdaioi, ’A0r|va£tov S£ oySofixovxa, yuvaixeq 
6 e  6£xa xai exaxdv aixorcoioL xoaofixoi ^aav o i  ^ u p r c a v x E q  oxe E i q  
xf)v noXiopxiav xa0£axavxo, xai aXXoq ouSeiq ev xcp xcCxet ouxe 
SouXoq oux’ EXei30epoq and 3,52 ff, where Th. gives in details 
the trial of the Plataians and in which conditions finally over 
200 Plataians were slaughtered, 25 Athenians, who were in the 
city as well and all women (the oixonoioi) were drawn to 
slavery. [Maybe the most of "these women were slaves at the first place].
CONCLUSIONS
1. We can say that the only proven source of the orator, for the 
history of Plataia in the years of the Peloponnesian War, was 
Thucydides. The loose relation of the narration about the 
epigram of Pausanias in Delphi, with Th, 1, 132 as to the phrasal 
similarities (when the phrasal similarities between the speech 
and the events of the second and the third book are striking)
and as to the content, may be a sign that the orator consulted
only the second and the third book, for the events of the 
Peloponnesian war, but not the first. No other source, known to 
us, was provably used.
For the history of the city before the Peloponnesian war it is
not easy to say which were the sources of the orator. The 
remarkable difference from Hdt. does not make very likely the 
assumption that the orator used his history as the main source 
for his narration. Whether he used a combination of different 
sources and his own experience it is impossible to decide; I 
would be, however, tempted to suggest that he used only his own
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knowledge of these events, based on the fact that he attests the 
presence of the Plataians in Marathon only through a painting 
which he himself had seen, and that the whole part before the 
Peloponnesian war (with the exception of the story of the
epigram of Pausanias in Delphi, for which he probably used a 
book)is a rather rough draft of the history of the city, not 
really needing a book of history as its source.
2. If the assumption that the only source of the orator for the 
events of the Peloponnesian war was Th. is correct, then how 
could we explain the differences between the two authors?
Considering the nature of these differences (with the exception 
of the list of the Spartan allies at the besiege of Plataia, 
which is analyzed above) they are a) a shortened version of 
Th.'s narration, b) inaccuracies of lesser importance, which we 
could attribute to the decreased interest of the orator to check 
pedantically, c) a combination of the previous two, and d) 
things which he adapted to his own purposes. So, I could say 
that the orator read the text of Th. and then he gave a fairly 
accurate reproduction of his narration, sometimes keeping in his 
mind and reproducing even the wording of Th. , but some other 
times not keeping in the narration strictly in the way Th. gave 
it.
3. How trustworthy the information given in this part of the
speech is, I think must be examined in every case individually
concerning the part before the Peloponnesian war, since for this 
part we do not know the origin of the information, so that we
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cannot accept or reject automatically the value of it. For the 
part concerning the Peloponnesian war, since I support a direct 
dependence on Th. , I would not use it as a source.
4. Although hypothetically, I would suggest that Th.'s 
manuscript was used only at the stage of the publication of the 
speech. It seems to be a too long drawn part to be delivered at 
the law-court. So what he could have done is to give an outline 
for the Peloponnesian war as rough as he gave for the rest of 
this digrassion, and much shorter than the one which appears 
here, in his actual speech, and then when he came to the stage 
of the publication he took a ms of Th. and he revised the part 
concerning the events after 431 B.C.
§ 94. nXaxaiT^ l^ The rest of the mss, except S1, give nXcaaieiq, 
adopted by Gernet; the other editors adopt the reading of S1,
which seems to me as well to be preferable, being lectio
difficilior (For the form and the epigraphic support cf. § 36,
com. MeYapeiq) ; I think, we can explain its existence if we
assume that the orator repeated here a form which he found in 
Th. (or perhaps another fifth century source he used here ?) It 
is possible that the orator had used this form only in some 
places and not in others, without having any specific reason. I 
would restore the form nXaxocirjq only here encouraged by the 
evidence of the oldest ms, acknowledging the possibility that 
this form was written down by the the orator in other places as 
well, but later it was replaced by the grammarians.
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pdvoiJ Two letters are erased in S before pdvoi. Blass suggested
pdvoi would demand a structure like this: JlXaxaieiq ^aav o l
69' iavzQ] F gives e<p\ But see LSI noiia A, IV, 1
o m : £ p r j ]  Jurinus suggested either a v ^ P T )  or e r c ^ P q .  a i t ^ P r ) ,  meaning 
"disembarked" is correct. Datis arrived in Attica from the sea 
(Hdt. 6, 102).
xai vfiv] xai is omitted by FD. But it is necessary, in the sense 
"in addition" cf. also Denniston, 293
<i^ > ev tt) rcoixCXr)] q was added by Jurinus. If r\ did not exist, 
we would expect a xiq after YPa<P1i* Painted Stoa was built
shortly before 460, at the north side of the Agora. The present 
painting, like all the pictures in this stoa, was not painted on 
the wall, but on a board fixed on the wall. Pausanias (1,15) 
describes the paintings of the Stoa in sequence. They stood in 
an open colonnade facing the Agora, so that they could be seen 
from all over. Like most public buildings it functioned as a 
religious centre, as a meeting point, for philosophic 
discussions, or even as a law-court. The present paining is 
attributed to Panainos, or Micon, or Polygnotos. For further 
details see the discussion in p. 352-3, of this study; 
Wycherley, The Stones of Athens, 36-41; Agora, 3, 31. 45; AJA 76 
[19723 353-78.
C
that 01 was written. This
c
0 1
p6voi, oixiveq. . .
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©q exaoxoq... exov<re<iJ The wording of this passage is obscure and 
somehow unnatural: The previous editors of the text kept the
reading of the mss taking the phrase o£, . . exovxeq as 
apposition to exaaxoq. But exaaxoq, taking into account that the 
apposition comes even after the main sentence, is too far away. 
Then how can we understand the whole of the sentence?
It would be useful to clarify the meaning of xaq xuvaq xaq 
Botoxiaq. C For the word xovjj, in couparison with other words neaning ’helnet" see Jt£ 
11,2,2482 ff.and esp,2516 ff. 1 Taylor first collected the most important 
of the passages, about the Boeotian type helmet: X. Eq. 12, 3:
xpdvoq ye pt^ v xpdxtoxov etvat vopC^opev xd 0otcoxoupy^q1 xouxo 
yap aS crxeydCet pdXtaxa navxa xd unep^yovxa xou 0©paxoq, opav 8e 
ou xoXbet. Ael. VH 3,24: Sevocpovxt epeXe.-.xai oxXa xaXa
exetv. . . Xdyexat o6v o xou TpuXXou xf |V  pev aorcCSa ’ApyoXixf|v 
exei-v, tdv 6e Sopaxa ’Axxtxdv, xd 6e xpdvoq Poioxoupyeq, xov 6e 
inxov ’EntSauptov. Poll. 1, 149: euSdxtpa 6s. .. xpdvoq
Botoxoupyeq. . . Thphr. HP 3,9,6 describing a plant he says: ©oxe
xt^ v oXr^ v popcpr^ v elvaL 0oXoei6r) xat xapdpotov pdXtaxa xatq 
Botox[atq xuv£atq. Phot. Lex. s. v. xuvaq: xaq mep txecpaXataq f^ xot
xaq and xuvetov Seppdxov ytyvop£vaq f) axd Kuvdq xtvoq 
xaxacrxeudaavxoq npoxou- pdpvt)xai dr|p. ev xtp xaxd Neatpaq ouxoq’
j o^> * ^
ot xaq. . . exovxeq. = Sud. x 2697; Coa/sc ^  npoxou Anecd. Bek. 274,9. 
Cobet (Mn. 8 [ 18593 26-7), supports that this information is
merely created by the lexicographer. Hsch. x 4582: xuvrj BotoxCa: 
ey^vovxo ydp 6td<popot. aXX’ at ev BotoxCqc xaXat xuvat, aq ot
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x a x ‘ aypdv e<p6pouv; s h o r t e r  Phot. s .  v. xuvfj BoioxCa. [Read kovou, 
for xtfveq in Naber's edition]
What we can infer from the lexicographers is that this type of 
helmet was probably quite widespread, having the reputation of a 
good quality helmet. Boeotian type helmets were found even in 
the river Tigris. The two helmets a picture of which Snodgrass 
gives are from this area <Arms and Armour of the Greeks, 1967 
pi. 58; see also pi. 59-60 and pp. 94-5). The success of this 
type of helmet, as Snodgrass (p. 125) points out, was that it
was light and more suitable to the type of armour adopted in the 
postclassical period. Xenophon Cloc.cit.) recommends it for the 
cavalry, because of the good visibility it permits, leaving the 
face uncovered. An early type of this helmet was identified by 
the orator in the painting of the Stoa Poikile (Snodgrass, p. 94- 
5). [See also Kronayer-Veith, Heervesen und Kriegfuhrung der Sriecher und Reiser, p,663
The orator seems to explain in this clause what he had seen on 
the painting. If we compare with the description we have by
Pausanias 1, 15, 3 (see above gen com. on these par.s) the orator,
c T
with the phrase <oq. . . e ixev, probably implies the different 
positions the Greek troops had in the battle, the swifter 
individuals being closer to the action. In the painting he could 
see Athenians and Plataians at the two edges rather static, 
fighting against the Persians who retreat and they finally run 
in the middle, and Greeks chasing the Persians at the end and 
even jumping on the Persian ships to capture them. npocrBor)0£>v 
would not imply the Persians and makes me think that he only
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meant the Greek troops by £xacrxoq. This placement of the troops 
in the painting was supposed to reflect the actual evolution of 
the battle. So, by eu0uq...Y^ yparcxai, he probably means that in 
the painting the way the different groups of the Greek troops
are depicted and fighting reflects the place they had in the
actual battle and their contribution to the victory.
But still the phrase ol...exovxeq, has a very loose relation to 
the context. In my opinion, something is probably missing before 
01: I imagine, the main verb on which eyovxeq depended. A
hypothetical restoration would be: (xouxuv 5e riXaxair)q etaiv> 01
xaq xuvaq ... [A similar suggestion was Bade by Volf, He misread, however, xovaq as
xtivaq "canes1, and he did not indicate where is the lacuna. 1
95. upex£paq] This is an emendation of Reiske for qpexdpaq of 
the mss: non enim decet novitium civem Atheniensem tam
arroganter ad judices loqui. cf. also: § 93: vpSq aya0a>v
xmXuouat, 95: auvevaupdxoov upiv, 96: pe0’ upav, uPpC^eiv
evexeipei upaq, al. In § 95 epf3dvxeq eiq xdq upexgpaq xpirjpeiq, 
upex£paq, this time given by S, is again preferable for the same 
reason.
ev EaXapivi] ev is omitted by r. But ev ZaXapivi comes in 
contrast with err ’ApxepiaCq). The orator had in mind: "In the
strait next to Salamis" but "off the cape of Artemision".
96. pdvoi] F^ 1 give pbvov. Blass deleted it in comparison to §
72, where pbvov is unsuitably added by a graphema of the same
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mss, after ayanav. But the cases are not similar: From the
paleographic point of view, here pbvot appears even on FQ,
after the correction, being also given by the rest of the mss, 
when there pbvov, omitted by the rest of the mss and the 
original text of FQ, appeared only in FypOyp- Apart from that, 
there pbvov was evidently out of place (cf. com. ad loc. ), when 
here it is important for the sense: The orator wants to
emphasize that the Spartans took the leadership of the Greek 
army exclusively at the Persian wars , by land and sea, when the 
Athenians withdrew any claim of leadership, for the sake of
unity of the Greek forces: see Hdt.8, 2-3.
xai rj ndXiq] Reiske deleted xai, with the intention of removing 
the anacolouthon and balancing the sentence by making two causal 
and two main sentences and putting a full-stop after aopp&XGav. 
This modification, however, does not seem to me to be 
convincing: the existence of an anacolouthon here, I think, is
proven by the tautology <puor}0e Cq. . . 0acriXeuq after the 
summarizing e<p’ otq, with which the orator returns to what he 
initially intended to say. Thus I would keep the transmitted 
text: xai here has the sense "and yet" (Denniston 292-3).
97. auxou xou Ip^ ot)] FcorrQ1 give auxcov. xou nauoaviou must be 
understood.
98. exxoXdnfravxEq xd eXc^etal This is the reading of FypOYP* The 
rest of the mss give E x x b y a v x e q .  e x x b n x e i v  "to cut off" appears 
in CJG 3028 (rj ypdppa exx6\|rai); SIG 38; Arist. Rh. 1400a33 al.
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exxoXdrcxe iv "to erase" appears in D. 57, 64: xd y^cpiap’
exxoXdyavxeq...; CIG 4424 d (Add. ).al. It also appears in all
the other authors who speak about this event: Th. 1,132: o(
AaxeSctLpdvioi e£ex6Xayav euGuq; Plu. Mor. 873c: xouxo p£v
e£ex6Xayav; Sud. n:820: xd ercCYpappa e^exdXayav. These parallels
make exxoXdyavxsq more likely here.
eniYPffyaLJ FypQyp give kyyp6tyai\ but cf. § 97 ingypafev.
<^> iccxpd AaxeSaipovLmv] i) was added by Blass, cf. § 63 & com. 
tt]v Necupaq xauxi)ai
x a i  ex xou y^vo,)^3 Reiske suggested <xfiv> ex xou ytvoux,. Nobody 
after Bekker agreed with him: xai here connects the two
prepositional clauses and has the sense "and especially".
XP^oavxai] rD give XP1^ 0^ ® 1-* Herwerden (358), based on this 
reading and in comparison to § 109 oux etxov o xi xPiaotlvTO
aoxfj, suggested XP1!0”01 vxo here, too. But the deliberative 
construction is more appropriate.
99. [aux&vJ xi^v n6X iv] Rennie deleted it in comparison to 
Th. 2,3, 1: e^ oauvocCox; xaxe iXr)pp£vi)v xrjv noXiv. Dyroff proposed
xt)v aux&v n. Indeed, the word order of the transmitted text is 
difficult: it should be either xfjv aux&v ndXiv or xf^ v TtdXiv
aux&v (cf. Kiihnei— Gerth 1,568 ff. for examples). I think, 
however, that auxcov is necessary in the text, in the sense 
"their own city", so I would prefer the solution of Dyroff.
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x a i a o x o U  Reiske thought that xai ai yvvacxeq is missing here 
(in comp, to Th.2,4,2). Schaefer does not agree and interprets: 
ipsi quoque araati accurrerunt. auxot et ©rjpatoi inter se 
opponuntur.
ey^vsxo] EYiYveTO FQ* as Rennie suggested, could be right, 
because in comparison to Th. 2, 3, 4 the attack against the 
invaders took place in t o  T t e p i o p S p o v ,  when there was some light 
but not enough to make the Thebans feel safer. It is not 
necessary though to accept this reading because I think what the 
orator had in mind was that the Plataians realized that the 
Thebans were not many, in the daylight, and if so, the orator 
did not remember well the exact version of Th. , so he gives 
inaccurate information: in this sense iytvexo is probably
correct.
100. arcoX^aavxeqJ Hude (298), suggested aneXdaavxeq in 
comparison to Th.'s verion (2,5-6) that the Thebans were 
captured alive at the first place and they were executed later 
on. aTteXdaavxeq "expelled" is not suitable; dncoe^aavxeq "turned 
off", would be more suitable. But still I believe that the 
transmitted text is correct: the orator does not go into the
details of the story. He only summarizes the result: the Thebans
were finally executed.
101. xd 6uo p£pr|J Reiske, commenting this clause, pointed out 
the habit of the Greeks to omit denominator of a fraction when 
it was only one more than the numerator. For example xd xpCa
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p£pi) = 3/4, xd ETtxd p£pi) = 7/8 etc. Thus here: two thirds, (cf. 
KQhner-Blass 1,631)
[The infomation provided for the Spartan allies, cones froi RE and OCD s.v.3 
Aoxpoiq] Locris in the classical period appeared divided by 
Doris and Phocis into two pieces East (Opuntian) and West 
(Ozolian) Lokris. Opuntian Lokris extended from Thermopylai to 
Larymna, across Euboia on the main land. Ozolian Lokris occupied 
the valley of Amphissa from Naupactos to near Crisa.
ttaxsuoi] Phocis included the valley of Crisa and the middle 
Cephisus valey, at the South spurs of Parnassos.
MaXieucri] Their country occupied the area north of Thermopylai, 
at the side of Spercheios to the sea.
OLxafoiql At the spurs of Oite south of Spercheios towards 
Atalante.
AivLaoi] Along Orthrys at the upper side of Spercheios.
102. ocyCcrxaaGai C6£] xfjq] Rennie deleted 6e, mentioning a 
parallel structure in Hdt. 4, 200. The meaning of the passage, if 
we delete 6e, is: "if the Plataians wished to hand over their
city to the Spartans, but keep their own land, they should 
revolt from their alliance with the Athenians." But this is not 
what the author says: The Plataians did not wish to hand over
their city! The transmitted text is correct, giving the four 
infinitives connected in apposition as the four terms the 
Spartans set to the Plataians, in order a war to be avoided: 1.
to hand over their own town; 2. but, to keep their land; 3. to 
keep their goods; 4. and to revolt from the Athenian alliance.
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As S ch a e fe r  p o in te d  out th e  fo u r  i n f i n i t i v e s  depend on 
ETirjYY^XovTo not on pouX oivxo [The infomation given by the orator is 
imprecise; see above]
660] This is a suggestion of Palmer, in comparison to Th. , 
namely from 429 to 427 B.C. Although I would prefer it, I cannot 
exclude the possibility that 6£xa of the mss is correct, in the 
sense that the mistake is not of the copyists but of the orator 
himself (Lortzing, De Orationibus quae Dem. pro Apol. scrips!sse 
fertur p. 49, defended 5£xa)
103. alcrddpsvoiJ This is a suggestion of Blass for oacrGavdpevoi 
of SYrD or npoaiaGopevo1 of FQ, which has the advantage of 
compromising between the two readings. But still npoaicrGdpevoi 
makes very good sense, and since it is given by two mss. , I 
think it should be kept.
104. npocp^voiq] Cobet (Novae Lectiones 642) suggested 
npoEip£voiq, in comparison to e v Se Se i y p ^v o iq following and Hude 
(NTF 7 [ 1885-71 299) was of the same opinion. e v Se Se 1 y p ^ vo  i<; is 
correctly perfect tense: the Plataians have always been in
favour of Athens. xpoep£voiq also is correctly aorist: on this
occasion the Plataians abandoned everything.
ex y&p. ..v6poqJ How the law can be clarified through this decree 
cf. § 92 and com.
Eoxail Hude's (p. 299) suggestion e a x a i  for e c t t<o of the mss is 
probably correct. The future is preferable in comparison to
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Y vcdctectG' following and by the fact that before the recitation of 
a document, a future, indicating that this document will clear 
up the case, is quite common: cf: § 89 com. BeXxCouq eaeoBe.
WHQIEMAl The present text is the only extensive source, for 
this decree: Thucydides' narration stops when the 212
(Th. 3, 24, 2) men from Plataia escaped with safety to 
Athens(3, 24,3). The truthfulness of the information of the 
Plataians' naturalization, however, is certain: it is confirmed
by Lys. 23 passim; Isoc. 12,94; 14,51; DS 15,46,6; Th. 4,67,1;
Ar. Ran. 963-4; Hellanicos (FGH 4 f. 171) al. (The last two sources 
can only be explained on the basis that the Plataians were 
granted Athenian citizenship) The main terms of this grant are 
extensively discussed by previous scholars or elsewhere in this 
commentary. So here I will only summarize the main points of 
this discussion:
1. Is the text of the decree quoted by Apollodoros here 
authentic, or is it a reconstruction by a grammarian based on 
the context? It is generally agreeed that it is genuine: see:
Staeker De Litis 53-55; Drerup Urkunden 364; Diller Race Mixture 
108 ff. ; Osborne Naturalization 2, 11 ff. al. The main argument
in support of the authenticity of this document is that there 
are some points included in the decree which Apollodoros omits 
in his narration. He does not mention that a) The Plataians have 
full political rights, b) they would be distributed in demes and 
tribes by the state; they would not choose a derae, as usually 
happened, c) they could not practise any traditional worship 
connected with a particular genos, d) this decree was valid from
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the day it was introduced, e) The name of the person who
proposed this decree is not mentioned in the text of the orator 
as well.
A number of statements also, not included in the document but
given by the orator in his text, support the authenticity of the 
text in the sense that if the document was forged it would be 
more likely that the forger would not omit these points: a) The
orator says that the Plataians had to undergo a personal 
scrutiny (xax’ av6pa) in front of a law-court in which it would 
be questioned if they were Plataians and if they were of the 
pro-Athenian party of Plataia. b) The names of the naturalized 
Plataians would be inscribed on a stone stele and put on 
Acropolis. c> The vague uaxspov in the text reflects the precise 
wording of the document eneiSav 6e vepi)0oai. d) No person could 
become Athenian, claiming that he was a Plataian, after this 
scrutiny had been finished.
Another point already discussed by previous scholars is the form 
of this decree: Osborne (2,13) points out that what we have here 
can only be a partial quotation of the whole decree: the
prescript and the inscription formula are lacking and a number
of clauses have fallen out from the middle of the decree. The 
condition of avdpayaQCa also, is absent, although we should 
expect to see it in the original (cf. e.g. JG i3 102,6 ff. ; 113,
5 f f .  ) C As far as I know the first who clearly stated that we have a partial quotation 
of the whole document here was Reiske comnenting § 105; 6oxipa<r6r{vaThis becomes 
c l e a r  not o n ly  from th e  f a c t  th a t  s e v e r a l  p r o v i s i o n s  o f  th e
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decree are only given by Apollodoros' text, but from several
phrasal irregularities, as well:
1) evxCpooq of the mss is wrong: the emendation of Cobet (.Novae
Lectiones 751) is unanimously accepted by scholars.
2) xai before jiexeivai is omitted by S1. Nothing seems to have 
fallen out before pexstvai, thus xai is necessary, connecting 
etvai and psxeivai.
3) Riehemann thought that aXXa pf| xcov ispaauvoW, xoiq 6’ ex 
xouxcov, must be added before nXfjv. This suggestion, however,
would seriously change the meaning: it would mean that the sons
of naturalized Plataians, even if they were not born of an 
Athenian woman, had the right to become priests, with the 
exception of those priesthoods and rituals, which traditionally 
were inherited within some gene; but these priesthoods were not 
accessible to any other Athenian citizen also. [ For further 
infomation on this kind of priesthoods the book of Toepffer Attische Genealogie Berlin 
1889, is still important, See also Burkert Religion 96 and 0,0, Feaver; Historical 
Development in the Priesthoods of Athens YC1S 15 119571 121-581
4) pt)5e x5v evv£a: Osborne thought that something has fallen out
before, because of the existence of a single prjSe (cf. § 43, 
com. ouxe) and he completed the passage: < aXXa prj x&v
lepcoauvmv), pr}6£. . . His suggestion however, creates an
unacceptable repetition. I also think that the transmitted 
reading is difficult but perhaps we can keep it, without
suggesting that something is missing in between, if we assume
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that xouxov pf) pexeivai auxoiq (as Reiske suggested) is to be 
understood before pr|5£, although it was not written down in the 
original document, and that Xaxeiv was omitted after apx^vxmv, 
by the orator, although it existed in the original document: in
this sense then, jir)6e corresponds to nXrjv si xiq. (cf. § 106) 
[Reiske thought that kxcfv or ycy^ oOai was oiitted by the copyits, but Schaefer had 
objections, he said that it was not necessary for the infinitive to have been written down, 
since the language of the decrees is sometimes unpolished, I think, however, in this 
structure the infinitive was needed to be written in the original document]
5) xoiq 6’ ex xouxciv finishes the sentence abruptly and this 
wording could not be the original one as it stands in the text: 
Reiske indicated a lacuna after xouxcov fcommenting on § 105 6oKi|iac0i)vou: 
post verba totg 6* ix rofwv aliqua desiderari, Blass did not notice that the lacuna was 
indicated first by Reiske], and Osborne (1,28) printed the text 
completed in comparison to § 106: . . . xouxcov <av rnaiv e£ aaxqq
yuvaixdq xai EYYurjxfjq xaxa x6v v6pov>. xaxaveipai. . . Gernet 
suggested xoTq x* ex xouxiov or xoiq Ix xouxov, but he printed 
Rennie's version. Rennie just follows the mss. On the basis that 
something was omitted here not by a copyist but by the orator 
himself at the stage of the publication of the speech, I would 
also repeat the version of the mss without further additions.
In general I find it highly probable that the document given 
here is a partial quotation of the whole document which was 
available to Apollodoros, and for that reason, when editing the 
text, I think we should change the text of the mss only at the 
points where the irregularity seems to originate from a mistake 
of the copyists, and we should not make any change at the points
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where the orator deliberately omitted a part of the original 
document, at the stage of the publication of the speech, because 
it was already known to his readers from the context, or because 
it was not strictly related to the point he was trying to make 
(like the provision of the enrollment of the Plataians into 
demes). Thus, I would agree that this text is probably 
authentic. For further details see the elaborate discussion by 
Osborne, 2,11 f f
The decree for the Plataians was a measure taken under 
necessity, as previous studies have emphasized: see: Osborne
2, 15 ff; Diller 109 ff. The majority of the Plataians did not 
intend to be absorbed in another city; simply, under the 
circumstances of the war they had nowhere else to go. Athens 
offered them the chance, if they wished, to find in her land a 
new country and this is the way I would explain the limitation 
of the right to priesthoods and archonships only to their 
offspring from citizens. Those of them who wished to establish 
themselves permanently in the new country, had the chance
to marry an Athenian and be completely integrated. Those who 
wished to stay in their own community could enjoy full rights 
in Athens, until a solution to their problem was found. This 
solution was found in 421, when the Athenians conquered Skione 
and offered the land to the Plataians. Eventuallly the Plataians 
returned to Plataia in 386 by the peace of Antalcidas but Thebes 
destroyed the city again in 373. Plataia was restored again by 
Philip in 338.
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The limitation of priesthoods and archonships imposed by this 
decree was overstated by some scholars, who spoke about the 
"Plataian Citizenship Rights", thinking that the Plataians did 
not obtain full rights in the Athenian society. This provision , 
however, only intended to ban from these offices any person who 
was not a citizen by birth. It banned the Plataians themselves 
and their sons from a non Athenian wife, because these sons 
would be citizens xaxd \ | / T ) < p i a p a ,  as well (cf. Carey, CQ 41 119913 
84 ff. ). Their sons from an Athenian wife could hold these 
offices because they would be citizens by birth.
Two more arguments were put forward in support of the view that 
the Plataians obtained a special kind of citizenship rights: a)
the fact that the Plataians continued to act as a separate group 
during the years they lived in Athens, b) The foreigners and 
slaves who were granted with citizenship after the battle at 
Arginousai, are assimilated by some sources with the Plataians. 
It is not necessary to repeat here the whole debate, thoroughly 
given by Osborne 3, 33 ff. I would only agree with Osborne that
this suggestion is unbased. The present text, being the capital 
source for the whole issue, clearly states that the Plataians 
were granted full rights by any point of view with a limitation 
of some very traditional institutions, reserved only for 
citizens by birth.
The date of this decree is set by Th. 3, 24, 3 in 427: this year
the 212 men from Plataia escaped to Athens. It cannot be placed, 
however, much later, because the decree itself reveals that it 
passed after the massacre of the rest of the Plataians who
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remained in the city, which took place sometime later this year. 
The provision that nobody else in the future could become
Athenian by the force of this decree, can only mean that no more 
Plataians were left behind. The Plataians who survived the 
disaster were all in Athens and they would be distributed in 
tribes by the archon. Single citizens who obtained 
naturalization could choose their own deme. In the mass grants,
however, it became a practice for the archon to distribute them
because it was practically more convenient and in this way the 
concentration of a foreign minority in a certain area would be 
avoided. See: Osborne 2, 15 and IG ii;£ 1, 33-4; 10, 5-6.
The person who proposed this decree (PA, 7628) is probably the 
same person as the well known politician 'iTtTtoxpdxqc; ’ApC<ppovoq 
XoXapyeoq (PA, 7640). Davies (APF, 456), places his birth before
456. He was a general in 426/5 and in 424/3. This year he 
invaded with the Athenian army in Boeotia, but he was killed in 
the battle of Delion. See. Th.4, 66-7; 77; 89 ff. ; Kirchner loc.
cit. ; Davies, loc. cit.
105. opaxcl 6f^ is added after opaxe by FQY. In comparison to §§ 
55, 85 6fj here could be correct.
XapBdrvovxaql Reiske suggested <xouq> XapPdvovxocq. Schaefer does 
not agree; he translates cum donum acciperent.
el x&v] FQ give etc, x&v cpi'Xov xcov. Blass compares with 24,202: 
x(dv yap upexlpov e^ Qpftv e v i . I would prefer el because two
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separate short questions I think are more suitable for a 
scrutiny procedure than a long complicated one.
avocYP°MPnvai  ^ D gives avaypdipe i v, which seems to be an effort to 
modify the infinitive with crxrjaai following.
axfjoaiJ Richards (CR 19 L 1905J 201) suggested oxrjvai. The orator 
here seems to change the wording of the original with a wording 
less formal and more suitable to his time. The original words 
were probably: avaypa\|/ai 5s xdv ypappax£a Tn(3 BouXqq xouq
Sox ipaa0£vxaq. . . xai xaxaQsivai eiq ir<5Xiv. In this sense the 
active is probably correct, reflecting xaxaGsivai of the 
original (cf. IG ii^ 1,39; 19, 10 al. ). The modification in D 
also indicates that even the copyist of D had axfjaai in front of 
him.
106. [xatl pfj e^eivail xai was deleted by Sauppe. Indeed stjeivai 
depends on Siiapiaaxo, so xai is interpolated.
107. opoXoyoup^voqJ FQ give opoXoyoup£vouq. The editors
unanimously adopt opoXoyoup^voq. opoXoyoup£vioq is attested by 
all mss, if the information obtained from the apparatus criticus 
of the printed editions is accurate, in And. 1, 140; Th. 6, 90; 
PI.La. 186b; Mx. 243c; Hyp. Lyc. 6 al. In three cases, at least, the 
mss. unanimously give the structure with the participle: And.
4,17: ^xxov eSeS^xe i x£>v opo\oyoup£ voov SouXuv (opoXoyoup£vaq,
Reiske); Isoc. 4, 33: xouq i>nd navxcov opoXoyoup£vouq xai rcptixouq
yevop^vouq. . . Isae. 6, 49: ouxoq opoXoyoup£vr| ouoa SouXr)
(opoXoyoup£ vmq, Dobree). In many cases, however, the mss are
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divided: D. 14, 11 xouq opoXoyoup^voq sxQpouq (opoXoYOup^voq,
Butcher; -p£vouq, SY; opoXoYouvxaq, the rest of the mss); 20,39: 
xouq opoXoyoup^vcDq a^Couq x6PLT0(i <-p£vouq Fcorr. ); 26,22 xoiq
opoXoYOupdvaq e4eXr}XeYp£voiq ouai CopoXoyoup^voiq xai F); 29,14: 
x6v opoXoYOupevcoq SouXov (-pevov a>q FD); 29,39: xouq
opoXoyoup^vax; SouXouq (-p£vouq FD); Isae. 4, 14: xouq
opoXoyoup^voq xapayevop^vouq C-p£vouq Acorr. A1); PI. Symp. 186b: 
opoXoyoup^ vox; aya0oi YeY°vacrL (Dover Symposium, ad loc. mentions 
the alternative opoXoyoupsv <aq>. The editors often mention, as 
well, Lys. 4, 7: vuv 5e opoXoyoupeOa rcpdq rcaiSaq xai
auXr^ xp CSaq. . . eX0ovxeq, which seems to throw some light on the 
origin of the structure with participle.
Wyse (Isaeus 537), takes the structure with the participle to be 
rare and of doubtful authenticity, He adopts the suggestion of 
Dobree in Isae. 6, 49 and he is fond of Reiske's suggestion in 
And. 4, 17. The evidence presented, however, indicates that 
probably both ways were possible and the decision in every 
single occasion perhaps not self-evident. In the present case I 
would adopt opoXoyoup^voq, because the participle seems 
particularly clumsy when combined with another participle 
( Y e Y e V T ) P ^ V O U ( ^ ^ •
x&v *EXX^v©v3 S omits x£>v. But see §§ 94, 96, 98 al.
£ifi>pCaacrOel Reiske suggested 6iopCaacr0E for 6iopCaacr0ai of S or 
5 lop IcracrOai of the rest of the mss., saying that two indicatives 
(or two infinitives) should be expected in this period. This
suggestion was accepted by most of the later editors. Schaefer
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tried to explain the transmitted reading: the orator started
this period with an infinitive; then fervore dicendi abreptus he 
passed into indicative. He also thinks that this conversion 
makes the speech more alive and in support of his argument he 
compares a similar structure in § 117. the main difference,
however, between the two passages is in the sense. The question 
ouxouv Seivdv is rhetorical; so the infinitive depending on it 
must indicate an action which the orator thinks was awful 
indeed! For example: SoCvai Slxqv in § 117 can be naturally the
subject of Seivdv: the orator indeed thinks that the punishment
of the iepoq>avxr|q, was a terrible thing to happen. Here, 
however, we cannot understand the text like this: 6i©(o)p CcraoGoei 
of the mss. cannot be the subject of Seivdv (ecrxiv); the orator 
praises the arrangement about the Plataians, he just finds 
terrible the possibility Neaira not to be punished. So, we need 
to put strong punctuation after Seivdv and to adopt Reiske's 
suggestion.
nEpi<pavoq3 FQ add xai axpipoq, after xepiqjavoq. This reading is 
unanimously considered by the scholars to be an inerpolation 
(cf. e.g. the comments of Taylor, Reiske and Schaefer).
noXixiv exoiT^ aaxo] We do not know any case of naturalization of 
a woman. A woman could be aaxrj or noXixiq only by birth, or she 
could obtain a status equivalent to that of an Athenian, in the 
sense that she could give birth to citizens, if her husband was 
naturalized (cf. Carey, CQ 41 11991] 84-9). 3 believe what Ap.
says here is rather a rhetorical statement.
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iOfir - not] An emendation of Reiske; cf. § 33.
EupuSdpavxoq tou Mr|5Etou] The scholiast of Homer attributes to 
Calliraachos (588, Pfeiffer), a story about a Thessalian custom, 
if somebody killed a beloved person the murderer should be 
pulled dead round the grave of his victim. Thus, it is said, 
Achilles just practised this custom, when he pulled the corpse 
of Hector round the grave of Patroclos. It is also said that 
this custom was initiated by Simos from Thessaly, who pulled 
round the grave of his brother Thrassyllos his murderer 
Eurydamas, son of Medeios. The scholiast seems to have mixed up 
an event of the fourth century B. C. with the myth, perhaps on the 
ground that it was a well known story after the 4th cent, that 
Simos has pulled Eurydamas round the grave of his brother like 
Achilles. Simos was the most powerful man in Thessaly for part 
of the 4th century (cf. com. § 24). Eurydamas as the present 
text confirms was one of his friends and probably an offspring 
of the Thessalian nobility, as well, who later on perhaps fell 
into disgrace; the conditions of his death are unknown, we can 
conclude, however, that a conflict with Simos' family (the 
Aleuads) cost him his life. See also RE 6, 1, 1322, Tiimpel, and 
15, 1, 340, Scherling; Sch. Horn. Q, 15, Erbse al.
The mss. disagree about the spelling: ScorrQYr give Mr)SEiou; S1
gives Mr)5Cou; FDYmg give Mei6£ou. All modern editors adopt the 
form Mt)6eCou [Pfeiffer, however, and RE, loc.cit, keep the forn He14lot?]. I 
prefer the form Mt)6e£ou, as well: the name MfjSeioq, is well
attested by inscriptions in Athens (see Kirchner PA 10094 to 
10100), and probably it was an existing name outside Athens, as
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well. [ The fori Hci&laq is k n own to us only from Athenian sources also]. MfjSeioq 
is a lectio di f ficilior, if we think that the form Mci5£aq was 
very well known to the grammarians and the rhetoricians from the 
famous speech (D. 21). [ A siiilar case in D,43,7 is indicative of how the mistake
was made; D gives for HijSelq ‘A y v o w l f  of the rest of the iss, N c i SIqi, Dobree, without 
k n o w i n g  it, suggested MeiSip, as well. The copyist of D and Dobree had the sane thought; to 
replace the u n f a niliar Hi]6cl<f with the faniliar liciilg].
FQD unnecessarily add uioi after Mr)6e£oo.
Zoaxdtfiou xou Kpqxdql He was a runne^well known, throughout
Greece. Pausanias (6, 18, 6) says about him: E©xa6r)q 6£ etii
SoXCxou v£xaiq oXupniaoi p.Ev evaxfl xai evevqxoaxfj (384 B.C.)
Kpqq, xaGdnsp ye xai ?jv, avepprjGr). xrj etii xauxp 5£ Xa{3£ov xPTlM-aTC|t 
Jiapa xou ’E<pea£©v xoivou ’EcpeaCoiq ectetio£rjasv auxdv xai auxdv
etu xq> epyip (puyfi 4np*-ouatv of Kpqxsq. The years he seems to have 
enjoyed the company of Neaira travelling with her and spending, 
as it seems, high sums of money for her sake, were probably the 
years between 384 and 380, after the bribery by the Ephesians: 
she was at this time young and flourishing and still under 
Nicarete.
a x o X o u G o u o o r v l  Practically axoXouGoCaav is superfluous, after the 
construction with pexa. The structure, however, pexd xivoq
axoXouGeiv seems to be fairly common: cf. Lys. 2,27; PI. La.
187e.
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xi^ v 6  ^ u<p’Ix^poiqJ Fcorr. Qcorr. give 5i, which Schaefer prefers. 
I think &t\ is more suitable making the text more vivid, in this 
context, where the style is rather colloquial.
eiq ootdcraq qSovaq] Far more common is the structure with the 
definite article, before the noun (cf. e.g. §74; D. 19,266; 42,9; 
43,18; 56,25 al). The omission of the article, however, when the 
sense is "any sort of ..." is not unparalleled: cf. e.g. D. 9, 22:
ocXX’op© auyxexopqxoxaq anavxaq ocvQp&nouq aux$, al.
und ndcvx©v. . . e LpYotap^ vqv] The whole passage seems to be messy; 
the two main problems are: 1) The phrase y*fc XEpCoSov
e ipyaapEvrjv sounds odd because a) single accusative after 
epY&Cea0ai indicating the place is unusual, and b) yrjq TtspCoSov 
usually means "a map of the earth" but here the demanded sense 
is "all over the world". 2) A famous passage, which was supposed 
to be originally a phrase of this speech, omitted in our mss, 
but found in Hermogenes, is inserted by all modern editors in 
the text after Tcavxmv.
1) According to Kiihnej— Gerth 1, 312-3, simple accusative 
indicating the place is only constructed with verbs of motion; 
epydCecrGai, as far as I know, cannot be considered as one of 
them, even if it is a kind of work demanding frequent 
trips. Iurinus, first, pointed out the difficulty, which he 
explained: Poni autem videtur absolute yfjg ncpioSov, quasi dicat
xcxTce n&uav zfjg yfjg nepCoSov. This explanation does not sound 
very convincing. Taylor understood orbem terrarum. . . pervagari. 
But epY64ecr0cu does not mean pervagari. On the other hand, as
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Iurinus said, und navx©v is an unnecessary supplement of 
nep Kpav&q EYV©apdvqv: nepiq>av©q can indicate very clearly that 
everybody knew about N. For that reason I suspect that urcd 
n&vx©v y K^ *s a corruption for und ndcnrjq (for this sense of
und: "inscribed", cf. LSJ und, C,I,2, esp. b). For parallels see: 
Ar. Nu. 206: auxq 6£ croi nepioSoq ndcrrjq. Hdt. 5,49: ev x©
andcrqq nepioSoq evexdxpqxo, al. If this assumption is correct, 
this phrase should be understood as a sarcastic and metaphorical 
statement: N. has worked in any place indicated in the map of
the whole earth.
2) Hermogenes (p.325, Rabe [Id.2, 33) says: xoiouxdv ecxi xai xd
ev x© xocxd N. ©(3eXicxpevov uno xiv©v xd "and xpi©v xpunr)pax©v xqv 
epyaaiav neno iT}CT0ai" XeYeiv* XCav yap euxeXeq ecrxi, xai ei 
aipoSpdv etvai Soxei. Similar information is also given by 
GregCor. 7,2; p. 1160 Walz.
A passage of Tzetzes (H. 6, 35 ff=DH Fr.23 Usenei— Radermacher) 
also, mentions this phrase: 
naXiv aepvocrxojJtdxepov <pr|Oiv xaxa Neaipaq 
and xpi©v epydCEcrSai on©v xqv epyaaiav 
xai aXX©v aiaxpoxr^x©v 6e 0op|36pouq anonxuei 
ouanep o Aiovuaioq ap©paxa vopCCc*-- 
xrjv 6’epyaaCav f)'v <pqat xpi©v ex xpunqpdxov, 
ex xou AuaCou pi'jxopoq aepv©q yXa<pupoxdx©q 
pr)0Eiaav exXeyev, aiaxpwq enavanxti^aq xauxqv 
q 1 Avxidnr^  pdvov y^ Pi c^e AuaCaq, n6pvq 
qxoi q aptp© xaiq onaiq xrj jju^ ei xexpt)p^ vr). 
navaCaxp^q 6’ouxoq qutiqaev ava9av5a Xrjpr^ oaq,
9
xd epyov N£aipav xeXeiv xpi©v ex xpunrjpdx©v
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Tzetzes' passage is questionable in some senses: Dionysios (Dem. 
57) says: ei pdvxoi xivdq ev xoiq \|/£u6en i ypdipo iq eiat Xdyoiq
ar)6eiq xai ipopxixai xai aypoixoi xaxaaxeoai, ©q...xai ev x$ xaxa 
Neaipaq. ..ev exdppt SqXouxai poi rcpaypaxeCqx xd nept AqpocrSdvr). 
Unfortunately there is no sign of such a work and the problem in 
this case is which work of Dionysios is Tzetzes mocking? And did 
Dionysios speak about Neaira and Antiope indeed? Sauppe (Lysias 
frg. 284) says that there is no other sign of a speech speaking 
about a prostitute named Antiope. L1 f Tzetzes' i n f o m a t i o n  about A n t i o p e  is 
right then the passage could come fron the speech of Lysias ipdq Aaliot (frg, 15S Sauppe), 
because of the subject of this speech]. Wilamowitz (Kleine Schriften 4,98- 
9), examines the question of Tzetzes' sources and he suggests 
that Tzetzes consulted a Rhetoric-book quite hostile to 
Dionysios. A detailed account of these questions is out of the 
intentions of this study; still I think, however, that Tzetzes 
can be used as a source to confirm the truth of Hermogenes' 
inf orroation.
Further support for it comes from a passage of Procopios 
(Hist. arc. 9, 18) in which is said about Theodora the empress 
: xax x©v xpiov xpumqpdxmv spyaCopevr]. Kassel (RhM 116 [ 19733 
104-5) characterizes this passage Ein wichtiges Zeugniss zur 
Textgeschichte des Demosthenes and he believes that it has a 
Demosthenic origin.
Another reason to support that the phrase is authentic is the 
parallel expression in § 114: xrj fiexa itoXXav x a i  a a e X x p 6 r c a > v
noXXdxiq noXXoiq exdaxqq qpdpaq auyyeyevripdvri. This statement is 
essentially as offensive as the omitted passage and the meaning 
not very different, the wording, however, is more neutral.
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I find this evidence enough to support with high probability 
that the phrase ex x£>v xpi&v xpujcTjpdcxcov originally existed in 
the text; from antiquity, however, several grammarians found the 
phrase offensive and they obelized it with the result that in 
the later centuries the phrase was omitted in several mss.
The sexual meaning here, is I think clear enough. The word 
xptJmrifxa in this sense appears also in Ar. Ec. 624: otuoc; av/
pqSEpiaq  ^ xpuxrjpa xevov, 906 (xprjpa); PCG Eup.fr. 192 al. for 
the verb xpumfiv cf. Theocr. 5, 42 & Gow Com. 2, 102; Pfeiffer Cal. 
fr.689. Herwerden (Mnemosyne 14 [ 18861 165) and Kassel (RhM 116
[ 19731 104-5), have also explained this meaning of the word
xpunqpa.
If the assumption that the phrase belonged originally to the
text is correct another problem is where we should insert it.
There are several points in the text in which the phrase would 
suit well: §§ 20, 22, 26, 41, 41, al. Taylor places the phrase
eipydcraxo xpiai xpuitdvaiq pia6apvoCaa, in § 20 or § 26. Reiske 
had objections: Sed nescio, quae illi mens esset spurcam et
flagitiosam sententiam in locum sanum ingerenti. We have no 
further indication about the exact position which the phrase 
held in the original text. I also find more probable that it 
belonged to § 108. The vivid tone of it fits rather in the
argumentation of the speech than the narration; the parallel 
phrase (§ 114) comes also from the argumentation. The acuteness 
of the attack against Neaira in the context would come in 
harmony with the meaning of this sentence. But since no further 
indication exists about its real position, I would also keep it 
in the Apparatus Criticus.
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109. rja£Pf)XEv) Hude <298) suggested rjaeP^ XEi, in comparison to 
the preceding and the following xd pev aS ixr^ paxa xaoxqq v^. 
But the perfect alludes that the crimes of Neaira, although 
committed in the past still stand without punishment.
xatiTTjq fjvl Only r gives the right reading. The potential 
indicative of the rest of the mss. rjv av, cannot be right: what 
is said here is believed by the orator to be the reality.
110. elcrid>v] FQ give ocTcidv. eiaiov is preferable: it creates a 
more dramatic effect to say that the men would be questioned 
immediately after their entrance at home (eioimv) than to say 
that they would be questioned after leaving the court (oouov).
epfjcrexai] Gernet , for no stated reason, suggested eipfjaexai; but 
cf. LSJ s. v. epopai.
uic£p Tf)q ix6Xe©q] SYrD give Tiepi. But cf. §§ 73: e0ue xd apptjxa
tepd uxdp xqq n6Xe©q (twice); 92: xd tepa 0uea0ai un£p xqq 
ffdXeaq; 106 al.
©q pvijpovi xtoql FQ add eu before pvr|povix©q, which is prefered by 
Schaefer and adopted by Blass and Murray. I would follow the 
rest of the mss here: this reading seems to be an interpolation
in the sense that it does not add anything important to the 
meaning; on the contrary, it stands in a weak position being 
connected with two precise and essential words. See also Aesch.
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2, 48: oxi xai pvqpovix&q xat 5uvax£>q o OCXiTtnoq eimot. X. Cyr.
5,3,46; Pa .Pit. 257b; al.
A similar image where the judges speak about what happened in 
the law-court to their wives and children appears in Lyc. Leoc. 
141: ixp^v. ..ei xai nepi ouSevdq aXXou vdpipdv eaxi TtaiSaq xat
yuvatxaq rtapaxaG taap^vouq eaoxoiq xooq Sixaaxaq
6ixdCeiv. . . xipopqadpevoi youv Aecoxpaxr] xat artoxxe Cvavxeq aoxdv, 
anayyeCXaxe xoiq upexepoiq auxov ucciaiv xai yuvai^Cv, o i l
unoxeipiov Xa{3ovxeq xdv rcpoSdxqv auxav ex tpapi'jcrao'Ge. In both 
cases, however, the orator presents the women and children 
having a specific interest in the case tried there and so the 
fact that they question the public issues is given a good 
excuse. On the contrary, in Ar. Lys. 510 ff. the man becomes 
rather angry with the curiosity of his wife, to find out what 
happened in the Agora: he says: xi 5e aoi xaux’; ... ou aiy^ CTei;
In this case the woman had intervened in an area which was
exclusively a man's duty: politics and the agenda of the
ecclesia were not to be discussed with anyone else. Ischomachos' 
wife also was educated uird noXXrjq en ipeXe Caq, orcwq. . . eXdy iaxa 
epoixo (X.0ec.7, 5). The public issues were certainly not one of 
the women's interests, but, I suppose, men sometimes in the
frame of a discussion with the members of their family could 
mention some of them, especially some of the cases heard in a 
law-court, as an example of behaviour to be followed or avoided.
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111. afixppov^ axaxai] Reiske suggested crotppovgcrxepai. Blass in 
defence of the mss compares with D. 19,80.
av6rytoil Dyp gives avaCayuvToi. This sounds more like an 
interpretation of avoqxoi by some scholar rather than an 
alternative reading, in the right direction, however: avdqxoi
here stands as a euphemism for these women who are of doubtful 
moral stability and in contrast to awcppovdaxaxcu.
iruiSe (xvvzeJ Goodwin (Syntax, p. 11) says: in animated language
the present often refers to the future, to express likelihood, 
intention or danger, cf. Th. 6, 91; Lys. 12, 14 al.
112. yevop^voo] This is an emendation of Wolf for yevopevov of 
the mss. Funkhaenel [according to Blassl and Schaefer supported 
ysvdpevov in comparison to Aesch. 3,230: Ttpdq xC av arcopX^yavxeq 
anovjrqq)Caaia0e xf)v ypatpfjv; But, as Blass points out, aliud est 
ypcuprjv ccnoyricpCcraaQou atque aySvor. We need to adopt the 
emendation of Wolf.
ncrvTeX&q] Schaefer deleted mavxeX&q in comparison to Hsch. 
s. v. xopiSrp TtocvxeXcoq and Ammon. p. 83 xopifirp oqpaCvei xd 
navxsX&q, taking it to be an interpret amentum. Blass agreed and 
pointed out § 113: TiavxeX&q f)6q. The position of navxeX&q as
well makes it seem difficult. I would agree with Schaefer.
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y e v £ a 0 a i ]  Blass based on the reading of FQ yCveaQai adopted
yCyveaSai, in the sense that the daughters of the poor Athenians
will not be given to a marriage for a long period of time. Both
readings are possible.
113. anoStpl Reiske suggested £TiiSq>: "addat dotis loco". Pater 
enim filiam ixSovq, elocans in matrimonium, imSCSocriv, "addit 
ei dotem" (cf. Harrison Law 1, 49). Schaefer and the modern
editors are fond of enioo. But dnoSo, here means "to give the
form", in the sense a creator gives a form to his creation. 
Nature appears to be the creator of the girls, and gives them 
their form: see Arist. Po. 1454^10: xai yap exetvoi (oi ayaGoi
e ixovoypacpo i), anoSiSovxeq xrjv iSCav popcprjv opoiouq Jtoiouvxeq 
xaXXCouq ypacpouai. cf Arist. 759^3 al.
noXix&vl Reiske's suggestion for xoXixifiiov of the mss is 
unanimously accepted.cf.§ 112.
xo6 e ^ e i v a i l  Reiske found these words superfluous (he meant that 
e^eivai auxaiq is the unnecessary supplement). Schaefer quotes 
Pseudo-Phalaris Ep. 87: ou yap ota xt eaxi 6ovaa0ai. e^etvai is
supported here, by dx; av PouXovxai.
ax; av PouXttvxat] D gives otq. Either of them is possible: otq is
supported by § 112 e^ouaCa eaxai xaiq ndpvaiq auvoixeiv oTq av 
BouXwvxai. oq is supported by § 114 auyyeyevqp^vr), oq exaaxoq
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ePouXexo, but it is also based on the authority of the most of 
the mss.
114. The argumentation of the following paragraphs (until § 117) 
is based on a number of contrasts. The main pairs of opposites 
are: Decent Women - Courtesans; o Xeyov - o i  auvepouvxeq; ol  
vopoi - N€aipa; rj x a x q y o p ia  - oatoXoYta; xi xeXeuouai - xi 
TiapaPepfjxaai; r| xfiv vdpov x a x q y o p ia  -  o eXeyx0  ^ etprip^ vov.
The purposes of the orator when using this number of contrasts 
are a) to make the present case to look more serious; b) to 
exclude any sense of pity for N. , by trying to make the judges 
see the case in an aspect of inflexible objectivity.
ev x<p Toxp] Schaefer suggested xov I'aov, in relation to 
pexexoucrocq. But cf. LSJ s. v. I'aoq IV, 2. See also above e£ i c t o d .
pExexouffaq] Hude (298) suggested that xov ev xfi noXei should be 
added after cpaCveoGai. Gernet adds it after pexexouoaq. This 
phrase was said a few times above (§§ 111, 113) and no ambiguity
could be created: the omission is of the orator himself.
xfj pexd. . . xp6no>v] Reiske interprets: non mores hie loci, sed
axqpaxa nopvixd, posituras et gesticulationes, turpes atque 
in fames meretricum significet.
115. xdv X£yovxa etvai ’ AnoXX66<i>pov] Herwerden (Mn. 3 [ 18753
358) deleted e T v c x i  ’AnoXX65opov. The phrase seems to me as well
to be very difficult. I think, we need to adopt the solution of 
Herwerden because: 1) elvai ’AnoXXoSmpov could be easily an
interpretation, by a grammarian, on ep£ xdv X£yovxa. 2) t 6v 
X^yovxa is contrasted to xooq arcoXoyr|<7op.£voo<; xai cruvepoGvxaq 
(cf. com. above) and the contrast works only if the name is 
omitted.
napaPsP^xaoiv] Jurinus added ouxoi after xapaPePt^xaaiv: Excidit
puto to ovtol propter similitudinem sequent is orav. Gernet 
adopted his proposal in the text. Jurinus thought that the 
sudden change of subject is unacceptable and he tried to improve 
the text. Schaefer in defence of the mss brings the parallel of 
§ 118 ou yuvaCxa etvai auxoG, aXXa TtaXXaxrjv eyeiv evSov. See
also § 33. Jurinus' suggestion is unnecessary.
N £aipa oucra xauxa 6 ian £n p axxa i]  Dover (Lysias, 35) tries to
explain this passage by suggesting that Ap. here means either
that N. looks like an old harmless woman and thus she could be
seen with sympathy by the judges or that she is still an
attractive courtesan, so that she could seduce them and obtain a
favourable decision. I would not entirely agree with either of 
these interpretations. Reiske commented: Neaerae q o\(nq videtur
fuisse nopvixr). I also think that N. appeared in the law-court 
dressed like a courtesan and that she must have been still 
quite glamorous. I do not believe, however, that the orator 
emphasizes the enormity of the contradiction' between Neaira's 
character and her pretension, as Dover explains. The orator asks
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the jury to take into account two things: 1) Is she Neaira
herself? (meaning: is she the same person O S  the one about
whom a so detailed prosecution was presented? ). 2) Did she
commit the alleged crimes? In both cases Ap. thinks that the 
response can only be positive. And in both cases the only 
argument they should accept in defence of Neaira is that either 
she is not the same person as the one about whom Ap. spoke or 
that she provably did not commit these crimes. But as far as she 
is the same person and she has committed these crimes, then the 
judges should only keep in mind what the laws say. The orator 
tries to exclude any emotional plea, presented by the defendant, 
by trying to set the whole trial in the level of the contrast of 
the laws with Neaira (cf. xouq vopooq xai Neaipav). And in the 
frame of this contrast, I find this interpretation more 
suitable.
116. ’ApxCav xdv iepo^dvxi^ v] In 379 Archias tried to give 
information to the oligarchs of Thebes about the danger of being 
overthrown by Pelopidas, through a person also called Archias. 
So, Parke (.Festivals, 99) suggested that the real motive for his 
conviction was political. The procedure was probably a ypacpr) 
acrePe Caq (cf. e£eXeyyG^vxa ev x$ SixaaxqpCcp aaePeiv); which 
penalty was imposed is not known (cf. MacDowell Law 197). I find 
probable, however, that yevbpEvov indicates that Archias had to 
quit the office after his conviction. (See: Kirchner PA 1, 165
and RE 2,462, Judeich. )
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The Hierophantes was the chief priest of the Eleusinean 
Mysteries, appointed by the sacred genos of Eumolpidai, who 
claimed to be descended from the kings of Eleusis. He had to be 
present at the proclamation for those who wanted to be initiated 
in the Poikile Stoa. Then he played the leading" role at the 
initiation in Eleusis and he alone had the right to enter the 
inner sanctuary (avaxxopov) and reveal the "holy things" to the 
believers. Apparently, in the present case he exceeded the 
limits of his duties, by making this sacrifice for Sinope, when 
the priestess of Demeter was the one who should have done it. 
Why Archias broke the sacred rules and did not let the priestess 
do it, can only be explained with the second irr^ uU*oitij of this 
sacrifice: the Haloa was not a day for a bloody sacrifice.
Parke (p. 100) says that Sinope wanted to do this sacrifice with 
a view to notoriety, and this may be right if we think that the 
Haloa, with many courtesans being there (and possibly their 
lovers), was a good opportunity for advertising themselves. The 
priestess would not accept to make this outlaw sacrifice and 
then Sinope persuaded Archias to do it. For the hierophant see 
also Parke, 57.60.68.71; Mylonas, Eleusis, p. 229 ff; Deubner 
Feste 71 ff; Toepffer Genealogie 26 ff and especially 44 ff.
aoef3eiv Buovtal Athen. 13, 594a gives d>q aaePoGvxa xai Buovxa. 
Based on this Blass suggested acrePoGvxa xai Buovxa, ne cum
infinitivo constructum esset tv. The structure with the
participle is indeed far more common: cf. e.g. §§ 10. 68;
D. 18, 251; 24,74; 58,54 al. The structure with the infinitive,
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however, is not unparalleled: cf § 53: e^eXeyxSeK ^ vr1Q
BuyaTdpa ^yyuqx^vai (cf. com. ad loc. ) and D. 29, 2: ou^i 1:9
\|/eu5rj xiv’aoxoG xaxapepapxopqx£vai e£eX£yi;etv rciaxebcov.
x a i aXXa] Reiske suggested xai yap aXXa. yap is unnecessary.
Zivftnr) xfj exaCpqt] She was a notorious courtesan, who flourished 
in Athens in the second quarter of the fourth century. As 
Theopompos (FGH 115 f. 253 = Athen. 595a) reports, she was
originally from Thrace; then she worked for some time in Aegina 
and she moved to Athens where she worked, as it seems, for a 
long time. She is mentioned by Demosthenes in 22, 56-8, when 
Androtion tried to extract from her a tax which she did not owe. 
Demosthenes mentions her as mdpvrj; she was, however, an 
expensive and wealthy courtesan, as a fragment of Amphis (f. 23, 
kock) attests:
xuq>Xdq o nXoGxoq etvai poi Soxei 
oaxiq ye napa xauxrjv pev oux e icr^pxExai, 
napa 6e Iivmnfl xai Auxcjt xai NavvC9 
ex^paiq xe xoiauxaiai nayCai xoG Piou 
evSov x&Bqx’andnXTjxxoc; ou5 ,e££pxe'tai.
She was well known in Athens so that she was mentioned in a 
number of comedies: Athenaios gives us a list of them:
pvqpovetiei auxrjc; 6 ’’Avx Kp&vtjq ev ’ApxdSi (f. 41, Kock) xai ev
KqnoupQ (f. 116) ev ’AxecrxpCp: (f. 22) ev ’AXieuop£vfl (f. 26) ev
Neoxxifii (f. 170) xai ’'AXe^iq ev KXeoPouXCvfl (f. 104, Kock) xai
KaXXixpdxqq ev Moaxiovi. Her reputation, however, was rather
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bad: As we have seen, Amphis calls her "a trap". Several
passages attest that she was still working at an older age, when 
all her grace was gone:
1. Anaxilas f. 22 Kock: oi Iivrnnr) 6’au auvdvxec; ou^ u6p<jt auveiai
vuv; / ypauq P-^ v auxq
2. Athen. 13,586a: xai nspt pev xrjc; Iivmnryq 'HpbSixoq o
Kpax^xeioq <cf. Steinhausen Km^ qtSovfievoi Diss. Bonn 1910, p. 46) 
ev q ' K6)p(p5oup^ vcov (prjoiv ox i "APuSoq eX^yexo 6 id xo ypaGq etvai 
(cf. Suid. a 465) [The joke nay be based on the fact that Sinope was a flourishing 
city, when Abydos a city at a state of decay, cf, L0E8 ed, p, 159, n.73. Even a 
proverbial expression, derived from her name is attested: 
Apostol. Paroemiogr. 15,50 (p. 641 Leutsch): 11vconC£e ic;: avxi xoG 
axoXaaxaCve iq* xouxo yap nenoir|xai napa xqv exaipav Zivdnqv 
exopcpSetxo yap eni x6 xaxaaxTlpovrjaai, xaGanep ’'AXe^ ic, (f. 104 
Kock). We cannot be sure, whether the verb originated (>1 a
joke of Alexis, or Alexis simply used an already existing 
expression. Sud. a 465, however, speaks about a proverbial
expression; the same source gives another word: IivioKixqq,
without any further information about it.
'AX^mql A festival taking place in the second half of Poseideon 
(December) Cnore specific; Phot, a 1080 Ilocei&cflvoq itynn f6tvovxoq, copffy mlv 
’AtttKfll. Our sources speak about a ceremony at Eleusis, in the
temple of Demeter; it was a festival in honour of Demeter (it 
was also connected to Dionysos, perhaps later).The origin of the 
name of the festival has puzzled the ancient scholars (cf. e.g. 
Philochoros FGH 328 f. 83; Sch. Luc. 279, 24, Rabe; Harp. s. v. ;
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Anecd. Bek. 208,22; Hsch. a 3351; Sud. a 1372; EM 73,56; Phot, a 
1081; Eust. Sch. II. 9, 530) and no convincing interpretation has 
yet been given: the obvious connection with the word aXrnq
creates problems when we try to explain the relation of a 
festival celebrated at this time of the year with the threshing- 
floor. Several sources connect also the festival with the
anapxcu. This connection also seems to be difficult, since I 
cannot imagine the cmapxai of what crops were offered as late as 
the end of December. . The capital source about the festival is 
Sch. Luc. 279,24 Rabe: . . . ev xai5xr| xai xeXext^  xiq eiaayexai 
yuvaixov ev ’EXeuaivi xai naiSiai Xeyovxai rcoXXai xai axioppaxa. 
povai 5e yuvaixeq e larcopeudpe vai erc’aSeCaq exoucxiv a {3ouXmvxai 
X£yeiv xat 6f) xa aiaxioxa aXXfjXaiq Xeyouoi xoxe, ai Se i£peiai 
Xa0pa rcpoaioGaai xaiq yuvai^i xXefiyapiaq rcpoq xd oSq coq 
an6ppr|x6v xi aupPouXEijouaiv. avacpmvoGcri 6e Jtpdq aXXi'jXaq naaai
ai yuvaixeq aioxpa xai aaepva, PaoxaCouaai eiSrj acopaxcflv anpejirj 
avSpeia xe xai yuvaixeia. evxauGa otvdq xe noXuq npoxeixai xat 
xpdneCai j i&vxcdv xov xqq yrjq xai 0aXaacrr)q ydpoucrai Ppmpdxmv TtXqv 
x£v ane ipT)p£ vmv ev x£> puox ix§. . . napax iQiaoi S£ xaq xpan^Caq o t  
apyovxeq xai evSov xaxaXmovxeq xaiq yuvai^iv auxoi xa)P ^ OVTO[l 
e^o 6tap£vovxeq eniSe ixvupevoi xoiq exiSripoGai nacri xdq qp^pouq 
xpotpaq mapa auxoiq eupeGrjvai xai Jiaoi xoi vmvqGrjva i xoiq
avBpconoiq nap’auxov. npdaxeixai 6e xaiq xparc6£aiq x®i ex
nXaxoGvxoq xaxeaxeuaap£va dp<pox£ptov yevmv aiSoia. The phrase of 
the scholiast eniSeixvupevoi ... nap’ auxmv makes possible that 
the Haloa was a festival to celebrate the delivery of the crops
to the Athenians, by Demeter (about this common belief in Athens 
cf. e.g. Isoc. 4, 28 ff. ).
The Haloa was a women's festival. In contrast to the 
Thesmophoria which seemed to be a festival in which only decent 
women were encouraged to participate (see Deubner Feste 53), and 
men were totally excluded, in Haloa the ritual was not so
strict. There is some evidence speaking about the presence of 
men: at least the magistrates were staying at a close distance,
probably just outside the yard, and perhaps men participated in 
another banquet, somewhere close, as well. If we take seriously 
the evidence of Ale. 4,6 in which the courtesans have a banquet 
at the Jtavvoxiq of the Haloa in common with their lovers and
Luc. DMereir. 1, 1, in which a coutresan says: xai auv€mvev (o
oxpaxia>xqq) jie6’qjjmv n^puaiv ev xoiq 'AXooiq, then the 
segregation of sexes at the banquet of the Haloa was not strict 
(cf. Deubner, 63 & n.7). Our text also attests that the
iepo<pdvxt|q was allowed to enter the auXq during the festival. 
The presence of men and the somehow licentious ritual were
perhaps the main reasons for which the presence of courtesans in 
the festival was prominent: See also: Ale 4, 18,4 and 17;
Luc. DMeretr. 7, 4 al. The present text gives evidence that the 
special bond between the courtesans and the Haloa existed also 
in the classical period. It is difficult, however, to imagine 
the character of this festival in the classical period. Non of 
the sources speaks about the Haloa as if it was mainly a
courtesans' festival from which decent women kept a distance. On
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the contrary, Lucian's scholiast implies that married women did 
participate in the celebration and the present text speaks with 
respect about this ritual. How did decent women fit in this
atmosphere, socializing with men and courtesans, and how much 
the ritual was the same in the time of the Scholiast of Lucian 
as in the classical period we do not know. We can only say that
the connection of the courtesans to the Haloa seems to have been
old and strong. For further details see Deubner, p. 60 ff. and, 
Parke Festivals p. 98 ff.
117. EupoXmSSv] See Toepffer, p. 26 ff.
vopipav] F gives vdpmv, which Gernet thought might be correct in
comparison to And. 1,113 ff. But cf. § 116: ou vopipou
ovxoq. . . Gue iv and Gbovxa jtocpd tot Ttaxpia. The argument works only 
if Archias is represented as having committed only a minor 
violation of the traditional ritual, not of the sacred laws.
xdv auxdv 0edv xofixovl i.e. Aibvuaov: cf. com. 'AXcpoiq and §§ 72
ff.
xijv 8i>Y<xx£pa aDxrjq] If N. was convicted, this meant that the 
jury accepted that Phano, although presented as the daughter of 
another woman of citizen status, was in fact Neaira's daughter 
and thus a foreigner.
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118. This passage does not come in complete accordance with what 
is said in § 119: Here Ap. seems to doubt what is St. going to 
say in defence of N., but there he says that he has information 
about what they are going to say. One option would be that the 
second clause <§ 119) was added at the stage of the publication, 
but I would not think so, because the passage is vital for the 
narration so it is unlikely to have been omitted at the spoken 
version of the speech. His doubt at this point is probably 
rhetorical: he wants to exclude any argument in defence of N.
*exovxa] Hude tranferred here xo. ..exeiv from § 122. Apart from 
the fact that this suggestion is quite violent, I think this 
passage suits better in the context of § 122.
119. ... auxrjU This phrase was deleted by Herwerden (258), 
but cf. § 59, com. xf|V xrjq NeaCpaq 0UYax£pa.
e£ ix^paql r omits e£: but cf. §§ 121, 122
120. itp6xXT)CTtv] cf. com. § 123-4 
©pqtxxav] cf. § 35.
121. 'AvxtSfflpCSTjv xdv axaS iofipopouvxal S (and Y According to
Blass) give axaSlaSpopouvxa, adopted by Blass (The same division 
in § 124: axa6io6popwv). The expected word would be axcxfiioSpbpov 
(cf. e.g. PI. Leg. 633a; Poll. 3, 146; SIG3 1076). But in
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comparison to Aesch. 3, 91 where we find 6oX ix°5pofii'j<7CcvTa, 
axa8loSpopouvxa seems to be correct.
In comparison to § 38 and if what the orator says is true, 
Antidorides was born in Athens after 371, and he was the only 
child of Neaira with Stephanos. The present participle here 
probably implies that Antidorides was still active as a runner; 
cf. Intrd. ch. 2,1. About the rest of the children there is no 
evidence. See Kirchner PA 1, 1021.
ttJv ZxpuPfjXqv xaXoup£vr]v] In § 50 the orator says: rjv x6xe pev
ZxpoBfjXTjv ExriXouv vuvi Se Oavrn. In § 38 also he says: fjv vuvi
C>ctvco xaXoGcn. St. and N. had changed the name of the girl to 
<l>ava>, after they moved to Athens, perhaps because it was a 
slave's name (cf. com. § 38). But then, the present participle 
indicating that now she is called IxpuPrjXt), cannot be correct, 
(cf. also D. 18, 130). Blass had spotted the difficulty, . and 
he proposed either Oavw xrjv Zxpu(3qXr)v npoxepov xaXoup^vqv or 
ZxpuBqXqv xqv C>avd> xaXoup£vr)v. Another possibility would be 
xexXqp^vqv instead of xaXoup£vr|v. Since, however, this comment 
here is rather superfluous and the orator, gives another comment 
immediately after this, with which he specifies the identity of 
Phano (fj. . . cruv(pXT|cr£v), I would rather consider this clumsy 
comment xrjv ZxpoPrjXqv xaXoup£vqv, to be an interpolation.
Geoy^vei] cf. § 72 ff.
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fjQeXov oc<ptcrxacr6ai] e0£Xeiv plus infinitive in the sense of a 
future tense was not very frequent in the classical period and 
it meant "to be determined to do something" ( Thus MacDowell in 
Wasps com. of verses 536-7; cf. PI. R. 375a). Later, it lost this 
emphatic sense and became simply equivalent to a periphrastic 
future like "I shall" or "I will", with the strong tendency to 
replace the monolectic future. Finally the medieval 0£Xw (i)va 
merged in one word, the modern Greek prefix for the future 0d.
122. x6  l v  ^ was deleted by Naber: but see Athen.
573b. For the substance of this statement cf. com. § 16.
x&q p£v y^P exafpaq. .. ntaTrjv exeLV  ^ This passage was often used 
by scholars as a piece of evidence for the place of women in 
ancient society. Sometimes, however, the validity of this 
statement was overemphasised.
Murray in his LOEB translation, understands that here the roles 
of the courtesan and the concubine are contrasted to the role of 
the legitimate wife, by translating but wives... The same view 
is expressed by Vernant (.Myth , p. 47). [ Interesting in this sense is
the Misquotation of the passage by Stobaios (FJcr, chapter 22,19, Hense); the mss of Stob, 
are divided between YaXXaxdq and adq TaXXax&q S£] I think, however, that we 
should understand xdq p£v. . . xaq 6e. . . xocq 6£. . . as connecting and 
not contrasting: Ap. here rather wants to clarify the role of
every group in the society than to contrast these roles. Thus I 
would translate and wives. . . Vernant is right, however, to point
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out the fact that here the distinction of roles is rather 
rhetorical than real. He says that although what Demosthenes 
(read: Apollodoros) meant by saying that courtesans are for
pleasure and wives for the procreation of children, is clear 
enough, the role of the concubines is summarized in the obscure 
phrase xrjq xaO’qpepav 0epa7i£iaq xou awjiaxoq C Aihenaios (573b) misquotes 
laMaxelaq oniting m  afipaioq]. He thinks then that this formula was 
chosen here exactly because of its imprecise meaning, because 
Apollodoros, intending to summarize the roles in a few words, 
could not find any convenient short definition of the reasons 
for which the Athenians kept concubines. I agree that it was 
more difficult for Ap. to define the role of concubines in one 
statement and in this sense his words here are somehow vague. 
But still I believe that the phrase xocq 6e naXXax&q . . . oxojiaxoc; 
is more than rhetorical flourish.
Concubines can be divided in three groups: citizens, free women
of non citizen status (metics, freedwomen etc.), and slaves; and 
the status and the conditions of each one of them was quite 
different:
Any Athenian could marry in a legitimate marriage only one woman 
(Harrison, Law 1, 15 ff; Vernant, 48-9; Lacey, Family 41 ff. ,
Just Women, 40 ff. al. ). The procedure of making a legitimate 
marriage was either EYyGq or e it 151 xcxct l oc ( Hyp. Athen. 16; 
Harrison, 1,6 ff; MacDowell Law 86, 103). A legitimate marriage,
although, as we shall see, it was not something universal among
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Athenian men, was highly encouraged not only by the religion, 
the morality and the needs of the society (see e. g. Erdmann, Die 
Ehe 117, 135) but even by the Attic Law: The limitations of the
right of Athenian citizenship to the offspring of two citizens, 
of the rights of inheritance only to the legitimate sons, the 
exclusion of vo0oi from the oikos, etc. were intended to support 
the institution of the legitimate marriage. Any other 
relationship, with the exclusion of short or long term 
relationships with courtesans or prostitutes clearly based on 
financial elements, is what we would call "concubinage": So, a
wide range of cases come under this term:
a) Could an Athenian be married to a legitimate wife and keep a 
concubine? The law did not prevent it but it was not socially 
acceptable and we do not know any case in which this happened 
without problems (And. 1, 124-5; 4, 14; Isae. 6,21; D. 39, 26;
59,22 and com.; Lacey, 172 ff; Buermann NJ Suppl.9 [1877-83
570). Diogenes Laertios (2, 26) says that in the late years of 
the Peloponnesian war, because of the lack of men (6ia xd 
XLTiavSps iv), Athenians were allowed, by a special decree, to 
keep two women: ycxpetv pev aaxf|v pCocv, naiSojioie ia0ai 6e xat e^
ex£paq. If we are to believe this story this means that the 
Athenians felt that a special decree was needed to encourage the 
citizens to keep a concubine, in parallel with their legal wife,
I suppose as long as the situation created by the war would 
justify such an extraordinary measure. In D.39, 26 the orator 
suggests that if a man wished to keep two women, a legitimate
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wife and a concubine, he could do so but he had to maintain two 
houses then and this would be expensive, apart from the moral 
scandal it would produce. Something similar actually happened in 
Isae. 6.21 where Euctemon left his own house to go and live 
with a concubine, a situation which his own family could not 
tolerate.
b) Could an Athenian girl be given as a concubine? The law did 
not prohibit it, although it prohibited procuring an Athenian 
woman (cf. MacDowell, 125). On the other hand a passage of 
Isaeos (3,39) may imply that Athenian girls were sometimes given 
in concubinage. MacDowell (p.90) suggested that the Athenians 
perhaps would give their legitimate daughters to marriage and 
their bastard ones to concubinage. The whole issue, however, is 
not clear, because of the lack of evidence and because it is 
narrowly connected with two questions difficult to answer: 1)
Were the vo8oi citizens, if both parents were citizens? and 2) 
Did the v60oi have any claim at all on the paternal property? In
the few cases we know the evidence is not conclusive and we see
thet sometimes Athenians used devices in order to present their 
bastard sons as legitimate (see e. g. the case of Phrastor in §§ 
55 ff; Isae. 6, 21, al. and Just, 55 ff. Rhodes, AP 496-7;
MacDowell CQ 26 C 19763 88-91; Vernant p. 48; Harrison 61 ff;
Erdmann 363 al.).
c) Most of the concubines, however, were liberated slaves, ex­
courtesans, who were manumitted usually by their partners and
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lived with them in long term relationships: D. 48, 53 is quite
explicit: Olympiodoros never married. He spent his life with a
liberated courtesan. Philocleon in Ar. V. 1351-3 says to a 
courtesan: eav Y^vfl I115) xaxq vuvi yuvi1/ c*. . ./Xoodtjievoq
naXXaxfjv. Ap. <§ 118 ff. and com.) alleges that St. intends 
to tell in his defence of Neaira that he keeps her with him as a 
concubine. This would be perfectly lawful: they could live
together, in a loving relationship, have free children and, as 
long as they did not pretend legitimate marriage, they were 
immune.
d) Although in most of the cases in which the naXXaxi) was a 
slave, she was liberated by her partner, we cannot exclude cases 
in which a man was living with one of his slaves in terms of 
concubinage. The case of the naXXotxfj of Philoneos in Ant. 1, 14
ff. is probably one of them and Neaira (§ 29 ff. ) in some sense 
was a concubine of the two men who bought her from Nicarete. In 
these instances, however, the terms of the relationship are more
clear: the slave had to serve the desires of her master, as long
as he felt attracted to her. The term TtaXXotxr) in these cases,
should rather be understood as a euphemism. In terms of law this
kind of concubine was a slave and certainly since she could not 
bear free children, she did not enjoy the protection of the law, 
which a free concubine enjoyed <cf. the discussion following and 
D. 23, 53).
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e) Another category of concubines were foreign women, living 
with Athenian men. The most well known of them is Aspasia.
As we can see from the cases mentioned above, concubinage is a 
quite complex phenomenon. Vernant (p.47) trying to make the 
distinction between a courtesan and a concubine says: the
difference being that the concubine cohabits with her man. This 
can only be partly true: Most of the clients of the courtesans
would only visit them occasionally, but there were cases in 
which the courtesans were living in long lasting relationships 
with their partners. The term exotCpa means "companion", in 
contrast to Ttopvq, which implied only a quick physical contact. 
For example, Neaira in Corinth (§§ 29 ff. ) was living with
Eucrates and Timanoridas, in a long term relationship, but still 
she was their etaipa (§ 30), not their TtaXXaxfj. The clear
distinction between these two groups is drawn by the financial 
element. A lover of a courtesan had to pay for her favours and 
often she was extravagant. The partner of a concubine had 
certainly the duty to pay for her maintenance, but this was
enough. I mean that a courtesan usually cost a lot; a concubine
would not cost more than what a legitimate wife would cost, the
difference again being that most of the legitimate Athenian
wives would have the financial advantage of a dowry, when it 
does not seem likely that most of the concubines received a
dowry [the liberated courtesans for exanple but cf, also Isae, 3,28-9,39 al,3
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Now comparing a concubine and a legitimate wife, the modern
reader would not agree wholeheartedly with the statement of 
Lys. 1, 31 xaiq xaXXaxaTq xaiq eXaxxovoq a£Caiq. In some senses 
the concubines enjoyed privileges not available to the majority 
of Athenian women, when on the other hand the wives were 
certainly of a higher social status than the concubines. The 
continuation of an oikos was guaranteed through a legitimate 
marriage or an adoption of an offspring of a legitimate
marriage. This made the citizen women an inseparable piece of 
the oikos and the polis and gave them a social personality and 
dignity, but a lot of restrictions also. The strict moral rules 
which applied to the majority of legitimate wives, one might
often expect to be looser for concubines: indeed Neaira
continued to prostitute herself, even after she moved to stay 
with St. (§§ 41 ff. ). In Isae. <3, 10 ff. ) the fact that a woman 
was present at banquets is used as evidence that she was not a 
legitimate wife: In 3, 14 he says: ou 6r^ nou ye e t i i  yapexaq
yuvaCxaq ouSeiq a v  xtojid£,£iv x o X p r ^ a E  l e v . . . (the same about N. § 24 
and com). Especially ex-courtesans who ended as concubines of 
somebody had the tolerance of their partners and society to act 
more freely than decent Athenian women. So in practice this kind 
of concubines had wider limits of freedom to go out and to 
participate in a more open lifestyle.
Another remarkable point is that a marriage because of love or 
affection, was rather the exception than the rule in Athens. A 
good dowry and the desire to have legitimate sons, who would
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continue his oikos, were the two main reasons for an Athenian to 
marry. A concubine, however, unless it was an arrangement for 
children, needed to attract by other means, such as her graces 
or her personality. Indeed most of the cases of concubinage we 
know were based on deep love between the two partners. I mention 
a few of them starting with Neaira: For about 30 years she was 
living with St. and he risked a lot by trying to introduce 
Neaira to his society. The concubine of Olympiodoros in D. 48,55 
lived in wealth and glamour and obviously the reason for which 
Olympiodoros never married was his love for this ex-courtesan. A 
powerful passion brought together Kallias and his concubine in 
And. 1, 124-5 etc. In Isae. 3, 17 it is clearly stated that often 
concubinage is the result of a strong passion: f}6q yap xiveq
v£oi avSpoTioi emiSuprjcravxeq xoiouxov Yuvoax&v» xc^  axpaxwq 
eyovxeq auxcov, emeCa6r|aav un’avoiaq e iq auxooq xoioGxdv xi 
eJjapapxe tv.
The relationship with a concubine was understood as something 
more physical and less dignified than the one with the YaMETTi* 
On the other hand it was something less casual and deeper than a 
relationship with a courtesan. So xqq xa0’qp£pav 0epajxet'aq xoG 
oopaxoq, I think implies a physical relationship, but something 
less hedonistic than an affair with a courtesan. Ap. meant that 
Athenian men take pleasure in their concubines, predominantly 
physical, but he had a difficulty to describe the emotional 
implications of such relationships. This phrase is vague, but 
the sense of treatment and pleasure of men by their concubines,
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is cfcearly implied. (See also Buermann NJ Suppl. 9 I 1877-83 569 
ff. where he tries to define the relation between a rcaXXaxf) and 
a yajiETT^ . )
The legitimate wife was the necessary vessel for the 
continuation of the oikos, since her male children would become 
citizens (cf. § 16 and com.) inherit the property of the family 
and continue the oikos (see above) and her female ones would 
continue her role. It would be a mistake to question whether the 
woman was a citizen or not on the basis of participation in the 
public life at Athens. This was clearly a job for men. But in 
all other senses she was higher than other free women living in 
Attica. She was presented to the phratry, she had a place in the 
society well protected by several laws (cf. also § 87 and 
com.), and at her death she was certainly a citizen. £ I f she was 
deliberately killed her Murderer would be tried in front of Areopagos; non citizens were 
tried in Palladion cf.i 9-10 and coa, See also Mac&owell Houicide 393
The contribution of wives in running the house, appears to me to 
be more serious than what is generally accepted: The segregation 
of sexes in Athens is a reality, although sometimes it was 
overemphasized. Women spent most of their time at home, although 
this does not mean that they could not go out if they had a 
good reason to do so. (Further details on the segregation of 
sexes in com. § 24: ctuv£ t h v e  xai ctuveS e (nvei.) But in the house 
they had a lot of work to do. Poorer women would even go to the 
market to sell things (e.g. the mother of Euripides, Ar. Th. 387)
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or they would do nursing, work in the fields etc. (D. 57, 45), 
thus contributing directly to the finance of the house. A more 
decent job for women was to work the wool (X. Mem. 2,7,2-14).
(Further sources about women's labour in P.Herfst, Le Travail de 
la femme dans la Grece ancienne Utrecht 1922; Lacey, 171 ff.; 
Ehrenberg Aristophanes 203 ff. al.). But even women who did not 
need to work on a professional basis, had to do work in their 
house: The Oeconomicus of Xenophon (esp. ch. 7 ff) is a good
reference piece about, the duties of a wife, at home: they had
to give the right orders to their slaves and then to do things 
themselves (cf. e.g. 7, 35-6). Euphiletos in Lys. 1,6-7,
transferred all the responsibility about their household to his 
wife after the birth of their child, and he was pleased with her 
(xai yap oixovojioq 5eivf| xai (peiocoXoq (dya0r)> xai dxpigoq mavxa 
Sioixoucra. ). One of the reasons stated in Ar. Ecc. 211-2, for 
which they appear to be suitable for the administration of the 
city is their capacity to run their household perfectly well: 
xai yap ev xaiq oixCaiq/ xaoxaiq emixpdmoiq xai xapiaicri 
Xpmps0a. Eur. fr. 13, Page, 5-6 says: v^ poucri S’oixouq xai xa
vauoxoXoupeva/ cow Sopcov oioCouai. And they can handle small sums 
of money better than men (Ar. Ecc. 236: ypfjpaxa mopCCeiv
eunopwxaxov yuvrp. Many women, however, could not afford as many 
slaves as were necessary to do all the work in the house, so 
they had to contribute even personally to this labour: The list 
of the duties of women at home in Ar. Ecc. 215 ff. includes a 
good sample of things an average Athenian woman had to do: xapia 
pdTixouai 0eppcp. . . xaOr'jpevai (ppuyouai. . . Ini xrjq xeipaXrjq
(p£poucri. . . n£xxooai xoOq TtXaxouvxaq etc. One o f the most 
frequently mentioned duties of women was to work the wool and 
make clothes out of it: X. LP. 1, 3: ouxio x a i  xaq xdpaq 01 aXXoi
*'EXXqveq qpepiCoucraq EpioupyEiv a ^ io u a i .  Ischomachos* wife 
(X. Oec. 7, 6) knew how to make the wool and how to distribute 
part of the work to her slaves. Ischomachos thinks that it is a 
great thing for his wife to know (p£yiaxov TiaCSeupa) how to 
cook. So, in average terms we can say that an Athenian woman 
would have a lot of things to fill her day with. Naturally her 
importance in the house is often mentioned: In Eur. IA. 1158-61,
we read: mq apEpmxoq rj yuvrj/ ECi x ’ ’ A<ppo5 Cxqv aaxppovouaa xa i  xo
aov/ p£Xa0pov au^ouo’ , tooxe a ’ E ia io v x a  x e / yaCpEiv OupaCe 
x ’e ^ i o v x ’ EuSaipovEiv. And her role does not stop at the 
management of the household: Eur. fr. 822 Nauck: yuvrj yap ev
xaxoTai xa i  voaoiq n o a e i /  qoioxov e a x i ,  Sopax ’ fjv oixfj xaXcoq/ 
opyfjv xe npab'vouoa xa i 6ua8upiaq / v}/uyf)v pe0iaxaaa. (See also 
Erdmann, 276 ff. ) The citizens of Athens had divided the roles 
between themselves in such a way that the rcoXiq was the sphere 
of duty of the male citizens and the otxoq was the sphere of 
duty of the female citizens. Although the Athenian man was in 
charge of administering the city, he could have never done it if 
the Athenian woman had not been in charge of the administration 
of the house and given him the necessary freedom to spend his 
time outdoors.
Now I return to the question how seriously we can take this 
passage as a piece of evidence for the way women were seen in
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the fourth century. Dover CMorality, 14) says: Orators'
generalizations on matters of fact must be treated with great 
caution. Then speaking about this clause he says: This gives
us. . . one view which was possible, was judged by the speaker 
unlikely to offend, and was absolutely necessary for the 
argument, (cf. Vernant, 47-8) I would be cautious, as well, to 
attribute to this passage a universal validity because: a) This
distinction is rather rhetorical, serving the effort of Ap. to 
distinguish between a concubine who simply lives with a man and 
a concubine who against the law, lives with a man pretending 
legitimate marriage, b) It does not make all the necessary 
distinctions of female roles in Athens. c) Concerning the 
concubinage it is vague.
On the other hand the passage is important in the sense that the 
three roles appear together. This statement should not be 
underestimated, as simply a possible point of view. Giving such 
a statement in a modern law court, would be unthinkable. Ap. 
joins the three roles, considering thus that these three groups 
of women could have a place together in an averege Athenian 
man's life. But does this mean that an Athenian man usually had 
some courtesans, some concubines and a wife? Certainly not: 
under some conditions they could, e. g. , if they had enough 
money, if they were not contented with their wives, if they met 
the woman who would make them to go beyond the limits of a 
decent family life etc. This statement clarifies what an 
Athenian man would expect to be offered or why he would do it,
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when he chose to be with a courtesan or a concubine, or to marry 
a legitimate wife. One thing which has to be emphasized here is 
that the male Athenians had all the power in their hands. So 
only themselves would decide about the limitation of this power; 
they fixed the roles of everyone in their society, and, as long 
as important institutions like the continuation of their 
generation or the elementary kind of security which a home 
provides were well protected, they gave themselves the 
permission to arrange the rest as they pleased. In this context 
I think this passage does indicate the expected roles of the 
courtesan and the legitimate wife, at least: the overwhelming
majority of the Athenians would agree with Apollodoros about the 
courtesan’s role as a source of pleasure and the wife's role as 
xoivcovdv P£\x ictov o l x o u  ts xcti xexvov (X. Oec.7, 6 ).
123. MAPTYPIA/IIP0KAH2IZ] np6xXr)Oiq is the word used to describe 
both, a legal procedure of the Athenian legal system and the 
document which was produced in front of the law-court in 
relation to this procedure. The whole issue has been thoroughly 
studied by Gerhard Thiir in his elaborate study Beweisfiihrung 
vor den Schwurgerlchtshdfen Athens: DIE PROKLESIS ZUR BASANOS,
Sitzungsber. der Oster. Akad. Wiss. Phil-Hist. Kl. 1977, 
vol. 317. So, here, after a brief introduction, I will only deal 
with the two documents transmitted in the present text.
A large number of sources (see Thtlr, notes in p. 59 ff.) confirm 
that physical torture (Pdaavoq) could be used with the
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intention of extracting evidence from somebody, for the
purposes of a trial. As Thur makes the distinction (15 ff. ) 
Athenian citizens were protected against torture for the purpose 
of extracting evidence, with an old decree, dated to the year of 
the archonship of Scamandrios Cent ZxapavSpCou: And. 1,43). For 
other free persons, there is evidence for being tortured only in 
political trials. For slaves, evidence after torture seems to 
have been the only way of testifying for a case and pdcrocvoq 
could be inflicted for public and private trials. But since 
slaves were valuable property, asking for the slave of somebody 
to be tortured for the purpose of giving important evidence for 
the case, was done through a formal challenge addressed to his 
xopioq, who was in the most of the cases one of the litigants^
[More precisely, if the litigant was not entitled to speak before the law-court, the
proklesis would be addressed to the person who would speak for him in the trial; here for 
example Neaira seemed to be the owner of the slaves, but the challenge is addressed to St, 
(cf, Thur 68 ff,), If the owner was different from the litigant the challenge had to be 
addressed to the litigant (cf, Thur 71 ff.) 1, called TrpdxXr]^ 1-^' CThe term has a 
wider meaning than this; see Thur 27 ff, Here I only refer to what is related to the 
present case, 1 The owner of the slave had the right to refuse to 
hand him over and so far as we know there is no such testimony 
known, which was taken after torture and used as evidence for a 
case (Thiir 287). On the other hand the overwhelming majority of 
instances we know are protests by the challenger that his 
opponent did not accept the proklesis and thus he deprived him
of valuable evidence. ThUr examines in details the use of
proklesis as a judicial weapon against the opponent in the sixth
chapter of his study and concludes that it was used as a piece 
of evidence before and during the trial, against the opponent 
and that in t^e most of the cases the utmost intention of the 
challenge was not the examination of the truth but the refusal 
of the opponent, which would be used then as an argument against 
him and the credibility of what he said. He also points out that 
some logographers used proklesis more than others as a means of 
persuasion. Apollodoros here possibly had the same intention: he 
intended to use the refusal of St. as a proof that he was lying 
and afraid of a thorough examination of the truth. That he 
presented two separate documents in the law court, one with the 
evidence of the witnesses present at the moment when he 
addressed his challenge to St. formally in the Agora and one 
with the text of the proklesis which the slaves had to confirm 
or deny under torture is also confirmed by the narration of the 
orator in § 123 and 124: Are however the two texts transmitted
here authentic or not?
At the beginning we need to clarify why Ap. needed to use two
different documents in this case and did not merge them in one,
as, for example, happens in D.45,61. First of all he needed to 
be able to prove that the challenge was formally 'done: so, he
challenged St. in front of a good number of people, who were 
called at the trial to testify that it was done, that it was 
relevant to the forthcoming trial of N. and that St. refused
this challenge. Then he presented the precise text of the
proklesis in which he had to include the names of the slaves he
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wanted to examine, what he wanted to ask them about and perhaps 
the suggested consequences of their affirmation or negation of 
his questions. Thiir (84 ff. ) says that normally a document with 
the proklesis would be presented in the law-court but he also 
points out five pieces of evidence in which a written statement 
was presented simultaneously with the first declaration of the 
challenge (one of which is the present text). In this statement 
the challenger would clearly put forward, from the very 
beginning the questions he intended to ask the slaves, under 
torture. During the torture this statement would be read and the 
slaves had to confirm or deny it. I suppose the litigant would 
prefer not to present a fixed text at the beginning, but only 
after the basanos or the refusal, or only before the trial, when 
he wished to investigate many details of the issue through the 
basanos, and he would appear with a fixed text at the initial 
declaration of the challenge, when he had only a few certain 
questions to ask. Ap. here appears to have had only one question 
to ask: "are the children by Neaira or by a legitimate wife?" In
this sense I would agree with Thiir that it is more likely that 
Ap. had prepared a fixed text of proklesis which he read at the 
Agora in front of the witnesses, when he first challenged St.
The authenticity of these texts was supported by Staeker CDe 
Litis, 52-3), Kirchner (RhM 40 [ 18853 386), Drerup (Urkunden, 
351-2) and Thiir (91 ff. ). On the other hand Westermann and 
Guggenheim (reference according to Thiir: Bedeutung 49) have
rejected the authenticity of both documents. A detailed
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examination of the two documents, however, convinces me that 
only the MAPTYPIA is authentic; the I1P0KAHZI2 is forged [ In a 
similar way, I have argued that front the two documents of § 71, only the one of the 
MftPTYPEI is authentic!:
1. I) The first of the documents includes, in addition to what 
is known from the text of the orator, the names of the 
witnesses. We have further evidence for the three of them: 
AqpoaQevqq Aqp. Ilaiavieuq is the well known orator. About 
Ac i v o j j . £  vqq ’Ap^sXaou Ku6a6r|vaieuq is known that he was a member 
of a naval syramory between 356 and 340 ( IG ii* 1618, 1. 80;
Davies APF 97; Kirchner 3189). The correct form of his name, 
given by YD, is confirmed by the above mentioned inscription. 
Davies, because of the rarity of the name Asivopevqq, suggested 
that he may be a relative of AeivojievTjq Zxeipieuq (Kirchner 
3189). Kirchner (WKPh 10 [18931 col.1110) was able to give the 
family tree of AeivCaq, after correcting his father's name to 
G>6ppou, instead of ^oppCSou of the mss. , from IG ii^ ' 6609: his
mother was named 0eo6oaia Eutpfjpou Kt^ t tCou Su'ydxqp and his, 
probably older, brother had the name of their grandfather 
ripoxXe CSqq.
II) Another piece of additional information is that the 
np6xXt)aiq took place in the Agora.
III) Tiepi &v. . . NeaCpaq: The exact reason of the proklesis is not 
given and Thiir (138), perhaps correctly, thinks that this is for
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reasons of economy. I would rather think that this speaks for 
the authenticity of the document, in the sense that a forger
might speak about the content of the proklesis; for Ap. however, 
at this stage, it is enough that the witnesses confirm that the 
document he presents is the one including the challenge he made 
to St.
In contrast to the second document, we can see that this one
adds information to the text of the orator, and it is a quite
concise and tidy text. Therefore, I find no reason to doubt its 
authenticity.
The document of the npoxXr|criq is in general a clumsy composition 
with serious textual problems:
I)7ipouxaXe ixo] This is the reading of FQ: SYrD give mpoxaXe txai. 
Schaefer prefers the imperfect in comparison to the imperfect
and the optatives which follow, although he says that the 
present could stand. All modern editors also, apart from Gernet, 
adopt the imperfect. Thiir (92 ff. ), however makes a strong case 
for the present tense. Based on the assumption that the present 
document is the same as the one which was presented by 
Apollodoros, when he challenged St. he says that the tense here 
must be present (cf. D. 37, 42: icpoxaXoupa i ere...). Thus he thinks 
that the imperfect reflects the effort of a copyist to bring it 
in harmony with fj0eXov, below and he explains the change of 
tenses as an objektive Stilislerung, and compares the document
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of § 54 (which I also think is forged, perhaps by the same 
author). [Nevertheless I suggested in con, § 54 that this kind of change is possible! 
Then about rj0eXov, he says: es dort nicht die Vergangenheit,
sondern - als modaler Indicativ (Shwytzer, 2,352) - die
Gegenwart ausdruckt. If we keep the present, then prj opoXo^oisv 
(and pXatpBe Cqaav and (3Xoc£e Crjcrav below) must be explained in 
relation to fjQeXov. But what about opoXoYotev above? Obviously 
we cannot put it together with r^ BeXov. I would hesitate to
suggest that the mood of opoXoYoiev is affected by opoXoYoiev 
(cf. KUhnei— Gerth, 2,546), because opoXoYOiev precedes prj 
optoXoYoiev. In this sense I find it difficult to keep the 
present. With the imperfect, however, the optative can be easily 
explained as affected by the tense of rcpouxaXeixo. The fact that 
if the document was genuine, the present would be more likely 
(cf. e.g. the presents in D. 45,55.60.61 al. ) and yet the
imperfect seems to be easier, I think, speak against the 
authenticity of this document.
II) x&v ovxov NeaCppt, oxi <oux> ex lTE9avou e l c t l v ] Instead of 
the reading of FQ x&v o v x x d v  Neouppc, unanimously adopted by the 
editors, SYrD give xov Necupaq. Then unanimously, the mss give 
oxt ex Zxe<pdvou etoiv. About the first point, both readings are
possible. xrnv ovxov Neaippt seems to be slightly lectio
difficilior and I assume this is the reason for which the 
editors prefer it. x&v NeaCpaq, however, is supported by a large 
number of parallels in the text: §§ 56, 59, 61, 63, 65 al. If
instead of NeaCppc it were Ixe<pdtvo (as in fact Baiter suggested,
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and Thiir agreed) I would be inclined to accept the structure 
with the dative: cf. §§ 120: aXX'e^ ixtpaq yuvaixAq aux$ aaxfjq;
121 xai ovxeq auxq> 01 TtatSeq ouxoi ex£paq yuvoclx(^  aaxfjq al. 
This problem, however, is connected with a further difficulty 
of the transmitted text: if we accept the text of the mss (with
either version: xov NsaCpaq or xfiv ovxoov Neatpp:), it is
difficult to understand the point: the orator needs to prove
that the children are from Neaira; after this it does not really 
matter if they are from St. or any other man. Apart from that 
Ap. himself argued that the three of them are from another man 
and he let it be understood that Antidorides is from St. (cf. §§ 
36 and 121). And then, Ap. emphasizes elsewhere that the 
children are not Stephanos' but Neaira's: § 51: oq Zxe<pdvou
0uyax^pa XapPavov xai ou NeaCpaq; 82: enEiSf] oux saxcv Zxe<pdvou
0UYdxr)p aXXa Nsaipaq; 119, 121 al. So most of the scholars
thought that the transmitted text is mistaken. Thalheim (Hermes 
56 [ 19213 433-4), supported the reading of the mss, based on
arguments from the area of law: He says that the proklesis would 
not make any sense unless he had her in a status of a legitimate 
wife. Thus, Ap. changes here the point of view, trying to 
present them both collaborating in this device. On the other 
hand several suggestions were made with the intention to improve 
this text: Baiter suggested changing the order in which the two 
names appear: xov Ixe<f>dvou ox i  e x  Neaipaq eiaLv. His suggestion
was adopted by Thiir. Voemel added oux in front of Zxecpdvou, 
which was adopted by most editors. An easier version of this 
solution is ou ZxE<pdvou eiaiv, which, according to Taylor, is
given by Barrocianus 73. A very similar kind of information is 
also given a few lines below: ex 2xe<pdvou etvai xai Neaipaq. So
Blass thought that we need to harmonize the information we get 
from these two sources and deleted ex Zxecp&vou and xai. His 
suggestion was adopted by all modern editors. I think, however, 
that both passages: xmv ovxov Neaippc, oxi ex Zxeq»dvou etaiv and
ex Ixeqpdvou eTvai xai Neaipaq, support each other. I would be 
not very keen to accept that the text is so extensively 
corrupted, in the same direction, in both cases. I would rather 
think that the difficulty is caused because a forger first did 
not realize that the three of the four mentioned children are 
not from St., then he just reflected in the document with a 
degree of inaccuracy statements of the text like the one in §§ 
121: xai ovxeq auxo oi naioeq ouxoi e£ exepaq YuvaLXCH  aaxfjq xai
jifj Neaipaq, 122 al. So I would rather keep the transmitted text 
(adopting the reading of SYrD: xmv Neaipaq, ox i ex Ixeipavou
eiaiv), attributing any inaccuracy or difficulty to the lack of 
skill of a forger than to extensive paleographic alterations.
Wolf suggested also xou ay&voq fj0eXov xou <xaxa> Neaipaq. Taylor 
and Reiske adopted it. Here again, there does not seem to be 
anything omitted but this clumsy structure can be attributed to 
an unskilful forger.
Ill) There are some similarities in the expressions between the 
document and the context which can lead to the conclusion that 
the document is derived from the context:
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a. § 121: rip6£ev6v xe x6v xeXeux^cravxa xai ’ApCaxmva xdv vuv
ovxa xai ’Avxi6mpi6qv x6v axaS io5popouvxa xai Oav<i>
§ 124: Ilp6^ ev6q xe o xeXeuxfjaaq xai ’ApCaxiDV o vuv Sv xai
’Avxi6apC5r|q o axa6loSpop&v xai <Davcb
All these details about N. 's children suit very well in the 
narration but somebody would not expect to see them in a concise 
legal document.
b. § 121 and 124: qBeXov dip Caxaa0ai: it would be an unexpected
coincidence this unusual expression to appear twice (cf. com. § 
1 2 1 ) .
IV) The only piece of information, added by this document is the 
promise of Ap. to pay St. for any damage caused to the slaves, 
during the basanos. I do not think, however, that this point has 
any gravity in support of the authenticity of this document, 
because the compensation condition was necessary in a proklesis 
and if the forger had ever seen a real proklesis-document (as I 
argue further down that he had) he should know about it. cf.
ThUr 199 ff.
The sudden change of person (dip iaxacr0ai ... fjQeXov), appears 
also in § 54, a document which I have argued that it is
fabricated, possibly by the same hand. Here the first person is
probably derived from the context (§ 121).
In conclusion, I find this criticism serious enough, to reject 
the authenticity of this document. I think, however, that the
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person who forged it had an idea, of how such a proklesis- 
document should be: Thiir summarizes the structure of such a
document as following:
1. The declaration of the challenge
2. The name(s) of the required slave(s>
3. The subject of the challenge
4. (Preferably) The options, in case of acceptance or refusal of
the challenge.
The present text, although not genuine, I think can be used as a 
piece of evidence for this structure, in the sense that it 
imitated a certain form of the proklesis-texts. At the stage of 
the publication, I assume that the editor of this speech 
thought that the evidence of the witnesses was enough, to prove 
the truth and then he omitted the proklesis-text, because its 
content was already known from the preceding text of the orator.
125. xai x&q papxopCaq] Only Fcorr gives this xai, and all 
editors adopt it. If we omit.it, we need to put full stop after 
EYpcn^Mn^ By adding xai, the whole of § 125 depends on 5oxei 
and it is all a question. The structure in this case is fluent 
and the sense better.
c^tics'cai] This is the reading of F'Q1. The rest of the mss give 
tyeuSexai. Ap. tries to refute what St. is going to say. Thus the 
future here as well as in e^eX^Y^ei is more effective.
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aq The correct reading is given by FQ. The rest of the mss
give iy& 6e.
126. Xfjaeivl This is the reading of FypOYP* The rest give
Xa0eiv. But the voting is still in the future, thus Xfjcreiv is
pref erable.
Sigg (416) considers the peroration in the speeches of Ap. ganz 
ungenUgend, alle volstanding, kalt und schwach. This peroration 
is full of repetitions of things which he mentioned more than 
once before and it closes with a form of ring-composition. The 
speech began in a similar way, but there Thmn. was speaking. Ap. 
speaks here as if he were the official prosecutor.
Similar topics can be found in other perorations by the same 
orator: D. 46, 28: x i p o p r j o a a 0 a  i  6e . . .  u n £ p  x e  u p a i v  a u x o v  x a i  e p o u
x a i  xou S i x a C o u  x a i  x o v  v 6 p a > v ;  D. 47, 82: o a i a v  x a i  S i x a C a v  u n e p  
u p a v  a u x S v  x i 0 f j a 0 E  x f j v  yfjipov; D. 52, 33: x a i  x a u x a  n o i o u v x e q  
n p & x o v  p ^ v  x A  S i x a i a  x a i  x a x a  x o u  v o p o u q  e a e a 0  e E\fir)<p i a p ^ v o  i ,
E j r e i x a  a ^ i a  p e v  a u t t c v  u p m v .  . .
The plea to the religious feeling of the judges is a usual way 
to close a speech: cf. e. g. the peroration of D. 21; 22; 26 al.
Ap. prefers to end his speech, mentioning the gods in order to 
remind to the judges that St. and N. deserve to be punished not 
only because they broke the law, but also because they insaulted 
the gods (see § 72 ff.).
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A negative plea of pity, in which the accuser recommends to the 
court to vote against the defendant, regardless of any feelings, 
is the usual way of closing a speech of prosecution, (see e.g. 
the end of Dem. 21, 24, 25, 26, 53 or the strong plea at the end 
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3. INDEX OF THE DISCUSSED PASSAGES
[ T h i s  index do e s  not include p a s s a g e s  o n l y  us e d  as p a r a l l e l s  or a l t e r n a t i v e s  
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